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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

AN ELUSIVE TEXT

De Pallio is one of the strangest texts ever written in Latin. It is a speech
about the need to change clothing from the standard Roman toga to the
philosophers' pallium, composed in an outrageously difificult style, con-
fronting its readers with questions at every possible level. Not only its
authorship and date are matters of debate, but a first reading also
leaves unclear which aims the author may have had. To what genre
does this text belong? Which audience does the speaker address? Do we
have to regard this piece as a Christian text, or as a late specimen of the
Latin Second Sophistic? In many places, the style seems deliberately
obscure, and one often has to deal with that most essential of questions:
what do these words mean?

One would expect that such an intriguing text, written by a
well-known Christian author, is thoroughly discussed in modern sec-
ondary literature, and that it is to be found in reliable and accessible
editions. As a matter of fact, Pall. may be qualified as a text that has
been rather neglected. For sure, there is a critical edition in the Corpus
Christianomm,1 but there are no useful tools for approaching the text, at
least for an international, English readership. One still has to resort to
an edition in two volumes by A, Gerlo published during World War II.2
This edition, useful as it is, is rather hard to obtain and is, moreover,
written in Dutch, which for many readers will not substantially dimin-
ish the difBculties inherent in Pa!L. Gerlo's commentary is traditionally
philological, which means it is predominantly occupied with the estab-
lishment of the text, lexical, grammatical, and stylistical anomalies, and
the explanation of historical references and allusions in the text. Many
such points are illustrated by a wealth of parallel places.

1 GERLO 1954.

2 GERLO 1940.
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Apart from Gerlo's contributions, there is little indeed. One may
mention some bilingual Italian editions with translations and notes,
and a monograph on the text, published in Dutch. 4 Since the days of
GERLO and Vis, only few scholars have discussed Pall. at length. Most
discussions here restrict themselves to the questions of authorship and
date, and the place of the text within Tertullian's oeuvre. Literary and
rhetorical analyses are hardly ever attempted.6

Traditionally, scholars of this text shared an interest in patristic
studies. That is, the text was considered and analysed in the context of
early Christian literature, and it was mostly felt to be an oddity and a
problem. For in this text, the author deals with matters decidedly
un-Christian (such as ancient myths) or morally unbefitting (such as
sexual topics), while he hardly contrasts these with the positive sides of
Christianity. More than once, the question has been raised whether this
text is Christian at all, and if so, whether it is serious. Whatever their
answers, patristic scholars in the end invariably felt uneasy about this
exotic text, and still seem to do so nowadays. On the other hand, schol-
ars ofnon-Christian Latin literature were never eager to occupy them-
selves with this baffling piece of prose, which was considered to be part
of Christian literature and therefore quickly relegated from the stan-
dard domain of classical Latin philology. In brief. Pa!!, has more or less
fallen between two stools.

This commentary on Pali, the first one in English, attempts to fill
the gap. Meanwhile, its aims are modest indeed.

Given the extraordinary complexity of the diction, syntax, and style
of the text, and the numerous questions regarding its content and in-
tended effect, and given the lack of accessible, basic philological tools,
the first aim of this book is to establish the sense of the Latin. For this, a

3 Notably MARRA 1937 and COSTANZA 1968. Both offer brief, explanatory notes, mainly concerning
grammar and style.

4 VIS 1949.

5 Notable exceptions here are SAFLUND 1955; FR£DOUILLE 1972, 443-78; BARNES 1985, 229-31; and
McKECHNIE 1992.

6 Only MCKECHNIE'S contribution ftdly deserves to be mentioned here.
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rather literal English translation has been added to the Latin text and
many notes in the commentary discuss the exact meaning of a word or
a phrase. Often, matters will have to remain open but some degree of
certainty does seem within reach. Throughout this book, the Latin text
of GERLO 1954 has been used as a starting point, and textual questions
have been kept to an absolute minimum. That is, Gerlo's standard text
has generally been accepted without further discussion about readings,
and the commentary attempts rather to clarify the sense of the words,
strange as they may seem, instead of discussing variants or supplying
new emendations and conjectures.

Secondly, the commentary aims at understanding the text to some
degree as a piece ofliterahire, rather than merely as a historical docu-
ment. Thus it hopes to respond to the issue suggested by Lofstedt more
than 70 years ago: 'Das kleine, aber schwierige Werk wiirde eine ein-
gehende sprachliche sowohl wie literarisch-stilistische Sonderunter-
suchung verdienen'.7

Wherever possible, special attention is given to problems of literary
composition, authorial strategy and communication with the audience,
whereas discussions on historical issues or encyclopaedic matters have
been limited. For example, the speaker's strategy both to flatter and
provoke his audience, and to hide his Christian sympathies while also
alluding to them for the connoisseurs, is given closer attention than
fachial matters concerning the ancient toga or pallium (cloth, folding,
and colours). The central question is 'What does this author do with
words?' rather than: 'What can be deduced about Roman reality from
these words?'

Moreover, the commentary strives to escape from the dilemma of
approaching this text as either decidedly Christian (and from that per-
spective: defective) or essentially non-Christian (and accordingly bi-
zarre). Pali. is seen as a text in which ancient Roman literary culture, in
its late form of the Latin Second Sophistic (as it is known from Gellius,
Fronto, and above all, Apuleius) is gradually changing into a Christian
Latin, literary culture. This process of change, of intermingling of 'pa-

7 L6FSTEDT 1933, 312.
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gan' and 'Christian' elements, can almost be seen to take place in the
text.

In a way, then, this commentary combines a deliberate modesty and
restriction in its scope and methods with some objectives that might be
considered dangerously ambitious. For to quote Barnes: 'The de Pallio
presents insuperable linguistic difficulties. The manuscript tradition is
poor, the style deliberately bafiBing and enigmatic, its comprehension
and elucidation the ultimate challenge to philological acumen.'8 This
commentary is bound to disappoint readers' high expectations about
its philological aciunen, and it will no doubt be found lacking in many
aspects. But one may hope that it merits at least some attention for
having tried to understand and open up this complex and interesting
text.

The history of earlier scholarship on Pall. is long and varied, but past
research has been largely concerned with philological and ideological
matters that are not considered of primary importance to this edition.
Accordingly, the following introduction does not claim to provide a
detailed account of all such scholarship, nor to cover all possible as-
pects of the text supported by notes which are as extensive as possible.
Given the special nahire of Pali, and the aims of this commentary, these
introductory remarks primarily intend to function as an essay inviting
the reader to apply himself or herself to this text.

1. AUTHORSHIP

The first main problem involving Pall. is its authorship. In the MSS tra-
dition, the text has been transmitted under the works ofTertullian.9

8 BARNES1985, 229.

9 For an detailed description of the relevant, extant manuscripts, all dating from the 15th cen-
tury and accordingly involving many textual problems, see notably GERLO 1940, 1, 1-9. For early
printed editions, idem, 9-21; and for early translations, idem, 24-7. For a list of translations in
various languages, including Russian and Japanese, one may consult the relevant page on the
website about Tertullian maintained by Roger Pearse; see http://vimEw.tertullian.org/woAs/
de_palUo..htm.
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However, the special nature of the content ofPaH. often provoked
doubts about its authenticity. Many scholars have wondered how such
a baroque, immoderate, and ostentatiously rhetorical text could ever
be ascribed to a Church Father, and a rigorous one like Tertullian at
that. Ultimately, most explain the text as a work somehow in the mar-
gin of Tertullian's literary output, being either a piece of juvenilia or a
product of his old age (see also the next paragraph), and few indeed
have actually contested its authenticity. All major contemporary stud-
ies on Tertullian, as well as comprehensive text books and surveys
generally accept the work as being composed by Tertullian.

Fairly recently, a fresh attempt was made to deny Tertullian's au-
thorship. ° In this contribution, written in Japanese, some arguments
are adduced to suggest that the work is not by Tertullian, but by some
unknown eques recently converted to a form of Christianity. Rather
surprisingly, however, the Japanese scholar takes Pa!!, seriously, as if it
were a philosophical-theological treatise, and he does not seem to take
sufficient notice of its rhetorical nature. In the end, his arguments re-
main unconvincing. The work may still safely be ascribed to none other
than Tertullian. Any problems it involves will have to be explained
otherwise than by suggesting another author.

2. DATE

One of the major uncertainties involved in this text concerns its date of
composition and publication. For this, various dates have been sug-
gested, ranging from very early to very late in Tertullian's career. This
is all the more unsettling, since the question of its date is not without
consequences for the overall interpretation. Is this a daring, humorous
work of the newly converted Tertullian? Or, by contrast, a serious fare-
well to Greco-Roman culture by a disappointed, aged theologian?

For lack of external evidence, we ultimately have to rely on ele-
ments in the text itself. The main object of scholarly contention is a
passage at the beginning of 2.7, where the speaker refers to three Em-

10 TON 1986.
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perors; cf. note on 2.7.1 praesentis imperil triplex uirtas. This has been
associated by scholars with four different dates:" 193, 12194-196,"
209-211,14 or even 222-223;15

According to BARNES 1985 none of these is convincing. Notably, he
rejects an early date, on account of the reference to peace and plenty in
the opening sentence of Pail. (l. l. l). The years 193 to 197 were a time of
civil war,16 which would mean TertuUian's remarks here are sarcastic,
something which seems out of place in the proem. On the other hand,
he equally rejects a very late date, as more recently advocated by
scholars, since the reference would then have to be to Severus Alexan-
der, his mother Julia Momaea and his grandmother Julia Maesa (in the
year 222-223), which seems much less likely than a reference to Sep-
timius Severus and his sons.17

Barnes' attention rather focuses on 2. 7.3 mbo suhdolae familiaritatis
conuuko, which he takes as a possible reference to a political event, the
fall of Plautianus in January 205.18 The date for Pall. then, would be
shortly afterwards, that is, the year 205, and he places the work in that
year in his chronology of Tertullian's works. 19 Gerlo has opted for a
slightly later date, namely the period of 208-2 II.20 Other places in the
speech have also been taken as starting points for establishing the date
of composition;, e.g. 4.5.2 Subneronem (see note ad loc.)

11 Cf. BARNES1985, 35 with notes 6-9; further GERLO 1940, 1, 37-45.

12 HOPPE 1932, 63-6, COSTANZA 1968, 35, KLHN 1975, 268 and others. With this earliest date. De
Paih'o would be a text from the period ofTertullian's conversion to Christianity.

13 MAKRA 1937, 27.

14 NOLDECHEN 1886, 615.

15 SAFLUND 1955, 37-49; FREDOUILLE 1972, 444-5 and BRAUN 1977, 577.

16 So BARNES, 36.

17 BARNES, 36; cf. also 329.

18 BARNES, 36.

19 BARNES, 55.

20 GERLO 1940, 1, 45.
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It seems fair to say that all such possible indications in the work
itself are, at best, highly vague and, in addition, thoroughly rhetorical.
Most of the textual elements adduced in the discussion clearly bear the
stamp of panegyric, and certainly allow for irony and sarcasm. Al-
though Barnes may have a point in arguing that Tertullian could hardly
open his speech on a sarcastic note about 'peace and prosperity' in
times of war, there is no reason to assume that the opening lines would
have to be entirely devoid of irony: on the contrary, the speech shows
so many signs of irony and sarcasm, and enters on so many provocative
points, that it may be argued to be fundamentally ambiguous right
from the start. Hence, it seems impossible to deduce a date from any
specific element.

The discussion on the date has mostly centred on these allegedly
historical references, but we may need to look further for a clue. Sev-
eral aspects of the text, such as its generic background as an epideictic
speech, its vocabulary and style, its fundamental ambiguity, and the
curious mbc of pagan and Christian elements it contains, would all seem
to plead for a relatively early date, perhaps even shortly after Tertul-
ban's conversion to Christianity.21

Meanwhile, the exact year of composition remains impossible to
establish. It may have been 205, as Barnes and others argue, 22 but the
speech could also have been composed shortly after his earliest works,
such as the Ad martyras and Apologeticwn (autumn 197).23 If it is tme that
Geta first appears on imperial coins in 209, but that inscriptions style
him and his brother Caracalla as August! as early as 198,24 it would not
seem excluded to suggest the year 198 or 199 for the composition of
pan..

21 Cf. also e.g. KLEIN 1975, 268: 'De Pallio ist die erste Schrift des christlich gewordenen Tertul-
lian'. This scholar supports a very early date for Pall (possibly even 193).

22 In his recent handbook survey, TRANKLE 1997, 455 supports a date between 205 and 211.

23 BARNES, 55.

24 BASNES, 36.
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3. GENRE

Scholars not only debated questions of authorship and date of Pali, but
many of them were also puzzled by the problem of its genre. Within
Christian literature, and especially in the oeuvre of Tertullian, there is
simply nothing like Pali, either in terms of style or as a literary work. At
first sight, it does not deal with Christian teaching (cf. also below on
'Aims and intentions'), although allusions to Christianity are not absent.
This would exclude a categorisation as a religious treatise, sermon,
apology, or any of the other common genres of early Christian prose.

The violent and personal tone might rather seem to classify the
work as belonging to satire, and this is how it has actually been consid-
ered by some scholars. 25 Admittedly, various elements of satire may be
observed in the text,26 but this does not make the text a satire as such.
Apart from the fact that Latin literature does not seem to have known a
clearly defined (sub)genre of prose satire, Pail also shows some tenden-
cies that are difficult to reconcile with satire, such as a remarkable
display of erudition and linguistic creativity (which go well beyond all
even Persius has achieved in these areas), an apparent lack of a target
against whom or which the text would be directed and some rather
personal, defensive notes: the author is not so much launching a viru-
lent, humoristic attack against a specific social evil, but presenting a
favourable, highly rhetoric image of himself and his own choices.

With 'rhetoric', we have reached a key word. For, whatever else this
text may represent, it is, first and foremost, a speech, delivered by a
proficient public speaker to a numerous audience. In the opening
words, this setting becomes evident: the speaker immediately ad-
dresses the principes semper Africae, uiri Carthaginienses. This obviously
refers to a specific, Carthaginian audience. In the course of the text, this
audience is addressed on numerous occasions, often by means of the
second person plural, and the speaker always seems to be aware of the
public setting of what he says.

25 E.g. NOLDECHEN 1886.

26 Cf. also e.g. MCKECHNIE 1992, 57-64.
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The speech shows an astonishing mastery of language and learning,
powerful rhetoric, and an impressive range of serious, half-serious and
mocking themes, all rather loosely connected to the main subject: the
speaker's openly professed change of clothing from''toga to pallium. Per-
sonal and satirical elements add to the impression of a splendid, rhe-
torical performance, which must have captivated the audience.

This kind of rhetoric is not widely known in classical Roman litera-
ture, and it does not seem to be highly appreciated by scholars. How-
ever, there is a clear parallel, which is close, to Pall. not only in themes
and content, but even in time and date: the rhetorical works of Apu-
leius of Madauros (ca. 125-180), a fellow Roman African only one gen-
eration older than Tertullian himself: Pro se de magia (Apologia), Florida,
and De Deo Socratis. In these exuberant works, the speaker proudly pre-
sents himself as a learned scholar, a brilliant showman, and a true phi-
losophus Platonicus, who fully deserves the fame and renown for which
he is admired by his audience. Especially in his most 'show-like' pieces,
the Florida,27 Apuleius proves a master in all conceivable rhetorical
techniques, with a notable preference for expanding and digressing, (or,
on the other hand, summarizing), adding personal notes, and above all,
impressing his public, whether on the basis of facts and tmth or merely
by way of external appearances and clever rhetorical effects.

Anyone who has seriously studied the Florida and then embarks on
reading Pali. can hardly be in doubt here: these texts belong to the same
class of rhetoric. Pali., for all its curious elements and difficulties, can
easily be classified as an epideictic speech along the lines of the Second
Sophistic.

Although the parallel with Apuleius has often been noticed by
scholars, detailed analyses on Pa!!. in the context of this tradition have
remained scarce. 28 The present commentary is the first attempt of an
analysis of the entire text in these terms.

27 For a full commentary in English see HUNINK 2001.

28 There are some important exceptions here: BARNES 1985, 228-232 (in the final pages of his
study, in a chapter entitled 'The Christian Sophist'), further 332-3 (and see also BARNES 1976,
13-9); MCKECHNIE 1992; and EDWARDS 2001, 50-3. In earlier scholarship, cf. e.g. SIDER 1971, 120-1,
who briefly analyses the work in liis chapter on 'deliberative and epideictic themes', calling it a
'literary "show-piece"'
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4. STfLE

One of the most astonishing features of The Pallio is its style, which has
invariably baffled and stunned readers. Tertullian uses a great variety
of words, including many neologisms, archaisms, and words used in an
unusual meaning, and employs all possibilities of Latin syntax, from
extreme complexity to a simplicity that may even seem suspect. It
seems fair to say that there is hardly a single sentence in the whole
speech which could be called 'normal' in every respect. Lexical and
syntactical complexity, with added effects of style, such as unusual
word order or enhanced pathos, turn every sentence into a new puzzle,
waiting to be solved by the reader.29

This style may be called recherche, deliberately obscure, or even
'decadent', and although it has earned some admiration by scholars
who studied the technical aspects ofTertullian's use of language, most
readers were appalled and quickly turned away to other writings.
Christian readers in particular not rarely felt a sense of shock: how
could this ostentatious display of rhetoric and complexity be reconciled
with the teaching of Christianity, supposedly to be made accessible to
even simple souls, or even with the apparently simple message of this
speech itself? The aversion has led to misunderstandings of the text. In
addition, the difficulties of style and the rather defective transmission
of the text have led to an excessive number of proposals to change the
Latin.

The artful style of the speaker, much as it seems at odds with both
modem and classical Latin style, should be appreciated at least as a
conscious choice by the speaker. He must have hoped to earn praise
and favour with his audience, or at least to keep its attention for the
length of the speech, and his style was certainly adapted to that pur-
pose. Apparently, the audience liked such clever display of linguistic
mastery, and perhaps even its exaggerated character. And whether or

29 For extensive studies of Tertullian's style, see notably HOPPE 1903 and 1932. For detailed
information) on the specific style of PaB (including lists of phenomena such as alliteration,
unusual grammar or neologisms) one may also consult the editions of GERLO, MASRA and
COSTANZA.
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not all Listeners could understand the speaker's words (one may have
serious doubts here), they must have felt a sense of awe in front of this
great erudition and such an breathtaking example of learned Latinity.

Learned speech and recherche style are also a perfect medium to
serve various groups in the audience simultaneously. Simple African
folk could admire the verbal pyrotechnics of the artist, those who had
some education might grasp parts of its content and recognise some
allusions to classical myth and local history, while the elite might be
sensitive to the more hidden notes of phiksophy, religion (including
Christianity), and politics.

In this commentary, matters of style are explained and made ex-
plicit wherever the text seems obscure, that is, in a great number of
places. However, the aim of such notes is not to classify and rubricate
stylistic phenomena but to clarify the Latin text and, wherever possible,
to allow the reader to understand how these effects of style contribute
to the speaker's possible wider aims. In addition, parallels from Tertul-
lian's other works, as adduced in the notes, support the claim that this
style, for all its eccentricity, clearly bears the stamp ofTertullian.

5. AIMS AND INTENTIONS

In this text the reader is faced with many problems concerning essen-
tial issues, such as authorship and date, genre and style. But the discus-
sion of these aspects can usually be restricted to facts provided by the
text itself. This is much less easy if we wish to determine the aims of the
author. What exactly did he want to achieve with this piece? Against
what spiritual background do we have to see his text? Is there some
hidden agenda, or do we have to take everything at face value? The
text does not give us many clues here, and so scholars have generally
gone much further in their interpretations.

By now, it will not come as a surprise that this overall assessment of
the authorial intentions in Pali is the most controversial issue sur-
rounding the text. In the last 200 years, a great variety of contrasting
suggestions was made, ranging from the notion that Pali. is a curious,
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cynical diatribe in pagan style, based on a lost 'Menippean' satire, 30 to
the hypothesis that it is a thoroughly Christian work, or even an eso-
teric pro-Montanist text with serious intentions. It has been used as a
historical source3 3 but also explained in psychological terms as the

work of an unbalanced soul, a talented, but intolerably vain and proud
spirit who wished to defend his personal honour at all costs, or a com-
pletely isolated and disappointed individual at the end of his life. 35

We are faced with an extent of disagreement among scholars that is,
perhaps, even greater than anywhere else. 36 Inevitably, the issues of
date, genre and style have been brought into this discussion again, but
these uncertain factors hardly make the question easier to handle. In
the end, these problems are almost inextricably tied up.

As tempting as it may be to broaden the discussion to Tertullian's
whole person, work, and theological development, or to give up hope
of attaining any certainty at all, 37 it seems better to postpone a defini-
tive judgement and return to the text itself. For if anywhere, it is here
that some answers to our questions may be found.

The first point I would like to make is that Pa!!, is composed as a
speech (cf. also above on 'Genre'), and that the text may well have been
delivered orally. There is no reason to assume that its rhetorical setting
would be fictitious. On the contrary, a comparison with Second Sophist

30 GEFFKEN 1909.

31ZAPPALA1925.

32 MONCEAUX 1901; GERLO 1954 (printing his critical text in a volume 'Opera Montanistica').

33 Notably VAN BERCHEM 1944

34 VIS 1949.

35 FRfDOUILLE 1972.

36 For convenient surveys of earlier scholarly positions, see GERLO 1940, 30-6; Vis 1949, 124-36;
COSTANZA 1968, 16-20; TRANKLE 1997, 457; cf. also BARNES 1976, 13-5 and MCKECHNIE 1992, 44-5.

37 Cf. WR1GHT 2000, 1039: '... ifTertullian calls for some form of Christian renunciation, he
has chosen to cloak it in abstruseness.'
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speakers such as Apuleius would rather plead for actual performance
by the speaker before a numerous, live audience.38

If this point is accepted, it may provide a good basis for further
thoughts about the aims of the author. For if this is a speech, it involves
a speaker, some specific subject matter, and an audience, and we may
investigate the text for clues as to these three elements and their rela-
tions.

The speaker certainly presents himself in an assertive,
self-conscious way. For one thing, he is not pleading his case as if he
were seriously attacked or facing actual danger, and any notion that
Tertullian stands on trial or is risking his life should be dispelled right
away. Neither is he presenting the case of Christianity in a manifestly
favourable way, nor does he try to make it seem particularly attractive
to his audience. The information about the new religion is so scanty as
to be formally absent. In the end, it amounts to some deliberately
vague allusions, the association of the religion with a change ofcloth-
ing, and the mention of the name Chnsti'anus in the last line of the
speech. Although some strong criticism and satire against
Greco-Roman culture seems to group this text along contemporary
Christian apologetic writings, the absence of both clearly defensive and
clearly positive notes about the new religion itself (rather than about
the pallium) actually rules out the possibility to regard it as an apol-

39
ogy.

The whole structure and content of the speech make it difficult to
take it as a serious contribution to a debate on religion. The starting
point is formed by some criticism that has been levelled against the
speaker: he has changed clothing, leaving the Roman toga and taking
up the non-Roman pallium. But instead of a defence in terms of phi-
losophy and religion, the speech dwells on a great number of rhetorical

38 The point has convincingly been made by MCKECHNIE 1992, esp. 47-51. Earlier scholars often
assumed that the speech was fictitious, e.g. COSTANZA 1968, 35.

39 Recentely, the hypothesis of an apology has been defended again by TRANKLE 1997, 457, who
argues that the speech is an 'Apologie in Kurzform' intended to raise interest and sympathy for
Christianity among an elite audience of literary connoisseurs. For an earlier variant of the
theory, see COSTANZA 1968 who regarded the text as a kind of fictional apology.
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and satirical issues. Large sections of the speech are made up by
lengthy and erudite arguments involving 'all kinds of change in nature',
'the world of animals', or 'perversion of dress' (sections 2, 3, and 4). This
is extravagant, rhetorical elaboration of a given theme, not a serious
debate that remains to the point.

The speaker may, of course, have had some serious intention at the
back of his mind, but the speech shows surprisingly little of this. The
motifs developed in it invariably dwell on particulars of ancient history
and myth (including some Biblical references), and natural history.
Often they hardly even touch upon the theme of the pallium as such,
varying related motifs, loosely connecting interesting items that are
provoking or amusing. That is, this text looks like a rhetorical per-
formance in full-blown Second Sophistic style.

The audience, in turn, must have relished all of this. It would have
been greatly ineffective and unhelpful for the speaker to deliver a
speech that his audience could not appreciate. On the assumption that
there was a live performance, the agreement of the audience with what
was ofifered seems only natural.

What do we learn about this audience? Not much, apart from the
fact that it is addressed as Principes semper Africae, ui'ri Carthaginienses
(l. l. l): it forms a distinguished audience of the elite of Carthage, most
likely gathered in a theatre or amphitheatre. There are no signs at all
that the spectators were fellow-Christians (or Christians of another
denomination or group than the speaker itself). On the contrary, the
vague allusions to the Bible (more specifically, the Old Testament)
would rather suggest that the audience is not yet familiar with the new
religion and does not feel any special sympathy for it. On the other
hand, if the audience were seriously and strongly opposed to all mani-
festations of Christianity, even these allusions would be too dangerous
to make. Among the spectators, there may have been some Christians
or opponents of Christianity, who hiew (or thought they knew) what
the speaker was alluding to, but either group can hardly have been
more than a small minority.

But if the audience is neither Christian nor fiercely anti-Christian,
and if the speaker, for most of his performance, does not present him-
self as an declared follower of this religion, Christianity should not be
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considered the central issue in the communication between the
speaker and his audience. It is, at best, an interesting motif that
emerges at the end.40

Those who came to listen to the speaker probably enjoyed his per-
formance for what it was obviously meant to be: a brilliant show in
spectacular, extraordinary Latin, with some nicely provocative re-
marks and intriguing allusions to Higher Knowledge, with touches both
of patriotic, African sentiments and respectful references to Rome (to
please the audience not only as the local eBte, but also as the represen-
tatives of Rome), and with many interesting details from classical and
local culture.

It is difficult to see any other aim of the speaker than that ofdeliv-
ering a good, persuasive, or, at least, entertaining speech. By this, he
may have wished to underscore his status and position as a learned
sophist and a man of great culture and hidden wisdom. Would this be
unthinkable for a man only recently converted to Christianity after
many years devoted to pagan emdition? We may be saying more about
modern attitudes if we argue that this is impossible.

Indeed, Tertullian wrote his strongly Christian Apologeticum in 197,
but that was a written text intended for a specific readership, pre-
sumably both much smaller and more strictly concentrated upon mat-
ters of life and death, than a massive audience that had gathered in an
amphitheatre to have a good time.

In Pall, we seem to have a genuine example of Second Sophistic dis-
play as it must have been common in Carthage in the days ofApuleius41
and Tertullian. The communication between speaker and audience is
almost entirely coloured by traditional, pagan material. Tertullian de-
livers a largely traditional rhetorical show, apparently without the idea
that this might be seen as incompatible with his new interests, and also
freely inserts some material from the Bible to serve his interests of the

40 The Christian element in Pa!!, is commonly overrated by scholars. Although the speech
certainly ends on a note of Christianity, it can hardly count as a 'profession of faith', as some
scholars (e.g. COSTANZA 1968, 20) have suggested.

41 If the speech had been transmitted anonymously, one might even have argued that if it could
be a speech by Apuleius himself, but for the name Christianiu.
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moment. His aim was not to convert or to preach, nor to reject and
depreciate existing culture, but rather to show himself as a man fully
able to cope with the demands of his time, while suggesting his per-
sonal advancement in the sphere of Wisdom.

This speech shows Tertullian as a man between two worlds, the old
Greco-Roman world and the emerging Christian world. Perhaps in the
end, this position 'between two worlds' became his personal fate: he
seems to have belonged to neither.

It is a pity that we do not have any testimonies of contemporary
reactions to Tertullian's speech. "One would love to read the com-
ments, positive or negative, which it must have solicited. I would sug-
gest that the speaker at the very least obtained a long applause from
his listeners, even if they did not share his faith, and that he enjoyed
the special occasion equally, before finally devoting himself entirely to
'serious,' that is, Christian and theological, writing.

6. THIS EDITION

In the paragraphs above, much has been said about the specific aims of
this edition, as far as its choice of Latin text and general approach are
concerned. Some remarks seem due about the structure and system of
the edition as a whole. It is intended as a sequel to my editions ofApu-
leius' Apology and Florida4 5 and its aims are very similar.

The critical Latin text ofGerlo has been adopted without changing
its words. No new collation of the MSS has been made, nor have new
emendations been advanced or inserted into the text. Only the punc-

42 Men such as Apuleius had done exactly the same, only they were not Christians but philoso-
phers. But since the paffium is also presented as the dress of philosophers, how great is the
difference in the end?

43 One of the rare texts showing any influence ofPaB. at all is Ambrose, Epist. 4, 15; see note on
2. 1. 1.

44 GERLO 1954.

45 HUNINK 1997 and 2001.
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tuation of the text has been changed at some places of minor conse-
quence.

Like punctuation, the manner of visually presenting the text de-
pends on the individual habits and taste of the editor. I have basically
wished to provide a text which is as pleasant as possible to read and use.
To achieve this, I have started a new paragraph wherever this seemed
required. Meanwhile, the system of paragraph numbers by Gerlo
(numbers and subnumbers, e.g. 1.2) has been maintained and extended
with a new, third level of numbers (e.g. 1,2^) for easy consultation and
reference. At this third level, I have tried to keep such sections rela-
tively but not unduly small: usually a single, long sentence or two or
three short ones. These numbers (in three digits) are used throughout
in the commentary to refer to the Latin text.

Given the extreme difficulty of the Latin, it seemed unwise to pro-
vide readers with just a Latin text. Therefore an English translation has
been added. The aims of this translation are modest: it does not aspire
to have special literary virtues, or to give the definitive truth about
this text, but only to bring out what the editor thinks the words mean,
or most likely mean, in order to offer explicit and clear assistance to
readers who want to make sense of the Latin text.

As in the case of my commentary on Apuleius' Florida, no English
commentary was available. Accordingly, this commentary pays rela-
tively much attention to practical information about style, grammar,
and Realien. But wherever possible, literary aspects and elements of
rhetorical strategy are highlighted, in order to get a better under-
standing of the speech as a work of art.

Throughout the commentary an attempt has been made to take a
critical look at the words of the speaker, and to uncover aspects he
seems to be hiding. For instance, the notes make the speaker's insinua-
tions explicit, point out obscurities, and clarify possible double mean-
ings of words and clever puns. Inconsistencies, vagueness, and twisted
arguments are noticed, as are, on the other hand, cases of conspicuous
display of learning.

For information on the bibliography and indexes, see the introduc-
tory lines to the items at the end of this volume.
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Research for this book (2001-2004) was made possible by the Radboud
University Nijmegen, The Netherlands (formerly named Catholic Uni-
versity Nijmegen). I thank prof. Arpad Orban, who helped me with the
introduction, and Ms. Susannah Herman (Leiden), who patiently cor-
rected my English and made many suggestions for improvement. Of
course, neither is responsible for anything I have written or omitted.
For further information and contact, readers are kindly invited to visit:
http://www.vincenthunmk.nl.

All texts in this book have been set in Gentium; more information on
the font can be found at: http://scripts, silorg/gentium.

7. ABBREVIATIONS

Apart fi-om references to scholarly literature and ancient authors (as
set out at the beginnings of the Bibliography and the Indexes), the fol-
lowing abbreviations have been employed:

AD
ad loc.
a. o.

B.C.
c.

cf.
crit.app.
DNP
esp.
ff.
GCA
LHSz:
LSJ
LTUR
MS
MSS
n.

OCD
OLD
Pail
PIR
PL

Anno Domini (in the year of our Lord)
ad locum (on the passage mentioned)
and others
before Christ
caput
confer (also used is 'see')
critical apparatus
dernevtePauly
especially
and following
Groningen Commentaries on Apuleius
Leumann, Hofmann, Szantyr, Lateinische Syntax und Stilistik
Liddell, Scott and Jones, A Greek-English lexicon
Lexicon Topographicum Urbis Romae
manuscript
manuscripts
note

Oxford Classical Dictionary
Oxford Latin Dictionary
DePaffio
Prosopographia Imperil Romani
Patrologia Latina
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RE:

sc.
s.v.

TLL
wn

Numbers:

34-5
34fF
134-69
8,34 (...) 89

1.3.2
2,3

Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll a.o, Pauiys Realencyclopddie der Massischen
Altertamswissenschaft
scilicet (that is; namely)
sub voce (under heading)
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae
with note

34-35

34 and following
134-169
8,34 and 8,89 (mainly in lists of parallels)

De PaBio 3,2,1
(reference to other ancient texts)

Signs (with words or ietters):

(w)

(...)
<11>
[11]

the combination of indicated words that do not immediately
follow each other

the entire phrase included bebveen the first word and the last
word

in headword of an entry: the word occurs in the next or previous
lemma

words in a quotation that have been left out
words or letters added by editors or translators
words or letters omitted by editors
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TERTULLIANI
DEPALLIO

CAPUT1

(l. l) 1 Principes semper Africae, uiri Carthaginienses, uetustate
nobiles, nouitate felices, gaudeo uos tarn prosperos temporum,
cum ita uacat ac iuuat habitus denotare. 2 Pacis haec et annonae
otia. Ab imperio et a caelo bene est.

3 Tamen et uobis habitus aliter olim tunicae fuere, et
quidem in fama de subteminis studio et luminis concilio et men-
surae temperamento, quod neque trans crura prodigae nec intra
genua inuerecundae nec brachiis parcae nec manibus artae, sed
(nec cingulo sinus diuidere expeditum) beatae quadrata iustitia
in uiris stabant. 4 Pallii extrinsecus habitus et ipse quadrangulus
ab utroque laterum regestus et ceruicibus circumstrictus in fibu-
lae morsu humeris acquiescebat.

(1.2) 1 Instar eius hodie Aesculapio iam uestro sacerdotium
est. Sic et in proximo soror ciuitas uestiebat, et sicubi alibi in Af-
rica Tyros. 2 At cum saecularium sortium uariauit urna et Ro-
manis deus maluit, soror quidem ciuitas suopte arbitrio mutare
properauit, ut adpulsum Scipionem ante iam de habitu salutasset,
Romanum praecoca.

3 Vobis uero post iniuriae beneficium, ut senium non fas-
tigium exemptis, post Gracchi obscena omina et Lepidi uiolenta
ludibria, post trinas Pompei aras et longas Caesaris moras, ubi
moenia Statilius Taurus imposuit, sollemnia Sentius Saturninus
enarrauit, cum concordia iuuat, toga oblata est. 4 Pro, quantum
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TERTULLIAN
ON THE MANTLE

CHAPTER 1

(l. l) 1 You, who are have always been leaders of Africa, men of
Carthage, noble of old and blessed today, I am glad that you live
in such happy times that you can find both the time and the
pleasure of censuring clothing! 2 This is the sort of pursuit of
peace and plenty. All is well on the part of the empire and on
the part of the sky.

3 However, in the past you too wore your clothing, tunics,
differently: they were even famous for their skilful weave, har-
monious colouring, and proper size. For they did not fall ex-
travagantly over the legs or shamelessly above the knees, they
did not fit shortly at the arms nor tightly at the hands. No, in a
fourfold suitable form it fitted men (it was not considered easy
to divide its folds with a belt). 4 The outer garment, the pallium,
itself also quadrangular, was thrown back from both sides and
knit around the neck in the bit of a buckle, and so rested on the
shoulders.

(1.2) 1 Its equivalent today is <what is worn by> the priests
of Aesculapius, who has also become yours. This is the way the
twin town close by used to dress, and wherever else in Africa
there is a Tyrus. 2 But as soon as the urn of worldly lots swung
around and the deity favoured the Romans, your twin town has-
tened to change on its own account. Thus it wished to salute
Scipio at his landing beforehand through its prematurely Ro-
man attire. 3 To you, however, after the benefit of injustice, as
to people who lost their antiquity but not their position, after
the foul omens of Gracchus and the violent mockery by Lepidus,
the threefold altars of Pompeius and the long delays of Caesar,
when Statilius Taurus had erected your walls and Sentius Sat-
urninus had solemnly inaugurated them, and since concord was
pleasing, - to you the toga was offered 4 0 how far did it
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circummeauit, a Pelasgis ad Lydos, a Lydis ad Romanes, at ab
humeris sublimioris populi Carthaginienses complecteretur!

(1.3) 1 Exinde timicam longiorem cinctu arbitrante suspen-
ditis, et pallii iam teretis redundantiam tabiilata congregatione
fulcitis, et si quid praeterea condicio uel dignitas uel temporalitas
uestit, pallium tamen generaliter uestrum immemores etiam
denotatis.

2 Equidem haud miror prae documento superiore. Nam et
arietem non quern Laberius reciprocicomem et lanicutem et testi-
trahum, sed trabes machina est, quae muros frangere militat
nemini unquam adhuc libratum ilia dicitur Carthago, studi'is
asperrima belli, prima omnium armasse in oscillum penduli
impetus, commentata uim tormenti de bile pecoris capite <se>
uindicantis. 3 Cum tamen ultimant tempora patriae et aries iam
Romanus in muros quondam suos audet, shipuere illico Car-
thaginienses ut nouum extraneum ingenium:
Tantum aeai longinqua ualet mutare uetustas!

Sic denique nec pallium agnoscita. ir.

CAPUT2

(2.1) 1 Sit nunc aliunde res, ne Poenicum inter Romanos aut
embescat aut doleat. Certe habitum uertere nata^rae totius sol-
lemne munus est. Fungihir et ipse mundus interim iste quern in-
cumbimus.

2 Viderit Anaximander, si plures putat, uiderit, si quis
uspiam alius, ad Meropas, ut Silenus penes aures Midae blatit,
aptas sane grandioribus fabulis. Sed et si quern Plato aestimat,
cuius imago hie sit, etiam ille habeat necesse est proinde mutare.
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wander! From the Pelasgians it came to the Lydians and from
the Lydians to the Romans, in order that it would cover the Car-
thaginians, starting from the shoulders of the higher people!

(1.3) 1 From then on, your tunic is longer and you use a di-
viding belt to let it hang down. Likewise, you support the abun-
dant flow of your now smooth gown, by gathering it in folds.
And if any circumstance of class or dignity or time makes you
wear other garments, you forget and even criticize the pallium,
that used to be yours in all circumstances! ^

2 Now personally I am not surprised by that, on account of
an earlier parallel case. For the ram too (not the 'reciprocally
horned, wool-skinned, testicle-dragging' animal ofLaberius, but
the war machine whose service it is to break walls), an instru-
ment previously launched by none, is said to have been mobi-
Used first of all by Carthage, 'keenest in pursuit of war', for the
oscillatory work of pending violence, having realised the power
of the engine by analogy of the anger of the beast that avenges
itself with its head. 3 However, when the times of the mother
country were drawing to a close and the now Roman ram dared
confront the walls that once had been his own, the Carthagin-
lans were suddenly stunned at the device, as if it were new and
foreign. 'So much doth Time's long age avail to change'!

This way the pallium is also no longer recognised.

CHAPTER 2

(2. 1) 1 Let us now draw upon another source, so that the Punic
does not feel shame or grief amidst the Romans: certainly,
changing clothing is a customary task of nature as a whole. It is,
meanwhile, performed by this very world we press upon.

2 Let Anaximander see to it if he thinks there are more
worlds, let anyone else see to it, if he assumes one somewhere,
near the Meropae, as Silenus babbles in Midas' ears (which are
fit indeed for broader stories!). But even if Plato reckons there is
a world of which this one is the image, even that world must
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3. Quippe si mundus, ex diuersis substantiis ofBciisque constabit,
ad formam eius quod mundus hie est; neque enim mundus, si
non ut mundus proinde. Diuersa in unum ex demutatione
diuersa sunt.

4 Denique diuersitatis discordiam uices foederant. Ita mu-
tando erit mundus omnis qui et diuersitatibus corporatus et
uicibus temperatus.

(2.2) 1 Nostra certe metatio, quod clausis uel in totaim
Homericis oculis liquet, totum uersiforme est. 2 Dies et nox
inuicem uertunt. Sol stationibus annuls, luna modulationibus
menstruis uariat. Siderum distmcta confusio interdum reicit quid,
interdum resuscitat. Caeli ambitus nunc subdiuo splendidus,
nunc nubilo sordidus; aut imbres ruunt, et si qua missilia cum
imbribus; dehinc substillum et denuo sudum.

3 Sic et man fides infamis, dum et flabris aeque mutantibus
de tranquillo probum, de flustris temperatum et extemplo de
decumanis inquietat. 4 Sic et terram si recenseas temporatim
uestiri amantem, prope sis eandem negare, memor uiridem cum
conspicis flauam, mox uisurus et canam. 5 Ceteri quoque eius
ornatus quid non aliud ex alio mutant, et montium scapulae de-
currendo, et fontium uenae cauillando et fluminum uiae obhu-
mando?

(2.3) 1 Mutauit et totus orbis aliquando, aquis omnibus ob-
situs. Adhuc maris conchae et buccinae peregrinanhir in
montibus, cupientes Platoni probare etiam ardua fluitasse. 2 Sed
et enatando rursus in forma mutauit mrsus orbis, alius idem.
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must likewise undergo change. 3 For if it is a 'world/ it will con-
sist of different substances and functions, parallel to the form of
what the world is here. (For it is not 'world', if it is not otherwise
like the world). Dififerent things coming together are different
because of change.

4 In short, the discord of differences is unified by vicissi-
tude. So it is by change that every world that is a corporate
whole of different things and a mbcture through vicissitudes ex-
ists.

(2.2) 1 By all means our plot of ground looks different all
the time, as is manifest to closed or even completely 'Homeric'
eyes. 2 Day and night change in turn. The sun varies through
yearly positions, the moon through monthly modulations. The
orderly confusion of the stars at times causes something to set,
at times to rise. Sometimes the ambient of the sky is clear and
brilliant, sometimes it is cloudy and grey; or rain is pouring,
with missiles that may come down with rain; or it eases off again
and the weather brightens.

3 Likewise the sea is notoriously unreliable: with the
equally changing winds at times it seems trustworthy by its
calmness, moderately moved by its undulation, and all ofasud-
den it is full of unrest by huge waves. 4 Likewise, if you look at
the earth, that likes to dress according to the season, you would
almost deny she is the same: you remember her in green when
you see her in yellow, soon to witness her in white. 5 And this
goes for all her other ornaments, for does anything not change
shape? Backs of mountains run down, veins of sources banter,
paths of rivers silt up.

(2.3) 1 There even was a time that the whole earth changed
and was covered by all the water that exists. Even today shell-
fish and circular shells from the sea stay abroad in the moun-
tains, craving to prove to Plato that even the steeper parts were
flooded. 2 But by swimming out the earth changed and took on
shape again, the same but different.
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3 Mutat et nunc localiter habihis, cum situs laeditur, cum
inter insulas nulla iam Delos, harenae Samos, et Sibylla non
mendax, cum <terra> in Atlantico Libyam aut Asiam adaequans
iam quaeritur, cum Italiae quondam latus Hadria Tyrrhenoque
quassantibus medio tenus interceptum reliquias Sidliam facit,
cum tota ilia plaga discidii contentiosos aequorum coitus angus-
tis retorquens nouum uitii maris imbuit, non exspuentis nau-
fragia sed deuorantis.

(2.4) 1 Patitur et continens de caelo aut de suo. Aspice ad
Palaestinam. Qua lordanis amnis finium arbiter, uastitas ingens
et orba regio et fmstra ager. At urbes retro et populi frequentes
et solum audiebat. 2 Dehinc, ut Deus censor est et impietas ig-
nium meruit imbres, hactenus Sodoma et nulla Gomorrha et
cinis omnia et propinquitas maris iuxta cum solo mortem uiuit.

3 Ex huiuscemodinubilo et Tuscia Vulsinios pristinos deusta,
quo magis de montibus suis Campania speret, erepta Pompeios. 4
Sed absit! Vtinam et Asia secura iam sit de soli ingluuie! Vtinam
et Africa semel uoraginiem pauerit, unicis castris fraudatis ex-
piata! Multa et alia huiusmodi detrimenta habitum orbis
nouauere situsque mouere.

(2.5) 1 Bellis quoque plurimum licuit. Sed piget tristia non
minus quam et regnorum uices recensere, quotiens et ista muta-
uerint iam inde a Nino, Beli progenie, si tamem Minus regnare
primus, ut autumant superiorum profanitas. 2 Ferme apud uos
ultra stilus non solet: ab Assyriis, si forte, aeui historiae patescunt.
Qui uero diuinas lectitamus, ab ipsius mundi natalibus compotes
sumus.
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3 Even now she locally changes her look, when a region in-
curs damage; when among the islands Delos is nothing anymore,
and Samos is just a heap of sand, and the Sybille proves to be no
liar; when land the size of Africa or Asia goes missing in the At-
lantic; when a former part of Italy has been cut asunder through
the battering Adriatic and Tyrrhenian seas, leaving the rest as
Sicily; when the whole blow of this split causes the contentious
confluence of brines to be whirled backwards in the narrow
strait, and thus infects the seas with a novel vice: not that of
spitting out wrecks but of devouring them.

(2.4) 1 The mainland also suffers, both fi"om heaven and
6'om within itself. Look at Palestine. Where the river Jordan is
the umpire of boundaries, there is now an immense wilderness:
the country is deserted and the fields are barren. But towns
there used to be of old, and there was a large population there,
and the soil tended to obey. 2 Subsequently, now that God is
censor and impiety has earned rains of fire, so much for Sodom
and there is no Gomorrha anymore. All has turned into ashes
and the soil is living its death along with the nearby sea.

3 Due to a parallel cloud Etruria was also set ablaze in her
ancient Vulsinii, a fact that should make Campania expect even
more of her mountains, now that she has been bereaved of
Pompeii. 4 But may this not happen! May Asia feel safe concern-
ing the voracity of her soil as well. And may Africa have feared a
chasm once and for all, now that she is expiated through the
loss of a single camp. Many other similar catastrophes have re-
newed the look of the earth and shifted the location of places.

(2. 5) 1 War has also been able to bring about very much. But
it is disagreeable to enumerate sad things, no less than changes
of government: how many times did it change ever since Ninus,
son ofBelus, if Ninas really was the first to govern, as my pagan
predecessors claim. 2 This is as far as the pen usually goes back
among you: it is with the Assyrians, it seems, that world history
opens up. We however, who always are reading divine histories,
master the subject from the very birth of the world.
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(2.6) 1 Sed laeta iam malo, quippe et laeta mutant. Denique
si quid mare diluit, caelum deussit, terra subduxit, gladius deto-
tondit, alias uersura compensati redit.

2 Nam et primitus maiorem ambitum terra cassa et uacans
hominum, et sicubi aliqua gens occuparat, sibimet soli erat. 3 Ita-
que colere omnia (si demum intelligis alibi stipantem copiam,
alibi deserentem), runcare atque ruspare consuluit, ut inde uelut
ex surculis et propaginibus populi de populis, urbes de urbibus
per ubique orbis pangerentur.

4 Transuolauere redundantium gentium examina. Scythae
exuberant Persas, Phoenices in Africam eructant, Romanos
Phryges pariunt, Chaldaeum semen in Aegyptum educator, de-
hinc cum inde transducitur, ludaea gens est. 5 Sic et Herculea
posteritas Temeno pariter Peloponnesum occupando producunt;
sic et lones, Nelei comites, Asiam nouis urbibus instruunt; sic et
Corinthii cum Archia muniunt Syracusas.

(2.7) 1 Sed uanum iam antiquitas, quando curricula nostra
coram. Quantum reformauit orbis saeculum istud! Quantum ur-
bium aut produxit aut auxit aut reddidit praesentis imperii tri-
plex uirtus! 2 Dec tot Augustis in unum fauente, quot census
transcript!, quot populi repurgati, quot ordines illustrati, quot
barbari exclusi! 3 Reuera orbis cultissimum huius imperii rus est,
eradicate omni aconito hostilitatis et cacto et rubo subdolae fa-
miliaritatis conuulso, et amoenus super Alcinoi pometum et Mi-
dae rosetum. 4 Laudans igitur orbem mutantem, quid denotas
hominem?
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(2.6) 1 But now I prefer enjoyable things, for these also un-
dergo change. In a word, if anything was washed away by the
sea, burnt down by heaven, swallowed by the earth, or chopped
ofif by the sword, elsewhere a new loan returns that compen-
sates for the loss.

2 For at first. Earth, for the largest perimeter, was empty
and void of people, and if any people had occupied some land, it
existed all by itself. 3 So it decided to bring all into cultivation
(once you grasp that at one place a mass flocks together, while
deserting another place), to weed and explore all, so that, as if
from grafts and sets, tribes might be planted from tribes, and
towns from towns, all over the world.

4 Swarms of plentiful peoples flew out. The Scythians
caused the Persians to abound, the Phoenicians discharged into
Africa, the Romans issued forth from the Phrygians, Chaldaean
seed was brought to Egypt and, once it was transmitted fi"om
there, it became the Jews. 5 Likewise, the offspring of Hercules
proceeded along with Temenus to occupy the Peloponnese;
similarly the lonians, Neleus' comrades, equipped Asia with new
towns, and similarly the Corinthians fortified Syracuse with Ar-
chias.

(2.7) 1 But antiquity now means little, if our own days are
confronted with it. How much of the world has been changed in
this period? How many towns have been produced or enlarged
or refounded by the triple virtue of the current government? 2
Now that God favours so many Augusti at the same time, how
many census lists have been transcribed, how many peoples
cleaned up, how many orders given their former splendour,
how many barbarians excluded? 3 Really, the earth is now the
well-cultivated estate of this government. All aconites of enmity
have been eradicated, the cactus and bramble of treacherous
friendship have been torn out; the world is lovely, surpassing
the orchard ofAlcinous and the rosary of Midas. 4 If you praise
this world in change, how can you disparage man?
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CAPUT 3

(3. 1) 1 Mutant et bestiae pro ueste formam; quamquam et pauo
pluma uestis, et quidem de cataclistis, 2 immo onrni conchylio
pressior qua colla florent, et omni patagio inauratior qua terga
fulgent, et omni syrmate solutior qua caudae iacent, multicolor
et discolor et uersicolor, nunquam ipsa, semper alia, etsi semper
ipsa quando alia, totiens denique mutanda quotiens mouenda.

(3.2) 1 Nominandus est et serpens, licet pone pauum; nam et
iste quod sortitus est conuertit, corium et aeuum. 2 Siquidem ut
senium persensit, in angustias stipat, pariterque specum ingre-
diens et cutem egrediens ab ipso statim limine erasus exuuiis
ibidem relictis nouus explicat; cum squamis et anni recusanta^r.

3 Hyaena, si obserues, sexus annalis est, marem et feminam
alternat. 4 Taceo cemum, quod et ipse aetatis suae arbiter, ser-
pente pastus, ueneno languescit in iuuentutem.

(3.3) 1 Est et
Quadmpes tardigrada, agrestis, humilis, aspera.
Testudinem Pacuuianam putas? Non est. Capit et alia bestiola
uersiculum, de mediocribus oppido, sed nomen grande. 2
Chamaeleontem qui audieris haud ante gnarus, iam timebis
aliquid amplius cum leone. At cum offenderis apud uineam ferme
et sub pampino totum, ridebis illico audaciam et Graeci iam
nominis, quippe nec sucus est corpori, quod minutioribus multo
licet.

3 Chamaeleon pellicula uiuit. Capifailum statim a dorso; nam
deficit cermx. Itaque durum reflecti, sed circumspectu emissicii
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CHAPTER 3

(3.1) 1 Animals also change, not in dress but in form. And yet for
the peacock its feathers form a dress, a festive dress at that: 2
one that has a deeper hue than all purple at its flowery neck,
more golden than all edgings at its gleaming back, more fanning
out than any stage robe where its tail lies down; many-coloured,
parti-coloured, changing in colour; never itself, always different,
although it is always itself when it is different, bound to change
colour as often as it is moved.

(3.2) 1 The snake too must be mentioned, though after the
peacock; for this animal also exchanges what it has been allotted,
namely its skin and its age. 2 For as soon as it senses the coming
of old age, it wrings itself into a narrow spot, enters a hole and
at once leaves its skin, being scraped smooth at the very thresh-
old. Abandoning its slough right there, revived, it then snakes
its way out. Along with its scales it shakes off the years.

3 The hyena, if you look closely, is of an annual sex: it alter-
nates between male and female. 4 I keep silent about the stag,
that it also controls its own age: having fed on a snake and fal-
ling sick with its poison, it is rejuvenated.

(3.3)1 Then we have
the fcur-footed, slowly stepping, earthly, lowly, stubborn creature
Do you think I mean the Pacuvian tortoise? No, I don't. The line
applies to another little animal as well, really one of medium
size, but with a great name. 2 If you hear about a 'chameleon,'
without any knowledge of it, you will fear something bigger
than a lion. But once you come across one, generally in a vine-
yard, lying in its entirety under a vine foliage, you will laugh
right away at the boldness of its name, which is Greek at that.
For its body contains no moisture, unlike much smaller crea-
tares.

3 The chameleon lives through its skin. Its tiny head starts
right at the back, for lack of a neck. This head is hard to move,
but when looking around its little eyes protmde, no, they are
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ocelli, immo luminis puncta uertiginant. 4 Hebes, fessus, uix a
terra suspendit, molitur incessum stupens et promouet, gradum
magis demonstrat quam explicat, ieiunus scilicet semper et in-
defectus, oscitans uescitur, follicans ruminat, de uento cibus. 5
Tamen et chamaeleon mutare totus, nec aliud ualet. Nam cum illi
colons proprietas una sit, ut quid accessit, inde suffunditur. Hoc
soli chamaeleonti datum, quod uulgo dictum est, de cario suo lu-
dere.

(3.4) 1 Multa dicendum fuit, ut ad hominem praestructim
perueniretur. Hunc quoquo primordio accipitis, nudus certe et
inuestis figulo suo constitit; post demum sapientiam, haud dum
licihim, praereptam potitur. 2 Ibidem quod in nouo corpore in-
debitum adhuc pudori erat protegere festmans ficulneis foliis in-
terim circumdat; dehinc cum de originis loco exterminat, quippe
deliquerat, pellitus orbi ut metallo dahir.

(3.5) 1 Sed arcana ista, nec omnium nosse. Cedo iam de
uestro quod Aegyptii narrant et Alexander digerit et mater legit
de tempestate Osiridis, qua ad ilium ex Libya Amman facit ouium
diues. 2 Denique cum ipsis Mercurium autumant forte palpati
arietis mollitie delectata-im deglubasse ouiculam, dumque
pertemptat quod facilitas materiae suadebat, tractu prosequente
filum eliquasse et in restis pristinae modum, quam philyrae tae-
niis iunxerat, texuisse. 3 Sed uos omnem lanitii dispensationem
structa^ramque telarum Mineruae maluistis, cum penes Arach-
nen diligentior ofBcina.

(3.6) 1 Exinde materia. Nec de ouibus dice Milesiis et Selgicis
et Altinis, aut quis Tarentum uel Baetica duet natura colorante,
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turning points of light. 4 The creature is numb and sluggish,
hardly raising from the ground, proceeding with effort, torpidly,
trudging along, showing its step rather than taking it. Always
fasting, it still does not faint, yawningly feeding itself, inflating
itself to ruminate, drawing food from the wind.

5 Nonetheless the chameleon also changes completely,
even if it cannot do anything else. For although it has a colour of
its own, as soon as it has approached something, it assumes its
hue. Only the chameleon has the gift of» as it is commonly
called, 'playing with its hide.'

(3.4) 1 Much needed to be said to arrive well-prepared at
man. Whatever you regard as his beginnings, by all means he
was naked and undressed when he was fashioned by his maker.
It was only later that he grasped wisdom, prematurely, before
he was entitled to it. 2 Then and there he hastened to cover the

part of his new body not yet meant for shame: for the time be-
ing he veiled it with fig-leaves. Later, when he was exiled fi"om
his birthplace, because he had sinned, he was shown into the
world, as if into a mine, clad in a skin.

(3.5) 1 But these are mysteries not for all to know. Come,
show us something of yours, a story told by the Egyptians, listed
by Alexander, read by his mother, a story about the time of
Osiris, when Ammon, rich in sheep, made his way to him from
Africa. 2 Well, together with these people they allege that Mer-
cury, having found delight in the softness of a casually stroked
ram, skinned a little sheep, and attempting what the easy mate-
rial suggested, he kept on tearing it and produced a thread. This
he then weaved in the model of the pristine cord, which he had
joined together from strips of bast. 3 You, however, have pre-
ferred to leave all arrangement of wool and disposition of looms
up to Minerva, although there was a more diligent workplace
with Arachne.

(3.6) 1 Ever since there is cloth. I do not speak about the
sheep from Miletus, Selge or Altinum, or the sheep for which
Tarentum and Baetica are renowned, where they are coloured
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sed quoniam et arbusta uestiunt, et lini herbida post uirorem
lauacro niuescunt.

2 Nec fuit satis tunicam pangere et serere, ni etiam piscari
uestitum contigisset; nam et de man uellera, qua muscosae
lanositatis lautiores conchae comant.

3 Prorsus haud latet bombycem (uermiculi genus est) quae
per aerem liquando araneorum horoscopis idonius distendit, de-
hinc deuorat, mox aluo reddere. Proinde, si necaueris, a nemate
iam stamina uolues.

(3.7) 1 Tantam igitur paraturam materiarum ingenia quoque
uestiflcinae prosecuta, primum tegendo homini qua necessitas
praecessit, dehinc et ornando, immo et inflando qua ambitio suc-
cessit, uarias indumentorum formas promulgare. 2 Quarum pars
gentilitus inhabitantur, ceteris incommunes, pars uero passiuitus,
omnibus utiles, ut hoc pallium, etsi Graecum magis, sed lingua
iam penes Latium est. Cum uoce uestis intrauit.

3 Atque adeo ipse qui Graecos praeter urbem censebat, lit-
teras eorum uocemque senex iam eruditus, idem Cato iuridicinae
suae in tempore humerum exertus, haud minus palliato habitu
Graecis fault.

CAPUT4

(4, l) 1 Quid nunc, si est Romanitas omni salus, nec honestis
tamen modis ad Graios estis? 2 Aut, ni ita est, unde gentium in
prouinciis melius exercitis, quas natura agro potius eluctando
commodauit, studia palaestrae male senescentia et cassum
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by nature, but what I say is that trees dress us too, and that the
grassy parts of flax, initially green, when washed, turn white as
snow.

2 And it did not suffice to plant and sow for a tunic, if it had
not also proved possible to fish for clothes. For fleeces also come
from the sea, inasmuch as the finer shells of mossy woolliness
are adorned with them.

3 Furthermore is it not hidden that what the silk-worm (a
species of worm), leads through the air, ̂extending it more
adroitly than the sundials of spiders, and then devours, is finally
reproduced from its belly. Therefore, if you kill it, you can then
roll off threads from its pupa.

(3.7) 1 A so manifold produce of cloths was then followed by
the talents of tailoring, which - first by covering man wherever
necessity had preceded, then by adorning, no, inflating him
wherever ambition had come next - promulgated the various
forms of attire. 2 These are partly worn by individual peoples,
not in common with the rest, but are also partly found every-
where, useful to all, as for instance this pallium. It is, to be sure,
more Greek, but as far as the word is concerned, it belongs to
Latium by now. With the word the dress was introduced.

3 Consequently, the very man who sentenced the Greeks to
be removed from town, but who as an old man had become in-
structed in their letters and language, this same Cato used to
bare his shoulder at the time of his administration of justice,
and so favoured the Greeks no less by wearing his pallium.

CHAPTER 4

(4. 1) 1 But now, ifRomanity is to the benefit of all, why are you
nonetheless inclined to the Greeks, even in less honourable mat-
ters? 2 Or if this is not the case, from where else in the world is it
that in provinces that are better trained, adapted by nature
rather for conquering the soil, there are exercises of the wres-
tling-school (thereby lasting into a bad old age and labouring in
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laborantia, et lutea unctio et puluerea uolutatio, arida saginatio?
3 Vnde apud aliquos Numidas etiam equis caesariatos iuxta
cutem tonsor et cultri uertex solus immunis? Vnde apud hirtos
et hirsutos tarn rapax a culo resina, tarn furax a mento uolsella? 4
Prodigium est haec sine pallio fieri. Illius est haec tota res Asiae.
Quid tibi, Libya et Europa, cum xysticis munditiis, quas uestire
non nosti? Reuera enim quale est Graecatim depilari magis quam
amiciri?

(4.2) 1 Habit^m transferre ita demum culpae prope est, si
non consuetude, sed natura mutetur. Sat refert inter honorem
temporis et religionem. Det consuetude fidem tempori, natura
deo.

2 Naturam itaque concussit Larissaeus heros in uirginem
mutando, ille ferarum medullis educatus (unde et nominis conci-
hum, quandoquidem labiis uacuerat ab uberum gustu), ille apud
mpicem et siluicolam et monstrum eruditorem scrupea schola
emditus. 3 Feras, si in puero, matris sollicit^dinem patiens; certe
iam histriculus, certe iam uirum alicui clanculo functus, adhuc
sustinet stolam fundere, comam struere, cutem fingere, specu-
lum consulere, collum demulcere, aurem quoque foratu efifemi-
natus, quod illi apud Sigeum strongyla seruat.

4 Plane postea miles est; necessitas enim reddidit sexum. De
proelio sonuerat, nec arma longe. 'Ipsum,' inquit, 'ferrum uirum
attrahit. ' Ceterum, si post incentiuum quoque puellam
perseuerasset, potuit et nubere - ecce itaque mutatio!

5 Monstrum equidem geminum, de uiro femina, max de
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vain), and unction with mud, and wallowing in the dust, and liv-
ing on a dry diet? 3 From where else is it that with some Nu-
midians, who even wear their hair long due to horses, the bar-
ber comes close to the skin and just the crown remains exempt
fi"om the knife? Whence is it that with hairy and hirsute men
the resin is so rapacious at the arse, the tweezers are so raven-
ous at the chin?

4 It is a marvel that all this happens without the pallium! To
it belongs this whole habit of Asia. What^do you, Libya and
Europe, have to do with athletic elegances when you do not
know how to clothe them? Really, what is it like to use the Greek
way in depilation rather than in dress?

(4.2) 1 The transfer of clothing only approaches a fault if it
is not convention that is changed, but nature. There is an impor-
tant difference between the honour due to time and to religion.
Let convention faithfully follow time, nature God.

2 So the hero ofLarissa caused a breach of nature by chang-
ing into a girl, he, the man who had been reared on the marrow
of wild beasts (this, then, is how his name was composed, since
his lips had not had a taste of breasts), the man who was taught
by a coarse, wood-dwelling, monstrous teacher in a stony school!
3 One may willingly tolerate, in the case of a little boy, a
mother's concern. But no doubt he was already covered with
hair, no doubt he had already secretly proved himself a man to
somebody, when he still put up with a woman's flowing robe,
doing his hair, applying make-up, consulting the mirror, caress-
ing his neck, effeminated as far as his ears by holes, as may still
be seen in his bust at Sigeum.

4 Certainly, later he is a warrior, for necessity restored his
sex! There had been sounds from the battlefield, and arms had
not been far off. 'Iron itself, ' so it is said, 'attracts a man. ' Any-
way, if he had persisted in being a girl even after this incentive,
he might as well have got married - how about that for a
change?!

5 A monstrosity, then, he is, a double one: from a man he
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femina uir, quando neque ueritas negari debuisset neque fallacia
confiteri. Vterque habitus mutandi malus, alter aduersus nahi-
ram, alter contra salutem.

(4.3) 1 Turpius adhuc libido uimm culhi transfigurauit quam
aliqua materna formido. Tametsi adoratur a uobis qui erubes-
cendus est, ille scytalosagittipelliger, qui totam epitheti sui sor-
tern cum muliebri cultii compensauit.

2 Tantum Lydiae clanculariae licuit, ut Hercules in Omphale
et Omphale in Hercule prostitueretur. 3 Vbi Diomedes et cruenta
praesepia? Vbi Busiris et bustuaria altaria? Vbi Geryon ter unus?
Cerebris adhuc eorum claua foetere malebat, cum unguentis of-
fenderetur. 4 Vetus iam Hydrae Centaurorumque sanguis in sag-
ittis pumice spiculi excludebatur, insultante luxuria, ut post
monstra transfixa coronam forsitan suerent.

5 Ne sobriae mulieris quidem aut uiraginis alicuius scapulae
sub exuuias bestiae tantae introire potuissent, nisi diu mollitas et
euigoratas et exodoratas, quod apud Omphalem balsamo aut te-
Uno spero factum. 6 Credo et iubas pectinem passas, ne ceruicem
eneruem inureret sciria leonina. Hiatus crinibus infarsus, genuini
inter antias adumbrati: tota oris contumelia mugiret, si posset. 7
Nemea certe, si quis loci genius, ingemebat: tune enim se cir-
cumspexit leonem perdidisse.

8 Qualis ille Hercules in serico Omphales fuerit, iam Om-
phale in Herculis scorto designata descripsit.
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became a woman, and then from a woman a man, although nei-
ther the truth should have been denied, nor the deceit con-
fessed. Either form of change was bad: the former ran counter to
nature, the latter was against his safety.

(4.3) 1 More degrading still were transfigurations in a man's
attire due to lust rather than to some maternal fear. Nonethe-

less you adore that man who ought to make you feel ashamed,
this 'club-arrow-hide-bearer', who exchanged the whole outfit
expressed in his name for a woman's attire. ^

2 So much then was granted to the Lydian secret mistress,
that Hercules prostituted himself in Omphale, and Omphale in
Hercules. 3 Where were Diomedes and the gory mangers now?
Where Busiris and his sacriflce-burning altars? Where Geryon,
the three-in-one? It was of their brains that Hercules' club still

preferred to reek, when it was ofifended by ointments! 4 The
blood, grown old by then, of Hydra and Centaurs was taken
away from the arrows by a sharp-edged pumice, in order that
after piercing monsters (o, insults of luxury!), the arrows could
perhaps sew a wreath!

5 Not even a sober woman or some sturdy maiden could
have put her shoulders into the stripped skin of such a mighty
beast, unless it was softened, smoothened, and freed from
stench for a long time, as had been done, so I presume, in Om-
phale's house, by means of balsam and fenugreek oil. 6 The
mane too, I believe, had to put up with the comb, lest the tender
neck would be infected with leonine scabies. The gaping mouth
was stuffed with hair, the back teeth overshadowed by locks -
all of the animal's face would have roared against this outrage, if
only it could! 7 Nemea, for one thing (if there is a spirit at that
place) groaned: for it was then it realised that it had really lost
its lion.

8 What this Hercules looked like in Omphale's silken gown?
This has already been indicated through the picture ofOmphale
in Hercules' hide!
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(4.4) 1 Sed et qui ante Tirynthium accesserat, pugil Cleoma-
chus, post Olympiae cum incredibili mutatu de masculo fluxisset,
intra cutem caesus et ultra, 2 inter Fullones iam Nouianos
coronandus meritoque mimographo Lentulo in Catinensibus
commemoratus, 3 utique sicut uestigia cestuum uiriis occupauit,
ita et endromidis solocem aliqua multicia synthesi extmsit.

(4. 5) 1 Physconem et Sardanapallum tacendum est, qui nisi
insignes libidinum, alias reges nemo nosset. 2 Tacendum autem,
ne quid et illi de Caesaribus quibusdam uestris obmussitent
pariter propudiosis, ne caninae forte constantiae mandahim sit
impuriorem Physcone et molliorem Sardanapallo Caesarem de-
signare et quidem Subneronem.

(4. 6) 1 Nec tepidior uis uanae quoque gloriae mutandis
induuiis, etiam uiro saluo. Calor est omnis afFectus; uerum cum in
afiFectationem flabellatur, iam de incendio gloriae ardor est.

2 Habes igifair ex isto fomite aestuantem magnum regem,
sola gloria minorem. 3 Vicerat Medicam gentem et uictus est
Medica ueste. Triumphalem cataphracten amolitus in captiua
sarabara decessit; pectus squamarum signaculis disculptum textu
perlucido tegendo nudauit, anhelum adhuc ab opere belli, et ut
mollius uentilante serico extinxit. 4 Non erat satis animi tumens

Macedo, ni ilium etiam uestis inflatior delectasset, nisi quod et
philosophi, puto, ipsi aliquid eiusmodi affectant.

(4.7) 1 Audio enirn et in purpura philosophatum. Si philoso-
phus in purpura, cur non et in baxa? Tyrium calciari nisi auro
minime Graecatum decet.
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(4. 4) 1 But there is something too about the man who ear-
lier had come close to the Tirynthian, Cleomachus the boxer.
Later at Olympia he underwent an unbelievable change, flowing
from his male condition by being cut inside and outside his skin.
2 Well, he earns a crown amidst the fullers ofNovius and he has
rightlybeen mentioned by the mime-writer Lentulus in his Ca-
ti'nenses! 3 Surely, just as he covered the traces of boxing-gloves
with bracelets, so he replaced the coarse sportsman's wrap with
some thin, loose-fitting garment.

(4.5) 1 About Physco or Sardanapallus we must keep silent:
if they were not remarkable for their lusts, no-one would hiow
them as kings. 2 Yes, we must keep silent, lest even they start
muttering about some of your Caesars, who are no less a dis-
grace, lest 'Doglike' constancy be given a mandate to denote a
Caesar less pure than Physco, softer than Sardanapallus, a very
'Sub-Nero'!

(4.6) 1 No less lukewarm, as far as changing clothes is con-
cerned, is the power of vainglory, also in cases where virility is
untouched. Every affect is heat, but when it is fanned into afifec-
tation, the fire of glory turns it into ardour.

2 So there you have the great king who is ablaze with this
fuel, a man smaller only than his gloiy. 3 He had conquered the
Median people and was conquered by Median attire. Abandon-
ing his triumphal mail, he descended into the trousers of his
captives. His breast, sculpted with scaly signs, he covered with
translucent texture and so stripped it bare, panting as it still was
from the works of war, and through the ventilation of the silk
(thought to have a softening effect) he extinguished it. 4 The
Macedonian was not yet swollen in spirit enough, unless he had
also been pleased by an even more inflated garb. But philoso-
phers too, I think, affect something of this kind.

(4.7) 1 For I hear that philosophy was also practised in pur-
pie. If a philosopher wears purple, then why not fine sandals? A
Tyrian dress with any other footwear than golden - that does
not befit imitators of Greek manners.
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2 Atqui alias et sericahis et crepidam aeratus incessit. Digne
quidem, at bacchantibus indumentis aliquid subtinniret, cym-
balo incessit. 3 Quod si iam tune locorum Diogenes de dolio la-
traret, non caenulentis pedibus, ut tori Platonici sciunt, <incul-
casset>, sed omnino tohim Empedoclem in adyta Cloacinarum
detulisset, ut qui se caelitem delirarat, sorores prius suas, dehinc
homines deus salutaret.

(4.8) 1 Tales igihir habitus, qui de nahira et modestia trans-
femnt, et acie figere et digito destinare et nutu tradere merito sit.
2 Prorsus, si quis Menandrico fluxu delicatam uestem humi pro-
trahat, audiat penes se quod et comicus: 'Qualem demens iste
chlamydem disperdit?'

3 Enimuero iamdudum censoriae intentionis episcynio dis-
perso, quantum denotahii passiuitas offert? 4 Libertinos in
equestribus, subuerbustos in liberalibus, dediticios in ingenuis,
mpices in urbanis, scurras in forensibus, paganos in militaribus:
uespillo, leno, lanista tecum uestiuntur.

(4.9) 1 Conuerte et ad feminas. Habes spectare, quod Caecina
Seuerus grauiter senataii impressit, matronas sine stola in pub-
lico. 2 Denique, Lentuli auguris consultis, quae ita sese exaucto-
rasset, pro stupro erat poena, quoniam quidem indices custo-
desque dignitatis habitus, ut lenocinii factitandi impedimenta,
sedulo quaedam desuefecerant. 3 At nunc in semetipsas lenoci-
nando, quo planius adeantur, et stolam et supparum et crepidu-
lum et caliendrum, ipsas quoque iam lecticas et sellas, quis in
publico quoque domestice ac secrete habebantur, eierauere.
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2 'But there was another one, who wore silk and walked
around in brazen shoes!' Well, worthily so: in order that his bac-
chanalian attire might produce some clanging, he walked on
cymbals! 3 But if at that time Diogenes were still barking from
his barrel, he would not have trodden on him with muddy feet
(the Platonic couches know what that is!). No, Diogenes would
have taken the whole Empedocles down to the recesses of the
Cloacinae. Thus the man who insanely considered himself a di-
vinity would have saluted, as a god, first his^ sisters, then men.

(4.8) 1 Such clothing therefore, that estranges from nature
and modesty, deserves sharply fixing gazes, pointing fingers,
and exposing nods. 2 Really, if with Menandrean luxury a man
can be trailing a refined dress, may he hear close by the words
the comic author heard: 'What is this madman spoiling a splen-
did cloak?'

3 But now that the eyebrow of censorial watchfulness has
disappeared, how much ground for criticism does the lack of
distinction provide? 4 <You may see> freedmen in the attire of
knights, slaves loaded with floggings in that of nobility, captives
in that of freeborn, bumpkins in that of city dwellers, buffoons
in that of men of the forum, citizens in that of soldiers. The
corpse-bearer, the pimp, and the trainer of gladiators: they
dress like you.

(4.9) 1 Turn to women too. There you may see what Severus
Caecina impressed on the Senate: matrons appearing in public
without stoles. 2 Under the decrees of augur Lentulus, those
who had dismissed themselves this way were punished as if for
sexual misbehaviour, since the garment that was the witness
and guard of dignity, had been felt to be an impediment to prac-
tice fornication and so had sedulously been moved into disuse
by some women. 3 But now, committing lechery against them-
selves, making themselves more easily accessible, they have re-
nounced the stole, the linen garb, the rustling bonnet, the hairy
head-dress, yes, even the litters and portable chairs, in which
they had been kept private and apart even in public.
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4 Sed alius extinguit sua lumina, alius non sua accendit. 5
Aspice lupas, popularium libidinum nundinas, ipsas quoque fric-
trices, et si praestat oculos abducere ab eiusmodi propudiis oc-
cisae in publico castitatis, aspice tamen uel sublimis, iam matro-
nas uidebis.

(4.10) 1 Et cum latrinarum antistes sericum uentilat et im-
mundiorem loco ceruicem monilibus consolatur et armillas, quas
ex uirorum fortium donis ipsae quoque matronae temere usur-
passent, omnium pudendorum conscias manus inserit, impure
cruri purum aut mulleolum inducit calceum, cur istos non spec-
tas 2 uel illos item habitus, qui nouitatis uestitu religionem men-
tiuntur, cum ob cultum omnia candidatum et ob notam uittae et
priuilegium galeri Cereri initiantur, cum ob diuersam affec-
tionem tenebricae uestis et tetrici super caput uelleris in Bel-
lonae montes fugantur, cum latioris purpurae ambitio et Galatici
ruboris superiectio Saturnum commendat.

3 Cum ipsum hoc pallium morosius ordinatum et crepidae
Graecatim Aesculapio adulantur, quanta tune magis arguas illud
et urgeas oculis, et<si> iam simplicis et inaffectatae, tamen
superstitionis reum?

4 Enimuero cum hanc primum sapientiam uestit, quae
uanissimis superstitionibus renuit, tune certissime pallium super
omnes exuuias et peplos augusta uestis superque omnes apices et
tihilos sacerdos suggestus. 5 Deduc oculos, suadeo, reuerere
habitum unius interim erroris tui renuntiatorem.
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4 But some extinguish their proper lights, while others kin-
die lights that are not theirs. 5 Look at the whores, those mar-
ket-places of public lusts, look at these 'rubbers' too, and even if
you had better turn your eyes away from such infamies of pub-
licly slaughtered chastity, yet just look from above and you will
see they are matrons!

(4.10) 1 And when the overseer of latrines fans her silken
gown, and comforts with necklaces her neck that is less pure
than the place itself, and uses bracelets (which, as parts of what
was given to brave men, even matrons would indiscreetly have
taken in possession) to insert her hands that are guilty of every
shameful deed, and fits on her maculate leg a white or reddish
shoe, then why do you not look at these garments?

2 Or why do you not look at those other garments that in
their novel dress falsely claim religion? For it is for entirely
white clothing and for the sign of the head-band and the privi-
lege of the bonnet that people are initiated into Ceres; it is for
the opposite affection of dark dress and a gloomy covering upon
the head, that people flee into the mountains ofBellona; and the
(opportunity of) wrapping with a broader, purple tunic and of
taking on a Galatic, red mantle commends Saturn (to others),

3 When this pallium itself, more carefully arranged, with
sandals in Greek fashion, flatters Aesculapius, how much more
should you accuse it and press upon it with your eyes, as it is
guilty of something that is simple and unaffected, but it is none-
theless superstition.

4 However, as soon as it dresses this wisdom that rejects all
vain superstitions, then without any doubt the pallium is august
above all clothing of gods or goddesses, the priestly mark ofdis-
tinction above all caps and tokens. 5 So lower your eyes, I coun-
sel you, and show respect for what is the renouncer of, mean-
while, this one error of yours.
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CAPUT 5

(5. 1) 1 Tamen, inquis, ita a toga ad pallium? Quid enim, si et a
diademate et a sceptro? An aliter mutauit Anacharsis, cum regno
Scythiae philosophiam praeuertit? 2 Nulla in melius transgress!
sint signa, est habitus iste quod faciat.

3 Prius etiam, ad simplicem captatelam eius, nullo taedio
constat. 4 Adeo nec artificem necesse est qui pridie mgas ab ex-
ordio formet et inde deducat in tilias totumque contracti um-
bonis figmentiun custodibus forcipibus assignet, dehinc diluculo,
tunica prius cingulo correpta, quam praestabat moderatiorem
texuisse, recognito rursus umbone et, si quid exorbitauit, refor-
mato, partem quidem de laeuo promittat, ambitum uero eius, ex
quo sinus nascitur, iam deficientibus tabulis retrahat a scapulis et,
exclusa dextera, in laeuam adhuc congerat cum alio pari tabulate
in terga deuoto, atque ita hominem sarcina uestiat.

(5.2) 1 Conscientiam denique tuarn perrogabo, quid te prius
in toga sentias, induhimne an onustum? Habere uestem an baiu-
[are? 2 Si negabis, domum consequar; uidebo quid statim a limine
properes. Nullius profecto alterius indumenti expositio quam
togae gratulatur.

3 Calceos nihil dicimus, proprium togae tormenhim, im-
mundissimam pedum tutelam, uerum et falsam. Quern enim non
expediat in algore et ardore rigere nudipedem, quam in calceo
uincipedem? 4 Magnum incessui munimentum sutrinae Vene-
tiae prospexere perones effeminatos!

(5.3) 1 At enirn pallio nihil expeditius, etiam si duplex, quod
Cratetis. Mora nusquam uestiendo imponitur; quippe tota moli-
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CHAPTER 5

(5.1) 1 'But, ' you will say, 'thus <we> move from the toga to the
pallium?' Why not, if we also moved from diadem and sceptre?
Did Anacharsis change otherwise, when he preferred philoso-
phy to the kingship ofScythia? 2 Even if there are no signs of a
change for the better, the dress has something that it brings
about.

3 First, as to the simple putting on of the pallium, it is abso-
lutely not bothersome. 4 Indeed, there is no need of a specialist,
who, the day before use, forms the plies at the beginning and
leads them in pleats, assigning the whole formation of the con-
traded umbo to the custody of the pincers; who, at daybreak,
having first shortened the tunic (which had better been woven
at a moderate length!) with a belt, checks the umbo again and if
anything has gone out of the track, rearranges it, lets a part of
the garment hang down on the left, draws back from the shoul-
ders the surrounding part (from which stem the foils), with its
folds now ending, and leaving free the right shoulder piles it on
the left shoulder yet again, with another mass of folds destined
for the back, thereby imposing a burden upon the man.

(5.2) 1 Now I will interrogate your conscience: how do you
feel in a toga: dressed or oppressed? Is it like wearing clothes or
bearing them? 2 If you deny, I will follow you home, and I will
see what you hasten to do right after the threshold. No other
garment is taken off with such relief as the toga!

3 We say nothing about the shoes, that special torture of
. the toga, that most impure covering of the feet, and a false one
too. For who would not be better off stiffening barefoot in heat
or cold, than fetter-footed in shoes? 4 Sure, a great support for
walking has been foreseen by Venetian shoemaker-workshops
in the form of effeminate boots!

(5.3) 1 But there is nothing so convenient as the pallium,
even if it is double, as that of Crates. On no occasion there is a
waste of time in dressing, for all the effort it takes consists in
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tio eius operire est solutim. 2 Id uno circumiectu licet, et quidem
nusquam inhumane; ita omnia hominis simul contegit. Hume-
rum uolens exponit uel includit; ceteroquin humero adhaeret,
nihil circumfulcit, nihil circumstringit, nihil de tabularum fide
laborat, facile sese regit, facile reficit; etiam cum exponitur, nulli
cruci in crastinum demandatur. 3 Si quid intemlae subter est,
uacat zonaetormentum; si quid calceatus inducitur, mundis-
simum opus est, aut pedes nudi magis, certe uiriles magis quam
in calceis.

(5.4) 1 Haec pro pallia interim, quantum nomine comitiasti.
lam uero et de negotio prouocat:

2 'Ego', inquit, 'nihil foro, nihil campo, nihil curiae debeo;
nihil officio aduigilo, nulla rostra praeoccupo, nulla praetoria
obseruo; canales non odoro, cancellos non adoro, subsellia non
contundo, iura non conturbo, causas non elatro; non iudico, non
milito, non regno: secessi de populo. 3 In me unicum negotium
mihi est; nisi aliud non curo quam ne curem. Vita meliore magis
in secessu fi-uare quam in promptu.

4 Sed ignauam infamabis: scilicet patriae et imperio reique
uiuendum est. Erat olim ista sententia: nemo alii nascitur mo-
ritums sibi. 5 Certe cum ad Epicures et Zenanas uentum est, sa-
pientes uocas totum quietis magisterium, qui earn summae atque
unicae uoluptatis nomine consecrauere.

(5.5) 1 Tamen propemodum rnihi quoque licebit in publicum
prodesse. Soleo de qualibet margine uel ara medicinas moribus
dicere, quae facilius publicis rebus et ciuitatibus et imperiis
bonas ualetudines conferent quam tuae operae. 2 Quippe si per-
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loosely covering oneself. 2 This may be done in one circumjec-
tion, that is on no occasion beyond human power: all of man is
covered at once. It may willingly leave the shoulder bare or in-
elude it; for the rest it rests on the shoulder, holding up nothing
around, tying nothing around, not caring whether the folds are
reliable; it is easily arranged and easily rearranged; even when it
is taken off, it is not handed over to some rack. 3 If any under-
garment is worn beneath it, the torture of a belt is absent. If any
footwear is put on, it is of the purest form, or the feet remain
bare, which keeps them more virile than in shoes.

(5.4) 1 So much in defence of the pallium, in so far as you
libelled it by name. But now it makes an appeal on account of its
activity.

2 'I owe nothing to the forum, ' it says, 'nothing to the Cam-
pus Martius, nothing to the Senate-house. I do not watch for a
magistrate's function, do not occupy any platform for speakers,
do not attend to the governor's office; I do not smell the gutters,
nor adore the bar in court, nor wear out benches, nor disturb
proceedings, nor bark pleas; I do not act as a judge, a soldier, or
a king: I have withdrawn from public life. 3 My only activity
concerns myself; I do not have any care, except for this: to have
no care. A better life can be enjoyed in seclusion than out in the
open.

4 Oh, you will denounce it for laziness, for "one has to live
for one's fatherland, empire, and state"! But the following
thought <also> used to count: "no-one is bom for another, being
destined to die for oneself. " 5 By all means, when we come to
the Epicuruses and Zeno's, "wisdom" is your qualification for all
these teachers of retreat, which they sanctified with the name
of the highest and unique pleasure.

(5.5) 1 However, to some extent it will also be possible for
me to be of public benefit. At every threshold or altar I am used
to commend moral medicines, which more easily confer good
health upon public affairs, states and empires than whatever
you do. 2 For if I may proceed to deliver sharp words against you,
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pergam ad acuta tecum, plus togae laesere rem publicam quam
loricae.

3 Atquin nullis uitiis adulor, nullis ueternis parco, nulli im-
petigini. Adigo cauterem ambitioni, qua M. Tullius quingentis
milibus nummum orbem citri emit, qua bis tantum Asinius Gal-
lus pro mensa eiusdem Mauritaniae numerat - hem, quantis fac-
ultatibus aestimauere ligneas maculas! -, item qua lances cen-
tenarii ponderis Sulla molitur! 4 Vereor sane, ne parua sit ista
trutina, cum Drusillanus, equidem seruus Claudii, quingenariam
promulsidem aedificat, suprascriptis fortassean mensis neces-
sariam, cui si officina exstructa est, debuit et triclinium.

(5.6) 1 Immergo aeque scalpellum acerbitati ei, qua Vedius
Pollio seruos muraenis inuadendos obiectabat. Noua scilicet
saeuitiae delectatio terrenae bestiae exedentulae et exungues et
excornes. 2 De piscibus placuit feras cogere, utique statim co-
quendis, ut in uisceribus earum aliquid de semorum suorum cor-
poribus et ipse gustaret.

3 Praecidam gulam, qua Hortensius orator primus pauum
cibi causa potuit occidere; qua Aufidius Lurco primus sagina
corpora uitiauit et coactis alimentis in adulterinum prouexit
saporem; qua Asinius Celer mulli unius obsonium sex sestertiis
dehilit; qua Aesopus histrio ex auibus eiusdem pretiositatis, ut
canons et loquacibus quibusque, centum milium patinam con-
fiscauit; qua filius eius, post tale pulpamenfaim, potuit aliquid
sumptuosius esurire. 4 Margarita namque, uel ipso nomine pre-
tiosa, dehausit, credo ne mendicius patre coenasset.

(5.7) 1 Taceo Nerones et Apicios, Rufos. Dabo catharticum
impuritati Scauri et aleae Curii et uinolentiae Antonii. Et me-
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more harm has been brought upon the state by togas than by
cuirasses.

3 Indeed, I do not flatter any vices, do not spare any old dirt
or any scab. I apply the branding-iron to the desires that in-
duced M. Tullius to buy a round table ofcitrus-wood for 500,000
sestertii, that induced Asinius Gallus to dispense twice this price
for a table from the same Mauretania - gosh, at what huge sums
did they estimate those blotches in wood! -, and that likewise
induced Sulla to have dishes constructed of ̂hundred pounds. 4
But I really fear the scales here will be small, when Drusillanus
(although merely a slave of Claudius), is fabricating a plate of
five hundred pounds. Maybe this was indispensable for the ta-
bles mentioned above... If they built a workshop for it, so they
ought to have built a dining-room too.

(5.6) 11 equally drive the lancet into the harshness that in-
duced Vedius Pollio to throw his slaves before the murenas to
feed on. What a novel delight of cruelty: terrestrial animals
without teeth, claws, or horns! 2 Forcing fish to become wild
beasts, this is what he wanted, and of course the fish was to be
cooked straight away, so that in their entrails he himself might
have a taste of his slaves' bodies too.

3 I will put my knife into the gluttony that first induced
Hortensius the orator to be able to kill a peacock for the sake of
food; that first induced Aufidius Lurco to blemish bodies by
stuffing them and to endow them with a false taste by means of
packed foodstuff; that induced Asinius Celer to purchase the
victuals of a single mullet for sbc thousand sestertii; that induced
the actor Aesopus to use similarly precious birds (all singing and
speaking species!) to stock up a dish of 100,000 sestertii; that in-
duced his son, after such a delicacy, to be able to desire some-
thing costlier still. 4 For he ingested pearls (expensive even by
name), I believe lest he enjoyed more of a beggar's dinner than
his father.

(5.7) 11 say nothing about Neros, Apiciuses, and Rufuses. I
will administer a laxative to the impurity ofScaurus, the dice of
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mento istos interim ex multis togatos fuisse; quales apud pallium
haud facile. 2 Has purulentias ciuitatis quis eliciet et exuaporabit,
ni sermo palliatus?

CAPUT6

(6. 1) 1 Sermone, inquit, me suasisti, medicamine sapientissimo. 2
Vemm, etsi eloquium quiescat, aut infantia subductum aut uere-
cundia retenhim (nam et elingua philosophia uita contenta est),
ipse habitus sonat. Sic denique auditur philosophus dum uidetur.
3 De occursu meo uitia suffundo. Quis non, aemulum suum cum
uidet, patitur? Quis oculis in eum potest, in quern mentibus non
potest? Grande pallii beneficium est, sub cuius recogitahi
improbi mores uel erubescunt.

(6.2) 1 Viderit nunc philosophia, quid prosit; nec enim sola
mecum est. Habeo et alias artes in publico utiles. 2 De meo ues-
tiuntur et primus informator litterarum et primus enodator uo-
cis et primus numeromm harenarius et grammaticus et rhetor et
sophista et medicus et poeta et qui musicam pulsat et qui stel-
larem coniectat et qui uolaticam spectat. Omnis liberalitas stu-
diorum quattuor meis angulis tegitur. 3 Plane post Romanos eq-
uites, uerum et accendonis et omnis gladiatorum ignominia to-
gata producitur. Haec nimirum indignitas erit: "A toga ad pal-
lium"!'

4 Sed ista pallium loquitur. At ego iam illi etiam diuinae sec-
tae ac disciplinae commercium confero. 5 Gaude pallium et ex-
sulta! Melior iam te philosophia dignata est ex quo Christianum
uestire coepisti.
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Curius, the drunkenness ofAntonius. And mind you: these were
merely a few toga-wearers out of many, the sort of men you will
not easily find with the pallium. 2 This purulence of the state -
who will draw it forth and cleanse it, except a sermon dressed in
the pallium?

CHAPTER 6

(6. 1) 1 "With speech, " it is said, "the wisest; of medicines, you
convinced me. " 2 Yes, but even when articulation rests, either
reduced by lack of eloquence or withheld by dififidence (for life
is content even with a tongueless philosophy), the very dress
speaks aloud! Thus, then, a philosopher is audible as long as he
is visible. 3 Just by showing up I make vices feel embarrassed.
Who does not suffer in witnessing his rival? Whose eyes can
withstand a person whom his mind could not? It is a great bene-
fit of the pallium, when just the thought of it makes bad morals
blush at least.

(6.2) 1 Now let philosophy see of what use she is. For with
me she is not the only one; I have other arts that are of public
benefit! 2 I dress the first teacher of letters, the first unraveller
of the voice, the first sandman of numbers, the grammarian, the
rhetor, the sophist, the doctor, the poet, the maker of music, the
observer of what is starred, the watcher of what is winged. All
liberality of arts is covered by my four tips.

3 These stand below the Roman knights, certainly. But take
all ignominy of the master of fighting and the gladiators: they
perform in toga! This then, surely, will be the outrage in the
maxim "from toga to pallium"!'

4 But these are words of the pallium. I will go further and
also grant it communication with that divine sect and discipline!
5 Rejoice, pallium, and exult! A better philosophy has deigned
you worthy, from the moment that it is the Christian whom you
started to dress.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PALLIUM IN DECLINE

Carthaginians, you censure my change of clothing. Yet, you changed clothing
yourselves. The ancient forms of tunic and pallium, once common in North
Africa, are now used onty by priests. As soon as the Romans came, you adopted
their clothing, notably the toga, which they hxd taken over from the Pelasgians.
Since then, you wear longer tunics and a belt, and the pallium is forgotten or
despised. Something similar happened to. the battering-ram. This was also in-
vented by Carthage, but when the Romans used rams in their attacks on Car-
thage, the device was considered a novelty. Thus the pallmm is also no longer
recognised.

The speech opens almost in medias res, directly addressing the audience,
which is said to have enough time to 'criticise clothing'. This brings up
the more general motif of'change of clothing', which will prove to be
dominant throughout in the speech. The Carthaginians themselves, so
it is argued, used to wear their clothes differently, as is illustrated by a
short description of the ancient tunica andpallium. This type of garment,
associated with local history and religion, is immediately contrasted
with Roman culture. Some details from Roman history lead up to the
mention of the common toga, itself not an originally Roman garment.
Then the form of clothing current in Carthage is described briefly. Fi-
nally, the decline of the ancient pallium is illustrated by means of a cu-
rious parallel from the sphere of warfare, concerning the batter-
ing-ram, which is argued to have been a Carthaginian invention
strangely passed into disuse and employed against the town.

One would not readily take this opening paragraph as a piece of
writing by a Christian author. There is not the slightest trace of Chris-
tian sympathies or convictions. Religion in general is represented only
by the priests of Aesculapius, an outspokenly pagan college.

The first impression one gets of the speaker is that he is well edu-
cated, thoroughly learned, and well versed in Roman history and lit-
erature. His erudition and linguistical expertise are demonstrated by
the rather detailed descriptions of clothing of past and present, the
surprising number of historical examples and famous names, and liter-
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ary references to Laberius and Vergil, who are both quoted, the latter
even twice.

Surprising vocabulary, unusual combinations, and a variety of syn-
tactical forms, ranging from very simple to intricate, result in a lofty,
recherche style, partly reminiscent of Apuleius' Florida, a text that
seems to be echoed in the very first words (see on l. l. l). As to the gen-
eral tone, one may observe a relatively low frequency of significant
verbs, which gives the text a rather 'massive' and static quality.

The text shows a remarkable contrast between the local African
culture (of Carthage and other towns), and the Roman culture that has
become dominant in the whole world. The audience is reminded of
Carthage's greatness and the splendid achievements of the past, that
have become sorrily obsolete. The contrast with Rome is further sharp-
ened. by rather sinister references to its history (the name of Gracchus
setting the tone), and the suggestion that Roman 'achievements' were
not original at all. At the same time, there is no hint of poh'ti'ca!
resistance or nationalistic revolt against Rome. On the contrary, the
first lines hail the peace and prosperity of the Roman empire, although
it may be added that the tone is probably ironical.

As a whole, the paragraph prepares the audience for what is to
come: a learned declamatory speech about clothing, with nationalistic
undertones, but embedded in a firmly Roman cultural context. The
general effect promises to be one of both amusement and learning.

(l. l. l) Principes semper Africae, uiri Carthaginienses, uetustate no-
biles, nouitate fehces, gaudeo uos tarn prosperos temporum, cum ita
uacat ac iuuat habitus denotare.

'You, who have always been leaders of Africa, men of Carthage, no-
ble of old and blessed today, I am glad that you live in such happy times
that you can find both the time and the pleasure of censuring clothing!'

The opening words form an extremely flattering address to the audi-
ence, whose identity is revealed immediately. The city of Carthage,
manifestly the place where the speech is delivered, is mentioned by
name, and the speaker is clearly addressing a local, live audience; cf.
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MCBCECHNIE 1992, 52-3. The explicit reference to Carthage may further
be considered an echo of Apuleius' Florida, most or all fragments of
which had been delivered in that same town; see the commentary by
HUNINK 2001, notably Introduction, B. EDWARDS 2001, 50-1 further com-
pares Apul. Met. 1, 1.

principes semper Africae: the word principes sets the tone, and is
effectively placed in the opening position. The Carthaginians are
praised for their leading position in the province, even in pre-Roman
times. The adverb semper underscores the point; cf. MCKECHNIE 1992, 52.
Tertullian's phrase here closely parallels the opening words ofApul. Fl.
16, 1 uobis... principes Africae mri; see HUNINK 2001, 155; for further discus-
sion of the formula FREDOUILLE 1972, 453n60.

uetustate nobiles, nouitate felices: two epithetical combinations,
that are closely parallel in sound and sense. The combinations have the
same amount of syllables; the corresponding words have been formed
with the same suffixes and have the same ending and position in the
sentence. 'Old' and 'new' form an easy contrast, whereas 'noble' and
'blessed' rather reinforce each other. Either combination has clearly
been added to flatter the audience and to appeal to its sense of national
pride and happiness.

gaudeo... : again, a happy note, so it seems, but what follows is
clearly ironical. After his flattering address, the speaker allows himself
an early hint of censure of his audience. EDWARDS 2001, 50 rightly
speaks about 'ironic flattery of his own compatriots' in this opening
sentence.

prosperos temporum: sc. esse. The adjective prosper with a genitive
is rare, but cf. Hor. Carm. 4, 6,39 (Noctilucam) prosperam fmgum. The re-
mark about days of calm and peace in Carthage does not necessarily
refer to a specific historical period, and so cannot be taken as an indica-
tion of the date of the speech.

uacat ac iuuat: two closely parallel verbs; for the combination one
may compare Plin. Ep. 1,22,11 nM scribere aut adsidenti uacat aut arvdo
libet.

The Carthaginians, so it is suggested, have both the time and the
interest to consider with a theme such as clothing. The implication is,
of course, that this is a waste of time and energy. Between the lines, we
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may already recognise the sarcastic, polemical Tertullian as he is best
known from e.g. the Apologeticum,

habitus: 'style of dress'; OLD s.v. 3. Strictly speaking, the point of
censure will prove to be 'change (or variety) of dress'; see on 1. 1.3. We
may observe the persistent use of stressed syllables witha-sound in the
whole sentence {Africae, uetustate, nouitate, uacat, habitus, denotare).

(1. 1.2) Pads haec et armonae otia. Ab imperio et a caelo bene est.
'This is the sort of pursuit of peace and plenty. All is well on the part

of the empire and on the part of the sky.'

Two short independent clauses follow the long opening sentence. They
highlight the propitious effects of peace and prosperity, resulting from,
respectively, the steadiness of the Roman empire and the good weather.
This sounds Roman enough, but given the irony in the previous sen-
tence and the general polemics against Rome later in the text, Tertul-
lian may well be intending a sarcastic turn: 'what an excellent realm:
you now occupy yourselves with trifles!'

annonae: 'good harvest'; cf. TLL s.v. 112,25 ('fmmenti copia'). Here
the word is used in an almost abstract sense of'plenty, prosperity'.

otia: one is reminded of the famous stanza in Catul. 51 on the bad
effects of oti'um. This would support the suggestion that Tertullian is
ironical here.

ab imperio... bene est: the expression beneest 'all is well' is rather
colloquial (e.g. Pl. Capt. 699 and Hor. S. 2,2,120) and is also part of the
epistolary formula si uales, bene est. ego quoque uako (s. u. b. e. e.q.u. ); see
OLD s.v. 8b and 9b; further TLL s.v. bonus 2114,42fF. The use with ab and
ablative here is rather unusual. GERLO follows HOPPE 1903,33 in explain-
ing it as the equivalent of a simple ablative of specification ('in respect
to'), but one might also consider it as an ablative of separation. Im-
perium is a political keyword in Roman thought. The word will occur
repeatedly below, e.g. 2.7, 5.4; 5.5. COSTANZA punchiates and interprets
differently: pads haec et annonae otia ab imperio et a caelo. Bene est.

caelo: the link between imperium and pax is mirrored by that be-
tween annona and caelum.
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(1. 1.3) Tamen et uobis habihis aUter ollm tunicae fuere, et quidem in
fama de subteminis studio et luminis concilio et mensurae tempera-
mento, quod neque trans crura prodigae nec intra genua inuerecun-
dae nec brachiis parcae nec manibus artae, sed (nec cingulo sinus
diuidere expeditum) beatae quadrata iustitia in uiris stabant.

'However, in the past you too wore your clothing, tunics, differently:
they were even famous for their skilful weave, harmonious colouring,
and proper size. For they did not fall extravagantly over the legs or
shamelessly above the knees, they did not fit shortly at the arms nor
tightly at the hands. No, in a fourfold suitable form it fitted men (it was
not considered easy to divide its folds with a belt).'

This long sentence forms the first instance of Tertullian's exceedingly
difficult style in this speech. Intricate syntax (habitus / tanicae as the
subject of aliter faere / in fama faere and of beatae stabant), uncommon
words (e.g. subtemen), peculiar junctures (e.g. luminis concilio, quadrata
1'ustitia), and decidedly antiquarian subject matter (details on obsolete
forms of clothing), aU add up to a deliberately untransparant structure,
obviously meant to dazzle the listener or reader.

The sentence makes two distinct points: (l) the Carthaginians'
clothing underwent change; (2) it used to be famous for its qualities.
The latter element is elaborated both in several positive aspects (subte-
men, lumen, mensura, quadrata I'ustiti'a), and in contrast with excesses in
clothing (prodigae, inuerecandae, parcae, artae).

et uobis habitus aliter... fuere: from this thought we may sup-
plement the earlier habitus denotare (l. l. l). The general point of censure
apparently did not concern 'clothing' as such, as 'change of clothing'.

tunicae: grammatically probably an apposition to habitus. Nonethe-
less, later in the sentence, epithets will invariably be feminine plural
(prodigae, inuerecandae, parcae, artae, beatae) and so agree with the appo-
sition rather than the subject itself. Cf. also below on stabant.

The tunica is commonly described as the plain undergarment of the
Romans, worn by both sexes. The contrast between 'Carthage' and
'Rome' still remains implicit here, and will mostly concern the ancient
pallium (1. 1.4). For particulars on the tunica see notably POTTHOFF 1992,
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206-15 with further literature; further GOLDMAN 1994a, 221-8; CROOM
2000, 30-40. Tunica and pallium occur together in a proverbial phrase
tanicaprapriorpallio est (Plaut. Trin. 1154).

in fama: sc. faere. The prepositional phrase in fama replaces a plain
adjective such as clams or insignis. For infama esse, GERLO compares Ar-
nob. Adv.nat 6,22 in nomine, but there are closer parallels: see e.g. Plin.
Nat. 29, 51 in magmfama esse; 37, 5; Tac. Hist. 2, 73 m orefamaque; 3, 13.

Prepositional phrases with de indicate the various grounds of the
renown. Such causal use of de is not uncommon with fama, but in the
general sense of 'rumour about', rather than 'fame resulting from'.
Tertullian often uses de as the equivalent ofpropter, e.g. Nat. 1,4,14 mali
de sao mali radiant; Ap. 4,11 de solo nomine puniuntfacta; further TLL s.v. de
66,43fF.

subteminis: 'the transverse threads woven in between the warp
threads in a loom, the weft' (OLD s.v.). Tertullian uses a specific word to
denote the whole of the texture.

luminis concilio: lit. 'the gathering of light', a reasonably original
image for 'the harmony of colours'. Concilium is used in its primary
sense of'bringing together'; cf. TLL s.v. 45, 39fF, which also quotes Lucr.
3,805 and explains Tertullian's present phrase as follows: 'coloribus
Punicae togae inter se compositis'. (TLL's reference to a toga seems
confusing, since Tertullian is speaking about the tunic.)

mensurae temperamento: unlike the previous combinations, here
the two nouns (the main noun denoting the quality, the secundary one
the area it applies to) are nearly equivalent.

quod neque... : four negative qualities are alluded to: unnecessary
length, immoderate shortness, and sleeves either too short or too tight.
A garment that is too long could be censured for 'effeminacy', whereas
a short tunic would befit soldiers. Cf. notably Quint. 11,138 ita cingatur
ut tunicae prioribus oris infra genua paulum, posterioribus ad medios poplites
usque pemeniant; nam infra mulierwn est, supra centurionum.

trans crura... intra genua: uncommon use of prepositions. Trans
cmra means as much as infra genua; for which see Quint. 11, 138 (quoted
above) or e.g. Curt. 6, 5, 27 nec tamen sinus uestis (... ) infra genua descendit.
The second combination, intragenua, 'above the knees' would normally
have been expressed in Latin with super genua, as in Curt. 5,6,18 uestis
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super genua est or Petr. 67,13. TLL s.v. intra 39,2 gives more examples
where intra is used in the sense ofcitra. The third and fourth references
to the respective body parts are given in the dative form (bracchiis,
manibus).

It has been observed by scholars that Tertullian's testimony on the
proper length of the tunics of ancient Carthage differs from that of
other ancient sources. Cf. notably Pl. Poen. 1298 cum tanicis longis and
1303 tuni'ns demisiciis,

brachiis parcae: for parcae, SEDGWICK 1968, 94 suggests pandae, to
contrast with mam'bus artae. However, such a contrast does not seem
intended here.

nec cingulo - expeditum: sc. erat. This is a short parenthesis pre-
paring for beatae and quadrate iustitia: the tunica is plain and tight, and
does not need a belt or girdle to fit properly. Expeditam esse (with expe-
ditum as the neutre accusative of the participle) is explained by TLL s.v.
expedio 1621,77f-1622,l£fas the equivalent of facile esse.

beatae: 'splendid', a poetical use of the adjective with inanimate
objects, as in e.g. Hor. Carm. 1,29,1-2 beatis... gazis.

quadrata iustitia: a fine, Tertullean, enigmatic and resounding
phrase. From 'fourfold equity' we are expected to understand that the
old tunic was a simple, honest, rectangular piece of cloth.

in uiris: this may seem a strange remark, given the fact that tunics
were worn by men and women alike. But the speaker is concerned with
the ideal example of the garment, and so his mind nearly automatically
turns to men.

stabant: the finite verb has a plural form because of tunicae; see
above on tanicae. The verb stare seems natural enough to denote the
form of a tight tunica worn without a girdle, and hence falling down in
one line, 'ut stare videtur in corpore' (Salmasius).

(1. 1.4) PaUii extrinsecus habihis et ipse quadrangulus ab utroque
laterum regestus et ceruicibus circumstrictus in fibulae morsu, hu-
meris acquiescebat.

'The outer garment, the pallium, itself also quadrangular, was
thrown back from both sides and knit around the neck in the bite of a
buckle, and so rested on the shoulders.'
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This is the first reference to the pallium in the speech. Having provided
some detail about the archaic hinica, Tertullian now adds a bit more on
the old pallium. Although the speech is formally concerned with the
pallium, the initial information on the tunica in the previous sentence
was actually more detailed.

pallii extrinsecus habitus: the genitive palh'i explains the content of
extrinsecus habitus; this used to be called 'epexegetic' or 'explicative'
genitive, terms which seem rather unhelpful. For technical details on
the pallium as a garment, see POTTHOFF 1992, 151-5. It was a rectangular
mantle, based on the Greek i^dnov, mainly worn by men (the equiva-
lent for women being the palla, which is often difficult to distinguish
from the pallium). The garment was intimately connected with Greek
culture, philosophy, and Christianity. An ostentatious change from toga
to pallium seems to have provoked condemnation; cf. e.g. Suet. Tib. 13
deposito patrio habitu ad pallium et crepidas; further e.g. Cic. Rab.Post. 25.

Extrinsecus may give the impression of being an adjective, but artu-
ally occurs only as an adverb; for similar attributive use, cf. e.g. Spect.
1,3 tanta solaria extrinsecus oadorum; Paen. 12,3 ignis extrinsecus fetu. This
use antedates Tertullian; cf. TLL s.v. 2084,53ft, quoting Var. R. 3,5,3
fenestras per quas non uideantur extrinsecus arbores aut aues and Vitr. 5,1,10
dispositio extrinsecas tecti. Likewise, see Apul. Met. 11, 11 (275, 9) miris ex-
trinsecas simulacris; Mun. 10 (310) animalia extrinsecus omnia; Pl. 2,23 (253)
nullis extrinsecus... adminiculis.

quadrangulus: like the tunic with its quadrata iustitia (1. 1. 3).
regeshis: the verb is used in a literal sense. As an outer garment, the

pallium was be thrown back and so left a person's fi'ont side open.
circumstrictus: the verb is not attested before Tertullian; cf. TLL s.v.

circumstringo 1175, 16f. It will occur again below in 5.3.2 circumfidcit...
circwnstringit.

fibulae morsu: the image of 'biting' in relation to a fibula is conven-
tional; cf. e.g. Calp. Ed. 7,81 adunco /ibula morsu; Sil. 7,624; Stat. Theb.
9,694-5.

(1. 2.1) Instar eius hodie Aesculapio iam uestro sacerdotium est. Sic et
in proximo soror ciuitas uestiebat, et sicubi alibi in Africa Tyros.
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'Its equivalent today is <what is worn by> the priests of Aesculapius,
who also has become yours. This is the way the twin town close by used
to dress, and wherever else in Africa there is a Tyrus.'

instar... sacerdotium: the expression is rather obscure. The equivalent
of the ancient tunic and pallium is, of course, not the priesthood itself,
but the priests' formal attire. Little else is known about the official at-
tire of Aesculapius' priests, but it may readily be assumed that it re-
tained old, traditional forms, as in so many cultures. In 4. 10. 3 it will
appear to be the pallium which is worn by devotees of Aesculapius. For
references to pagan priests elsewhere in Tertullian, cf. RANKIN 1995, 165.

Aesculapio iam uestro: Aesculapius (Asclepius) was one of the most
popular pagan deities in Carthage. Syncreticism of this Greco-Roman
god with the Punic god Eshmun had taken place as early as the third or
second century B.C.; cf. LIPINSKI 1994, 24. So the added lam uestro seems
rather too meticulous. By Tertullian's time, Aesculapius could be con-
sidered a local god. For the cult of Aesculapius in Roman Carthage, see
notably RIVES 1995, 181-4.

Aesculapius figures prominently in Apul. Fl. 18, where, among other
things, Apuleius is said to have written a hymn to the god, preceded by
a bilingual dialogue. Apuleius calls himself a fervent devotee and a
priest of Aesculapius; see Fl. 18,37-8 with HUNINK 2001 ad loc.

soror ciuitas: Utica, as may be deduced from Mela 1,34 Vtica et Car-
thago ambae indutae, ambae a Phoenicibus conditae; Utica was second to
Carthage in importance; cf. e.g. App. Pun. 75; Strab. 17,3,13; and Sil.
3,231 (Carthage) 241 (Utica).

uestiebat: the verb uestio is used intransitively (OLD s.v. 1c). Cf. 2.2.4
uestiri.

sicubi alibi - Tyros: both Carthage and Utica had Phoenician ori-
gins; see Mela 1,34 (quoted above); further notably Plin. Nat. 5, 76 Tyros
(... ) olim partu clara, urbibus genitis Lepti, Vtica et ilia aemula terrarwnque
orbi's aui'da Carthagine, etiam Gadibus extra orbem conditis. Therefore both
towns could equally be called 'Tyrus in Africa'. But since both have al-
ready been referred to, the clause probably designates other Phoeni-
cian colonies in Africa, such as Leptis or Hadrumetum. For si'cubi,
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SEDGWICK 1968, 94 proposes sicuti, but there is no reason to normalise
the text.

(1. 2.2) At cum saecularium sortium uariauit urna et Romanis deus
maluit, soror quidem ciuitas suopte arbitrio mutare properauit, ut
adpulsum Scipionem ante iam de habitu salutasset, Romanum prae-
coca.

'But as soon as the urn of worldly lots swung around and the deity
favoured the Romans, your twin town hastened to change on its own
account. Thus it wished to salute Scipio at his landing beforehand
through its prematurely Roman attire.'

Obviously to please his Carthaginian audience, the speaker inserts a
historical allusion to the behaviour of its rival town Utica.

saecularium sortium... urna: a careful expression for a traditional
concept. The 'urn of fate', from which the lots of destiny are drawn, is
common enough; cf. Hor. Carm. 2,3, 26 (omnium) / uersatur uma serius
ocius/sorsexitura; further e.g. Verg. A. 4,632; Hor. Carm. 3,1,16; Sen. Tro.
58; 982; and for the combination with sortes, Verg. A. 6,22 5tat ductis sor-
tibus uma. The alliterating juncture saeculares scrtes is not attested
elsewhere. It employs saecularis in the non-classical sense of 'worldly,
temporal', with a distinct allusion to the Christian sense of'pagan, hea-
then. ' In Tertullian's works cf. e.g. Spect. 15,8 Vtinam ne in saeculo quidem
si'mui cum illi's moraremur. Sed tamen in saecularibus separamur, quia
saeadum Dei est, saecularia autem diaboli; Cor. 7,3 litterae... saeculares.

The notion of an urn of fate is, of course, not easy to reconcile with
Christian doctrine. By mentioning the urn, Tertullian is showing off his
erudition and familiarity with classical poetry. For a similar, but less
flowery expression in his works, cf. Nat. 2,19 sors tempomm.

deus: it is tempting to ask whether the Christian God or any other
deity is meant here, but Tertullian is probably deliberately vague. Pres-
ently, he is not making a theological statement,, but expressing himself
in conventional terms; cf. also previous note.

maluit: 'to be more favourable to' with the dative, as in Cic. Att.
2,16,4; cf. also Apul. Met. 3,23 (69, 11). In a similar context, cf. Tert. Ap.
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25,3 peregrines enim deos non putem extraneae genti potius quam suae
maluisse.

mutare: sc. uestem. It is suggested that Utica, Carthage's soror ciuitas
(l, 2, l), treacherously gave up its own traditional clothes in an attempt
to get into the good graces of the mighty Romans even before they
landed Africa. This is an allusion to local ancient history.

Utica remained loyal to Carthage throughout the second Punic war,
but in 149 B.C., at the beginning of the third Punic war, the town sur-
rendered to Rome. A Roman fleet landed at Utica, and Scipio went
there before launching his attack on Carthage. For the surrender of
Utica, see Polyb. 36,3; Liv. Epit. 49; App. Pan. 75. After the destruction of
Carthage, Utica became the capital of the province, until the founding
of the new colony Carthage by Caesar (see below on 1.2.3).

The ancient authors mention an embassy ofUtica to Rome, but they
do not tell anything about a change of clothing, and so Tertullian may
have invented the detail as a fitting symbol. In this speech on the pal-
ii'um it is, by all means, a welcome and pictairesque element that implies
a broader historical context. The allusion is particularly effective be-
fore a Carthaginian audience, since it takes advantage of the long-
standing rivalry between both towns. It cleverly suggests a bond be-
frween the speaker, his audience, and their (un-Roman) pallium.

Scipionem: P. Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus Africanus, the victorious
Roman general, who destroyed Carthage in 146 B.C. His name must
accordingly have provoked some enmity among the Carthaginian au-
dience.

de habitu... salutasset: a somewhat strange expression quite after
Tertullian's taste; COSTANZA explains salutasset as salutaret and takes it as
a brachylogy for salutare uideretur. For irregular use of de, cf. earlier
1.1.3, for his rather free use oftempus (here pluperfect rather than im-
perfect, a case of the so called 'verschobenes Plusquamperfectum'), see
in general HOPPE 1932, 37-40.

Romanum praecoca: some of the older editions print Romana prae-
coca, an attractive, but unnecessary normalization. The first word can
be explained as a 'Greek' neutre accusative: 'concerning the Roman
element'. Praecocas (praecoquus) is an old variant form for normal prae-
cox.
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(1. 2.3) Vobis uero post iniuriae beneficium, ut senium non fastigium
exemptis, post Gracchi obscena omina et Lepidi uiolenta ludibria, post
trinas Pompei aras et longas Caesaris moras, ubi moenia Statilius
Taurus imposuit, soUemnia Sentius Satuminus enarrauit, cum con-
cordia iuuat, toga oblata est.

'To you, however, after the benefit of injustice, as to people who had
lost their antiquity but not their position, after the foul omens of
Gracchus and the violent mockery by Lepidus, the threefold altars of
Pompeius and the long delays of Caesar, when Statilius Taurus had
erected your walls and Sentius Saturninus had solemnly inaugurated
them, and since concord was pleasing, - to you the toga was ofiFered.'

A long sentence adds some more details about the past events. The
syntax is relatively simple (uobis... toga obkta est being the main clause,
interrupted by some prepositional phrases and subordinate clauses),
and the idiom is rather normal (except perhaps seni'um). So all attention
can be directed to the content: a series of partly humiliating acts by the
victorious Romans after their destruction of Carthage. In the end, Rome
founded the new colony Carthage and so more or less imposed the use
of the toga.

post iniuriae beneficium: the combination produces an oxymoron
or 'a Uttle paradox' (MCKECHNIE 1992, 54), for which cf. e.g. 2.2. 2 distincta
confusio; 2.3.2 ah'us idem; 2.4. 2 mortem uiuit. The miuna must refer to
Rome's destruction of Carthage, but the phrase remains difficult to
interpret. Some have taken it as 'after the compensation for the injus-
tice', which would imply that the new colony made up for the disaster
in 146 B.C. Although this is not impossible, it discards the paradox of
the phrase. GERLO proposes a more literal rendering: 'after the benefit
of the injustice', explaining that the benefit consisted in the destruction
itself, since it allowed for a rejuvenation of the town.

The literal translation seems better indeed, but it remains difBcult
to imagine the city's major catastrophe seriously being labeled a bene-
fit. So the word could also have an ironic tone: the city's destruction
was just one of the 'so called benefits' of Roman culture. This irony does
not imply that the speech as a whole is anti-Roman; cf. MCKECHNIE, 53-4.
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ut senium - exemptis: Carthage lost its antiquity, but retained its
high position. Senium 'old age' has rather negative connotations of 'de-
cay', 'weakness', or 'gloom' (see OLD s.v.). For using senium in a concrete
sense, cf. also Apul. Apoi. 51,6 exuui'as stelionum, quas uelut sentam more
ceteromm serpentium temporibus statutis exaant. The forms senium and
fastigium are accusatives of respect, as is common with i.a. verbs of
dressing.

It may be remarked that, in a historical sense, Carthage can hardly
be said to have retained its 'high position' after 146. There was an
unsuccessful colonisation in 122-121 (see next note), but it took as long
as 43 B.C. before it was properly colonised. For historical facts about
Roman Carthage, see in general RE s.v. Karthago, 2160-4.

post - enarrauit: sbc historical details, arranged in three pairs, each
showing close parallels in the number and the arrangement of words.
(l: name - adjective - noun; 2: adjective - name - noun; 3: noun - name -
verb). The order of the elements is roughly, but not entirely chrono-
logical (see below on Lepidi).

Gracchi obscena omina: an allusion to a first attempt at colonisa-
tion by C. Sempronius Gracchus in 122-121 B.C., which started under an
uniuckystar; cf. Plut. C.Gracch 11,1, who specifies three ominous signs: a
standard caught by the wind and broken into pieces, sacrificial victims
on an altar scattered by a storm, and bounding-marks destroyed by
wolves. Cf. further App. Pun. 136.

Even generally speaking, the name Gracchus sounds ominous
throughout Roman literature. The Gracchi are almost invariably de-
nounced as traitors and evil revolutionaries. An exemplary account of
such Roman biases is Veil. 2,3-6. For a modern study of the Gracchi, see
PERELLI 1993.

Lepidi: M. Aemilius Lepidus, triumuir in 40 B.C.. He had laid waste
part of the colony Carthage, that had recently been founded by Caesar
(see below on Caesan's moras), and had abrogated the rights of earlier
colonists; cf. Cass.Dio 52,43,1. After this reference to Lepidus, the
chronological order of the historical details about Carthage is inter-
rupted, since the next two elements will refer to events that took place
earlier; cf. also LE GLAY 1985, 236.
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Pompei aras: given the context, the reference must be to some his-
torical action ofPompey detrimental to Carthage, but what precisely is
alluded to here is largely unclear, because of an apparant lack ofparal-
lei sources.

Some scholars (GSELL quoted with approval by GERLO and COSTANZA;
cf. further LE GLAY 1985, 236 and STEVENS 1988, 39) assume that Pompey
devoted altars to local divinities during a campaign in 81 B.C., but this
would be a beneficial action, unlike the previous two and the following
one, and so seems less likely here. MARRA ad loc. suggests we must read
it as a reference to Pompey's triumphal altars, which were a part of his
triumphs over the three continents (Africa, Asia, and Europe). This
would certainly suit the context better, but there is no evidence that
Pompey ever erected such altars at Carthage.

However, 'Pompeius' does not necessarily refer to Pompey the
Great, but may also apply to one of his sons. There is, in fact, a relevant
testimony that seems to have been overlooked. Cass.Dio 43, 30,1 men-
tions a siege of Carthage by Gnaeus Pompey. during the civil wars, in 46
B.C., after which he remained there for some time. It seems to fit the
speaker's desire for paradox and surprising turns if the name Pompeius
refers to a person not primarily expected (see also next note).

Caesaris moras: Caesar actually founded the new Roman colony
Carthage in his final years, about 44 B.C., as many sources testify: cf. e.g.
Cass.Dio 43,50,3; Plut. Caes. 57,5; Strabo 17,3,15; Paus. 2,1,2; cf. e.g. LANCEL
1992, 449 and a more detailed account in LE GLAY 1985. The fact of this
founding is not hailed as a benefit by Tertullian, who rather under-
scores the long delay incurred in the process.

Alternatively, the name 'Caesar' too, like the preceding Pompei, may
actually be referring to another person than one would expect first.
The new Roman colony Carthage was not effectuated by Caesar himself,
but by his adopted son Octavian in 29 B. C. (on the historical facts, see LE
GLAY 1985, 239-40). So it could be Octavian rather than Caesar who is
meant here; cf. already MARRA ad loc., who, however, does not discuss
the matter. In that case, the detail of the 'long delay' makes even better
sense.

To modern readers, references to Gnaeus Pompeius and Octavian by
means of the names Pompeius and Caesar might seem puzzling or de-
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liberately obscure. It may however be added that a contemporary Car-
thaginian audience with some knowledge of local history must have
taken up the clues and appreciated the little, erudite play with names.

Statilius Taurus: this man was proconsul of Africa in 35-34 B.C.; see
PIR1 S nr. 615; further LE GLAY 1985, 245-6. The reference to his building
walls around the town is not supported by other testimonies. Cartha-
ginian walls are documented only in late antiquity; cf. RE 11,3, 2200 s.v.
Karthago. LE GLAY,247 interprets moeni'a as 'les batiments officiels'.

Sentius Satuminus: another historical character. He was consul in
19 B.C. and proconsul of Africa between 17 and 9 B.C.; see PIR1 S nr.293.

Again, as in the case of Statilius Taurus, there is no parallel source
for his activity in Carthage, but the sollemnia mentioned here must be
the solemn formula for the inauguration of the town walls; thus RE s.v.
Sentias Sataminus 1515,16fFand s.v, Karthago 11,3, 2200. After his term of
office in Africa, Saturninus became legatus of Syria. He is also men-
tioned by Tertullian in Marc. 4,19 as the man who took the census in
Judea; cf. further Josephus, Antjud. 16,277; 280; 283 a.o.

concordia: the word is the subject of iuuat. It refers to concord be-
tween Romans and Carthaginians, but also alludes to the name of the
new colony, which was known as Colonia lulia Concordia Kanhago or
Colonia Concordia lulia Karthago; cf. RE s.v. Kanhago 2163,10; LE GLAY 1985,
247; MCKECHNIE 1992, 53.

SEDGWICK 1968, 94 (following Kroymann) actaially seems to propose
reading Concordia lulia, but this seems much too explicit. SEDGWICK does
not seem to have had a taste for Tertullian's difficult but colourful Latin.
His various conjectures on the text invariably amount to normalizing it,
and have been generally omitted in the remainder of this commentary
(as discussions of textual variants in general; cf. Introduction 'An elu-
sive text').

toga: the first mention in the text of this typical, official Roman
garment, generally considered to be rather cumbersome and uncom-
fortable. For full detail, see POTTHOFF 1992, 196-201; STONE 1994;
GOLDMAN 1994a, 228-9; CROOM 2000, 40-48; for a contemporary analysis
of its cultural and symbolical meaning VOUT 1996.
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Deconstmcting the picture of the ubiquitous white toga, VOUT ar-
gues for diversity and change in time and place: most Romans did not
commonly wear a toga. For Tertullian, she concludes, it cannot have
been an overt anti-Roman statement to have worn something else, the
pallium. But as she accurately adds, it may have been anti-Roman for
him to say that he wore such a different garment; cf. VOUT, 216-7.

(1. 2.4) Pro, quantum circummeauit, a Pelasgis ad Lydos, a Lydis ad
Romanes, ut ab humeris sublimioris populi Carthaginienses complec-
teretur!

'0 how far did it wander! From the Pelasgians it came to the Lydians
and from the Lydians to the Romans, in order that it would cover the
Carthaginians, starting from the shoulders of the higher people!'

A relatively short, ironical sentence on the origin of the toga, which is
traced back to several other peoples. This detracts from its lofty
connotations: it turns out to be not even originally Roman.

circummeauit: the verb seems transparent enough, but it is not
attested before Tertullian and may have been coined by him (HOPPE
1932, 146); see TLL s.v. 1156,lfF, which also quotes Schol. on Hor. Ars
136.

Pelasgis... Lydos: other peoples are indeed mentioned in ancient
sources as wearing toga-like garments. Cf. e.g. Dion. Hal. 3, 61 (the Etru-
rians, like the kings ofLydia and Persia); Serv. A. 2,781; and Artem. 2,3;
see further POTTHOFF 1992, 198-9. The Pelasgi, meanwhile, pose a small
problem. Sources do refer to Greek origins of the garment in lonia and
mainland Greece, but not specifically to the Pelasgi, the pre-Greek in-
habitants of Greece. Tertullian perhaps added them in his search of
arcane names of peoples from a distant past.

sublimioris populi: strictly speaking, the Carthaginians could be
alluded to here, but grammatically, this would be irregular, since the
name Canhaginienses actually occurs as the object of the clause. Pref-
erably, the words may therefore be taken to refer to the Romans. The
sentences thus contains three closely balanced clauses denoting 'from a
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to b'. Ab may be interpreted in the temporal sense 'after', and the
phrase is loaded with considerable irony.

(1. 3. 1) Exinde tunicam longiorem cinctu arbitrante suspenditis, et
pallii iam teretis redundantiam tabulata congregatione fulcitis, et si
quid praeterea condicio uel dignitas uel temporalitas uestit, pallium
tamen generaUter uestrum immemores etiam denotatis.

'From then on, your tunic is longer and you use a dividing belt to let
it hang down. Likewise, you support the abundant flow of your now
smooth gown, by gathering it in folds. And if any circumstance of class
or dignity or time makes you wear other garments, you forget and even
criticise the pallium, that used to be yours in all circumstances!'

The sentence sums up the change of clothing as brought about by the
arrival of the Romans, and returns to the initial theme of censure of the
pallium (l. l. l). One may notice the dominant verbal forms in the sec-
ond person plural (suspenditis, falcitis, denotatis).

cinctu arbitrante: the verb is used as a synonym ofdiuidere (1. 1.3), in
the same metaphorical use in relation to a belt. For Tertullian's metaphors,
see the thematical, kxigraphical survey in HOPPE 1903, 172-3. For the
theme of wearing a long tunica with a belt, see below 5.1.4; further 5.3.3.

palhi iam teretis: rather confusingly, the Carthaginians' new cloth-
ing is referred to in terms of their old clothing. The speaker actually
manages to use pallium in the sense of toga!

The new clothing is called teres, because the Carthaginians have
replaced their rectangular pallium (1. 1.4) by a Roman toga, which is
more rounded in model; cf. Isid. Etym. 19, 24, 3 Toga dicta quod uelamento
sui corpus tegat atque operiat. Est autem pallium purwn forma rotunda et
fusiore, et quasi inundante sinu, et sub dextro ueniens supra humerum sinis-
trum ponitur; further e.g. Dion. Hal. 3, 61, who opposes the rectangular
Lydian and the 'semicircular' Roman sort of toga.

tabulata congregatione: a complex way to express the notion of
'folding', with tabulatus referring to 'layers'. The reader is reminded of
the splendid description of Isis in Apuleius' Met. as she first appears to
Lucius: Met 11, 3 (268, 21) palla... quae circamcirca remeans... multiplici con-
tabulatione dependula.... confluctaabat.
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si quid... uestit: that is, even if you willingly wear other garments in
specific circumstances. Temporalitas is a rare word not found before
Tertullian, that seems to function as the opposite of aetemitas. The op-
posites occurs in close combination in Res. 60,4. A full list of neologisms
in Tertullian may be found in HOPPE 1932, 132-49 (133-41 for the nouns).

pallium... uesta'iun: the speaker drives home his point by expressly
repeating the Carthaginian origin of the old pallium, in a direct address
of his contemporary audience.

denotatis: a verbal echo of 1.1.1 habitus denotare.

(1. 3.2) Equidem haud miror prae documento superiore. Nam et
arietem (non quern Laberius 'reciprocicornem et lanicutem et testi-
trahum', sed trabes machina est, quae muros frangere militat) nemim
unquam adhuc libratum ilia dicitur Carthago, 'studiis asperrima belli',
prima omnium armasse in oscillum penduli impeta^s, commentata uim
tormenti de bile pecoris capite <se> uindicantis.
'Now personally I am not surprised by that, on account of an earlier
parallel case. For the ram too (not the "reciprocally horned, wool-
skinned, testicle-dragging" animal of Laberius, but the war machine
whose service it is to break walls), an instrument previously launched
by none, is said to have been mobilised first of all by Carthage, "keenest
in pursuit of war", for the oscillatory work of pending violence, having
realised the power of the engine by analogy of the anger of the beast
that avenges itself with its head.'

A parallel case for the passing into oblivion of a phenomenon in the
very place where it had been invented, Carthage now appears as the
inventor of the battering-ram. Historically, Tertullian's contention
does not seem very likely, but it enables him to insert a rich period of
complex syntax and idiom, with literary quotations from Laberius and
Vergil. The main clause of the period is arietem Carthago prima omnium
armasse dicitar, with participial constructions with arietem (nemini adhuc
h'bratum) and Canhago (commentata uim... ).

prae documento superiore: the preposition has become almost
causal in sense, 'in view of (OLD s.v. 4b). Here the primary sense ofsu-
perior is surely temporal, 'earlier'. But given the military connotations
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of the example, the senses 'more powerful, stronger', 'having the upper
hand in a battle' (OLD s.v. 6 and 6c) are no doubt intended as well.

arietem: the ram. Inevitably, the speaker is not dealing with the
animal (how could an animal be an invention and fall into oblivion?)
but the military device. Nonetheless, he dwells on the obvious point in
order to give an interesting literary quotation ofLaberius.

non quern: sc. dicit. Such ellipses are not infrequent in Tertullian.
See HOPPE 1903, 143-6 (esp. with verba dicendi, p. 145-6) and HOPPE 1932,
44-7.

Laberius: a famous writer of mimes who Uved from 106 to 43 B.C.
The present quotation is Laberius Fr. 154 (Ribbeck) / 18-9 (Bonaria;
with the Latin words printed as nominatives). It consists of three rare
epithets, that were apparently newly coined by Laberius and more or
less passed into oblivion since. The speaker may actually be quoting
them in his relish to delve up old words, in the common manner of the
Second Sophistic. The archaising tendency is notably caracteristic of
the Latin Second Sophistic, as it is best hiown from Apuleius and, to
some extent, Fronto and Gellius.

The three words are very long composites, as was typical for the
pre-neoteric poets. Some other examples ofLaberius' inventions may
be found in the rather negative account in Gell. 16, 7; for a more positive
judgement see Fronto Ant. 4,3, 2 (Haines I,p.4), where he is "ranged
among some great poets known for their careful choice of words.

Although the epithets look rather strange, their sense can easily be
deduced from the composing parts. The ram has curled horns, whool
on its skin (for the form lanicatis cf. TLL s.v. (lanicas) 928,82f.), and it
drags its heavy testicles; for the final element cf. Lucil. 534-6 (Marx) /
535-7 (Krenkel) 'ibat forte aries, ' inquit, 'iam quod genus. Quantis / testibus!
Vix unofilo hosce haerere putares, / pellicula extrema exaptum pendere onus
ingens.'

The quotation ofLaberius is hardly relevant for the theme at hand.
Moreover, in Roman literature, the prevailing image of the genre mi-
mus and its representants was very negative; see e.g. HUNINK 2001 on
Apul. Fl 4, 3. Notably the staging of sexual and immoral themes was
generally condemned by Roman authors as early as Cicero.
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This makes Tertullian's quotation, which is given without any dis-
paraging comments and is apparently to be enjoyed, quite remarkable.
Particularly, the detail on the ram's testicles would normally seem
rather inappropriate in a Christian writer such as Tertullian, given his
strong views on all sexual matters. Later in Pali., examples of explicit
and even obscene language will follow (notably in chapter 4).

trabes machina est: the nouns are placed asyndetically: 'I mean the
trunk, the machine. ' Alternatively, they may be considered as one con-
cept, with one of the nouns functioning as an epithet: 'I mean the
wooden device.'

muros frangere militat: the verb militare has no doubt been chosen
for its alliteration with muros. The construction with an infinitive is
unusual and no example is attested before Tertullian; see TLL s.v.
970,35f.

libratum: the verb is often used for leveling weapons; see OLD s.v.
libra 3. The element of'balance' inherent in the verb will return shortly
in osci'Hum penduli impetus.

armasse - impetus: a recherche phrase for the invention of the
military use of the ram. It is 'put in the field' (OLD s.v. armo 3) 'into the
swing of a hanging lauch'. That is, it is 'leveled'. The entire phrase may
be said to try to avoid at all cost the normal verb h'brare, which was
used just before.

The invention of the ram may have taken place by Geras of Car-
thage during the battle of Gades, as is related by Vitr. 10, 13, 2, adding
that the device was called testudinem arietariam on account of its slow
movements. However, the detail should probably not be considered a
historical fact,

studiis asperrima belh: a well-known epithet of Carthage, Verg. Aen.
1,14. Tertullian repeatedly refers to Juno's loving words concerning the
town; cf. the quotations from the same context of the Aeneid in Nat.
2, 17,6; and Ap. 25,8. The Vergilian quotation will be followed shortly by
another one (see below).

Usually, Tertullian's quotations of Vergil have a distinctly ar-
gumentative function, but in Pali they are mostly ornamentive, as
FREUND 2000, 57 rightly observes. FREUND provides an extensive analysis
of all quotations fi-om Vergil by Tertullian on p.29-96; on the reception
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of Vergil by Tertullian, cf. also BRAUN 1967, 22-4; UGLIONE 1999. One may
argue, however, that the quotation of Vergil is more than just decora-
tive, as it adds to the speaker's obvious intention of appealing to na-
tionalistic feelings of his audience.

commentata: the verb commentor here more or less equals inuenire;
see TLL s.v. commentor 1865, 3f, with some examples from Tertullian, e.g.
Apol 40, 10 alios deos msaper sibi commentata (humana gens). Almost casu-
ally, the speaker adds a small aetiological and etymological explanation
of the battering-ram. So for him the difference between the animal and
the device is not as strong as it first seemed.

capite <se> uindicantis: the MSS' caput uindicantis is difficult to de-
fend. Several solutions have been advanced, such as MARRA'S capite di-
micantis, or the older emendation capite uindicantis, defended by GERLO
1939, 394-5. In his critical edition, GERLO finally adopted capite <se> uin-
dicantis, first proposed by VAN DER VLIET.

(1. 3.3) Cum tamen ultimant tempera patriae et aries iam Romanus in
muros quondam suos audet, shipuere illico Carthaginienses ut nouum
extraneum ingenium: Tanh.im aeui longinqua ualet mutare uetustas'!
Sic denique nec pallium agnoscitur.

'However, when the times of the mother country were drawing to a
close and the now Roman ram dared confront the walls that once had
been his own, the Carthaginians were suddenly stunned at the device,
as if it were new and foreign. "So much doth Time's long age avail to
change"! This way the pallium is also no longer recognised.'

The exemple of the battering-ram is concluded in a rather predictable
way: the ram, forgotten by Carthage, is finally used by the Romans
against Carthage itself. With an explicit reference to the parallel case of
the pallium, the thought is brought to a natural close.

It may appear not entirely logical to compare the loss of the pallium
to that of a military device, especially since the parallel is not complete:
the obliteration of the ram had concretely damaged Carthage because it
was turned against its inventor, which cannot similarly equally be said
about the pallium. But of course, the threatening notes concerning the
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military actions of Rome against Carthage serve the speaker's purpose
in stirring some nationalistic feelings among his Carthaginian audience,
as in the entire opening section of the speech.

According to EDWARDS 2001, 51 the passage alludes to Christian life,
conceived by Tertullian in terms of soldiery on a permanent campaign:
those who lack this discipline, like the Carthaginians, would have to
'succumb to the imperial machine.' Surely, this is reading too much
into the passage. Tertullian is speaking about historical subject matter,
and there is not a trace of Christian sympathy here.

ultimant: the word is not attested before Tertullian; cf. HOPPE 1932,
148.

patriae: this must refer to Carthage. The word inevitably carries
strong feelings.

in muros quondam suos audet: a general reference to the wars
against Carthage launched by the Romans. For the absolute use of au-
dere in the sense of'to act boldly' see OLD s.v. 3.

stupuere: the verb (here used with accusative; OLD s.v. 2c) may de-
liberately recall Vergil's Aeneid, which is quoted twice elewhere in this
passage; cf. Aen. 2,31 stapet... donum, and especially one of Aeneas' first
views of Carthage: Aen. 1,495 dum stupet (the latter parallel may find
support in the use ofaudere in a military context only two lines earlier).

It has been observed that in his other works Tertullian avoids per-
feet forms on -ere, whereas it is the only form used in Pali. (also e.g. in
2.4.4; 2.6.4; 5.2.4). Its use in the speech is surely due to stylistical con-
siderations; cf. LOFSTEDT 1933, II 311-2.

tantum - uetustas: Verg. Aen. 3,415. This is the second quotation of
Vergil in 1.3; see above on 1.3.2 studii's asperrima belli, and again FREUND
2000, 57. In both cases, the name Vergil apparently does not need any
explicit mention, and no other introduction is given; the famous words
seem to come to the speaker's mind in a spontaneous way.

It may be observed how even in a passage that alludes to rather
patriotic or even anti-Roman sentiments, a quotation of Rome's num-
ber one poet can smoothly be inserted as an ornament.
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CHAPTER 2
CHANGE RULES THE WORLD

Change is, indeed, characteristic of the world as a whole, as even Greek phi-
losophers have to admit. Even the Platonic 'world' of'ideas' implies change. Our
earth also shows many differences of time and climate, and so does the sea. Just
look at the changes brought about by the seasons, or think of the distant past
when the earth was entirely covered by water. Even today changes occur: is-
lands disappear, lands float adrift. Or take parts of Palestine (now a godfor-
saken desert, once a rich land), or natural upheaval in Etruria, Campania, Asia,
and Africa. Since the beginning of history, many wars and changes of rule have
had their own influence on the general change. But let us speak of joyous things!
Every form of decay was somehow followed by a process of renewal and grcwth,
and this is how the world has become peopled. Exstant people have all come
forth from other peoples, e.g. the Romans from the Phrygians, the Jews from the

Chaldeans, and several colonies from the Greeks. But all this can hardly stand

the comparison with the numerous beneficial changes in our time! How many
good changes have been effectuated by the Emperors! So how can you praise
the world with all its changes but censure man if he changes dress?

In the second chapter the focus is much widened. For some pages, the
theme of the pallium recedes and the speaker presents an extensive
account of the dominant role of 'change' in the inanimate world, at
both land and sea, in both past and present.

Given the marginal relevance of all this to what one would be in-
dined to see as the main theme of the speech, the passage might be
qualified as a digressio. On the other hand, the account about 'natural
change' goes on well into the next chapter, and so clearly proves that
the speaker considered it a theme of central rather than accessory im-
portance. The smooth development of themes, including sidesteps,
small anecdotes and examples, and the roundabout manner of coming
to the point are typical of demonstrative speeches in general; cf.
HUNINK 2001, 14-6 on the closest parallel texts in Latin, Apuleius' Florida;
and Introduction (3).
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By broadening his minor theme ('a specific change of clothing') to a
major world wide phenomenon ('change'), the speaker gains safe terri-
tory, where he can dwell for some time, as he does with obvious delight.
By following this strategy, he first undermines the criticism leveled
against him: how could anyone deny the role of change in the world, or
seriously object to it? His private affair is thus effectively put into the
context of cosmic history. Secondly, it enables him to display a wide
range of erudite details in many fields of learning. These concern phi-
losophy (prominently put in first position), astronomy and natural
history, geography, history, ethnology, contemporary politics, the Bi-
ble and classical mythology. One may observe the absence of some of
the commonest fields to display one's erudition: literature, music and
other arts.

In the wealth of details two elements stand out: the former con-
cerns a reference to Biblical history and Christian doctrine in the
names of Sodom and Gomorrha (see 2.4); as such, this seems to be an
exception, for the speaker generally remains on firmly classical
grounds, given his unproblematic references to e.g. Hercules. The other
remarkable element is Tertullian's account of the contemporary Ro-
man Empire (2.7), which looks surprisingly 'politically correct', and
thereby raises further doubts and questions.

In retrospective, this second chapter shows that the opening para-
graphs have indeed been no more than an introduction. It is in the
present pages that the speaker really embarks on his performance,
giving free rein to his oratorical talents, presumably to the admiration
or even relish of his audience. Even for those members of the audience
to whom the theme of 'change' would seem little more than a cliche,
the speech must have remained interesting because of its highly
elaborate style.

(2. 1.1) Sit nunc aliunde res, ne Poenicum inter Romanos aut erubescat
aut doleat. Certe habitum uertere naturae totius sollemne munus est.
Fungitur et ipse mundus interim iste quern incumbimus.

'Let us now draw upon another source, so that the Punic does not
feel shame or grief amidst the Romans: certainly, changing clothing is a
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customary task of nature as a whole. It is, meanwhile, performed by
this very world we press upon.'

Three short sentences introduce the broadening of the scope from
'starting to wear a pallium' to 'change in the world' (see introductory
note).

aliunde: that is, the following examples do not come from Car-
thaginian history. GERLO ad loc. notes the subtle irony of the Car-
thaginians' silence here (1. 1.3 stapuere... Carthaginienses), now followed
by 'Enough of this, you must not feel ashamed!'.

One may go one step further and argue that Tertullian has now al-
most literally put 'the Carthaginians' (i.e. his actual audience) to silence
and ruled them out of play. For the next few pages, it will be the emdite
speaker who addresses his provincial audience with many particulars
from the wide field of learning.

Significantly, the name of Carthage, which was mentioned no fewer
than four times in the introductory first chapter, does not reappear.
The adjective Poenicam (see following) is actually the last explicit ref-
erence to the town by name. 'Carthage' has been subtly linked to petty
criticism rather than to the greatness of world culture.

ne Poenicum... erubescat: for Poenicwn 'the Punic (element)', here
the subject of erubescat aut doleat, cf. 1. 2. 2 Romanum. The name of Car-
thage will not reappear in the rest of the speech (see previous note);
the next reference to North Africa will follow in 2.6.4.

As MCKECHNIE 1992, 54-5 rightly remarks, Poenicum inter Romanes is
exactly what the composition of a live audience at Carthage would have
amounted to at this time. There would certainly have been an ethnic
mix in the crowd.

habitum uertere: 'changing clothing', in the metaphorical sense of
'changing its appearance'. COSTANZA ad loc. takes habitus as both 'dress'
and 'habit, custom', but the latter seems less relevant here.

soUemne munus: for solkmnis 'customary' see OLD s.v 2. The com-
bination with munus also occurs in Curt. 5,4,3 Sed rex deserere milites in-
sepuitos embescebat ita tradito more, ut wx ullum militiae tarn solkmne esset
munus quam humandi suos (cf. also Curt. 10,10,98). In the quoted lines the
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sense of sollemnis is not quite the same, but the occurence of embescat
here suggests Tertullian may have hiown the Curtius passage.

A later example is Ambrose, Epist. 4, 15,3 where the expression so!-
lemne munus is used for the cock-crow. Interestingly, Ambrose's letter
likewise deals with 'change of clothing' (male and female), but there it
is morally condemned. It seems more than likely that Pall. influenced
the 4th century letter.

fungitur: sc. eo munere; for the ablative cf. OLD s.v. fungor Ib. The
verb is not used absolutely, as TLL s.v. 1587,18ff suggests.

incumbimus: here the verb has a direct object, as in Pl. Cos. 308
eumque incumbam (with earn referring to gladium). The sense roughly
equals habitare; see HOPPE 1903, 14 and TLL s.v. 1076, 70 (with only a few
other examples from Avienus). Cf. further Tert. Spect. 23,1.

(2. 1.2) Viderit Anaximander, si plures putat, uiderit, si quis uspiam
alius, ad Meropas, at Silenus penes aures Midae blatit, aptas sane
grandioribus fabuUs. Sed et si quern Plato aestimat, cuius imago hie sit,
etiam ille habeat necesse est proinde mutare.

'Let Anaximander see to it if he thinks there are more worlds, let
anyone else see to it, if he assumes one somewhere, near the Meropae,
as Silenus babbles in Midas' ears (which are fit indeed for broader sto-
ries!). But even if Plato reckons there is a world of which this one is the
image, even that world must likewise undergo change.'

An ostentatious piece of ancient philosophy serves to make the point
about the ubiquity of change straight away, with a reference to ancient
mythology adding further depth. The Platonic element clearly es-
tablishes the speaker's 'sophistic credentials' here; cf. MCKECHNIE 1992,
55-6.

uiderit Anaximander: Anaximander of Miletus, one of the famous
Ionic philosophers, lived in the first half of the 6th century B.C. Ter-
tullian probably deliberately opens his discussion with an example
from the earliest phase of Greek philosophy, as it illustrates the width
of his learning and the sheer length of time he overviews. For the fu-
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ture perfect ofuidere, used to indicate the deferment of a matter for the
present, see OLD s.v. 18 b (with examples).

plures: sc. mundos. Anaximander was generally considered to have
assumed the existence of several worlds; cf. D-K 12 A 9-10.

uiderit si quis uspiam alius: the syntax is condensed to the point of
unintelligibility. Two possibilities present themselves. With GERLO one
might simply add mundus in thought and interpret 'let him (i.e. Anaxi-
mander) see to it, if there <is> another world somewhere'. But the ellipse
may well be even more complex: 'let anyone else see to it <ifhe assumes
a world> somewhere'. With the latter interpretation, adopted by
THELWALL and followed here, Tertullian would adhere to the common
rhetorical principle of composing in 'three elements' and assume some
anonymous thinker between Anaximander and Plato: Anaximander,
quis alius, Plato.

Meropas: strictly speaking, Meropes is a term for the inhabitants of
the island of Cos; OLD s.v. refers to Quint. 8, 6, 71; in Greek poetry cf. e.g.
Find. Nem. 4,26; Jsthm. 6,31. Tertullian, however, is alluding to a mytho-
logical tale that has nothing to do with Cos.

The Greek historian Theopompus wrote about Silenus speaking to
king Midas about the existence of another world; see notably the sum-
mary of the whole episode by Aelian. V.H. 3,18 (the testimonium is
Theopompus FGH nr.115 fr.75 C). Tertullian himself refers to this tale
rather more explicitly at ad Hermog. 25 in a somewhat similar discus-
sion about two earths:... nisi si et Sileno illi apud Midam regem adseueranti
de alio orbe credendum est, auctore Theopompo.

This land, apparently named Meropis ge or Meropia (cf. RE s.v. Mer-
opia), was an ideal world, and had the shape of a great mainland, unat-
tainable for people of our world. The myth may well have been Theo-
pompus' own invention, and can best be understood in the context of
Utopian literature, which was popular during the Hellenistic period; cf.
notably FLOWER 1997, 214-7.

Silenus... aures Midae: Silenus and Midas are associated with each
other already by Hdt. 8,138, but here Tertullian is alluding to a specific
myth in Theopompus; see previous note. Mythological namedropping
seems invariably welcome in Second Sophistic performances, in which
the display of erudition certainly included allusions to historical and
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m)?thological tales fi"om the entire Greco-Roman tradition, with a cer-
tain preference for the earliest and most curious elements.

Midas' large ears were, of course, commonly known by all (in Ter-
tullian's works, cf. e.g. Anim. 2, 3), and Tertullian allows himself a small
joke: they might have absorbed even 'greater' (grandioribus), i.e. more
fictional stories.

blatit: an old, rare verb for 'to babble', the equivalent of the more
common Uatero. There are only some instances in Plautus (e. g. Amph.
626) and an uncertain one in Gellius (4, 1,4); see TLL s.v. 2049, 82f.

si quern Plato aestimat: sc. alium mundum. The fact that Platonic
theory firmly assumed a different world, namely that of the 'ideas' or
'forms', may be considered to have been widely known to any audience
in the Roman world, even a moderately educated one, let alone in a
centre of culture such as Carthage. Therefore Tertullian's conditional
clause here seems interesting. It may have been used to give any
member of the audience the pleasant feeling of recognizing philoso-
phical theory, or it may be merely a teasing and critical manner to re-
fer to the main pagan philosopher. Tertullian was extremely critical of
most pagan philosophers, even Socrates; see e.g. OSBORN 1997, 34 with
examples.

cuius imago hie sit: the words clearly show that Tertullian is actu-
ally thinking of the Platonic world of ideas, of which our world is
merely an 'image'.

etiam iUe - mutare: it seems an audacious or even provocative
statement to suggest that Plato's world of Forms, the very ideal and
embodiment of constancy and unalterable identity, must actually un-
dergo or incur change; cf. MCK£CHNIE 1992, 56, who calls it nonsense in
terms ofPlatonist philosophy and an amusing paradox. Tertullian may
have wished to shock his general audience, or at least enliven the dis-
cussion by shaking its beliefs.

As a matter of fact, Plato himself did allow for the existence of
change in his world of Forms; cf. e.g. Plato Soph. 249b2-3, cl0-d4;254b7-
255e7. So in the end, philosophically speaking, Tertullian is saying
nothing really new. He was thoroughly trained in Platonism, and he
may have expected the same from at least a small elite in his audience
too. So his remark could properly raise the interest of everybody pre-
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sent during the speech: the elite could relish the philosophical depth,
while the rest must have felt some interest for the seemingly para-
doxical remark.

habeat... mutare: the use of habere with infinitive already occurs in
classical authors, but mainly in the sense 'to be in a position to' (OLD
s.v. 12 c). In the later period, it gradually shifted to 'must' and so started
to fulfil the function of debere; see TLL s.v. habeo 2454,53fif. In classical
authors this use is also not completely absent: see Suet. Aug. 58,2 quid
habeo... precari (in words attributed to, Augustus himself) and Sen. Con.
1, 1,19 quid habuifacere? But as LHSz II, 314-5 notes, it only becomes fre-
quent afber Tertullian.

Tertullian's phrase here is complicated by the inserted necesse est,
which governs the subjunctive habeat: 'it must necessarily change.'

(2. 1.3) Quippe si mundus, ex diuersis substantiis officiisque constabit,
ad formam eius quod mundus hie est; neque enim mundus, si non ut
mundus proinde. Diuersa in unum ex demutatione diuersa sunt.

'For if it is a 'world, ' it will consist of different substances and func-
tions, parallel to the form of what the world is here. (For it is not
'world', if it is not otherwise like the world). Different things coming
together are different because of change.'

Some philosophical reasoning on the concept of'world'.
si mundus: sc. est; in the next sentence (neque enim mundus... ), forms

ofesse are also to be supplied.
Here the speaker adds a somewhat technical passage ofphilosophi-

cal argumentation for his latest assertion. The reasoning seems not
quite flawless: the definition of our world is simply applied to the world
of forms, whereas Platonists would perhaps have argued that the world
of Forms is different as a world. Furthermore, the idea that a union of
differences implies change (ex demutatione diuersa sunt) may sound con-
vincing, but is rather misleading: elements may differ in their nature
and still unite to one whole, without undergoing a process of change in
relation to each other. Clearly, the speaker merely wishes to suggest
technical accuracy for the sake of his general rhetorical aims rather
than in search for truth.
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For the notion of 'one whole, composed of many elements', GERLO
compares Terhillian's Anim. 8,1 and Apol. 48,11, adding that the ar-
gumentation recalls Empedocles. This philosopher may well have been
in Tertullian's mind, but the concept is too general to beta-ay a specific
source.

formam: rather teasingly after his reference to Plato in 2. 1.2 Ter-
tullian employs the very word which in Latin represents the Platonic
idea, cf. Cic. Orat. 10 has rerum formas appellat i5£a<;; Apul. Pl 1,5 (190)
remmque formas quas i§£a<; idem uocat.

diuersa in unum: for the reasoning see note above. The com-
bination of words roughly equals mundus in the sense of'cosmos.'

(2. 1.4) Denique diuersitatis discordiam uices foederant. Ita mutando
erit mundus omnis qui et diuersitatibus corporatus et uicibus tem-
peratus.

'In short, the discord of differences is unified by vicissih-ide. So it is
by change that every world that is a corporate whole of different things
and a mbcture through vicissitudes exists.'

The last notion ('change as the unifying factor of different elements') is
expressed in two more sentences of different s^tactical complexity.
The speaker efifectively suggests he is strengthening his point, whereas
in fact he is merely varying it in deliberately complex terms.

foederant: in classical Latin, the verb was only used rarely, in the
rather technical sense 'to ratify (an agreement)'; see OLD s.v. In later
Latin, it came to be more widely used for 'to unite'; cf. e.g. Tert. Resurr.
63 quiutmmque in semetipso foederauit (of Christ, uniting body and soul);
and Novat. Trin. 67 utramque substantiam in unam natiuitatis Christi
foederasse concordiam.

mutando erit mundus: now change is given as the governing prin-
ciple of the world, with the sound effect mutando / mundus driving
home the point. As in 2. 1.3, the reasoning is rhetorical: the importance
of change is underscored through the use of parallel terms (diuer-
si'tatibus, ui'dbus).
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corporatus: sc. est. GERLO rightly compares Apul. Mun. 19 (333) cum in
urbe ex diuersis et contrariis corporata remm inaequalmm multitado concor-
dat, where the verb occurs in the context of a similar discussion.

(2. 2.1) Nostra certe metatio, quod clausis uel in totum Homericis ocu-
Us liquet, totum uersiforme est.

'By all means our plot of ground looks different all the time, as is
manifest to closed or even completely 'Homeric' eyes.'

The sentence makes a transition between the general, abstract discus-
sion of change in the world at large, to more concrete, earthly exam-
pies.

metatio: normally 'marking off a place', but here clearly in a con-
crete sense of 'territory', 'area'. TLL s.v. 878, 60f. paraphrases nostra
metatio here as 'hominum in mundo habitatio, domicilium, hospitium'
and for the figurative use also refers to Tert. Anim. 14, 5 quibus in corpore
metationibus sequestrentw (sc. partes animae) and Avien. Arat. 250 haec
concessa etiam cunds metatio chelis.

clausis uel in totum Homericis ocuUs: one might feel inclined to
think of famous expressions on the limitation of human sight; cf. Apul.
Fl 2,7 ac si ad oculos et optatam istwn terrenum redigas et hebetem, profecto
uerissime poeta egregius dixit uelut nebulam nobis ob ocalos effusam nec
cemere nos nisi intra lapidis iactum ualere (with a reference to Iliad 3,12).
However, in this text the expression uel in totum Homericis is opposed to
c!au5is and so must point to something stronger than 'closed eyes'. Ter-
tullian's allusion, therefore, is probably to 'blindness', and Homericus
functions as poetical equivalent of caecus, on the basis of the
well-known story that Homer was blind. For ocuh' clausi, cf. Resurr. 51
ckiusis quod aiunt ocalis; further Apol 3,1.

totum uersiforme: the neuter is slightly irregular, since metatio was
feminine. GERLO, calling this a Graecism, provides more examples from
Tertullian. Versiformis is not attested before Tertullian (HOPPE 1932, 145)
and may well have been coined by him for this occasion.
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(2.2.2) Dies et nox inuicem uertunt. Sol stationibus annuis, luna
modulationibus menstruis uariat. Siderum distincta confusio inter-
dum reicit quid, interdum resuscitat. CaeU ambitus nunc subdiuo
splendidus, nunc nubilo sordidus; aut imbres ruunt, et si qua missilia
cum imbribus; dehinc substillum et denuo sudum.

'Day and night change in him. The sun varies through yearly posi-
tions, the moon through monthly modulations. The orderly confusion
of the stars at times causes something to set, at times to rise. Some-
times the ambient of the sky is clear and brilliant, sometimes it is
cloudy and grey; or rain is pouring, with missiles that may come down
with rain; or it eases off again and the weather brightens.'

A series of short main clauses illustrates the ubiquity of change in
various common astronomical and meteorological phenomena. The
syntax of the successive clauses is remarkably simple, and the idiom is
not as extravagant as elsewhere, although there are intricate sound
effects (notably the repeated u, o and s in the final clause). It seems as if
the speaker is deliberately using rather plain language to remove any
doubt about the normality of change. An accumulation of examples
from natural history is, of course, not exceptional. Cf. e.g. Min.Fel. 34, 11
Sol demergit et nascitar, astra labuntur et redeant, flores occidunt en reuiues-
cunt, post senium arbusta frondescunt, semina nonnisi corrapta reuirescant;
and for elaborate examples see also Tert. Resurr. 12 andApol 48, 8.

modulationibus: this must refer to the successive phases of the
moon. The word is rather vague, and may have been chosen for its im-
pressive length and the alliteration with menstruis. TLL s.v. 1245, 5lf.
paraphrases this instance as 'permutationes lunae, cT)(r|^iano^oi'.

distincta confusio: a fine oxymoron, that reflects both the general
impression that the stars in heaven seem a confused mass, and the
more educated view of the ancients that they present a clear order.

reicit quid... resuscitat: 'drives back something (... ) and rouses it
again'. These are very simple words to describe astronomical phenom-
ena: the stars cause some heavenly bodies to set or to rise. In the regu-
lar verb resuscitat there may be the additional Christian association of
the Resurrection, for which the verb is often used by Christian writers;
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cf. e.g. Tert. Cam. 24 sed bene quod idem ueniet de caelis qui est passas, idem
omnibus apparebit qai est resusdtatas,

subdiuo: 'under the clear sky\ The noun sabdiuum is not attested
before Tertullian (HOPPE 1932, 140). It is no doubt formed here to match
the following nubi'Io in sound and length, like splendidus/sordidus, which
correspond even more closely by their alliteration and accent.

si qua missilia: sc. ruunt. According to GERLO we must think ofmissi-
liagrandinis. Although he does not adduce a parallel for such an expres-
sion, the sense would easily suit the meteorological context. However, a
more surprising turn seems quite possible too: Tertullian may be
thinking of the well known and frequent stories in Livy about ominous
objects 'falling from the sky', notably stones (Livy 1,31,2; 21, 62, 6 and
many other examples), blood (e.g. 24, 10,7) or earth (e.g. 10,31,8). There
is even a famous case of weapons that, according to the myth, fell from
heaven, the early Roman Ancilia of king Numa; see Livy 1,20,4 caeles-
tiaque anna; 5, 54, 7. For a rather rational explanation of the myth
(weapons are lifted upwards in a storm and fall down elsewhere), see
notably Lucan 9,474-7 (cf. 475-5 delapsaque caeb/armd).

substillum... sudum: the exact sense of the rare, old word substi!;um
is given by Festus 306-7 (M.): sabstillum tempus ante pluuiam iam paene
uuidam et post pluuiam non persiccam, quod iam stillaret aut nondum desisset.
Here the second sense applies, since in this second half of the sentence
Tertullian describes the change of sky after a shower: from rain to
sprinkling to a clear sky. With sadum the sentence ends where it started:
bright weather.

(2. 2.3) Sic et mari fides infamis, dum et flabris aeque mutantibus de
tranquillo probum, de flustris temperatum et extemplo de decumanis
inquietat.

'Likewise, the sea is notoriously unreliable: with the equally chan-
ging winds at times it seems trustworthy by its calmness, moderately
moved by its undulation, and all of a sudden it is full of unrest by huge
waves.'
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After examples from the sky, the perspective shifts to the sea: this
natural element also presents much change in that it is never quite the
same and cannot be relied upon. Tertullian expresses this notion of
common experience in an expressive sentence with an unexpected
break of syntactical balance (see on inquietat).

flabris: 'blasts', that is: 'winds'. The word seems to have been se-
lected mainly for its sound. One may note the sustained alliteration off
in the sentence: Jldes infamis... flabns... /lustris, perhaps suggestive of
the sounds of the wind and the waves. The winds are subject to change,
just as (aeque) the preceding phenomena.

de branquillo: Tertullian regularly uses the neuter of the adjective
as a noun, especially after prepositions; see HOPPE 1903, 98-9. De, as
elsewhere in his works, expresses the cause.

de flustris: the exact sense of this rare word is not certain. Two con-
trasting explanations are given in the ancient sources: OLD accepts that
of Festus: flustra dicantar, cum in man fluctas non mouentar, quam Graeci
^laXamav uocant (Paul. Fest. p. 89M. ), which TLL s.v. 977, 12-6 considers
to be wrong. With some hesitation TLL prefers the explanation by
Suetonius (ap. Isid. Nat. 44): flustrwn motus maris sine tempestatefluctuan-
tis.

Here, the latter sense ('natural movement of the sea') seems to
make much better sense. As GERLO ad loc. points out, temperatum must
mean mediocriter agitatam and so would be less fitting for a makkia.

However, there is another problem here: does de ftabris moderatam
describe a different situation from de tranquiUoprobum or not? If it does,
we would have a second stage in the changing aspect of the sea, from
cabnness to moderate movement, with a climax of 'storm' coming in
the third clause. For this, one may compare the three stages of the
weather described in the previous paragraph (adduced by GERLO), and
the general principle of composing in a tricolon.

On the other hand, de flabris moderatam might also be a mere varia-
tion of de tranquillo probum. In that case, there would be an expressive
and surprising twofold description of deceptive calm, suddenly (extem-
p;o) interrupted by the image of storm. Here the argument of the three
stages of the weather described in 2. 2.2. may equally be adduced, since
it is quite possible that the speaker is intent on deliberately disrupting
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the balance. This would be particularly effective in a sentence that in-
volves the notion of 'unreliability' of the sea, and the possibility of a
sudden storm.

de decumanis: sc. undis. The metaphorical use of decamanus 'huge'
(TLL s.v. decimanus 170,9) is based on its primary sense 'tenth'. It was
believed that the tenth element in a series was larger than the rest; cf.
OLD s.v. decimanus I ib. Tertullian also uses it of waves in Anim. 52,4
nullis quassata decamanis. Cf. already Lucil. 1152 M (616W) decumanis
fluctibus.

inquietat; the balance of the sentence (whether it contains two or
three stages; see above on de flustris) is deliberately and strikingly dis-
rupted: instead of a third adjective, in line with probum and temperatum,
Tertullian inserts a verb. In addition, this verb is exceptionally used
intransitively; cf. TLL s.v. 1802,50f. (quoting as only parallel Itala II Thess.
3,7 (cod. g) non inquieuimus inter uos). As a result, the syntax iconically
seems to convey something of the sudden changes of the unreliable
sea.

(2.2.4) Sic et terram si recenseas temporatim uestiri amantem, prope
sis eandem negare, memor uiridem cum conspicis flauam, mox uisu-
rus et canam.

'Likewise, if you look at the earth, that likes to dress according to
the season, you would almost deny she is the same: you remember her
in green when you see her in yellow, soon to witness her in white.'

Inevitably, after sky and heaven the element of earth follows, where
change is, of course, largely due to the cycle of seasons, represented by
three different colours.

temporatim: a rare adverb, formed according to archaist preferen-
ces with the productive suffix -im. The word is only attested in Tertul-
lian (here andAnim. 28).

uestiri amantem: 'is wont to dress'; cf. Apul. Fl. 16,10 fieri amat, and
see OLD s.v. amo 12. The verb amare surely also carries some of its more
common sense: there is the suggestion of earth wishing to vary, much
like a woman. The verb uestiri is given a medial form, whereas in 1.2.1 it
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had the same sense but an active form. The allusion to 'clothing' re-
minds the audience that the speech is actually all about '(changing)
dress'.

prope sis eandem negare: a daring, but clear, personal construction
with an accusative and infinitive, possibly modelled after the Greek
£YYU<; (with genitive). Classical Latin only has the impersonal prope est
ut (with subjunctive) 'it is almost the case that'; see OLD s.v. prope 7a, cf.
also 8b. For the subjunctive with potential force, see HOPPE 1932, 37.

memor uiridem: a somewhat elliptic construction; i.e. memor earn
uiridem faisse. The speaker is obviously keen to produce a clause with
three parallel accusatives uiridem... flauam... canam.

memor - canam: three colours are specified, where four might per-
haps be expected, given the allusion to the seasons (autumn seems to
be missing). In the sentence, the colours are linked to different times:
green is linked with the past (memor), yellow with the present (con-
spids), white with the near future (mox m'surus). The point of reference,
therefore, seems to be summer, which may be an indication of the ac-
tual season when Tertullian delivered the speech.

(2. 2.5) Ceteri quoque eius ornatus quid non aliud ex alio mutant, et
montium scapulae decurrendo, et fontium uenae cauillando et flumi-
num uiae obhumando?

'And this goes for all her other ornaments, for does anything not
change shape? Backs of mountains run down, veins of sources banter,
paths of rivers silt up.'

A final example of change on earth. These examples of change involve
rather more drastic processes of decay, that thereby pave the way for
the instances of natural catastrophes to come in the next few para-
graphs. Notice the close parallelism between the three examples: a
gerund preceded by a noun in -ae with a genitive in -ium. The three
clauses count ten, nine, and nine syllables respectively.

ceteri... eius omatus; a rather general reference, which will be ex-
plained by the examples that follow immediately. £i'us refers to the
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earth. Its ornaments of mountains, sources, and rivers add to its gen-
eral 'dress', which was highlighted in the foregoing sentence.

montium scapulae: 'the shoulder-blades of mountains', a daring
image for mountain sides, unprecedented in extant Latin texts.

decurrendo: the first of three successive gemnds denoting the pro-
cesses of change to which the elements of the landscape are liable. In
postclassical Latin, the use of the gerund generally increases, at the
expense of the present participle, which seems to have been seen as a
less expressive form. For other examples in Pa!!., cf. e.g. 2.3 enatando and
4.2 mutando; in general see LHSz II, 380.

The verb decurrere is commonly used for water running down; for cf.
e.g. Hor. Carm. 4,2,5 monte uelut decwrens amnis; Plin. Ep. 4,30,2 fons oritw
in monte; per saxa decwrit. Here, the phenomenon is extended to the
mountain itself that is subject to a process of erosion.

Such a process is also described in Ov. Met. 15,266-7 quodque fiiit
campus, uallem decarsus aquarum / fecit, et eluuie mons est deductus in
aequor. TertuUian may well have been inspired by the passage in Ovid
(Met. 15,252fi), where all kinds of change on the earth are pictured. Af-
ter the reference to erosion, Ovid likewise deals with sources and rivers
(Met. 15,270-2).

cauiUando: 'by bantering', 'by jesting', another uncommonly used
verb. Here the sense is not quite obvious; some take it as 'suddenly stop
to flow'; cf. TLL s.v. 649,19-20 'intermittendo', and GERLO ad loc., who
points to the final words ofOv. Met. 15,270-1 hicfontes natara nouos emisit,
at illic / clausit. This gives a good sense, but given the parallel with Ovid
(see previous note), TertuUian might equally refer to 'sudden appear-
ance'. This was the first element in Ovid's line, and cf. notably Apul.
Mun. 18 (331) sunt quae fontes pariunt insolentibus locis, peregrinomm
fluminum salcantes uias (forfluminum uias see next note).

A reference to suddenly emerging sources would produce a greater
variety in Tertullian's sentence, since the first and third elements (con-
cerning mountains and rivers) refer to disappearance. Such an
unexpected turn would, then, quite fittingly and teasingly, be described
with a word for 'making fun'.

fluminum uiae: the combination occurs in earlier texts; cf. Tib.
1,9,35-6 illis eriperes uerbis mihi sidera caeli / lucere et pronas fluminis esse
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m'as (some editors read fulminis there); Sen. Nat. 3, 11,2 solet eaenire ut
ami'sso canali suo flumina... quia perdiderint uiam, faciant; Apul. Mun. 18 (331)
(quoted in the previous note). For ui'a used in connection to the course
of water, cf. also Ov. Met. 1,284 motaqueuiaspatefecitaquarwn (the earth,
in a context ofDeucalion's flood, for which see below on 2.3.1).

obhumando: the third gerund involves a verb unattested before
Tertullian. Its sense seems quite clear, given its composition with ob
and humus: 'to silt up'. Cf. TLL s.v. 53,13, explaining this instance as
'humo obruere' (MARRA writes obumando following S.)

Again, Ovid's text probably was the source of inspiration: Met.
15,271-2 antiquis occalta tremaribus orbis / flumina prosiliunt aut exsiccate
residunt. But as in the case of cauillando, this may give reason to doubt
the sense. It seems not completely excluded that Tertullian could take
obhumo in the opposite sense of 'coming (from beneath the earth) to-
wards the surface', that is, 'to rise.' Possibly, the use of both verbs is
even deliberately vague, allowing for both possibilities given by Ovid.

(2.3.1) Mutauit et totus orbis aliquando, aquis omnibus obsitus. Adhuc
maris conchae et buccinae peregrinantur in montibus, cupientes Pla-
toni probare etiam ardua fluitasse.

'There even was a time that the whole earth changed and was cov-
ered by all the water that exists. Even today shell-fish and circular
shells from the sea stay abroad in the mountains, craving to prove to
Plato that even the steeper parts were flooded.'

A strong argument for the impact of change in the world is the occur-
rences of natural disasters. Tertullian highlights quite a number of
them, first dealing with the sea (2.3), then with the earth (2.4). In Ter-
tullian's day, there was a long history of texts describing and explaining
natural catastrophes. In Roman thought, they could be interpreted as
warnings, as in the numerous examples of omina described by Livy. In
Christian thought, starting with Tertullian, the thinking about catas-
trophes gained a new dimension: disasters could be seen as something
positive in that they invite man to turn to God and put all hope in Him;
cf. SONNABEND 1999, esp. 119-59 ('Die religiose Deutung van Naturkatas-
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trophen') and 67-8 ('Christliche Katastrophen-Apologetik'). However, in
the present passage in Paii. the latter, positive notion is not yet explicit.

The first element to be highlighted here is that of the flood at the
beginning of time, the basic type of a natural catastrophe in antiquity
(SONNABEND 1999, 98). Tertullian expresses himself in conventional
terms reminiscent of the legendary flood from which Deucalion sur-
vived; for this see notably Ov. Met. 1,274-347; further SONNABEND 1999,
98-102. Meanwhile, as a Christian, he inevitably must also be thinking
of the biblical deluge in Gen. 6-8. Given Tertyllian's low Christian profile
in the present text, the former reminiscence is probably stronger. Cf.
also his ApoL 40,3-6 where the deluge figures among historical natural
catastrophes before the rise of Christianity; the whole passage ofApol
40 forms a clear parallel throughout the section on disasters; cf. also
ZAPPALA 1925a, 331-3. Tertullian has short lists of natural catastrophes
elsewhere too; e.g. Nat. 1,9,5-8 andApoI. 20,2.

mutauit: the verb is used intransitively (OLD s.v. 8).
totus orbis; whereas previous examples concerned a particular part

of the world, now there is an example that surpasses the rest and in-
volves the whole world.

aquis omnibus: one is reminded foremost of the mounting flood in
Ov. Met. 1,274-91 with its climax in 290-1 iamque mare et tellus nullum
discrimen habebant: / omnia pontus erat, deerant quoque litora ponto. But cf.
also Gen. 7,11 promperunt omnes abyssi et cataractae caeli patefactae sant
(this is the reading of the VetasLatina, in an old version from Carthage
(K); the Vulgate reads: mpti sunt omnesfontes abyssi magnae, et cataractae
caeli apertae sunt. ) Characteristically, Biblical and Roman literary echoes
stand next to each other.

adhuc - in montibus: the reference is to shells that are found as
fossils in the mountains. For the notion, cf. notably Apul. Apol. 41,5 (...)
eo in tempore, quo me non negabunt in Gaetaliae mediterranis montibusfuisse,
ubi pisces per Deucalionis diluia repperientw. Tertullian adds further liter-
ary ornaments here, by first specifying two kinds of shells, then per-
sonifyi ng them, and alluding to Plato (see notes below).

maris: strictly speaking an unnecessary epithet, since the shells
mentioned here do not seem to occur in rivers or lakes. Its function is
merely to stress the contrast between the sea and the mountains.
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conchae et buccinae: two types of shells are given, the normal con-
cha and the special form of the buc(c)ina. Cf. Plin. Nat. 9, 130 concharum
ad purpuras et conchylia (... ) duo sunt genera: bucinum minor concha ad
similitudinem eius qua bucini sonus editor, unde et causa nomini, rotanditate
crts in margme incisa.

A combined mention of concha and bucina seems to be a literary
reminiscence of Ovid's description of Triton, again in the context of
Deucalion's flood: see Ov. Met. 1,333-5 Tritona uocat conchaeque sonaci /
inspirare iubet (... ); caua bucina sumitar illi; cf. further Apul. Met. 4,31, 7 hie
concha somci leniter bucmat (equally of a Triton); and Hyg. fab. 274
p.151,3 Tyrrhenus... conchapertasa bucinauit.

peregrinantur in montibus: a somewhat curious personification of
the shells that 'stay abroad' in the mountains, as if they were tourists; cf.
Sen. Ep. 104, 15 Peregrinatio notitiam dabit gentium, nouas tibi montium for-
mas ostendet. The later, Christian sense of'pelgrimage' does not seem to
be alluded to here, as pelgrimage was a phenomenon from well after
Tertullian.

cupientes Platoni probare: the personification is continued. The
shells now seem eager to make a theoretical point about the flood to
Plato (see next note).

etiam ardua fluitasse: a subtle, emdite reference to Plato Tim. 22 D,
where it was argued that during the flood shepherds remained safe in
the mountains, which therefore must have stayed dry. By contrast
Tertullian states that everything, even the higher parts, had been
flooded. Cf. his similar reference to the flood in ApoL 40,5 (...) cum totam
orbem catadysmus obokuit, uel, ut Plato putauit, campestre sobmmodo.

For the detail on the mountains, Tertullian may have been par-
ticularly inspired by the biblical passage on the flood: Gen. 7, 19-20 et
aquae praeualuemnt nimis super terram; opertique sunt omnes montes excelsi
sub uniuerso caelo. Quindedm cubitis altiorfuit aqua super mantes quos ope-
ruerat (this is the text from the Vulgate; the Vetus Latino, offers only
fragments from these lines). There seems to be less influence of the
Ovidian image of the flood here: although there the water covered 'eve-
rything' (see Met. 1,290-1 quoted above on aquis omnibus), some people
were apparently still able to seek refuge on a hill, a house, or in a tree:
cf. Met. 1,293 occupat hie collem.
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fluitasse: the verb normally denoted a form of moving about on the
water or in a waving manner; cf. TLL s.v. fluito 954, 75f. 'fluctibus agitare,
natare'. But here the mountains can hardly be said to be moving (the
largest natural element for which the Latin fluitare is used, is the island;
cf. e.g. Man. 4,787 and Plin. Nat. 16,168). Hence, a special nuance must
be assumed here: 'to be flooded'.

(2.3.2) Sed et enatando rursus in forma mutauit rursus orbis, alius
idem.

'But by swimming out the earth changed and took on shape again,
the same but different.'

enatando: the verb can be used for heavenly bodies appearing above
the sea; e.g. Man. 2,941-2 Phoebus ab undis/enatat (OLD s.v. b). For the
use of the gerund, see on 2.2.5 decwrendo.

in forma: the Latin is succinct. What must be meant is that as soon
as the water sank, the earth regained form. It is not clear whether in
forma should be taken with mutauit (GERLO) or with enatando; cf. also
LOFSTEDT 1936, 108nl, who tentatively suggests that in forma must mean
'in normaler Gestalt' but adds that the passage remains unclear.

alius idem: a brief paradox quite to Tertullian's taste. After the flood,
the earth did emerge again (idem), but was not quite the same as before
(ah'us). For this combination alius idem, not attested before Tertullian, cf.
also cf. Resurr, 13 (on the Phoenix).

(2. 3.3) Mutat et none localiter habitus, cum situs laeditur, cum inter
insulas nulla iam Delos, harenae Samos, et Sibylla non mendax, cum
<terra> in Atlantico Libyam aut Asiam adaequans iam quaeritur, cum
Italiae quondam latus Hadria T^henoque quassantibus medio tenus
interceptum reliquias Siciliam facit, cum tota ilia plaga discidii con-
tentiosos aequorum coitus angustis retorquens nouum uitii maris
imbuit, non exspuentis naufiragia sed deuorantis.

'Even now she locally changes her look, when a region incurs dam-
age; when among the islands Delos is nothing anymore, and Samos is
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just a heap of sand, and the Sibylla proves to be no liar; when land the
size of Africa or Asia goes missing in the Atlantic; when a former part of
Italy has been cut asunder through the battering Adriatic and Tyrrhe-
nian seas, leaving the rest as Sicily; when the blow of this split causes
the contentious confluence of brines to be whirled backwards in the
narrow strait, and thus infects the seas with a novel vice: not that of
spitting out wrecks but of devouring them.'

A long period deals with various forms of natural disasters on islands,
notably Atlantis and Sicily. The syntax is relatively easy: after the main
clause with the dominant thought (mutat - habitus) there are five tem-
poral clauses, which are all introduced by aim, and gradually increase
in length.

et nunc: the words suggest a shift to more recent history, and one
might expect some examples of everyday life (e.g. the effects of storm
or rain), but Tertullian actually continues with unique events from a
distant past.

localiter: a rare adverb not attested before Tertullian (see TLL s.v.
localis 1553, 63f.) Cf. also Sped 20,1; and later e.g. Aug. Serm. 23, 6 localiter
manentem, bcaliterse mouentem (sc. Deum).

habitum: this takes up 2. 2. 1 habitam. As 2.2.4 uestiri, the word recalls
the main theme of the speech, which in this long excursus on change
has temporarily receded to the background.

cum situs laeditur: the first and shortest of five parallel clauses. It is
also the most general in sense, vaguely referring to damage of any spot.
The following clauses might be seen as more concrete examples of this
rather vague notion. For situs 'region' see OLD s.v. situs (2) 3b.

inter insulas: after the vague reference, this specifies the area of the
examples that follow in the rest of the sentence, all of them concerning
islands. For the whole topic, cf. Apol 40,3-4 legimus Hieran, Anaphen et
Delon et Rhodon en Co insulas multis cam milibus hominum pesswn abisse.
Memorat et Plato maiorem Asiae uel Africa terram Atlantico man ereptam. Sed
et mare Corinthium terrae motus ebibit et uis undarum Lucaniam abscisam in
Siciliae nomen relegauit; and similarly Nat. 1,9 ubi time Christiani, cum Hiera,
Anaphe et Delos et Rhodes et Cea insula multis cum milibus hominum pessam
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ierunt, uel quam Plato memorat maiorem Asia aut Africa in Atlantico rnari
mersam?

nulla iam Delos: as earlier commentators rightly note, Tertullian
can hardly suggest that Delos had become inexistent, for the island
was and is still known. The words must therefore be interpreted as
'Delos is no longer of any account' and refer to the decay of the island
due to earthquakes, as predicted in the Sibylline oracles in 3,363 eorai
Kai Zd^oc; a^oq, eoeTTai Ar]Xoq aSr|A.o<; and 8,165 Kal ArjAo(; a&r]\o(;,
Kal Zdpoq appo<;. For the Sibylline oracles, see note below on 5i'by!!a
non mendax,

harenae Samos: this again corresponds to the prediction of the Sib-
ylla in 3,363 and 8,165 (both quoted in previous note); further 4,91 The
poverty of the soil in Samos is amply described in Apul. Fl. 15, 2 ager
frumento piger, aratro inritas, feamdior oliueto, nec uinitori nec holitori scal-
pitur. Ruratio omnis in sarcalo et surcab, quorum prouenta magis fnictaosa
est insula quam frugifera.

The island Samos suffered from earthquakes and raids by pirates,
and was finally abandoned in the 1st century B.C. ; only guardians of the
temples still lived on the island, as Paus. 8,33,2 tells. The island is men-
tioned without further comment as a stage in the journeys of St. Paul
(Acta 20,15), and in the early Christian period, a certain revival seems to
have taken place (DNP s.v. Deios 397). Tertullian remains silent on any
positive, Christian connection, perhaps consciously, since the notion
does not suit his rhetorical purpose here. Christian references are gen-
erally downplayed in the speech.

Sibylla non mendax: not a third island, of course, as the syntax
might suggest, but a reference to the Sibylline oracles that predicted
disasters for Delos and Samos (see quotations in the preceding notes).
For non mendax, a close parallel is Hor. Carm. 2,16,33 Parca non mendax.

It may seem remarkable that Tertullian refers to the 'Sibylline ora-
cles', a name that has a ring of pagan religion about it. However, the
context here would certainly allow for the deliberate use of a 'pagan'
authoritative source. The implicit argument then could be: 'even this
generally respected, non-Christian source predicted the disasters of
Delos and Samos.'
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As a matter of fact, the Sibylline oracles as we have them, are an
anonymous Greek collection of verses that is only loosely connected to
the tradition of the Sibylla of Cumae, and shows pervasive Jewish and
Christian influences. Nonetheless, early Christian authors almost in-
variably referred to these texts as if they were a non-Christian tes-
timony of truth; cf. BARTELINK 1993.

<terra>: a word must evidently be added to the clause, since
quaeritur requires a specific subject. Terra (by VAN DER VLIET) is a fairly
obvious suggestion, adopted by GERLO, who himself also suggests insala,
which seems too repetitive.

<terra> in Atlantico Libyam aut Asiam adaequans: the reference is
to the legendary, large island Atlantis, which supposedly disappeared
into the Ocean; the allusion is clearly evoked by the words in Atlantico.
The best known source of the legend is Plato, Tim. 24E-25D; Crit.
108E-109A, but the myth is actually much older; cf. Plut. 5o;on 31,3-32, 2.
In the course of the centuries the myth (or alleged reality) of Atlantis
has constantly provoked speculations and lively debates among schol-
ars and amateurs, and the interest has by no means subsided today. For
a well-documented survey of the development of ideas on Atlantis, see
e.g. ELLIS 1998, a study that even has a section on Atlantis in modern
fiction and film (p.205-23).

For a parallel description, cf. Tert. Apol 40,4 memorat Plato maiorem
Asiae uel Africae terram Atlantico man ereptam; Nat. 1,9 ue! quam Plato
memorat maiorem Asia aut Africa in Atlantico man mersam? In fact, Plato
does not say that the island is as big as Africa or Asia, but rather that it
as big as both continents together: r| §e vrjooq a^ia Ai|3ur|(; r|v Kal
'Aoiaq i^ei^uv.

The intransitive use of adaequare with an accusative is rare indeed;
for the period before Tertullian TLL s.v, 561,60f. quotes only Caes. Gall.
2,32,4 sic ut prope sammam muri aggerisque altitadinem acerui armomm
adaequarent.

iam quaeritur: that is, the island is now nowhere to be found, as it
has disappeared into the sea.

Italiae... latus... interceptum: these words are the subject of facit.
The thought is: 'once a part of Italy (the later mainland) was cut off by
the raging seas and caused the rest to become Sicily. ' The diction and
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syntax are recherche; a more straightforward notion would be: 'a part
of Italy (the later island) was cut off and became Sicily. ' For the concept,
cf. similarly Tert. Apol. 40,4 uis undarum Lucaniam abscisam in Siciliae no-
men relegauit.

The ancients widely agreed on this origin of Sicily. Cf. e.g. Aesch. Fr.
402 (quoted in Strab. 6, 1,6) and Plin. Nat. 3,86 on the popular etymology
of the town ofRhegium (associated with the Greek word for 'breaking').
In Latin literahu-e the most famous expression of the idea is Verg. A.
3, 414-9 haec loca ui quondam et uasta canuulsaruina / (tantam aeui longin-
qua uakt mutare uetustas) / dissiluisse ferunt, cam protinus utraque tellus /
una foret: uenit medio ui pontas et undis / Hesperium Siculo latas abscidit,
araaque et urbes / h'tore diductas angusto interluit aestu; cf. also e.g. Acilius,
FRH 4; Ov. Met. 15,290-2; Luc. 2,435-8 and 3,60-1. See further HUNINK
1992, 61-2 on Luc.3,60-1.

Hadria Tyrrhenoque quassantibus: a somewhat epic sounding ref-
erence to the Adriatic and Tyrrhenic seas. With Tyrrhene we should add
in mind man (as with Atlantico one line above). Hadria, by contrast, is
regularly used by itself as a name; cf. OLD s.v. 1. The intransitive use of
the participle quassans is normally only used for shaBng the head, and
has a comic ring; e.g. Pl. As. 403 quassanti capite; Apul. Met. 4,29,5 (see
GCA2004, 56adloc.).

medio tenus: the words are printed by GERLO as one word, but there
is no such lemma in any of the major dictionaries (including TLL), nor
can any parallel be found. Therefore, it seems better to print two dis-
tinct words. The preposition tenus with ablative regularly foUows its
complement (as 'postposition'); see examples in OLD s.v.

The idea is that Sicily and Calabria, once united, were cut right
through (from the North to the South, or vice versa). It seems rather
exaggerated to call Sicily reliquias, for the island is larger in surface than
Calabria.

cum tota ilia plaga...: the fifth and final element in the sentence on
islands is still related to Sicily, but the focus is now upon the Straits of
Messina, which are described in a deliberately complex clause. The
author concentrates on the prehistoric moment when Sicily was actu-
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ally separated from the mainland: at that time the split caused unusual
movements in the seawater in the strait, dragging ships down.

For a famous description of the Straits of Messina, see e.g. Lucr.
1,720-1. It may be observed that in this context Tertullian conspicu-
ously fails to mention Scylla and Charybdis, in an apparent attempt to
surprise the audience. In fact, neither monster is ever named in his
extant works.

contentiosos aequorum coitus: a somewhat proleptic phrase, since
the waters only became contentiosi as soon as they were forced together
in the strait. As earlier in the sentence, a certain personification of
natural elements may be observed here. This adds to the pathos which
the speaker wishes to convey. Contenti'osus is rare in classical literature
(TLL s.v. 676,83f. mentions only Plin. Ep. 2, 19,5) but frequent in Chris-
tian authors such as Jerome and Augustine.

angustis: i.e. angustiis. The plural angustiae is fairly common; see OLD
s.v. angustia.

nouum uitii mans imbuit: strong personification and pathos again.
The split of land and island brings a new 'vice' upon the sea. The use of
imbuere is rather peculiar; here it seems to be the equivalent ofinducere.
Nouum ui'ti'i ('a new element of vice') equals nouum uitium.

non exspuentis... sed deuorantis: the sentence ends with a paradox
that is quite fitting in the context of 'change'. This is a reference to the
notorious currents in the Straits of Messina, where ships were allegedly
carried down by the waves and destroyed. The expressive verb deaorare
surely brings the mind of the average listener or reader to the famous
monster Chaiybdis in Horn. Od. 12,104-6 (and 235-43), who sucks in the
water three times a day; cf. Verg. A. 3,420-2 (esp. 421-2 tergurgite uastos
/ sorbet in abmptum fluctas). Tertullian consciously omits any explicit
mention of the monster here (cf. note above on cam tota illaplaga...).

For deuorare used in connection to Charybdis, see Ov. Tr. 5,2,73-4 uel
me Zanclaea Charybdis / deaoret atque sais ad Styga mittat aquis. Both ex-
spuere and deuorare can be used with 'the sea' as subject; see examples
in TLL s.v. exspuo 1909,58f., and s.v. deuoro 877,4f., e.g. Pl. True. 568-9
meretricem ego item esse reor, mare ut est: / quod des deaoret nec datis um-
quam abundat.
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(2.4.1) Patitur et continens de caelo aut de suo. Aspice ad Palaestinam.
Qua lordanis amnis finium arbiter, uastitas ingens et orba regio et
firustra ager. At urbes retro et populi frequentes et solum audiebat.

'The mainland also sufifers, both from heaven and from within itself.
Look at Palestine. Where the river Jordan is the umpire of boundaries,
there is now an immense wilderness: the country is deserted and the
fields are barren. But towns there used to be of old, and a large popula-
tion there was, and the soil tendedto obey.'

After the paragraphs on the sea and on islands, the attention shifts to
disasters on the rest of the earth, the mainland.

continens: the female form can be used as a noun for 'mainland'
already in classical authors; see examples in OLD s.v. 3a.

de caelo aut de suo: a somewhat cryptic announcement of various
forms of disasters that may strike places on earth, coming either from
above, as in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah, or from below, as in the
case of Pompeii.

aspice: the imperative ofaspicio is used frequently, notably in poetry
(TLL s.v. 830,57). In Tertullian's works too, there are several examples.
With ad, cf. advMarc. 2,4 (p.337,25) aspice ad summam; and leiun. 13
(p.292,10f) aspice ad ludaicosfastos.

Palaestinam: a surprising tiirn. In this speech, which is not very rich
in direct aUusions to the Bible, the occurrence of the name of Palestine
prepares us for a reference to the Old Testament. There were, of course,
many other countries which the author might have mentioned first as
the scenes of natural catastrophes, e.g. Greece or Asia Minor. The name
Palaestina occurs only twice elsewhere in Tertullian's extant works: Apol.
5,2 and 40,7.

lordanis amnis finium arbiter: strictly speaking this is merely an-
other geographical indication. For arbiter used of elements in the land-
scape, cf. e.g. Hor. Epist. 1,11,26 Ioai5 effasi late man's arbiter; Plin. Nat. 5,97
Taurus mons... innumerarum gentium arbiter; further TLL s.v. 404,77 f. But
the name of the river carries predominantly Biblical connotations that
seem even stronger than in Palaestina. The lordanes occurs nine times in
Tertullian's oeuvre; e.g. Bapt. 4.
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uastitas ingens - frustra ager: a triple reference to the cir-
cumstance that an area near the river Jordan had become wasteland.
The first and second ones are fairly normal (with a small variation in
the word order), but the third one curiously employs frustra almost as
an adjective; see TLL s.v. 1430, 43f.

urbes... populi... solum: three elements closely corresponding in a
positive sense to the triple reference to wasteland (urbes combines with
uastitas, populi with orba, solum with ager).

retro: translators generally take the adverb with the whole sen-
tence; cf. OLD s.v. 5 'measuring backwards in time, back to the first be-
ginnings or origins'. Here its sense then would equal ohm. However, this
would leave urbes without accompanying epithet (or second element),
unlike the other elements in both instances of threefold details. Given
the close parallels between the two, and the curious use of the adverb
in frustra ager (see note above), it seems better to take retro, likewise,

only with urbes, in the function of an adjective. This usage seems un-
paralleled, but is certainly not beyond Tertullian's daring use of lan-
guage in Pali.

solum audiebat: i.e. the soil responded to the farmer's labour by
bearing fruit. For the imagery, cf. e.g. Verg. G. 1,514 neque audit currus
habenas; other examples in OLD s.v. audio lib.

The MSS and early editions read solus audiebat, which can hardly be
correct (unless one were to defend solus in the sense maxi'me omnium,
praeter ceteros as LOFSTEDT 1908, 84-5 does). Among various emendations
(e.g. so! sua uidebat (Carrio) solus <ager> audiebat (Scaliger) or solum sua
dabat (MARRA), GERLO'S soium audiebat seems the simplest and most
natural. It was defended in GERLO 1939, 395-7 and adopted in his critical
edition.

(2.4.2) Dehinc, ut Deus censor est et impietas ignium menut imbres,
hactenus Sodoma et nulla Gomorrha et cinis omnia et propinquitas
maris iuxta cum solo mortem uiuit.

'Subsequently, now that God is censor and impiety has earned rains
of fire, so much for Sodom and there is no Gomorrah anymore. All has
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turned into ashes and the soil is living its death along with the nearby
sea.'

A stylistically remarkable sentence on a well known episode from the
Old Testament, Gen. 19. This is one of the very few explicit Biblical ref-
erences in Tertullian's speech that distinguishes it as a Christian text.
Tertullian's references to Sodom and Gomorrah here are all the more
striking because he seems eager both to drop the names in an allusion
to the story, and to play down too openly Christian overtones; cf. notes
below on e.g. ut Deas censor and impietas.

References to Sodom and Gomorrah cannot be found in pagan au-
thors; Tertullian seems the first in Latin literature to mention the
names. The most important parallel is, as elsewhere in this passage of
Pali., a passage in Apol. 40,7 nec iam illic Christianae sectae origo consederat,
cum regiones affines eius Sodoma et Gomorra igneas imber exussit. Olet adhuc
incendio terra, et si qua illic arbomm poma, conantar oculis tenus, cetemm
contacta cineresamt. Among Terhillian's spurious works, there is a Car-
men de Sodoma in 167 hexameters, ascribed in the MSS to either Tertul-
lian or Cyprian.

ut Deus censor: with deus Tertullian no doubt refers to the God of
Christianity. Hence the Latin word has been printed with a capital here.
The strongly Christian colour is immediately softened again by the use
of the very Roman term censor; for this noun in the sense 'punisher,
judge', cf. TLL s.v. 801, 24f. Cf. e.g. Apul. Apol. 8, 1 uelim igitar censor meus
Aemilianus respondeat... ; there is no text before Tertullian where censor is
applied to God.

impietas: the exact cause of the destruction of Sodom and Gomor-
rah is left in the dark here, no doubt purposely, since Tertullian obvi-
ously did not wish to present his audience with Christian theory. In the
Bible and early Christian texts, the cities are associated with various
issues, notably that of breaching rules of hospitality and of the treat-
ment of strangers; cf. e.g. FIELDS 1997, 27-85 and 186. In many patristic
texts, the towns are presented as archetypes of wickedness that de-
serve God's punishment, and this motif is variously used by different
authors, depending on their specific purposes; see LOADER 1990, 127-40.
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It was only in the course of time that the cause of the cities' destruc-
tion was generally considered to be 'the sins of the flesh', more specifi-
cally 'sodomy', named after Sodom. The interpretation that the sin of
Sodom was essentially homosexual appears to have its roots in the
works of Augustine, notably in Civ.Dei 16; cf. LOADER 1990, 135-6 and 140.

ignium... imbres: cf. Gen. 19,24-5 igitarDominuspluit super Sodomam et
Gomorrham sulphur et ignem a Domino de caelo; et sabuertit ciuitates has, et
omnem circa regionem, uniuersos habitatores urbium, et cuncta terrae uirentia
(partly quoted by Tertullian in adv.PrcK. 13). In Tertullian's works, cf.
Apol 40, 7 (quoted above); further adv. Marc. 4, 29 (p. 523, 4f. ) quando iste
Sodomam et Gomorram nimbo igneo exassit; adv.Prax. 16 pluens super Sodo-
mom et Gomorram ignem et salphurem; for Tertullian's references to
Sodom and Gomorrah, see further LOADER 1990, 130-2.

meruit: the evaluative word clearly expresses Tertullian's approval
of the destruction of the cities as ordered by God. The verb forms the
only element in the sentence that shows a clearly Christian attitude
that might offend the pagan audience.

hactenus Sodoma, nulla Gomorrha: the cities are named in a brief
manner, perhaps to attract maximum attention to the style, rather
than to the theological background (cf. also notes on ut deas censor and
impietas). For the significance of the names here, cf. notes above and
the introductory note to 2.4.2.

The adverb hactenus 'until here' is used more or less as the e-
quivalent of the following nulla (sc. lam est). See TLL s.v. hie 2750,4f.
('non amplius'), quoting e.g. Apoc. 21,1 mare hactenus and 21,4 mors hac-
tenus; these are readings from the Vetas Latina which Tertullian may
have used (the Vulgate text has mare iam non est and mors ultra non erit).
Cf. also Resurr. 58, where Tertullian actaially renders the passage from
the Apocalypse, using the phrase et mors hactenus; see EVANS 1960, 334 a.l.

cinis omnia: cf. Gen. 19,28 intaitus est Sodomam et Gomorrham, et
uniuersam terram regionis illius: uiditque ascendentem fauillam de terra quasi
fomacis fimium; further Tert. Apol 40,7 (quoted in the introductory
note).

propinquitas mans - uiuit: a geographical allusion in a rather cryp-
tic style: 'the vicinity of the sea lives its death along with the soil'. That
is, the land has become as 'dead' as the nearby 'Dead Sea'. The earliest,
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liest, non-Christian sources refer to this sea as lacus Asphaltites (e.g. Plin.
Nat. 5,71); for a description see e.g. Tac. Hist. 5,6. For the name Mare
Mortuum, see lust. 36, 3, 6 in ea regione latus lacus est, qui propter magnita-
dinem aquae et immobilitatem mare mortaum dicitar. In later Latin Chris-
tian literature this name is common; cf. e.g. Eger. Itin. 12,4 ubi lordanis
intrat in mare mortuum; Isid. Etym. 13, 19, 3 lacus Asphalti idem est mare
Mortaum uocatum propter quodnihil gignit umum. We may suppose Ter-
tullian knew it by this name, although it is not attested in his work.

By shifting the syntactical focus in the^entence to the nearby sea
rather than the spot of the actual catastrophe, and by his use of special
language, the speaker again seems to draw the audience's attention
away from the content.

Propinquitas man's is an example of the well known stylistic device of
expressing the main element of a combination in a second, governing
noun rather than an adjective; see HOPPE 1903, 85-6. Mortem mui't is the
text as defended by GERLO 1939, 397-8. The MSS have mortum bi'bi't here,
which has been variously emended by earlier scholars (notably to mor-
tern bibit, printed by e.g. MARRA). Mortem uiaere seems to be a fine neolo-
gism on the model ofui'tam uiuere, quite after Tertullian's fashion.

(2.4.3) Ex huiuscemodi nubilo et Tuscia Vulsinios pristinos deusta, quo
magis de montibus suis Campania speret, erepta Pompeios.

'Due to a parallel cloud Etruria was also set ablaze in her ancient
Vulsinii, a fact that should make Campania expect even more of her
mountains, now that she has been bereaved of Pompeii.'

Two more natural disasters, that would seem more familiar to an aver-
age Roman audience: the destruction of the Etmrian town Vulsinii due
to lightning; and that of Pompeii due to the famous eruption of the
Vesuvius. For the combination cf. Apol 40, 8 sed nec Tuscia iam atque
Campania de Christianis querebantar, cum Vulsinios de caelo, Pompeios de suo
monte perfadit ignis; further Nat. 1,9.

ex huiusmodi nubilo: once the town ofVulsinii was struck by light-
ning and totally burnt down; cf. Plin. Nat. 2, 139 a Satumi ea sidere profi-
risri subtili'us ista consectati putant, sicut cremantia a Manis, qualiter cam
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Volsinii, oppidum Tuscorum opulentissimum, totum concrematam estfulmine.
For lack of reliable parallel sources, the exact date of this event seems
difficult to establish, but RE s.v. Voki'nn 844,39-43 suggests it was 92 B.C.

The element of lightning can be merely physically connected with
the 'rains of fire' that destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah. But given the
strong connotations of the Biblical story, it does not seem impossible
that Tertullian is also adding a cautious note of moral condemnation:
Volsinii no less deserved such a punishment for the sins committed
there. Such a condemnation would seem especially fitting, since the
Etruscans were famous for their religious practices, that were abhorred
by Christians. In Apol 24, 8, Tertullian mentions the local pagan deity
Nortia, worshipped in Volsinii. Interestingly, there is a non-Christian
text, where the town is strongly censured for its Iwama and loose mor-
als: cf. Val.Max. 9,1, (ext)2. However, this text refers to a much earlier
period (3rd century B.C.)

Vulsinios... Pompeios: both towns are expressed in the accusative
(accusative of respect, or 'Greek' accusative).

quo magis... speret, erepta Pompeios: a reference to the famous
destruction of Pompeii in 79 AD, widely attested in Latin literature,
perhaps most famously in Plin. Ep. 6, 16 and 20; for a survey of events
and ancient sources cf. SONNABEND 1999, 9-23. if Pali. were to be dated in
a rather late stage, one might wonder whether Tertullian knew of a
much more recent outburst of the Vesuvius in 202, recorded by
Cass.Dio 77,2,1. On the other hand, the absence of a clear reference to it
might be taken as evidence in support of an early date, as advocated in
this edition (introduction (2)).

Under the surface, Tertullian's words seem to carry a rather
threatening note, with sperare more or less used in the sense timere (cf.
OLD s.v. spero 5 'to anticipate, apprehend'). This ominous element is
particularly meaningful in the wider context of moral condemnation of
cities for their sins. if such a note is present here too, not only Etruria
but even Campania (two of the central regions of Roman history and
Roman power) are subtly and almost unnoticedly associated with
Sodom and Gomorrah.

That Jews and Christians generally came to look at the destruction
of Pompeii in this way, is clear from the sources. One may compare the
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Orac. 5i'by!L 4, 130-6, where it is suggested that it was the punishment for
the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem in 70 by Titus (Tertullian
referred to the Orac. Sibyll. in 2.3.3). A fascinating inscription has been
found in Pompeii itself, in the triclinium of house IX,1,26: Sodoma Go-
mom (CIL 4,4976); this seems a contemporary Jewish or Christian com-
ment on the life in town, or perhaps even on the fatal events as they
were developing.

quo magis: these words naturally belong together. Less likely, Cos-
TANZA ad loc. makes quo refer to nubilo.

(2. 4.4) Sed absit! Vtinam et Asia secura iam sit de soli ingluuie! Vtinam
et Africa semel uoraginiem pauerit, unicis castris fraudatis expiata!
Multa et alia huiusmodi detrimenta habihun orbis nouauere situsque
mouere.

'But may this not happen! May Asia feel safe concerning the vora-
city of her soil as well. And may Africa have feared a chasm once and
for all, now that she is expiated through the loss of a single camp. Many
other similar catastrophes have renewed the look of the earth and
shifted the location of places.'

Some more general remarks on disasters that strike entire continents
conclude the section. Any traces of moral censure are, by now, absent.

absit: this common wish seems to soften the threatening note of the
previous sentences, and so brings the speech onto safer grounds.
Meanwhile, one may doubt whether the speaker is entirely serious and
sincere here.

Asia - de soli ingluuie: a general reference to the phenomenon of
earthquakes, particularly fi-equent in Asia Minor. Ingluuies brings in a
daring metaphor of 'devouring soil' as if the earth were a gluttonous
monster (for this usage, TLL s.v. 1557,62f. does not give any parallel); cf.
also the quasi-personal use of expiata. For the notion that the earth,
which supposedly has subterranean caves, can swallow entire cities, cf.
e.g. Sen. Nat. 3, 16, 4 sunt abrupti in infinitam hiatus, qui saepe illapsas urbes
receperunt et ingentem rui'nam in alto condidemnt (for the sea doing like-
wise, cf. Ov. Met. 15,294-5).
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An interesting parallel for the whole context is Sen. ConsMarc. 17,6
(describing the effects offatwn as preludes to the final ekpurosis of the
world): Totos supprimet montes et alibi mpes in altam nouas exprimet; maria
sorbebit, ftamina auenet (...); alibi hiatibus uastis subducet urbes, tremoribus
quatiet et ex infimo pestilentiae halitas mittet et inundationibus quicquid
habitatur obducet necabitque omne animal orbe submerse et ignibus uastis
torrebit incendetque mortalia.

Africa - expiata: a somewhat more specific reference to a catas-
trophe that once took place in Africa in the 6th century B.C., when
troops ofCambyses were swallowed in the sand of the desert during an
expedition to the oasis of Hammon; see Hdt. 3,26 and esp. Sen. Nat.
2,30,2 aliquando Cambyses ad Ammonem misit exerdtum, quern harena
austro mota et more niuis incidens texit, deinde obruit; further lust. 1,9,3 ad
Hammonis quoque nobilissimum templum expugnandum exercitum mitti't, qui
tempestatibus et karenam molibus oppressus interiit. Tertullian presents the
historical facts in a rhetorically embellished form.

uoraginem: 'chasm', usually in water (see examples in OLD s.v. l),
but here of sand in the desert. The secondary sense ofuorago, referring
to 'unlimited appetite' (OLD s.v. 2) seems operative here as well, in the
light of the preceding ingluuies and 2.2.3 man's... deuorantis (see note ad
loc. ).

unicis castris fi-audatis: in the parallel sources (referred to above)
no mention is made of a 'camp'. Tertullian may have introduced it here
for the sake of pathos, and to bring this catastrophe in line with his
other examples, in which specific spots are said to have been struck.
Torfraudare in the sense ofuorare; see TLL s.v. 1264,80, mentioning only
Apol. 20,2 quod insulas mariafraudant.

multa - mouere: a highly vague, concluding remark on other simi-
lar disasters. It sums up the main theme of the section and recalls the
central theme of 'change'. Note the rhyme ncuauere... mouere. One may
see the rather uninformative sentence as a brief pause in the argumen-
tation, allowing the speaker and his audience alike to take a breath.
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(2. 5. 1) Bellis quoque plurimum licuit. Sed piget tristia non minus
quam et regnorum uices recensere, quotiens et ista mutauerint iam
inde a Nino, Beli progenie, si tamem Ninas regnare primus, ut autu-
mant superiorum profanitas.

'War has also been able to bring about very much. But it is dis-
agreeable enumerate sad things, no less than changes of government:
how many times did it change ever since Ninus, son ofBelus, ifNinus
really was the first to govern, as my pagan predecessors claim.'

After changes for the worse due to nahire, the speaker moves on to
similar changes due to man himself. The theme is, however, quickly
abandoned on a rather polemical note.

bellis: an obvious motif in a rhetorical survey of'change'. Tertullian
does not elaborate it by means of examples, but merely passes on to
other remarks.

non minus quam et: the redundant element et in the expression is
characteristic for Tertullian; cf. e.g. adv.Prax. 14 non minus quam et Jacob;
Spect, 25,2 nullum magis scandalum occarret quam et ille ipse... accuratior
cuitu5. Tertullian also frequently uses tarn... quam et, as in e.g. Orat. 22
uacant tarn uiduitate quam et uirginitate.

piget - recensere: in a dramatic turn, Tertullian suggests he is un-
willing to speak about 'sad things', such as the efifects of war. Nonethe-
less, he still manages to insert the motif of 'changes of reign', which
may be said to be rather closely associated with wars.

quotiens - mutauerint: this clause is an explanation of regnorum
uices.

a Nino, Beli progenie: Ninus was a legendary Assyrian prince, the
founder of Nineveh, son of Belus; cf. e.g. Hdt 1,7. For his life, see the
long account in Diod.Sic. 2,1-7; and cf. further Plut. Am. 753D-E. Minus
became the protagonist of the late Hellenistic novel Ni'nos, of which
only some papyrus fragments remain. According to Aug. Civ. Dei 18,2
(quoted below on 2.5.2 Assyriis) Minus was not the first, but the second
king of the Assyrians, as he succeeded his father Belus.

si tamen - profanitas: while outright anti-pagan remarks were
mostly avoided until now, Tertullian here takes a position against pa-
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gan literature as a whole, in a remark that seems somewhat provoking.
The ancient assumption that Minus was the first to reign as king is re-
jected. Meanwhile, it may be noted that we possess strikingly few tes-
timonies for this assumption; in fact, it is only stated in clear terms
here. Tertullian seems to be exaggerating the extent of ancient agree-
ment on the issue in order to make his point.

regnare primus: the infinitive immediately following an adjective
occurs since Lucretius, notably in poetry. In later Latin, this usage was
influenced by the Greek; cf. HOPPE 1903, 48-9. For an example only
shortly before Tertullian cf. e.g. Apul. Fl. 3, 1 Hyagnis... solus... canere with
HUNINK 2001, 71 ad loc.

autumant: an archaic verb, frequently used in comedy. It was still
rejected for rhetorical use by Quint. 8,3,26 ('reor' tolerabile, 'autamo'
tragicum), but it seems to have been revived by Apuleius; cf. e.g. Apul.
Apol. 4,8 ut Plato autamat; Met. 1,18,4; 5,25,5. The plural form (found in
the MSS) seems rather harsh with the following profanitas, but it is de-
fended by HOPPE 1932, 50 and GERLO a.l. as a 'constructio ad sensum.'

superiorum profanitas: the equivalent ofsuperioresprofani. Profanitas
is a rare word, not attested before Tertullian; cf. BRAUN 1983, 52. The
general sense 'unholy, profane' ofprofanus here starts to gain the added
sense of'heathen'.

(2. 5.2) Ferme apud uos ultra stilus non solet: ab Assyriis, si forte, aeui
historiae patescunt. Qui uero diuinas lectitamus, ab ipsius mundi na-
talibus compotes sumus.

'This is as far as the pen usually goes back among you: it is with the
Assyrians, it seems, that world history opens up. We however, who are
always reading divine histories, master the subject from the very birth
of the world.'

A further touch of polemics with non-Christian sources. Exceptionally
in this speech, Tertullian brings in a reference to the Bible as a whole.

apud uos: the speaker here clearly distances himself from his audi-
ence, and poses as a member of another group, as is expressed by the
verb forms in the first person plural (lectitamus; compotes swnus). Rhet-
orically, this is quite unusual, for ancient speakers almost invariably
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address their audience in such a way as to underscore their common
bonds and shared interests. Rhetorical practice here gives way to a po-
lemical stand.

stilus: 'the pen', that is: the products of the pen, written sources.
Assyriis: the Assyrians were generally associated with the earliest

period of history. Cf. Aug. Civ.Dei 18,2, where an account of the Assyr-
ians starts with the idea that the Empires of Assyrians and Romans
were the two most important earthly realms. Concerning the chronol-
ogy, Augustine notes that the former was contemporaneous with
Abraham: Ninus ergo iam secundus rex erat Assyriorum, qui patri sao Belo
successerat, regni illius primo regi, quando in terra Chaldaeomm natus est
Abraham.

si forte: the expression here has the sense ofutcumque, certe; see TLL
s.v. 1134, 4f., where many examples from Tertullian are given
(1134, 13-9); cf. e.g. Apol 16, 7 nos, si forte, integmm et totum Deam colimus.

diuinas; sc. litteras, historias or scripturas. Tertullian proudly presents
himself as one of those who read the 'divine writings', thereby insert-
ing a reference to the Bible. At this point, he does not attempt to flatter
the audience, but rather provokes it and takes side against it (see also
above on apud uos). It may be observed that his reference to the Bible,
and to the group of people that read it, is still rather general: for all his
polemics, he takes care to avoid terms like Bibh'a Sacra or Christiani.

To refer to the Bible as a book, Tertullian commonly uses terms
such as scriptara diuina, Utterae diuinae (e.g. ApoL 39, 3), or scripturae sanc-
tae (e. g. ApoL 39, 18) but not Bi'bh'a, a term which occurs only after the
Medieval period. On Tertullian's terminology when referring to the
Bible, see VAN DER GEEST 1972, 3-62.

lectitamus: as often in post-classical Latin, the frequentative lectitare
replaces the 'normal' verb legere, but here it may be not merely a mat-
ter of style. Surely, Christians could claim to read Scripture again and
again.

ab ipsius mundi natalibus: the reference is, of course, to the begin-
ning of the first book, Genesis. For the expression cf. Mm. FeL 6, 1 adhuc
rudi saeado in ipsius mundi natalibus.

compotes sumus: the adjective is used in an absolute sense here,
referring to firm knowledge; cf. e.g. Sil. 4, 806 (in a different sense,
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namely compos mentis); see also Tert. Ani'm. 45 in nullo promoueremur... si
compotes somniaremus and De incam. 22 ut nos originis Christi compotes
faceret.

(2. 6.1) Sed laeta iam malo, quippe et laeta mutant. Denique si quid
mare diluit, caelum deussit, terra subduxit, gladius detotondit, alias
uersura compensati redit.

'But now I prefer enjoyable things, for these also undergo change. In
a word, if anything was washed away by the sea, burnt down by heaven,
swallowed by the earth, or chopped off by the sword, elsewhere a new
loan returns that compensates for the loss.'

After his threatening and polemical notes, the speaker changes his tone,
and moves to a safer subject matter: changes on earth for the better.
For the general idea of 'compensation', GERLO is justified in comparing
Plin. Nat. 2,202 nascantur et alio modo terrae ac repents in aliquo man emer-
gunt, uelut paria secwn fadente natara quaeque hauserit hiatus alio loco red-
dente.

sed laeta - mutant: the transition to the new aspect of change is
smoothened by the syntax and idiom, which are very simple given the
standards generally adopted in this speech.

mare... caelum... terra... gladius: again the syntax is kept simple: a
fourfold clause of two words (a noun as subject, followed by a verb
form). It contains a reference to the three main elements of the world
(sea, heaven and earth), to which gladius is added as a symbol of human
behaviour, notably in war. Thus we have quite an exact summary of
what has been dealt with above: drowning of land into the sea (2. 3),
burning effects from heaven (2. 4. 2-3), disappearance into the earth
(2.4.4), and the efiFects of war (2. 5).

detotondit: a rare form of the perfect tense (instead of detondit),
attested before Tertullian only in Enn. Ann. 495 (in some MSS) and Var.
Men. 246; cf. TLL s.v. detondeo 818,5lf. The speaker may have chosen this
rather unusual form to make the fourth element gladius detotondit per-
ceptibly longer: eight syllables, instead of the sb? of the first three.
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uersura compensati: here the idiom is dense and innovative, to the
point of obscurity, although the general sense is clear: what was lost, is
compensated for by something new. Versara is probably used here as a
financial term: a new loan to pay for an earUer debt; see OLD s.v. 3. But
cf. also idem s.v. ib 'the process of passing through a cycle of changes'.
Compensatam used as a noun more or less equals compensationis; TLL s.v.
compenso 2049, 84f. -2050,2 quotes only this instance and Paul. Fest. p. 72
and p.2047, 45.

(2. 6.2) Nam et primitus maiorem ambitum terra cassa et uacans
hominum, et sicubi aliqua gens occuparat, sibimet soli erat.

'For at first, Earth, for the largest perimeter, was empty and void of
people, and if any people had occupied some land, it existed all by it-
self.'

It is not entirely clear which reasoning Tertullian is entering upon in
2.6.2-3. By all means, the remarks are intended to be an illustration of
the principle of 'natural compensation for loss', but they could also be
taken as a first example of 'enjoyable things' (laeta) as announced in
2.6. 1.

maiorem ambitum: accusative of respect ('Greek accusative'). Am-
bi'tus 'perimeter', a specific word referring to earth or a heavenly body,
here replaces a more normal and general word such as pars.

cassa et uacans hominum: the first adjective may be taken either
absolutely (GERLO), or with hominum. The whole sentence inevitably
evokes the opening words of the Bible; cf. Gen. 1, 1 In principio creauit
Deus caelum et terram. Terra autem erat inanis et uacua. The text of the
Vetus Latina shows some minor differences here: In principio fecit Deas
caelum et terram. Terra autem erat inuisibilis et incomposita (or mdis); Ter-
tullian thus quotes the text elsewhere in his works; e.g. Bapt. 3 and ad
Hermog. 26. See also next note.

sicubi... occuparat: the reference to some existing tribes on isolated
spots on earth drastically breaks the echo of Genesis, since the opening
of that book obviously describes the situation in the world before the
creation of mankind. Tertullian is either enjoying playing with the sa-
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cred text a little, or it could be argued that Biblical phrases come to his
mind easily and can be adapted if he wishes to say something special.

sibimet soli erat: the subject here is probably aliqua gens and the
words then refer to a state of isolation. One may be reminded ofOv. Met.
1,96 nullaque monakspraetersua Iitora norant, cf. Vis 1949, 27. Meanwhile,
it does not seem impossible to take the clause as referring to earth,
which, although some parts were occupied by men, was mostly 'left by
itself; in the next clause too, the subject will appear to be a matter of
debate. Soil is a dative, through attraction ofsibi.

(2. 6.3) Itaque colere omnia (si demum intelligis alibi stipantem copiam,
alibi deserentem), runcare atque ruspare consuluit, ut inde uelut ex
surculis et propaginibus populi de populis, urbes de urbibus per
ubique orbis pangerentur.

'So it decided to bring all into cultivation (once you grasp that at
one place a mass flocks together, while deserting another place), to
weed and explore all, so that, as if from grafts and sets, tribes might be
planted from tribes, and towns from towns, all over the world.'

A colourful period describes the gradual expansion of human culture
over the earth. One may note the archaic, alliterating words {mncare,
ruspare; cf. pangerentur) and the agricultural imagery. There is a major
textual problem, that also involves the subject of the sentence (see be-
low on cokre... consuluit).

colere... consuluit: a very problematic passage, one of the most dif-
ficult in Pa!L, according to GERLO 1939, 398. According to OEHLER, the
text must read colere omnia se demum intelligens alibi stipantem copiam,
ah'bi deserentem. Cf. THELWALL'S translation: 'And so, understanding at
last that all things worshipped themselves, (the earth) consulted to
weed and scrape her copiousness (of inhabitants), in one place densely
packed, in another abandoning their posts' (... ). However, this inter-
pretation involves some quite drastic changes in the text.

GERLO (and also MARRA and COSTANZA) adopt Salmasius' text, which is
also printed in the present edition. Although the syntax is now rela-
tively easy, it is not clear what the subject of the sentence must be,
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much as in the preceding sentence (2. 6.2 sibimet soli erat). In GERLO'S
interpretation it is 'the people' (or 'all peoples'), the aliquagens of 2.6.2.
This would suggest the notion of deliberate colonisation by a single
people, whereas the whole passage is rather concerned with natural
change; cf. also the parenthesis si demum... deserentem. There also might
be some contradiction with the following lines, in which more than one
people is specified.

Therefore, it may be better to take it as referring to 'the earth', as in
the last clause of 2.6.2. With the text and the punctuation according to
GERLO, but terra as the subject, the passage continues a rather daring
personification of the earth producing change for the better. This al-
ready started in 2.6. 1 terra subdwdt.

si demum - deserentem: probably a parenthesis (but cf. above on
colere... constitait). With intelligis the orator directly addresses his audi-
ence, though in a fairly general way. He appeals to its knowledge of a
more general principle of demographic developments: concentration
of people on one spot, with the corresponding abandonment of other
spots. The thought does not seem to harmonise fully with the following
idea of spreading and colonisation, but that can perhaps be seen as the
natural result ofstipantem copiam. Given the uncertainty of the text, we
may never know for sure what Tertullian meant here exactly.

runcare: an technical word for 'weeding', mainly occurring in agri-
cultural writers and Pliny the Elder; cf. e.g. Cato Agr. 2,4; 48,2; Colum.
2, 11, 1; Plin. Nat. 18, 139; 18,159; 18,184; and cf. Pers. 4, 36.

As an image for colonisation it is certainly unusual and perhaps
even somewhat infelicitous. The decision is to cultivate and 'weed'
everything, as if the people were a set of plants that needs to be en-
tirely uprooted, but in the case of colonisation, a large part of the peo-
pie normally stays behind. Alternatively, one could argue that the im-
plied object (to be taken from omnia) is not 'the people', but new pieces
of land, which are made clean and prepared to receive colonies. How-
ever this may be, the word has surely been chosen primarily for its ar-
chaic colour and sound.

ruspare: an even more archaic and rare word for 'to search thor-
oughly, to explore' (OLD); for which cf. also Apul. Apo!. 41,2 si cocto uen-
trem rusparer, where it is a deponent (with HUNINK 1997, 11,125 ad loc.).
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Tertiillian uses active forms, cf. Apoi. 4,7 ruspatis. The word closely
matches the foregoing runcare, both in rhythm and sound.

ex surculis et propaginibus: for the combination, cf. Plin. Nat. 17,58
aut enim semine proueniunt aut plantis radicis aut propagine out auolsione
out swado aut insito aut consecto arboris tmnco (on trees).

per ubique orbis: an expression that sounds rather Greek; according
to NORDEN 1909, 608 it is a literal translation of5ia TravraxoO Ylt;.

pangerentur: the agricultural metaphor is sustained; cf. OLD s.v. 2
'to set in the ground, plant' (of trees).

(2. 6.4) Transuolauere redundantium gentium examina. Scythae exu-
berant Persas, Phoenices in Africam eructant, Romanos Phryges
pariunt, Chaldaeum semen in Aegyptum educatur, dehinc cum inde
transducitur, ludaea gens est.

'Swarms of plentiful peoples flew out. The Scythians caused the Per-
sians to abound, the Phoenicians discharged into Africa, the Romans
issued forth from the Phrygians, Chaldaean seed was brought to Egypt
and, once it was transmitted from there, it became the Jews.'

Some examples of tribes spreading over the earth, resulting in other
nations. The idiom is unusual, with highly dynamic verbs recalling
animal life (transuolare, redundare, parere), streams (exuberare, emctare),
and plants (educare, transducers). The short list of examples is ordered
with a maximum of variation (different verbs and varying word order).

transuolauere - examina: the image here is that of bees swarming
forth from a crowded beehive. For examen used metaphorically of peo-
pie, see TLL s.v. 1163, 5lf. Note the strong homoeoteleuton in redundan-
rium gentium, for which cf. e.g. Aug. Emrr. in Ps. 138, 9 gentium recardan-
tium felicitatem suam.

Scythae exuberant Persas: the verb exabero is mostly used intran-
sitively ofhquids for 'flowing copiously out' (OLD s.v. l), but here it has
a transitive sense. The exact historical event Tertullian refers to is un-
clear. It may be either the deportation to Persia by the Egyptian king
Sesostris of groups of Serbians, as recorded by Suidas s.v. ndpOoi (=n
671) or the expedition of the Scythians against the Medes, reported by
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Hdt. 1,103 (this expedition caused the ensuing war of the Persians and
the Scythians; cf. Hdt. 4,120-42).

For the whole passage cf. a close parallel (both in sense and idiom)
in Anim. 30,2 (...) paulatim humanwn genus exuberasse, dum ab origine uel
uagi uel extorres uel gloriosi quique occupant terras, ut Scythae Particas, ut
Temenidae Peloponneswn, ut Athenienses Asiam, ut Phryges Italiam, ut
Phoenices Africam, dum sollemnes etiam migrationes quas aTioiKiat; uocant,
consilio exonerandae popularitatis in alias fines examina gentis emctant.

Phoenices in Africam: subtly but significantly, the speaker refers to
Africa, his own region, and the origin of its people from the Phoeni-
cians, before mentioning the Romans. The remark briefly takes up the
motif of'Carthage', so prominent at the start of the speech; see e.g. on
2.1.1 aliunde.

eructant: here a verb that is usually used transitively ('to disgorge',
'to discharge') is used intransitively; for the reverse situation cf. above
on exuberant. The surprising use of verbs is one of the ways in which
Tertullian brings variation into this sentence. For intransitive use of
eructo, cf. Apol. 48,14 (ignis) de terra... emctans and TLL s.v. 826,72f.

Romanes Phryges pariunt: the Romans are only mentioned after
Africa. In Phryges pariunt his audience will no doubt have recalled the
whole story about the Roman ancestor Aeneas and his journey fi"om
Troy.

Chaldaeum semen educatur: 'the Chaldean seed'. This is a truly re-
markable way to refer to the ancestry of the Jewish people. The Chal-
daeans are a Semitic people in southern Babylonia, but a specific rela-
tionship between the later Jews and a 'Chaldaeic' origin has remained
unexplained. In all probability, Tertullian's inspiration for the bold
phrase Chaldean semen lies in the origin of Abraham and his family the
city of Ur: in Ur Chaldaeomm (Gen. 11,28); cf. also e.g. Aug. Civ.Dei. 18,2
quando in terra Chaldaeorwn natas est Abraham. The mention of Egypt
may refer to the journey of Abraham and Sara to Egypt (Gen. 12,10-20),
or, perhaps more likely, to the abduction and exile in Egypt of Joseph
and his brothers (see Gen. 37-42) and the following return of the people
of Israel from Egypt (see Ex. and later books of the Old Testament).

As earlier in the speech, Biblical references are next to general allu-
sions to ancient history without any apparent contrast; cf. Vis 1949,
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25-9; further MCKECHNIE 1992, 60. This is the only mention of the Jewish
people in the speech (but cf. 2.4. 1 Palaestinam). On Tertullian's attitude
towards the Jews, much has been written; cf. e.g. AZIZA 1977.

(2. 6.5) Sic et Herculea posteritas Temeno pariter Peloponnesum oc-
cupando producunt; sic et lones, Nelei comites, Asiam nouis urbibus
instruunt; sic et Corinthii cum Archia muniunt Syracusas.

'Likewise, the offspring of Hercules proceeded along with Temenus
to occupy the Peloponnese; similarly, the lonians, Neleus' comrades,
equipped Asia with new towns, and similarly the Corinthians fortified
Syracuse with Archias.'

A series of three short sentences, adding further illustrations. The word
order is less varied than in the preceding sentence. The three examples
all refer to migration of Greek tribes (Dorians, lonians, Corinthians),
who are given a less prominent place than the Romans and Carthagin-
lans.

Herculea posteritas: a reference to the Heraclides, who after Her-
cules' death on Mount Oeta took refuge with the Dorian king Aegimius
in Central Greece. After three generations an expedition led by Hera-
cles' descendant Temenus conquered the Peloponnese; cf. Apollod.
2,8,2-5; and Paus. 2, 18,7. Hercules will return later in Pail 4.3 in a rather
less favourable light.

Temeno pariter: i.e. simul cam Temeno. For this use ofpariter with a
dative, cf. Prop. 3,23,2 scriptaquibusparitertotperiere bom. For Temenus,
see previous note. For the colonisation led by him, cf. also Ani'm. 30, 2 ut
Temenidae Peloponneswn (fully quoted above on 2.6.4 Scythae exuberant
Persas).

Peloponnesum occupando: a rare example of a gemnd in the final
dative, here highly exceptionally followed by a direct object; cf. LHSz
11,373, mentioning e.g. Pl. Mil 260 hominem inuestigando operam... dabo;Ep.
605; Ov. Met. 684 and Liv. 21, 54, 1. Hoppe 1903, 56 gives more examples
of a gerund in the dative from Tertullian, e.g. Paen. 2 prophetando.

producunt: the verb is exceptionally used intransitively here. The
plural form is governed by the singular subject posteritas.
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lones, Nelei comites: the second Greek tribe, the lonians, is as-
sociated with Neleus, son of Codms of Athens. Neleus is generally
known as the founder of Miletus; see e.g. Paus. 7,2, 1-6; Strabo 14, 1,3;
further RE s.v. Neleus (2) 2280.

Corinthii cum Archia: here too, a specific individual is given the
credit for the colonisation. Archias, a descendant ofTemenus (who was
mentioned before) is known as the founder of Syracuse; cf. Thuc. 6,3,2
and Strabo 8,6. He went abroad in voluntary exile to atone for his
crimes against the beautiful boy Actaeon, whom he tried to abduct and
who got killed in the attempt. The story is told by Plut. Amatnarr. 2 and
partly by Diod.Sic. 8,10,1-3.

(2. 7.1) Sed uanum iam antiquitas, quando curricula nostra coram.
Quantum reformamt orbis saeculum istud! Quantum urbium aut pro-
duxit aut auxit aut reddidit praesentis imperii triplex uirtus!

'But antiquity now means little, if our own days are confronted with
it. How much of the world has been changed in this period? How many
towns have been produced or enlarged or refounded by the triple vir-
tue of the current government?'

Perhaps not quite unexpectedly, the speaker suddenly depreciates all
examples from antiquity given until now, at the benefit of his own days.
Contemporary changes reinforce his argument after changes from the
past. What is surprising, meanwhile, is that Tertullian may be seen here
as delivering praise upon the Roman emperors (see below on praesentis
imperil triplex uirtas).

uanum: for the neuter used with a female noun, see above on 2. 2.1
uersiforme.

quando - coram: the syntax of the elliptic clause is ambiguous, but
the general sense is clear. Curricula nostra 'our times' is probably the
subject, with coram functioning as an adverb. The subject could also still
be antiqaitas, with coram as a preposition governing the accusative cur-
ricula nostra ('if it is confronted with our days'). But Tertullian usually
uses the ablative in combination with the preposition coram (e.g. Spect.
30, 4 coram discipulis suis), and so the first option seems more likely.
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quantum urbium: i.e. quot urbes. The uncommon use of quantum
with a genitive for something that can be counted, has surely been
influenced by the preceding cfuantam... orbis.

praesentis imperil triplex uirtus: a flowery expression for the po-
litical authorities, " that is: the powers in Rome. The words certainly re-
fer to a threefold Caesarean might. One may note the tricolon produxit...
auxit... reddidit that literally mirrors the element of'three'.

This is one of the rare passages in Pali that seems to allow for a spe-
cific date, since only twice during Tertullian's lifetime, Rome saw three
imperatores or Augusti at the same time. First, this occurred during a
brief period in 193 AD: Septimius Sevems, Pescennius Niger, and Didius
Julianas (or, alternatively, Septimius Severus, Pescennius Niger, and
Clodius Albinus). The second time was the period 209-211, when Sep-
timius Severus ruled along with his sons Caracalla and Geta.

Scholars remain divided on this issue. In this commentary, it is ar-
gued (contra GERLO, but with HOPPE and MARRA) that an early date bet-
ter explains the main features of the speech as a whole. For further
discussion on the date ofPaIL see Introduction (2), and below on 2. 7.3
rubo subdolae familiaritatis conuuko.

It is remarkable, to say the least, to find Tertullian praising the Ro-
man Emperors and the prosperity of the Roman Empire. This prompts
the question whether Tertullian is sincere and serious. The remark may
be taken as an example of standard panegyrics, that allows the speaker
to express himself in vague, complimentary terms and so to remain in a
comfortably safe position himself; cf. also BARNES 1976, 18: 'the bland
phrases of the de Pallio could have been uttered by an official panegy-
rist. ' However, most readers ofTertullian will be ready to assume that
there is some irony here (BARNES 1976, 17 mentions possible 'under-
tones of parody'). It remains to be seen how far his irony extends; see
notes below on 2. 7. 2-3.

(2. 7.2) Deo tot Augustis in unum fauente, quot census transcripti, quot
populi repurgati, quot ordines illustrati, quot barbari exclusi!

'Now that God favours so many August! at the same time, how many
census lists have been transcribed, how many peoples cleaned up, how
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many orders given their former splendour, how many barbarians ex-
eluded?'

Another sentence containing lavish praise for the Roman Emperors -
or bitterly sarcastic remarks. The anaphoric quot... quot... quot with par-
allel construction adds stylistic colour to the sentence.

Deo... fauente: it is increasingly hard to imagine Tertullian being
honest here. Here, the possible explanation that the section forms
merely a piece of standard panegyrics (cf. above on 2. 7. 1) becomes less
likely, given the presence of the notion of a divine power. Would the
fanatic Tertullian, the advocate of Christian resistance and martyrdom,
be prepared to say, under any circumstances, even for the sake of con-
vention or rhetorical efFect, that 'God' or 'the God' favours those on the
throne of Rome?

If, on the other hand, the remark is ironic or sarcastic, the speaker
might risk offending his African audience, which can safely be assumed
to identify with an emperor such as Septimius Severus rather than
have hostile feelings towards him. But all in all, an ironic interpretation
would seem more suitable to explain the remark. Tertullian may be
extending his irony to the proliferation of simultaneous Emperors, as if
he meant: 'we now have three of them at the same time! This is almost
too good to be true!'

census transcripti: the exact sense is not fully clear, but the refer-
ence seems to be to census lists that were transferred in the case of
colonisation. Commentators refer to Verg. A. 5,750 transcribunt urbi ma-
tres populumque uokntem. For all four points specified here by the
speaker, it must be repeated that it is not evident'whether Tertullian is
serious or not. Moreover, it cannot be established whether he is refer-

ring to specific historical facts or merely indulging in vague, panegyri-
cal phrases.

In the course of his reign, Septimius Severus founded a number of
colonies and successfully campaigned against several foreign tribes, e.g.
the Parths, the Britons or the Albiniani. IfTertullian were alluding to
such concrete achievements, one would have to assume a relatively
late date for Pali. If, however, an early date is to be preferred, as this
commentator believes, these references must be ironical: the 'general
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changes caused by men' they seem to be hailing, would rather refer to a
reality of political chaos, turmoil, and war At least there would be the
ironical contrast of a graphically depicted ideal that does not quite
match the facts of life. For the discussion of the date, cf. above on 2. 7.1
praesentis imperil triplex uirtus and Introduction (2).

populi repurgati: the notion of'cleansing of peoples' might refer to
repelling external enemies or taking drastic social steps such as the
deportation of special groups from the populace as a whole. Since the
former idea will be expressed by the final element, barbares exclusi, the
latter seems more likely,

ordines illustrati: this must relate to a political measure to grant the
ordo equester or the senate some of its former rights and privileges. It is
difficult to see to what Tertullian is referring exactly.

(2.7.3) Reuera orbis cultissimum huius imperii rus est, eradicato omni
aconito hostihtatis et cacto et rubo subdolae familiaritatis conuulso,
et amoenus super Alcinoi pometum et Midae rosehim.

'Really, the earth is now the well-cultivated estate of this govern-
ment. All aconites of enmity have been eradicated, the cactus and
bramble of treacherous friendship have been torn out: the world is
lovely, surpassing the orchard ofAlcinous and the rosary of Midas.'

Another sentence lifts the praise of the contemporary Roman Empire
to new heights, now by means of horticultural imagery and a compari-
son with ideal gardens from mythology. As in the previous lines, there
is probably much irony here.

cultissimum... rus: the whole Roman Empire is seen as the
well-tended rus, the estate, of the government. The notion is elaborated
in the rest of the sentence, with images of weeding and of fine gardens.

The comparison of the Roman Empire with a splendid estate would
seem typically Roman in character. As a matter of fact, no clear parallel
can be'found in either non-Christian or Christian Latin literature. An-
other relation between imperium and ru5 is made in a picture ofprehis-
toric Rome in Ov. Fast. 5,96 nam locus imperil rus erit illud. In that case the
still uncultivated rus is predicted to become the seat of Rome's power.
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If what Tertullian describes has a direct link to reality and gives a
faithful impression of the contemporary situation, this might point to a
late date of Pali; if it has not, the whole passage would be ironic or even
sarcastic; cf. earlier notes on 2.6 and 2.7; and see discussion on the date
in the Introduction. The text here is partly quoted by BIRLEY 1999, 198,
who adds that it does not really tell us anything about Septimius
Severus' policies.

eradicato... aconito: aconite was used as poison in antiquity (OLD s.v.
b). The archaic verb eradicare, often used by e.g. Plautus, seems to have
been revived in the time ofTertullian (TLL s.v. 741, 29f.), either by him
or by a contemporary author such as Apuleius.

hostiUtas: the word sounds familiar enough to an English speaking
audience, but as a matter of fact it does not occur before Tertullian; cf.
also Apol 36,2; and see TLL s.v. 3054,29f.

Given the general terms and the imagery chosen here, it seems im-
possible to establish whether or not 'hostility' and 'false friendship'
refer to any concrete circumstances, and if so, to what precise events.

cacto et rubo: false friendship (such as any Roman Emperor or gov-
ernor was likely to be confronted with) is compared to the thorny cac-
tus and bramble. The combination of cactus and rubus is not attested
elsewhere, nor the metaphorical use of cactus (TLL s.v. 10,32f.).

mbo subdolae familiaritatis conuulso: the words have been taken
as a historical reference by BARNES 1985, 35-7 (cf. also BARNES 1976, 17).
In his view, they might refer to the fall ofPlautianus on 22 January 205,
and therefore 205 or slightly later would seem possible as a date for the
speech; cf. discussion above on 2.7.1 praesentis imperil triplex uirtas and
Introduction (2).

amoenus super: i.e. amoenus est magis quam. For the use of super for
plus quam, magi's quam, see Lewis/Short s.v. 2 super IIa2c; further HOPPE
1903, 41 (s.v.2). This usage occurs only in later Latin, most likely under
the influence of the Psalms, e.g. Ps. 18,11 desiderabilia super auram et
lapidem pretiosum multum, et dulciora super mel etfauum.

Alcinoi pometum: the garden of Alcinous is, of course, widely
known from Horn. Od. 7,112-32. The word pometum, by contrast, is ex-
tremely rare, not attested before Tertullian. The choice for it has obvi-
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ously been determined by the sound and rhythm of the following rose-
turn.

Midae rosetum: another reference to mythology. Midas was men-
tioned before in 2. 1.2. For his rose garden, cf. Hdt. 8,138, who mentions
a rose garden of Midas, son of Gordias, in Macedonia, where special
wild roses grew, each flower having sixty petals, with an exceedingly
sweet fragrance. Tertullian refers to this garden again in Coron. 24 cen-
tenariae quoque rosae de horto Midae kctae; cf. also Athen. 15,683B.

(2. 7.4) Laudans igitur orbem mutantem, quid denotas hominem?
'If you praise this world in change, how can you disparage man?'

A short sentence phrases the inevitable conclusion: those who praise
the effects of change in the world at large should not criticise changes
adopted by an individual, such as a change of clothing. The thought is
expressed in a highly condensed manner, on the brink of an ellipse.

laudans: the word shows that the preceding passage (2. 6-2. 7) for all
its possible irony, cannot be entirely sarcastic, in the sense that it
would not refer to anything positive at all then. If nothing could be
praised at all about change, this conclusion would not hold.

denotas hominem: for denotare cf. 1. 1.1. The reason for 'censoring a
man' remains implicit here, but the wider context makes it evident: it
concerns his voluntary change of clothing, the theme of the speech.
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CHAPTERS
CHANGE IN ANIMALS; EARLY DRESS

Many animals also change. Take the multi-coloured peacock, or the snake that
changes its hide, or other remarkable animals such as the hyena or the stag.
And how about the chameleon, a sluggish creature, that can nonetheless easily
change its colour?

Now we come to the first human beings. After their creation they were na-
ked and covered themselves with fig leaves. Then they were exiled into this
world. There is also an Egyptian story about the origin of clothing: it is said to
have been invented by Mercury, who skinned a sheep. You, however, leave
these matters to Minerva. By now we also use plants, shells, and the produce of
the silk-worm as materials for clothing.

After clothing received the function of mere covering, it also came to be
used as decoration, and so the art of tailoring was invented. Some garments,
such as the pallium are generally worn by all. It was worn, for instance, by none
but the old Cato himself.

The third chapter of the speech gradually returns to the main theme,
human clothing. It does so by means of an interesting detour through
the animal kingdom. The numerous instances of change described in
Chapter two all involved nature or the world at large. Now, the speaker
focuses on living beings, in which various effects of change may be ob-
served.

Five animals are highlighted; peacock, snake, hyena, stag, and cha-
meleon. Of these, the first and last involve changes of colour (optical
effects), the second and fourth changes of form, and, thereby, of age,
and the central third a change of sex. So the list shows a rhetorically
effective cyclic pattern (a-b-c-b-a). Meanwhile, it may be noted that
there is no strict logic here; apparently, any type of 'change' will do.
The speaker wishes to entertain his audience with some miraculous
faits divers on spectacular animals that stir the imagination, in a display
that shows some distinctively Second Sophistic characteristics, while it
depends on Pliny the Elder for many of the zoological details (cf.
ZAPPALA 1925a, 334wn2, and see notes below on various animals).
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The chameleon that 'plays with its hide' provides a suitable oppor-
tunity to shift the focus to man, who is 'born naked', and therefore, by
implication, needs clothes. In what follows, one might have expected a
parallel argument about 'change involving man', for instance a discus-
sion of different racial characteristics or genetic mutations. Instead, the
focus is clearly on the invention and early development of human
clothing. After the detours on 'change in the world and in nature', the
speaker has now regained his initial point.

As before, biblical and other sources are both employed: Tertullian
starts by drawing heavily on Genesis (although rather unobtrusively
and without mentioning his source) for a portrait of early man in need
of fig leaves and forced to leave paradise. Next, Egyptian and
Greco-Roman mythology are referred to for what appears to be an al-
temative account of the invention of clothing. Here the speaker can
drop various well-known names such as Mercury, Minerva and even
Alexander. The next step in the argument highlights the diversity of
dress, mentioning wool from different cities as well as various other
materials, and alluding to the motif of dress used for ornamental pur-
poses rather than merely for covering the body. This in turn introduces
the pallium in a fairly natural way: it serves as an example of a garment
that is not specific for any particular people. The example of the very
Roman Cato wearing a 'Greek' palh'um-like garment drives home the
point.

The whole section seems constructed carefully, cleverly guiding the
audience from the world at large, through the world of the animals, to
the theme of human clothing, in a quick survey firom its origins
(whether biblical or not) to the historical period. The motif of change is
used wherever it is convenient and allows for some Second Sophistic
display, but it recedes or is even dropped as soon as the speaker has
made his point. Many details are inserted to illustrate his wide knowl-
edge and talent to entertain the public. As in the rest of the speech,
Tertullian's highly artificial and occasionally obscure style must have
posed an interesting challenge to even the most literary educated
among his audience.
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(3. 1.1) Mutant et bestiae pro ueste formam; quamquam et pauo pluma
uestis, et quidem de cataclistis

'Animals also change, not in dress but in form. And yet for the pea-
cock its feathers form a dress, a festive dress at that'.

A simple sentence announces the next theme to be developed. After the
world at large, now the word bestiae directs the attention to the animal
kingdom. The conspicuous peacock is the first example of animals to be
connected with 'change.'

pro ueste: the speaker suggests that the parallel is almost complete.
Animals undergo changes of form, almost as if they were changing
clothes.

quamquam et pauo... : the mention of the first animal, the peacock,
is combined with a rhetorical correction, or rather: addition to the no-
tion that animals do not really change dress (cf. the preceding pro ueste):
this animal does have something that may be called 'dress'.

Exotic animals, in particular birds, were a topic of great interest in
ancient literature. In the Second Sophistic, this interest became even
more outspoken, since exotic animals could serve for either wondrous
accounts about their way of living (cf. Aelian's NA), or for extensive
rhetorical descriptions (ecphraseis). In this ecphrasis on the peacock, one
is strongly reminded of the sort ofepideictic display found in Apuleius'
Florida, notably Fl. 2 (the eagle) and 12 (the parrot); see HUNINK 2001 ad
loc. For the peacock, see especially the description given by Aelian, NA
5,21; cf. further KELLER 1913, 148-54; TOYNBEE 1973, 250-3; and for details
on ancient sources about the bird, see POLLARD 1977, 91-3 and CAPPONI
1979, 389-93.

Peacocks were kept by the Romans already in the period of the Re-
public, mostly for pleasure. The bird was appreciated by gourmands (cf.
the case of Hortensius, mentioned later in the speech, 5.6.3) and ad-
mired for its beautiful tail; cf. e.g. Ov. Met. 15, 385 Junonis uolucrem, quae
caudasideraportat; and Mart. 13,70 with LEARY 2001, 126 for gastronom-
ical commentary. In cult, the peacock was sacred to Juno (Hera) and so
became the badge of several Roman empresses, as may be seen on a
number of coins. In Christian art, the peacock became a symbol of im-
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mortality and an emblem of everlasting life; cf. FERGUSON 1961,23 and
TOYNBEE 1973,152-3,Who refers to paintings in Christian catacombs.
Perhaps Tertullian was already familiar with this specific Christian sig-
nificance, which would add to the richness of meaning here.

pauo: an unusual dative form ofpauus, which is attested apart from
the more normal pauo, -nis. Tertullian may be imitating the famous line
by Ennius memini me fiere pauum (Enn. Ann. 13 W / 11 Sk), or a phrase
from the Old Testament: 3 Reg. 10,22 deferens inde aurum, et argentam, et
denies elephantomm, et simias, et pauos, or both.

Tertullian briefly mentions the peacock, using the same uncommon
form, at adv.Marc. 1,13 (taceo de pauo); Resurr. 1 (Homerus in pauum redire),
and Am'm. 33,8. The last passage is worth quoting in full, both as proof
of the connection with Ennius, and for the general observations on the
bird: pauum se meminit Homerus Ennio somniante; sed poetis nec uigilantibus
credam. Et si pulcherrimus pauus et quo uelit colore cultissimus? Sed tacent
pennae, sed displicet uox, et poetae nihil aliud quam cantare malunt. Damna-
tus est igitar Homems in pauum, non honoratas. As may be observed, the
peacock is presented in a negative light in this treatise, whereas the
rhetorical situation of De Pallia requires a more positive evaluation by
the speaker.

pluma uestis: the peacock's feathers form its 'dress'. Vestis is the
standard Latin word for any form of dress; cf. POTTHOFF 1992, 215-9.

de cataclistis: 'belonging to the festive ones'. Tertullian uses a re-
markable, Greek word that is found only here and in Apul. Met. 11,9,5
eas amoenus kctissimae iuuentatis ueste niuea et cataclista praenitens seque-
batur chorus; cf. GWYN GRIFFITHS 1975 ad loc. and TLL s.v. 587, 15f. The
word is explained as KaraKXeioTO^, that is, 'locked up', 'stored for spe-
cial occasions'. Hence the rendering 'festive clothing'.

(3. 1.2) immo omni conchylio pressior qua colla florent, et omni pata-
gio inauratior qua terga fulgent, et omni syrmate solutior qua caudae
iacent, multicolor et discolor et uersicolor, nunquam ipsa, semper alia,
etsi semper ipsa quando alia, totiens denique mutanda quotiens
mouenda.

'one that has a deeper hue than all purple at its flowery neck, more
golden than all edgings at its gleaming back, more fanning out than any
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stage robe where its tail lies down; many-coloured, parti-coloured,
changing in colour; never itself, always different, although it is always
itself when it is different, bound to change colour as often as it is
moved.'

With this ecphrasis on the aspect of the peacock, the speaker clearly
positions himself in the mainstream of Second Sophistic. The text is
carefully polished to convey a sense both of the animal's special fea-
tures, and of the speaker's rhetorical talents.

If the final clause totiens - mouenda is excepted, the period may be
analysed as a structure almost entirely dominated by the element
'three': first there is a series of three closely parallel clauses in which
the peacock is compared to elements of human clothing. Each clause
consists of three elements, referring to the element of clothing (con-
chylio, patagio, syrmate), a comparative adjective (pressior, inaaratior, solu-
tior), and an exact indication of the spot (qua coUa florent, qua terra ful-
gent, qua caudae iacent. The clauses are almost isosyllabic (omm - florent:
14 syll. ; omni - fulgent: 16; omni - iacent: 14), and show various sound ef-
fects, such as homoeoteleuton and alliteration (florent... fulgent, syrmate
soluti'or). These complex clauses are followed by a simple series of three
adjectives referring to colour (multicolor, discolor, uersicolor), of which
the last one provides a smooth transition to the motif of 'change of
colour'. The third main part of the period, consisting of three apposi-
tions, is simple in its syntax and idiom, but turns to paradox for its spe-
cial effect (ipsa, semper alia, etsi semper ipsa quando alia). The final, fourth
part, no longer uses threefold subdivisions, but effectively sums up the
overall effect of the peacock's appearance: it will change whenever it
moves.

The whole eqshrasis is remarkably close to the sort of verbal pyro-
technics shown by Apuleius in his Florida, notably in his description of
the parrot in fl 12 (see also notes below). One may also compare his
praise of the varying aspects of a woman's hair in Met 2,9,1-5. In de-
scriptive passages as these, Tertullian seems as far removed from
'Christian writing', and as close to contemporary 'pagan' rhetorics as
can be.
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conchylio: the conchyliwn is a shell-fish or purple-fish, and hence it
came to be used for 'cloth dyed purple' (OLD s.v. 2c); cf. e.g. Quint. 1,2,6;
Juv. 3,81 (TLL s.v. 30,68 incorrectly takes this instance as an example of
colour rather than coloured cloth). It is, of course, no coincidence that
Tertullian compares parts of the peacock's uestis to forms of human
clothing: this subtly ties in the ecphrasis to the main theme of the
speech.

pressior: when used of colour, the adjective normally means 'sub-
dued, dull' (OLD s.v. 5b). Here it surely refers to a dark, full, luxurious
colour, without any associations of a lack of brightness.

qua colla florent: a poetic phrase, with the plural colla instead of the
normal singular, and metaphorical use offlorere. In Apuleius' descrip-
tion of the psittacus, details about the neck are also given: Fl. 12,1-2 color
psittaco uin'A's et inti'mis plumulis et extimis palmulis, nisi quod sola ceruice
distinguitw. Enimuero ceraicala eius circub mineo uelut aurea torqui pan
fulgoris circamacta cingitar et coronatar (that is: it is entirely green, ex-
cept for a red band around its neck).

patagio: the word, probably derived from the Greek, designates a
border on a women's tunic: patagium est quod ad swnmam tunicam adsai
sokt (Paul. Fest. p.221M, quoted by OLD s.v.). Cf. Apul. Met. 2,9,7 crines...
per colla dispositos sensimque sinuato patagio residentes. Given Tertullian's
comparison, it must normally have been a border of more precious
material than the rest.

inauratior: this is the only attested comparative form of the adjec-
tive; cf. TLL s.v. inauratus 1582,76f.

syrmate: a special form of theatrical dress, namely a long, trailing
robe; see Apul. ApoL 13,7 with HUNINK 1997,58 ad loc., who refers to
POTTHOFF 1992, 193-4. ifTertullian's speech is delivered in a theatre, the
mention of this special word is particularly significant.

multicolor et discolor et uersicolor: a second part of the period (for
the structure see introductory note), consisting of three adjectives in a
simple, paratactic order. Multicolor is surprisingly rare; before Tertul-
lian cf. only Plin. Nat. 37, 167 and 173 and Apul. Met. 11,3,5 (equally in a
context of dress). Di'scobr, by contrast, is fairly frequent; cf. TLL s.v.
1336, 18f. Multicolor and discolor are used in combination also in a biblical
passage: cf. Vulg. Ezech. 16,10 et uestiui te discoloribus; 16,13 uestita es...
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multicoloribus. For the final uersicolor ('with colours that change') cf. e.g.
Liv. 7, 10,7; 9,40,3; Plin. Nat. 9,40,3 (of a chameleon).

numquam ipsa - quando alia: a third part of the period, again con-
sisting of three elements. Here the speaker does not use uncommon
words or spectacular imagery. Taking up the word uersicolor he em-
ploys some enigmatic words about the elusive nature of the colour: the
peacock is never the same, but constantly changes, which essentially is
its real nature (etsi semper ipsa quando alia). For the formulation, cf. ear-
lier 2.3.2 rursus in forma mutauit mrsasorbis, alius idem; and highly suc-
cinct phrases such as 2.1.3 neque enim mundus, si non ut mundus proinde.

totiens denique mutanda quotiens mouenda: the clause that
rounds off the period summarises what the uestis of the peacock is all
about: it changes whenever the animal moves. Note the similarity in
sound ofmutanda and mouenda.

(3. 2.1) Nominandus est et serpens, licet pone pauum; nam et iste quod
sortitus est conuertit, corium et aeuum.

'The snake also must be mentioned, though after the peacock; for
this animal also exchanges what it has been allotted, namely its skin
and its age.'

The second example concerns the snake.
serpens: the snake is relatively widespread in Roman literature; cf.

TOYNBEE 1973, 223-36. It may be observed that the snake, because of its
yearly renewal of skin, became a symbol of eternal rebirth in ancient
mystery cults, as TOYNBEE remarks. In addition, the snake carries
strongly negative Christian associations, given its connection with the
story of Adam and Eve. Curiously perhaps, there is no trace of either
religious connotation here.

pone pauum: 'behind the peacock'. Note the alliteration of p. Pone
(of place) seems to be more or less synonym with post (of order), but
perhaps the word implies a little joke by the speaker. For if the snake is
literally 'behind' the peacock's tail, it will be hidden from sight,
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conuertit: the manner of change is different, so it will appear in the
following sentence. Whereas the peacock shows ever-changing colours,
the snake changes its skin; cf. introductory note to Ch. 3.

corium et aeuum: 'its skin and age' a somewhat surprising com-
bination, suggesting that both elements are of the same order. By
changing its corium, the snake is rejuvenated.

(3.2.2) Siquidem ut senium persensit, in angustias stipat, pariterque
specum ingrediens et cutem egrediens ab ipso statim limine erasus
exuuiis ibidem relictis nouus explicat; cum squamis et anni recusan-
tur.

'For as soon as it senses the coming of old age, it wrings itself into a
narrow spot, enters a hole and at once leaves its skin, being scraped
smooth at the very threshold. Abandoning its slough right there, re-
vived, it then snakes its way out. Along with its scales it shakes off the
years.'

A picturesque sentence describes the yearly process of the snake's re-
newal of skin. One may note the persistent s-sound (partly in al-
literation: siquidem... senium persensit... stipat... specum... statim... squamis... ),
possibly reminiscent of the animal's hissing. In addition, the proces of
losing the old skin seems to be illustrated by the syntax, with various
participial constructions (ingrediens... egrediens... erasus... exuiis relictis)
slowing down the rhythm and preparing for the result of the action:
nouu5 explicat.

senium persensit: for the alliteration of s, see introductory note to
the sentence.

in angustias stipat: the snake recedes into a narrow place, e.g. a hole.
Stipare is used intransitively (i.e. as se stipare; much as in 2.6.3 and in the
following explicat).

cutem egrediens: for the whole passage cf. Apul. Apol 51,6 Quibus...
remedio esse ait exauias stelionum, quas uelut senmm more ceterorum serpen-
tium temporibu5statuti's exuant. Earlier relevant instances are e.g. Verg. G.
3,437 and A. 2,473 posi'tis nouus exauiis; Ov. Met. 9,266 nouu5 serpens posita
cum pelle senecta. Here Tertullian plays with the contrast of entering a
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cave and leaving the old skin (ingrediens... egrediens). He seems to be the
first to use these verbs in a rhetorical contrast; for later examples, cf.
e.g. Aug. Civ.Dei 17,18 eum qui ingrediebatar ut uideret et egrediebatur ut
proderet; and In lohev. tr. 45, 15.

erasus: what the speaker seems to mean is that the snake is auto-
matically stripped as soon as it enters its specum, because the place is so
angustam. The four participial constructions in the sentence (cf. intro-
ductory note) clearly function as amplification of the preceding main
clause in angustias stipat.

exuuiuas: for exuuiae used of a snake's skin, cf. Apul. Apol. 51,6
quoted above; more examples in OLD 2; TLL s.v. exauiae 2129,45f.

squamis: the word is mostly used for scales offish, but it can also be
employed for reptiles; cf. Verg. A. 11,753-4: saudus at serpens sinuosa
uoiumina uersat / arrectisque horret squamis et sibilat ore; further e.g.
Acc.trag. 69 D. (517 R./W.); Gel. 2,6,20.

(3. 2.3) Hyaena, si obserues, sexus annalis est, marem et feminam al-
ternat.

'The hyena, if you look closely, is of an annual sex: it alternates be-
tween male and female.'

The third example of an animal, and the third variant of 'change': now
an alleged change of sex is involved.

hyaena: the animal does not occur often in Latin literature (twenty
times in Pliny the Elder and some occasional references). There is an
interesting passage on the hyena in Plin. Nat. 8,105-6, where the same
detail on a change of sex is mentioned: Hyaenis utramque esse naturam et
altemis annis mares, altemis feminas fieri, parere sine mare uulgus credit,
Aristoteles negat (105). After listing some miraculous particulars of the
hyena (e.g. its capacity to imitate human speech), Pliny adds: ocuh's milk
esse uarietates colorumque mutationes (106), a detail that might have been
useful in the present context, but is actually left out; for the hyena's
changing colour, see also Plin. Nat, 11,151 hyaenae in milk colores transe-
unt sabinde; further Ov. Met 15, 412 protinus adsimulat, tetigit quoscumque
colores.
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For the story of the hyena changing sex, see also Ov. Met. 15,408-10
si tamen est aliquid mirae nouitatis in istis / altemare uices et, quae modo
femina tergo/passa marem est, nunc esse marem miramur hyaenam; further
e.g. ClemAlex. Paed. 2,10 (85, 2). The animal was widely considered to
have special magical properties; cf. e.g. Plin. Nat. 28,92; Lac. 6,672. Per-
haps accordingly, it is rarely pictured in Roman art; cf. TOYNBEE1973, 92;
in general BCELLER 1909, 152-7.

sexus annalis: a remarkable combination that is not attested el-
sewhere. For the detail, cf. altemis annis in Plin. Nat. 8,105 quoted above.
Annalis is to be taken as 'lasting for one year only' (OLD s.v. 4).

marem et feminam: GERLO ad loc. suggests the words might be
taken as adjectives (sexum has to be added in thought), but given the
use ofmas andfemina in the quotations from Pliny and Ovid above, this
seems unlikely.

(3. 2.4) Taceo ceruum, quod et ipse aetatis suae arbiter, serpente pashis,
ueneno languescit in iuuentutem.

'I keep silent about the stag, that it also controls its own age; having
fed on a snake and falling sick with its poison, it is rejuvenated.'

This is the fourth animal in the list. It is closely connected to the second,
the snake. Not only does the change that the stag undergoes belong to
the same category as that of the snake (a change of skin and age), but it
is even said to feed on snakes.

taceo ceruum, quod et ipse: this may be seen as a case of prolepsis
(taceo quod ceraus ipse...)

ceruum: being a timid animal, the stag is nonetheless sometimes
mentioned in close connection to the hyena; cf. e.g. Lucr. 6,765-6; Plin.
Nat. 11,183. In Luc. 6,672-3 parts of both animals are mentioned in a
gruesome, magical ritual: non durae nodus hyaenae / defeat et cerui pastae
serpente medullae. Lucan alludes to the legendary detail that stags are
rejuvenated by eating snakes, as is made explicit by a scholium (Com-
menta Bemensia) ad loc. : quoniam ceruus cum serpentem comederit iuue-
nescit, sub tempus quo exuit comua. Cf. also Drac. Satisf. 67-8 cerua salutares
pasto serpente medellas / conficit. For stags fighting snakes, see Plin. Nat.
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8,118 and cf. Ael. NA 2,9. On stags in Roman art, see TOYNBEE 1973, 143-5;
in general on stags in antiquity see KELLER 1909,277-9.

aetatis suae arbiter: it was also said of the snake that it masters its
own fate; cf. quod sortitas est conuertit and anni recusantar (3.2.2). One
wonders if the Christian Tertullian would have felt an}?thing special
behind these words. Christians, for one thing, were taught that they
were not in control of their life, but had to accept what God gives.

ueneno languescit in iuuentutem: the alleged process of rejuvena-
tion seems rather paradoxical. The stag regains the strength of youth
by first falling ill through the poison of the snakes; cf. Tatian. Oral 18.
For the final use of in, cf. 1.3.2 in osci'Hum penduli impetus.

(3. 3.1) Est et Quadrupes tardigrada, agrestis, humilis, aspera. Testudinem
Pacuuianam putas? Non est. Capit et alia bestiola uersiculum, de me-
diocribus oppido, sed nomen grande.

'Then we have the four-footed, slowly stepping, earthly, lowly, stubborn
creature. Do you think I mean the Pacuvian tortoise? No, I don't. The
line applies to another little animal as well, really one of medium size,
but with a great name.'

An ostentatious literary quotation from archaic tragedy, accompanied
by an additional riddle, introduces the fifth and final animal not yet
mentioned here.

quadrupes - aspera: the allusion is to some lines of Pacuvius' play
Antiopa spoken by Amphion: Pac. Trag. 4-6 (W.) quadrupes tardigrada
agrestis humilis aspera / capite breui, cemice anguina, aspectu. tmci, / euis-
cerata inanima cum animali sono. The lines are quoted by Cic. Di'v. 2,133. In
their original context they already form a riddle by themselves, as
Cicero's words show: they are used by Amphion for a testado, the word
for both tortoise and lyre. The riddle of the turtoise and the lyre was to
have a long and varied afterlife in literature: see BORTHWICK 1970.

tardigrada: one of the daring composites for which Pacuvius was
well-known; on his special style cf. MANUWALD 2003, 120-7. Such com-
posites are modelled on the Greek, but are generally found to be less
natural in classical Latin. Well after Tertullian, the adjective is used for
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a tortoise in Hier. In Osee 3,12 (PL 25, 929C) testado tardigrada et onerata,
immo oppressa pondere suo, non tarn ambulat qu.am mouetar; m Jerome's
text the tortoise becomes a symbol for heretics burdened by their sins.

testudinem Pacuuianam: the line, and perhaps Pacuvius' works,
were apparently well-known even in Roman Africa. Cf. also Apul. Fl.
18,6, where possibly another line from Pacuvius' Antiopa is quoted.
Pacuvius is not mentioned elsewhere by Tertullian. On tortoises in an-
tiquity see KELLER 1913, 247-59.

non est: the speaker anticipates his audience's expectations, and
even manages to outdo Pacuvius. He readily 'gives away' the traditional
solution of the riddle, and makes the enigmatic line apply to another
animal, which first remains elusive. This seems an clever way to regain
the general attention, which may have become less sharp after four
successive animals.

oppido: 'utterly, altogether', to be taken directly with mediocribus.
The adverb is rare in Tertullian (attested only here), but it will be fa-
miliar to readers of archaic comedy and of Apuleius; cf. e.g. HUNINK
1997, 20 on Apol 3, 12.

nomen grande: one might take this as an ellipse, supplying est, or,
alternatively, as an apposition to bestiola. The point of the animal's
'great name' will be elaborated in the next sentence.

(3.3.2) Chamaeleontem qui audieris haud ante gnarus, iam timebis
aliquid amplius cum leone. At cum offenderis apud uineam ferme et
sub pampino totum, ridebis iUico audaciam et Graeci iam nominis,
quippe nec sucus est corpori, quod minutioribus multo Ucet.

'If you hear about a "chameleon," without any knowledge of it, you
will fear something bigger than a lion. But once you come across one,
generally in a vineyard, lying in its entirety under a vine foliage, you
will laugh right away at the boldness of its name, which is Greek at that.
For its body contains no moisture, unlike much smaller creatures.'

The new riddle is quickly solved, and the name of the chameleon is
mentioned. The audience is invited to think for a moment about the
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strangeness of this name, while the contrast between the lion and the
chameleon is sharpened.

chamaeleontem: the animal has always been admired for its capac-
ity to adapt its colour to its direct environment. Cf. e.g. Plin. Nat. 8, 122
et colons natara mirabilior: mutat namque eum sabinde et oculis etcauda et
toto corpore redditque semper quemcwnque proxime attingit praeter rubram
candidumque; defimcto pallor est; further 22,45-6 mutat enim cum terra col-
ores, hie niger, illic uiridis, aliubi cyaneas, aliubi croceus atque aliis coloribus;
and e.g. Arist. Histanim. 2, ll, 503al5-b28 and Sen. Nat. 1,5,7. For a de-
scription of its other properties, cf. Plin. Nat. 8,120-1 and 22,45. Tertul-
lian also mentions the animal in Anim, 32,3. In general see KELLER
1913, 281-4.

amplius cum leone: cum with ablative here equals praeter with ac-
cusative; THORNELL 1917, 58. The popular etymology ofchamaeleon with
leo (surprisingly not listed in MALTBY 1991) easily leads to a witty re-
mark (you will fear it') that is made possible by the great contrast be-
frween both animals. Cf. even KELLER 1913,284: 'Eigentlich istja der Be-
griff "Erdlowe" mehr als komisch'.

apud uineam: i.e. in uinea. For the extended use in later Latin ofapud
for in with ablative (especially with places), cf. TLL s.v. 337, 6lf.

totum: what is essential here is not, of course, that the chameleon
may be found lying under vine foliage or vine-shoots, but that it lies
there covered completely. By implication, this shows that the animal is
very small.

ridebis: as the impressive name appears to be used for a small ani-
mal, the instinctive reaction of fear (3. 3. 2 ti'mebis) gives way for an ex-
pression of relief.

et Graeci iam: the name is not only 'audacious', but even Greek,
quite like the pallium which is the subject of the speech. Here this is
meant as a further disparagement and invites the audience to laugh at
the pretentious Greeks. The speaker manifestly takes advantage of
common anti-Greek sentiments, which were so widely spread in Ro-
man culture that they may have been shared even by Africans.

Interestingly, Isid. Etym. 17,9,70 does mention a Latin name for the
chameleon: uiscarago ('eo quod uiscum gignat'), but the noun is not fur-
ther attested. One wonders ifTertullian knew it.
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nec sucus est: this must be taken as a reference to lack of blood, and
hence to weakness, which is a further argument for the chameleon's
inferiority to the lion. For the use ofsucus for 'vital fluid' of animals, cf.
OLD s.v. 3b.

quod minutioribus multo licet: the text is not certain, but the read-
ing adopted by GERLO (cf. also GERLO 1939, 400-1) makes good sense:
'which is the case with much smaller animals'. Licere is used, as often in
Tertullian, in a weakened sense, and multo must be taken as ablative of
measure with minutioribus. MARRA adopts Oehler's reading quod minori-
bus multo liquet 'che nelle bestie troppo minute e molle'.

(3. 3.3) Chamaeleon pelhcula uiuit. Capitulum statim a dorso; nam
deficit cenux. Itaque durum reflecti, sed circumspectu emissicii ocelli,
immo luminis puncta uertiginant.

'The chameleon lives through its skin. Its tiny head starts right at
the back, for lack of a neck. This head is hard to move, but when look-
ing around its little eyes protrude, no, they are hirning points of light.'

Some zoological details of the chameleon. Formally this introduces the
contrast between the animal's relative immobility and his capacity to
change completely. But this extent of precision is hardly necessary for
the speaker s argument. It rather illustrates his quest for interesting
particulars to captivate his audience, according to common Second
Sophistic practice.

peUicula uiuit: a brief, surprising turn explained by the context. The
chameleon's body does not have sucus and the animal is supposed to
live on air only (3. 3.4 de uento cibus). Pellicala is surely ablative here.

capitulum: the word is by no means exceptional, but it may have
been deliberately chosen here because of its length and rhythm, re-
sembling both chamaekon and pellicala. COSTANZA ad loc. (p. l2l) also
notes the relatively high number of diminutives in the description of
the chameleon (bestiola, uersiculum, pellicala, capitulum, ocelli), that add to
the comic effect.
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statim a dorso: another short sentence, where incipit or a similar
verb may be added in mind. The syntax may be said to imitate the
compact nature of the animal.

durum: according to GERLO we must interpret durum est chamaekonti
reflect!, but it seems easier to take durum as adjective with the preceding
capitulum: in the absence of a neck, the head is hard to turn around.

emissicii: a word coined by Plautus (TLL s.v. 498,57f.). See Plaut. AuL
41 circumspectratnx cam oath's emissiciis (said by Euclio to the old slave
woman Staphyla). Here the humour seems less obvious, although the
original Plautine background may still be resounding in the word, since
circumspectata also echoes circamspectatrix. The animal has protruding
eyes that move left and right; cf. e.g. Arist. Hi'st.Ani'm. 2,ll,503b36-8 and
Plin. Nat. 8,121 nec pupillae motu. sed totius oculi uersatione drcamspicit.

luminis puncta: this correction of the diminutive ocelli (following
capitalum) makes the size of the eyes look even smaller. The eyes are so
small that they may be called 'points' of light.

uertiginant: a very rare verb, probably coined by Tertiillian. It is
derived from uertigo for 'to whirl around, to revolve', and it is not at-
tested elsewhere.

(3. 3.4) Hebes, fessus, ubc a terra suspendit, molihir incessum stupens
et promouet, gradum magis demonstrat quam explicat, ieiunus scili-
cet semper et indefectus, oscitans uescitur, foUicans ruminat, de uento
cibus.

'It is numb and sluggish, hardly raising from the ground, proceeding
with effort, torpidly, trudging along, showing its step rather than tak-
ing it. Always fasting, it still does not faint, yawningly feeding itself,
inflating itself to ruminate, drawing food from the wind.'

A rather long sentence describes the chameleon's sluggishness and its
supposed characteristic of living on air. The former feature is indicated
in five cola of increasing length (from hebes to gradum - explicat), the
latter one in four cola of decreasing length (from lei'unus - indefectus to
de uento dbus). The structure of the sentence thus seems to support the
general image of the animal.
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suspendit: as in earlier instances, the verb must be taken reflexively
as se suspendit; d. 3.2.2. m angustias stipat.

molitur incessum: cf. e.g. Sen. Phaedr. 431 quid hucseniksfessa moliris
gradus (...)? and see TLL s.v. molior 1362, 52f., where this instance (with
incessum) is quoted without a direct parallel.

gradum - exphcat: the fifth and last variation on the motif of the
chameleon's sluggishness almost 'freezes' the image: the animal is said
to suggest its movement rather than to move. It is as if it raises one foot
in the air and leaves it at that. The final verb (explicare) was used in 3. 2.2
in connection with the snake, but in another sense.

ieiunus... et indefectus: the animal does not eat, but remains well.
Tertullian was a Christian apologist of fasting, and wrote a treatise De
leiunio. In his view, the contrast may have been less strong than to oth-
ers.

oscitans uescitur: a minor riddle, so it seems. The animal was gen-
erally supposed to live on air, perhaps because it has extensive lungs or
because its mouth is always open; cf. Plin. Nat. 8,122; Ov. Met. 15,411 id
quoque quod uentis animal nutritar et aura. The element of 'yawning' ef-
fectively continues the image of sluggishness from the first half of the
sentence, while at the same time suggesting the zoological particular
that it lives on air. There seems to be no example before Tertullian of
oscitare used for animals; after him, cf. e.g. Amm. 23,6,85.

follicans ruminat; the rare verb follicare has an intransitive sense
(contra LSh s.v.) 'follis speciem habere, i. aut rugosam esse aut tumere'
(TLL s.v. 1014,60f.). It occurs, perhaps surprisingly, in Apul. Met. 9,13,2
(on old mules) cariosa uulnerum putredinefollicantes. According to OLD s.v.
the sense in the Apuleian passage is 'to hang loosely, sag'. Cf. also Veg.
Mulom. 2, 140,1. Here, the image of the 'bellows' is taken literally, with
the chameleon expanding and contracting itself like bellows. The verb
mminare in its literal sense is used mostly for cattle, but also for other
animals (OLD s.v. l).

de uento cibus: sc. ei" est. The final element ends the relative obscu-
rity of the previous indications: the animal draws its substance from
the air. Syntactically, there is an unexpected change of subject, which
produces a surprise effect.
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(3.3.5) Tamen et chamaeleon mutare totus, nec aliud ualet. Nam cum
iUi colons proprietas una sit, ut quid accessit, inde sufiFunditur. Hoc
soli chamaeleonti datum, quod uulgo dictum est, de corio suo ludere.

'Nonetheless the chameleon also changes completely, even if it
cannot do an^hing else. For although it has a colour of its own, as soon
as it has approached something, it assumes its hue. Only the chameleon
has the gift of, as it is commonly called, "playing with its hide. '"

Finally, the speaker makes his real point: the chameleon can change its
whole colour. The contrast between the motionless, sluggish animal
and its surprising capacity of complete change is reinforced. A pun
based on a proverb rounds off the section on the chameleon.

nec aliud ualet: slightly elliptical for nec aliud facers potest. Valet is
also to be taken with mutare.

colons proprietas una: i.e. unus color praprius. For the juncture colons
proprietas, cf. Quint. Ded. 388,20 and Tert. Anim. 9,5.

ut quid accessit: translators generally take this as referring to the
chameleon 'as soon as it has approached something.' However, in the
light of the preceding section, where the chameleon was pictured as a
slow, almost immobile creature, one may doubt whether the animal is
not rather the object here and quid the subject: 'as soon as something
has approached it'.

suffimditur: the verb is primarily used with liquids (OLD s.v. l), but
here the issue is obviously one of colour (OLD s.v.2b), though not pallor
or rubor, as in other texts; cf. rather Sen. Nat. 1,3,1 luna non habet tantam
uirium ut nubes transeat et illis colorem suffimdat.

de corio suo ludere: the chameleon plays with its own hide, namely
by changing its colour. The speaker wittily alludes to proverbial ex-
pressions such as de alieno corio ludere 'to play at another's expense', as
in Apul. Met 7,11,6, and corio suo ludere 'risk one's skin', as in Mart.
3, 16,4-5 (about an artisan). The latter text may have been in Tertullian's
mind, given the occurrence of pellicula (cf. 3.3.3) in line 6. Both in-
stances are mentioned by OTTO 1890, 92, who also refers to Hier. Ep. 54,5
animalia quae de corio tao satarae uentrem simm capiunt. One may fiuther
compare Apul. Met. 7,15,3 panem sibi quisque de meo parabat corio. On a
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note of proverbs, Tertullian might also have alluded to phrases like
alienis cobribus adomare (OTTO, 15), which would have been fairly apt in
the case of the chameleon.

(3.4.1) Multa dicendum fait, ut ad hominem praestructim peruenire-
tur. Hunc quoquo primordio accipitis, nudus certe et inuestis figulo
suo constitit; post demum sapientiam, haud dum licitum, praereptam
potitur.

'Much needed to be said to arrive well-prepared at man. Whatever
you regard as his beginnings, by all means he was naked and undressed
when he was fashioned by his maker. It was only later that he grasped
wisdom, prematurely, before he was entitled to it.'

The speaker returns to man, tracing back the history of human cloth-
ing to the very beginnings of mankind. Rather inconspicuously, he en-
ters on another unmistakably biblical theme, the story of Adam and
Eve. After Sodom and Gomorrah, several means are employed to inte-
grate the element into the context as smoothly as possible: neither the
names of Adam and Eve are mentioned (unlike numerous other occa-
sions in Tertullian's works), nor the book of Genesis that contains their
story (Gen. 2-3). More remarkably still, the role of Eve is completely dis-
carded, man being dealt with in general terms that do not include a
distinction of the sexes. Finally, some words (quoquo primordio; certe;
figulo) and elements (illicit wisdom) create the impression that it is not
one particular story that is referred to, but elements common to vari-
ous ancient traditions. This way, the possible provocation of the audi-
ence is minimised.

multa dicendum fuerit: the use of the impersonal gemndive with a
direct object (here in the plural) is considered by some to be a Graecism
(HOPPE 1903, 57; GERLO ad loc. ) or an archaism (LHSz 2,372-3). There are
a number of cases in early Latin and in later Latin (e.g. Apul. Apol. 69,3
nupfe ualetudinem medicandum), and it is not exceptional in Tertullian;
cf. e.g. Idol 20 quodsi decs dicendum erit; Apol, 21,5.

praesta'nctim: 'well-prepared', an adverb possibly coined by Ter-
tullian and not attested elsewhere. For the form, cf. 2. 2.4 temporatim.
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hunc; sc. hominem. In this passage, there is no distinction between
man and woman, as in the biblical story that is clearly alluded to (cf.
introductory note).

nudus et inuestis: there are no alternative famous stories about the
beginnings of the world which present man as 'naked and without
clothes' and Tertullian is clearly thinking of Adam here; cf. introduc-
tory note. He cleverly employs the fact of life that man is born this way.
He may also have recalled philosophical reflections on early man, as
Lucr, 5,223-5 (... ) nudus humi iacet infans indigus omni/uitali auxilio, aim
primum in luminis oras / nix.ibus ex aluo matris natara profudit. Ancient
readers may perhaps also have thought of the famous passage of the
shipwrecked Odysseus, naked on the shore ofScheria in Horn. Od. 5 and
6. For the primordial nudity of Adam and Eve, see Gen. 2,25 erat autem
uterque nudus, Adam scilicet et uxor eius; et non erubescebant; in Tertullian's
works e.g. Virg.vel. 11,2 Adam et Eua, quamdiu intellecta carebant, nudi
agebant.

figulo suo: probably a dative expressing the agent with constiti't
(where constare seems to be used as variant for the passive forms of
constituo).

In Christian literature, ̂ iiius 'potter' was to become widely used for
the Maker of the universe, i.e. God; cf. TLL s.v. 722,4f. (with iutum or
uascuium often used for man). The image was surely inspired by Gen, 2,7
formauit igitar Dominus Deus hominem de limo terrae. Within Tertullian's
oeuvre figulus is already regularly associated with God; cf. e.g. advMarc.
2,2 (p. 336,3) nisi quod Adam numquam figulo sao dbiit: non pmdenter definx-
i'sri me. Cf. also Cam. 5 (p.31,2lf.) bene autem quod... totam hominis figala-
tionem deo nostro cedunt.

However, to the audience of the speech the word could not yet
carry this as a dominant association. It may even be argued that it
would have seemed closer to the 'demiurge' of Platonic philosophy and
Gnostic thought. In that case, the word would have been deliberately
chosen by Tertullian to reduce the Christian colour of his example (see
also introductory note).

sapientiam, haud dum licitum: GERLO regards this as the equivalent
of a Greek accusative OERITOV ov, but it is easier to add in mind erat.
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The speaker primarily means the biblical story of Adam and Eve and
the tree of wisdom; cf. Gen. 3,1-7. Meanwhile his words are carefully
selected and allow readers to interpret them also as a reference to sto-
ries such as that of Prometheus, who stole the wisdom of the gods.

sapientiam... potitur: in most senses ofpoti'or, an object in the accu-
sative is possible; cf. OLD s.v., with examples, mostly from archaic and
post-classical Latin (notably Apuleius); further TLL s.v. 334, 14f. with a
convenient table illustrating the usage of various case forms with the
verb.

praereptum: the word clearly evokes the image of plucking fruit
from the biblical tree (Gen. 3,6), but it is generally used for 'snatching
away' all sorts of objects.

(3. 4.2) Ibidem quod in nouo corpore indebitum adhuc pudori erat
protegere festinans ficulneis foliis interim circumdat; dehinc cum de
originis loco exterminat, quippe deliquerat, peUitus orbi at metaUo
datur.

'Then and there he hastened to cover the part of his new body not
yet meant for shame: for the time being he veiled it with fig-leaves.
Later, when he was exiled fi-om his birthplace, because he had sinned,
he was shown into the world, as if into a mine, clad in a skin.'

Some further details from the story of Adam and Eve. Their names are
still not mentioned and the speaker remains somewhat vague, but
there seems to be less room for other interpretations than in the pre-
ceding sentence. The rather complex syntax of the first part and the
striking imagery in the second part are perhaps intended as diver-
sionary tactics.

quod... indebitum adhuc pudori erat: an easy, etymologising refer-
ence to the pudenda. Cf. Anim. 38 sic enim Adam et Eua ex agnitione bom et
mail pudenda tegere senserunt.

nouo corpore: though the expression may recall 3.2.2 nouus (of the
snake that has cast off its hide) Adam's body is, of course, new simply
because it has just been created.
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ficulneis foliis: cf. Gen. 3,7 consuerunt folia ficus et fecemnt sibi perizo-
mata. The alliterating combination (continuing the f-sound in festinans)
also occurs in Padic. 6 (p. 229, 28f. ) deficulneisfollispntriginem retinens.

de originis loco: again (as with Adam and Eve) the speaker omits too
explicit a reference to the biblical story by leaving out the name of
paradisus.

exterminat: i.e. exterminatur; the active form here has a passive
sense, cf. TLL s.v. extermino 2015,5f.

quippe deliquerat: Tertullian refers to tt^e primordial sin of Adam
and Eve. But the audience must have associated the expression with the
notion ofpraereptasapientia in the preceding sentence, where echoes of
non-biblical stories seemed possible. The concept of some 'sin' perpe-
trated by the first man is common to other stories too, as in that of
Deucalion's flood; cf. Ov. Met. l,182f.

pellitus: 'clad in skins'. Cf. Gen. 3, 21 fecit quoque Dominus Deus Adae et
uxori eius tunicas pelliceas et induit eos; in Tertullian's works cf. Cam. 7
(p. 34,19) illae pelliciae tanicae, quas Adam et Eua paradisam exuti induemnt.

The concept that primitive man's first 'real' clothes, apart from the
fig leaves, were animal skins, is, again, not exclusively biblical; cf. Lucr.
5, 954 (necdum... sciebant.. ) pellibus et spoltis corpus uestire feramm; 1011
inde casas postqaam ac pellis ignemque pararunt.

orbi ut metallo: a striking comparison of the world (outside para-
dise) with a mine, that is, a place of toil and suffering. Tertullian makes
this association explicit in adv. Marc. 2, 2 (p. 335, 24f. ) in ergastulum terrae
laborandae relegatus. It may be added here that the mines were also in-
famous in antiquity as places of punishment for slaves.

In classical Latin poetry and prose there is a general horror of
'delving the earth for metals'; cf. e.g. Ov. Met. 1,138-40; Plin. Nat. 33,1
(the author of this commentary is preparing a special study on the
subject). Tertullian carries the motif yet one step further by closely
associating mining as such with original sin. On mining in antiquity, see
in general FORBES 1963, 149-62; HEALY 1978; on slaves and Christians as
the workforce in mines, HEALY, 135-8.
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(3.5.1) Sed arcana ista, nec omnium nosse. Cedo iam de uestro quod
Aegyptii narrant et Alexander digerit et mater legit de tempestate
Osiridis, qua ad ilium ex Libya Amman facit ouium diues.

'But these are mysteries not for all to know. Come, show us some-
thing of yours, a story told by the Egyptians, listed by Alexander, read
by his mother, a story about the time of Osiris, when Amman, rich in
sheep, made his way to him from Africa.'

Having presented his biblical example in a fairly unobtrusive manner,
the speaker ends on a more polemical note, and moves to a pagan story
relevant to the theme of early human clothing.

arcana ista: sc. sunt, while the following nec omnium nosse requires
est. The speaker poses here as the possessor of a secret knowledge, not
to be made public to all. In doing so, he claims a form of exclusiveness
and refuses further explanation. This may be said to be a deliberate
affront of his audience. During the time he alluded to Adam and Eve, he
did so in such a way as not to exclude the audience, but now he allows
himself quite a polemical stand (cf. also earlier 2.5.1-2). The allusions to
special knowledge and Christian teaching appear to be intended to
show off and impress upon the audience; cf. also Vis 1949, 29. For the
use ofarcanus, cf. OLD s.v. 3.

cedo iam de uestro: a phrase that sounds rather colloquial. 'Now
you must give something from what is yours, ' i.e. 'from your tradition.'
For the polemical use of the second person plural uos, cf. note on 2.5.2.

Alexander: the person meant here is Alexander the Great, who al-
legedly wrote a letter to his mother Olympias, in which he gave an 'Eu-
hemeristic' account of the Egyptian Gods. The story was told by the
historian Leo ofPella (3rd or 2nd century B.C. ; cf. DNP s.v. Leon 8), who
seems to have written the letter himself. The forged letter was widely
quoted by Christian authors; cf. Min.Fel. Oct. 21,3; Athenag. Leg. 28; Aug.
Civ.Dei 8,27; 12,11. Another mention in Tertullian's works is Coron. 7,6.
The present testimony is FGH nr.659 fr.9b.

Earlier scholars have sometimes assumed Tertullian is referring to
Alexander Polyhistor and his work Aegyptiaca; cf. still MARRA'S note ad
loc. However, the parallels from other authors, notably Augustine,
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clearly prove otherwise. Possibly Tertullian did not read the Greek
source directly, but through Varro's Antiquitates, as GERLO suggests (fol-
lowing GEFFCKEN).

digerit: 'to classify'. The verb here replaces scribere with a more
technical term. The word is often used in relation to writers; cf. TLL s.v.
digero 1119, 45f. with several examples from Tertullian, e.g. Ani'm. 9,4
diligentissime digemntar, ut etiam probentar.

tempestate: i.e. tempore; cf. OLD s.v. tempestas 1.
Amman: the story, then, is that AmmoQ travelled from Africa to

Egypt, and so first imported sheep into that country. Cf. Hyg. Astron.
2,20 de Hammonis simulacra Leon, qui resAegyptias conscripsit, ait, cam Liber
Aegyptwn et reliquos fines regno teneret et omnia primus hominibus ostendisse
diceretur, Hammonem quendam ex Africa uenisse et pecoris multitudinem ad
Liberum addwdsse, quo facilius et eius gratia uteretar et aliquid primus inu-
enisse diceretar.

(H)ammon is the Libyan god Amun, which was equated by the
Greeks with Zeus. The oracle of Zeus-Ammon at Siwa in Egypt was to
become well-known in antiquity, particularly because of the visit by
Alexander the Great; cf. e.g. Arr. 3,3-4; Curt. 4,7. Osiris was commonly
equated with Dionysus (Liber).

(3.5.2) Denique cum ipsis Mercurium autumant forte palpati arietis
mollitie delectatum deglubasse ouiculam, dumque pertemptat quod
facilitas materiae suadebat, tractu prosequente filum eliquasse et in
restis pristinae modum, quam philyrae taeniis iunxerat, texuisse.

'Well, together with these people they allege that Mercury, having
found delight in the softness of a casually stroked ram, skinned a little
sheep, and attempting what the easy material suggested, he kept on
tearing it and produced a thread. This he then weaved in the model of
the pristine cord, which he had joined together from strips of bast.'

A carefully balanced period tells the tale of the invention of the use of
wool by Mercury. Although the speaker clearly defends the biblical
authority about the invention of human clothing, he seems eager to
show his knowledge of ancient myth and antiquarian detail.
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denique: there is no sense of a final element here, but the sense is 'in
short, to sum up'; cf. OLD s.v. 3.

cum ipsis... autumant: both the reference in ipsis and the subject of
the verb are a problem. The most natural sense seems to be that 'along
with the Egyptians (cum ipsis), people like Alexander make their asser-
tions. ' But with Alexander as the logical subject, the plural ofautumant
would require some explanation. The speaker may be thinking about
Alexander and his mother, or more vaguely, about the Greeks in gen-
eral. Another option is that of MARRA, who explains cum ipsis as 'cum
Aegyptiis et Alexandra' and takes autumant in a general sense, i.e. 'it is
argued'.

Alternatively, the subject ofautumant could be the Egyptians, which
would then create a problem with cum ipsis. This in turn could be solved
by having it refer to Amman and Osiris and linking it to Meramum...
deglubasse ouiculam rather than with autumant: 'the Egyptians allege
that in the company ofAmmon and Osiris Mercury... skinned a sheep.'
This solution seems strained, but in this speech it cannot be excluded
on that account.

Mercurium: the third god in the story, after Ammon and Osiris
(juppiter and Liber), is presented directly with his Roman name.

autumant: for the archaic verb, see on 2.5. 1.
deglubasse: another archaic verb, cf. Pl. Poen. 1312 deglupta maena (a

term of abuse); Suet. -Tib. 32,2 boni pastoris esse tondere pecus, non de-
glubere (a phrase from Tiberius on the proper way of dealing with
provinces). The second citation is interesting: what Mercury is doing
here seems the opposite of what a shepherd ought to do.

It is tempting to assume that Tertullian knew Tiberius' maxim, and
that he was thinking of the Good Shepherd, Jesus Christ. This seems all
the more likely in this polemical context. Imagery of the Good Shep-
herd is present in Christian texts at an early stage; an example that is at
least very close to Tertullian can be found in the Pass-Perp. 4,8; cf. AMAT
1996, 205 ad loc.

arietis: in quite another sense, aries occurred already before in the
speech; see 1.3.2.

pertemptat; the tempus of this form is irregular, the imperfect be-
ing due here. In the previous sentence, the historic present was also
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used (narrant, digerit, legit), but now the clause forms part of a longer
and more complex period, and so its occurrence is remarkable.

tractu prosequente: the combination looks rather recherche, but
both words are in fact taken in their primary sense: 'as the action of
tearing followed'.

filum eliquasse: almost casually, Mercury is supposed to have in-
vented a thread of wool, which could then be of further use. The exact
manner in which we are to visualise a thread being produced by the
mere skinning of a sheep remains unclesar. Given the general contempt
in Greco-Roman culture for manual labour and particularly for female
tasks, the speaker possibly did not even wish to be accurate here. Early
in the speech, Tertullian briefly alluded to wool in 1.3.2.

The verb eliquare means 'to purify by straining' and hence 'to cause
to flow' (OLD s.v. 1 and 2), and is mostly used of liquids, e.g. Apul. Met.
10,30, 1 mons ligneus... fiuuiales aquas eliquans. See further TLL s.v. 392,37 f.

restis pristinae... iunxerat: unlike the rather vague reference to
Mercury's invention (see previous note), the phenomenon on which it
is modelled is described with some precision, as an interesting piece of
antiquarian knowledge. Archaic Egyptian rope is argued to have con-
sisted of'straps of bark'. How a thread of wool was weaved into some-
thing similar to a primitive rope is, again, left: in the dark.

Philyra is 'the fibrous membrane under the bark of the linden- or
lime-tree, basf (OLD s.v.), a rare word used by Pliny (e.g. 19,31 a.o.), but
also, more famously, in Hor. Carm. 1,38,2 displicent nexae philyra coronae;
cf. NlSBET / HUBBARD 1970, 424 ad IQC.

(3.5.3) Sed uos omnem lanitii dispensationem structuramque telarum
Mineruae maluistis, cum penes Arachnen diligentior officina.

'You, however, have preferred to leave all arrangement of wool and
disposition of looms up to Minerva, although there was a more diligent
workplace with Arachne.'

Another, Greco-Roman, tale on the invention of weaving is mentioned
and contrasted with the Eastern tradition.
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sed uos... : although the previous example about Mercury was an-
nounced to be de uestro (3.5.1), it now turns out to belong to a foreign
tradition. The speaker manages to create an additional contrast be-
tween his audience, now representing Greek and Roman culture at
large, and the tradition of Egypt and the East. Implicitly, this alludes to
the general point of the dissension in ancient sources due to conflicting
theories, an argument widely used by Christian authors.

lanitii dispensationem: deliberate use of solemn instead of plain
words (e.g. lame curam). As GERLO rightly points out, the real issue is the
'first usage' or 'invention' of treating wool, so the words are also rather
vague. Much the same may be said for the following structura (i. e. tex-
tura).

Mineruae: for Minerva (Athena) as the inventor of weaving and
making clothes, particularly of wool, cf. e.g. Verg. A. 5,384; 7,805. In
general on Minerva as inventor of arts and crafts, see RE s.v. Minerva
1787. For technical information on wool and other textiles in antiquity,
see FORBES 1956, 2-58 (wool: 2-27).

maluistis: for the construction ofmalle with a direct and an indirect
object, cf. Cic. Plane. 59 quamquam illi omnia malo quam mihi and Leg. 1,34
(TLL s.v. malo 202,33f.). Malle with only an indirect object was used ear-
lier in the speech, 1.2.2 Romam's deus maluit.

Arachnen: the contrast between Minerva and Arachne was inspired
by Ov. Met. 6, 1-145. Ovid reports how young Arachne from Lydia chal-
lenges Minerva to a weaving contest. In the end, Minerva becomes jeal-
ous ofArachne's achievements and changes her into a spider. The story
is also alluded to in Verg. G. 4,246-7. Cf. further Plin. Nat. 7,196, who
mentions Arachne as the inventor of linum et retia, and her son Closter
as the inventor of the spindle. In the present context, Arachne
represents the East and its variant methods of weaving.

(3.6.1) Exinde materia. Nec de ouibus dico Milesiis et Selgicis et Altinis,
aut quis Tarentum uel Baetica duet natura colorante, sed quoniam et
arbusta uestiunt, et lini herbida post uirorem lauacro niuescunt.

'Ever since there is cloth. I do not speak about the sheep from Mi-
letus, Selge or Altinum, or the sheep for which Tarentum and Baetica
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are renowned, where they are coloured by nature, but what I say is that
trees dress us too, and that the grassy parts of flax, initially green,
when washed, turn white as snow.'

An elaborate reference to some famous types of wool, and to the use of
cotton and linen. The syntax is rather complex; cf. below on quoniam...
uestiant et nmescunt.

Milesiis - Baetica: five places are mentioned that were renowned
for different types of wool. They are: the towns Mileta^s, Selge, Altinum
(in the North East of Italy), and Tarentum, and the province ofHispania
Baetica (more or less modern Andalusia in southern Spain). Most of
these names are also listed in discussions on the best types of wool; cf.
Plin. Nat, 8,190 lana autem laudatissima Apula et quae in Italia Graeci pecoris
appellatar, alibi Italica; tertium locum Milesiae aaes obtinent. Apulae breues
uillo nec nisi paenulis cekbres; circa Tarentam Canusiumque summam nobili-
tatem habent (...) alba Circwnpadanis nulla praefertar; further Col. 7,2,3-4
generis eximii Calabras Apulasque et Milesias nostri existimebant earumque
optimas Tarentinas. Nunc Gallicae pretiosiores habentur earwnque praecipue
Altmates (... ) In Baetica Corduba nec minus Asia rutilos. A series of poems on
different type of wool is Mart. 14, 154-8 (who mentions Altinum in
14,155,2). In general on the various regions known for their wool, see
ample material collected in RE s.v. 'lana' 594-614.

The first three names mentioned by Tertullian allude to costly types
of wool, whereas the last two represent different colours: dark (Taren-
turn) and red (Baetica): cf. Plin. Nat. 8,191 Coiorum plura genera, quippe
cum desint etiam nomina his; quas natiuas appellant aliquot modi's; Hispania
nigri uelleris praecipuas habet, Polkntia iuxta Alpes cani, Asia rutili, quas
Erythraeas uocant, item Baetica, Canusium falui, Tarentum et saae pulliginis.
On the various colours of Roman costume in general, see SEBESTA 1994;
on dying of textiles in antiquity, see FORBES 1956, 98-142.

Milesiis: Miletus, mentioned as the first place here, was famous in
antiquity for its wool; cf. e.g. Verg. Ge. 3,306 and see Gow 1950, 300-1 on
Theocr. 15, 126.

Selgicis: whereas the other names are amply attested in connection
to wool and sheep (see the respective notes), the town of Selge is rela-
lively unknown. It was situated in Pisidia in Asia Minor; cf. Strab.
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12,7,2-3, who says that the region is fertile and rich of cattle. It is occa-
sionally mentioned in ancient sources, e.g. Arr. Anab. 1,28,1; Pliny men-
tions its oil: Plin. Nat. 15,31; 23,95. It remains unclear why Tertullian
inserted one much less common name in his short list.

Altinis... Tarentum... Baetica: both Northern Italy and Southern
Italy are frequently mentioned in ancient sources as regions that pro-
duce wool; cf. quotations in note above on Milesiis - Baetica. Southern
Spain was hailed for its wool by Martial (e.g. 9,61,2-3; 12,65,5), who, of
course, came from the region himself. The province seems to have had
the most systematic production of wool; see RE s.v. 'lana' 614.

duet: 'is renowned'; for the absolute use of the verb cf. TLL s.v. clueo
1361,44f.

natura colorante: by implication, this alludes to artificial colouring
of wool and other materials by man. For this, cf. Sen. Ep. 71,31 quemad-
modum lana quosdam cobres semel ducit, quosdam nisi saepius macerata et
percocta non perbibit, sic... In that context, Seneca also uses the verb co-
lorare (disdplma... animum non colorauitsed infecit).

quoniam... uestiunt et niuescunt: quoniam with a substantive clause
replaces a classical accusative with infinitive. This phenomenon, very
common in late and Medieval Latin, is first attested in Tertullian,
mostly with quod or quia, much less frequently with quoniam; cf. HOPPE
1903, 76-7 (who does not mention this instance).

The situation is rather complex here, since the verb (dico) has to be
supplied firom the beginning of the sentence. Tertullian thus combines
two constructions ofdicere: dico de ouibus and dico quoniam... uestiunt.

arbusta: for instance, cotton-trees; cf. Verg. Ge, 2,120-1; Plin. Nat.
12,38 lanigerae arbores. See in general RE s.v. 'Baumwolle' 167-173;
FORBES1956, 43-9.

lini... niuescunt: stalks of flax, green by nature, turn white after
being washed. This explanation is a rather ostentatious reference to the
material linen. For the abundant ancient material on flax, cf. RE s.v.
'Flachs' 1235-85; further FORBES 1956, 27-43. Viror is a word possibly
coined by Apuleius, who uses it in Fl. 10,4 amnium fluores, pratomm
uirores; see HUNINK 2001, 124 ad loc. (with ref.). The verb niuesco is very
rare; it is only attested elsewhere in Anth. Lat. 136,4 (Riese).
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(3. 6.2) Nec fuit satis tunicam pangere et serere, ni etiam piscari uesti-
turn contigisset; nam et de man uellera, qua muscosae lanositatis lau-
tiores conchae comant.

'And it did not suffice to plant and sow for a tunic, if it had not also
proved possible to fish for clothes. For fleeces also come from the sea
too, inasmuch as the finer sheUs of mossy woolliness are adorned with
them.'

In another rhetorical extension of the motif, the speaker now refers to
fabric made from fish. Striking combinations add some light notes, and
one may note the stylistic embellishment in the last clause through
remarkable words, and alliteration of! and c.

tunicam pangere et serere: the combinations are, of course, unat-
tested and used as a pun by Tertullian. They resume the point that
clothes were made of vegetable matter (3. 6. 1); cf. TLL s.v. pango 208, 76f
't. ponihir pro herbis, e quibus conficitur'.

piscari uestitum: a second pun. It neatly parallels the first one, 'fish-
ing for clothes' being no less remarkable a turn.

et de man uellera: sc. sunt, ueniunt, or some other verb form. The
reference is to the pina, a species of mussel covered with threads, that
could be used for clothing. Cf. RE s.v. 'Muscheln' 787-9, where this in-
stance is quoted along with Procop. De aedif. 3, 1 (B 247, 19-20); see fur-
ther HEINE 1969, 51, who discusses the Latin expression lana marina.

muscosae lanositatis - comant: resounding, relatively long words
illustrate the curious phenomenon. Lanosi'tas is not attested elsewhere,
and may have been coined by Tertullian for the occasion; cf. also his
use oflanitium in 3.5.3. Muscosus, on the other hand, is known from Ca-
tul. 68, 58 mu5coso... e lapide and Verg. Ed, 7,45 muscosifontes.

The syntax of the polished, rhetorical clause remains rather vague.
One would be inclined, with MARRA, to take the genitive with comant
('che Ie conchiglie si adornano splendide del lanoso muschio'; cf. also
his index s.v. 'comare alicuius rei'), but no such use of the verb is
known; TLL s.v. comatus 1756, 52 quotes a case with the ablative in
Mart.Cap. 9,909 (bmttei's). Therefore, it seems better to take it intransi-
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lively with conchae. The verb comare, formed from older comatus, is rare,
not being attested before Tertullian and only rarely after him.

(3. 6.3) Prorsus haud latet bombycem (uermiculi genus est) quae per
aerem liquando araneorum horoscopis idonius distendit, dehinc
deuorat, mox aluo reddere. Proinde, si necaueris, a nemate iam sta-
mina uolues.

'Furthermore is it not hidden that what the silk-worm (a species of
worm), leads through the air, extending it more adroitly than the sun-
dials of spiders, and then devours, is finally reproduced from its belly.
Therefore, if you kill it, you can then roll ofiF threads from its pupa.'

Another form of dress made from a living creature: the silk-worm.
haud latet... reddere: the construction is clear, but perhaps not im-

mediately transparent. Latet is used impersonally, governing an accusa-
tive and infinitive bombycem... reddere, the object of which is quae...
deuorat. The construction has led to some confusion among earlier
scholars, who assumed quae to be a female nominative with bombyx
(some examples are given by GERLO).

For the impersonal use of latet with an accusative and infinitive, cf.
Idol. 15 (p.48,6f.) si quos latet... ostiomm deos apud Romanes (sc. esse); fur-
ther e.g. Ov. Font. 1,7,4 haec me Nasonem scribere uerba latet?; Vitr. 9,2,3;
see TLL s.v. lateo 997, 27f. This use may properly be called 'impersonal',
although TLL (id. 997,36f.) distinguishes it from a strictly impersonal
use in Tert. Test. anim. 2 (p. l36, 13f.) de natara quoque dei... nec te latet.

bombycem: the bombyx is a worm that produces silk, closely associ-
ated with Asia Minor, notably Assyria (Plin. Nat. 11,75). The material is
well-known from ancient sources, where it was often distinguished
from Chinese silk, which was even more expensive; e.g. Apul. Met. 8,27.
For the bombyx see particularly Plin. Nat. 11,75-78, esp. 76 telas ara-
neomm modo texunt ad uestem Iwavnque feminarum, quae bombycina ap-
pellatar; further RE s.v. 678,10f. Tertullian also mentions it in adv.Marc.
1,14 (p.308,10) bombycis stamina. On silk in antiquity, see further FORBES
1956, 49-58.
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Perhaps surprisingly, Tertullian has omitted the reference to female
clothing. The bombyx is particularly associated with luxurious, trans-
parant clothes; cf. Prop. 2,3, 15. This phenomenon was condemned by
moralists, for example in Sen. Ep. 90, 20; Ben. 7, 9. One might expect no
less from Tertullian, who wrote against all female luxury in his Cult.

uermiculi genus est: a rather curious parenthesis. In the speech
there are many exotic elements that would qualify for additional ex-
planation, whereas bombyx may be said to be relatively well-known.

The words underscore the distinction between this example and the
previous one, which was related to the sea. In addition, the phrase may
be said to be rhetorically functional: it allows the audience a short
break. Perhaps Tertullian was even thinking of Ps. 21,7 ego autem sum
uermis et non homo (he quotes a biblical phrase, e.g. adv. Marc. 4, 21
(p.491,15)), and relished the contrast of the humble, little animal and
the luxurious silk it produces.

liquando: for the use of the gerund instead of the participle, cf. on
2. 2. 5 decurrendo. The sense of the verb is the primary one, 'liquefaci-
endo gignere, exprimendo, evomendo conficere'. Thus TLL s.v. 1489,52f.,
with the additional explanation of this instance as 'liquatur filum con-
cretum e liquore, quern evomit bombyx' and the suggestion of different
readings (aliquando or the verb eliquando).

araneorum horoscopis idonius: a double image. The siUc-worm's
pupa is compared to the threads of spiders, for which the metaphor of
sundials is used. The comparison with spiders was not uncommon, as is
brought out by the example from Plin. Nat 11,76 quoted above; cf. also
Serv. G. 2,121 bombyces appellantur, qui in aranearwn morem tenuissimafila
deducant. For the imagery of sundials for their webs, GERLO quotes Ael.
NA 6, 57, but there the spiders are only called 'clever at geometry' be-
cause they make perfect circles. TLL s.v. horoscopus 2974, 35 suggests the
word means as much here as telum, and refers to RE s.v. Arachne 367-8
mentioning a sundial called Arachne in Vitr. 9,8,1.

Idonius must be the comparative of the adverb (against TLL s.v.
idoneus 237,72f.)

nemate; the text is, as often, not fully certain. Here the interpreta-
tion of MARRA and GERLO is followed; for a discussion see the latter's
note. Nema represents Greek, vrjpa 'that which is spun' and must refer
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to the pupa. The silk-worm is, somewhat funnily, pictured as a spool
from which the threads may rolled off, ready for use.

(3.7.1) Tantam igitur paraturam materiarum ingenia quoque uesti-
ficinae prosecuta, primum tegendo homini qua necessitas praecessit,
dehinc et omando, immo et inflando qua ambitio successit, uarias
indumentorum formas promulgare.

'A so manifold produce of cloths was then followed by the talents of
tailoring, which - first by covering man wherever necessity had pre-
ceded, then by adorning, no, inflating him wherever ambition had
come next - promulgated the various forms of attire.'

A rather complex period illustrates the next stage in the alleged devel-
opment of clothing: after the invention of the basic forms, a great vari-
ety comes into being, as the basic purpose of protection gradually
makes way for luxury. The moralistic element is difficult to overhear
but does not surpass the conventional; similar lines may be read passim
in Seneca, e.g. Ep. 86 on luxiirious bathrooms, contrasted with the sim-
plicity of old times.

tantam - promulgare: the syntax is difficult, ifpromulgare is to be
taken as a contracted form ofpromulgauere, as HOPPE 1932, 41n2 argues
(followed by GERLO), ingenia... uestificinae is the subject of the whole pe-
riod. This subject has a participial construction (prosecuta, with para-
turam as the object). Three cases of the gerundive (two of them with
relative clauses) prepare for the main clause. Alternatively, one might
take the whole period as an accusative and infinitive, with ingenia as
the accusative and promulgare as a present infinitive. This construction
would be rather unexpected here, but it could be explained as a con-
tinuation of 3. 6. 6 latet bombycem... reddere (the short sentence proinde -
uoiues would then have to be taken as a parenthesis).

uestificinae: 'making of garments'. The word is not attested el-
sewhere and may have been made by Tertullian. Ingenia... uestificinae is
a stately periphrasis for 'talented tailors'.

paraturam: a rare noun used several times, in various meanings, by
Tertullian, cf. Spect. 4,3 uniuersam spectacubmm parataram; Coron. 1,3
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calciatas de euangelii paratara. The specific sense here is 'res ipsa parata',
according to TLL s.v. 321,25f.

tegendo homini... omando... deflando: three cases of the gerundive,
as datives of purpose, with homini to be taken with all three; cf. the
rather similar use of the gerund in 2.2,5 decurrendo... cauillando... obhu-
mando. The series illustrates the gradual perversion in the use of dress.
After satisfyi ng basic needs, clothing inspires desire of decoration, and

in the end stimulates human ambition. It is to be noted that the speaker
seems to blame the manufacturers of clothing, rather than its users, for
the immoral development.

immo et inflando: as a little extra, the speaker corrects himself, and
thereby seems to suggest that the human desire for omatas by means of
clothes was immediately overshadowed by ambition.

indumentum: the first occurrence in the speech of this word for
'garment' (later also 4.7.2; 5.2.2). It is not used by authors from the clas-
sical period, the earliest occurrences being Apul. Fl. 9,17 and Gell.
16,19,12; see TLL s.v. 1259,6lf.

promulgare: on the form and function of the word, cf. note above
on tantam -promulgare. The sense here almost equals that ofprouulgare
'to spread along the people', 'to make generally hiown', and it may
even have been confused with this verb in the MSS.

(3.7.2) Quarum pars gentiUtus inhabitantur, ceteris incommunes, pars
uero passiuitus, omnibus utiles, ut hoc paUium, etsi Graecum magis,
sed Ungua iam penes Latium est. Cum uoce uestis intrauit.

'These are partly worn by individual peoples, not in common with
the rest, but are also partly found everywhere, useful to all, as for in-
stance this pallium. It is, to be sure, more Greek, but as far as the word
is concerned, it belongs to Latium by now. With the word the dress was
introduced.'

Specifyi ng various forms of human clothing, the speaker swiftly intro-

duces the pallium. The garment is given as an example of common dress,
but it is immediately linked to Greek culture, and even more strictly to
Roman culture, on account of its name (which is Latin). The sentence is
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syntactically not entirely clear (see below on ut hoc pallium - est) and
contains highly unusual vocabulary (see the first three notes below).

gentilitus... passiuita^s: the adverbs are not attested elsewhere; cf.
TLL s.v. gentilitas 1874,53f. and passi'uitu5 623,5f.; and see the observa-
tions by STRATI 1996, 51-4. In both cases, the sense may easily be con-
structed fi-om the context: the former is the equivalent of KOT' S.QVY},
the latter of uulgo, passim. For Latin adverbs on -itus in general, see
STRATI 1996.

inhabitantur: the common verb for 'to dwell in, to inhabit' is used in
an abnormal sense 'to wear' (TLL s.v. 1587,13f. 'in usu habere'). Tertul-
lian may have been inspired by the noun habitus, which can be used
with reference to dress. The plural form of the finite verb produces a
'constructio ad sensum' not uncommon with pars.

incommimes: another rare word. It is not attested with certainty
before Tertullian (it occurs as a variant reading in Gell. 12,9,1. TLL s.v.
989,38f. only quotes this instance and Boeth. Top.An'st. 3,2 937A.

ut hoc pallium - est: after his manifold introductory remarks, the
speaker finally enters on the origin of the pallium. This is the first men-
tion of the word since 1.3.3. It is to be noted how the pallium, although
mentioned as an example of a common form of clothing, is paradoxi-
cally associated to a specific culture. This culture is Roman rather than
Greek, on account of the word itself.

The etymology of pallium is dubious, but most traditional explana-
tions indeed do not trace back the word to a Greek origin. Varro de-
rives it from par (pallia hinc quod facta duo simplicia paria, Var. L. 5,133),
Isidore from pellis (dictum autem pallium a pellibus, Isid. Etym. 19,24,1).
According to TLL (s.v. 133,70f.) the Latin term was even adopted as a
Greek word.

The syntax of the words is not fully clear. GERLO ad loc. suggests that
the structure replaces a clause ut hoc pallium quod, etsi Graecam magis,
lingua iam penes Latium est, but this is to be rejected, since in that case
the words would not illustrate omnibus uti'ies. It seems better to take the
words ut hoc pallium as an elliptic clause (sc. est) illustrating omnibus
utiles. The rest (etsi - Latium est) may then be taken as a subordinate
concessive clause ('although it is rather Greek or, linguistically, even
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Roman'). The inserted sed remains awkward and allows us to call the
sentence an anacoluthon.

lingua: the form is to be interpreted as an ablative.
cum - intrauit: it is perhaps typical of a public speaker and trained

rhetorician to attach so much importance to the word itself. Strictly
speaking, it is unlikely that the word was formed before the introduc-
tion of the pallium. A more normal statement would be that the gar-
ment was introduced and then received a Latin name.

(3. 7.3) Atque adeo ipse qui Graecos praeter urbem censebat, Utteras
eorum uocemque senex iam eruditus, idem Cato iuridicinae suae in
tempore humerum exertus, haud minus paUiato habitu Graecis fauit.

'Consequently, the very man who sentenced the Greeks to be re-
moved from town, but who as an old man had become instructed in
their letters and language, this same Cato used to bare his shoulder at
the time of his administration of justice, and so favoured the Greeks no
less by wearing his pallium.'

The combination of Greek and Roman culture is brought to perfection
in the person ofCato Maior (234-149 B.C.): the 'Greek' pallium is said to
have been worn by this Roman par excellence. As from this point in the
speech, satirical elements will become increasingly strong; cf.
MCKECHNIE 1992, 57.

ipse qui - idem Cato: the name of Cato is postponed until the mid-
die of the sentence. First the audience is invited to guess his identity by
means of some clues related to his life and his activities as a censor. For
this Second Sophistic technique, see e.g. Apul. Met. 4,30 Psychen with
GCA 2004, a.l.

censebat: the word seems to sum up Cato's activities as a censor (cf.
also his famous ceterum censeo...) and so provides a fairly easy clue to the
audience concerning the identity of who is meant; cf. previous note.
The meaning of the verb is irregular here, praeter urbem censere being
the equivalent of ex urbe pellere (cf. MARRA ad loc.) Alternatively, TLL s.v.
censeo 794,5lf. interprets it with a regular sense but assumes an ellipse
for ex urbe pelkndos (sc. esse).
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The reference is to an Athenian embassy to Rome in 155 B.C. by the
Greek philosophers Carneades the Academic, Diogenes the Stoic, and
Critolaus the Peripatetic. Fearing their bad influence upon Roman
youth, Cato had them sent back as quickly as possible; see Plin. Nat.
7, 112; Plut. Cato 22; Solin. 1,122 (Cato Uticensis introduced some phi-
losophers in Rome) quamlibet proauus eius saepissime censuisset Graecos
urbe pelkndos; cf. also ASTIN 1978, 174-7 and KIENAST 1979, 105-6; on
Cato's censorship ASTIN, 78-103 and KIENAST, 68-87.

litteras - eruditus: in antiquity, Cato was often said to have learnt
Greek only at a relatively advanced age; see notably Plat. Cato 2. How-
ever, it seems more likely that he had become familiar with Greek lan-
guage and literahire at a much earlier age, in the light of Greek influ-
ences in his writings, and that he gained more in-depth knowledge in
old age; cf. RE s.v Porcius Cato Censorius, 145-6. On Cato's complex at-
titude towards Greek culture, see ASTIN 1978, 157-81 and KIENAST 1979,
101-16. The accusative litteras is normal with verbs of learning (here
erudire).

litteras... uocemque: curiously, the speaker first refers to reading
Greek literature, and only then of learning Greek. But if the second ele-
ment is taken in the sense of'learning active use of the language' (that
is, in speaking and listening), this may indeed have been the order in
which Cato made progress in Greek.

Cato: the name is mentioned late in the sentence; cf. note above, on
idem qui - ipse Cato.

iuridicina: the word is not attested elsewhere, and is formed analo-
gously to 3. 7. 1 uestificina. In addition to inserting a strange word, the
speaker uses an uncommon word order, the normal order being in tem-
pore iuridicinae suae. It was known that Cato paid much attention to his
judicial duties as a prosecutor of criminals in the period before his cen-
sorship: cf. Plut. Cato 15.

humerum exertus: for the accusative of respect with verbs of
(un)dressing, cf. 1. 2. 3 utsenium - exemptis. The pallium could be worn so
as to leave one shoulder naked: this was the common way philosophers
wore it. A man wearing a toga could leave his shoulder uncovered, if he
did not wear a tunic underneath (cf. below).
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Other sources on Cato do not explicitly refer to his wearing the pal-
lium. There is, however, a remark about his clothes in Plut. Cato 3: in
wintertime, Cato used to wear an e^co^iK;, that is, a tight tunic that left
the right shoulder bare, whereas in summertime he worked with his
domestics without anything on. It seems possible that Tertullian
adapted this element from the tradition about Cato Maior for his own
purpose.

In addition, or alternatively, Tertullian may have confused Cato
Maior and his great-grandson Cato Minor (^5-46), as GERLO argues, ad-
ducing testimonia for the latter appearing in court without a tunic:
Val. Max. 3, 6,7; Asc. Sc. 25; and Plat. Cato Min. 6. According to Asconius,
Cato Uticensis did so ex. uetere consuetudine, after the model of statues in
Rome of Romulus, Tatius and Camillus. A confusion of both famous
Catos does not seem unlikely, since Tertullian also confuses them in
Apol. 39, 12-3; cf. also ZAPPALA 1925a, 336 with nl.

palliate habihi: strictly speaking, palliatus would have to mean
'cloaked, dressed in a pallium' (as in 5. 7. 2 sermo palliatus), but here the
sense is obviously rather loose: 'pallium-like'.

Graecis fault: the final words round off the paradox. The hater of all
things Greek, Cato, has literally changed, by his choice of clothing, into
a supporter of the Greeks.
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CHAPTER 4
PERVERSION OF CLOTHING

If Roman culture is the best for all, why do you imitate the Greeks in bad habits
such as sports or depilation, but without the pallium?

Change of clothing is wrong only if it is against nature. Achilles acted
against nature when he dressed like a girl. Later, war forced him to return to
his own sex, but this was dangerous for him and so constituted another wrong
sort of change. Worse still are changes in male clothing due to lust, as in the
case of Hercules during his stay with queen Omphale. No trace, at that time, of
his famous works! Even Hercules' lion-skin was softened and adapted for female
use, while he wore the queen's silken gown.

Then we have Ckomachus the boxer, who tamed into an effeminate, and
Physco and Sardanapallus, about whom it is better to remain silent, if only
because they might point out Caesars who were worse... A change to female
clothing may also be due to vain glory, as the case of Alexander the Great shows.
However, even philosophers dressed as he did. Take, for instance, Empedocles
and his extravagant clothes. If Diogenes had been present, he would have
thrown him in the sewer!

Clothing against nature should be rejected. But nowadays, there is hardly
any distinction between the ways various classes dress. Women are dressing
ever more indecently, discarding dignified clothes and attributes. Even whores
and Roman matrons look alike. Why not censure the dress and attire ofoverse-
ers of brothels, or of initiates in various religious cults? The pallium itself is
liable to criticism as a part of the cult ofAsckpius. However, as the garment of
the true philosophy, it deserves much respect.

The speaker enters on a long excursus on changes of clothing that are
entirely wrong, because they are against nature (rather than conven-
tion). The numerous examples in the passage show what 'against na-
tare' in practice means: the speaker focuses on the concept of men
adopting female clothing and behaviour. Only at the end, other forms
of degeneracy concerning clothing are dealt with: lack of externally
visible social distinction, indecent female dressing, and the attire of
superstition and pagan cults. This leads to the conclusion that the pal-
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Ii'um, as the contrasting garment of philosophy, should be given due
respect.

As a whole, the section seems less well-structured than the preced-
ing ones, and at many points the argumentation and the exact meaning
remain less than clear.

The speaker chooses various targets for his criticism: he starts with
the Roman taste for Greek culture in general and ends with some other
general tendencies in Roman culture. In between, his censure concerns
some famous names: the mythological Achilles and Hercules are the
main culprits for the wearing of female clothing. This enables the
speaker to launch a long and detailed attack on two of the most impor-
tant male role models of antiquity. Ancient masculinity is even further
ridiculed in the historical figure of the boxer Cleomachus. The refer-
ence to the infamous kings Physco and Sardanapallus is particularly
intriguing because it brings in a political element: s©me Roman emper-
ors might be said to qualify for similar reproof. One of their historical
role models, Alexander the Great, is similarly rebuked for his way of
dressing, although a lack of virility is explicity declared to be outside
the issue in his case (his example seems less morally wrong than the
preceding ones). Among philosophers, Empedocles is singled out for
attack.

This survey shows how Tertullian has brought in here much of what
counted as the most important in Greek and Roman culture: mythology
and epic, great kings (including Alexander the Great and Roman em-
perors), sportsmen and philosophers, Roman high society and pagan
cults. All of this is closely associated with 'unnaturalness' and sharply
contrasted with the simplicity and honesty of the pallium as the gar-
ment of the true philosophy, which is, by implication, Christianity.

Censure of some of the above persons and phenomena can be at-
tested before Tertullian, but this comprehensive attack goes much fur-
ther, amounting to a rejection of essential parts of Greek and Roman
culture. Paradoxically, this section of Pa!!, which is most concerned
with Greek and Roman examples and which avoids references to Chris-
tian teaching, seems to be the most outspokenly polemical one in the
whole speech.
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The section owes much to the genre of Roman satire, with Tertul-
ban's deliberate obscurity recalling Persius on more than one occasion,
Related genres, such as Roman comedy, Greek prose satire (Lucian),
and Cynical diatribe are never far away either. The last genre is clearly
alluded to with the name of Diogenes in 4.7.

What seems most striking in the whole passage, is the important
role of obscenity. Although this may be partly explained as the result of
its satirical tendencies (obscenity being one of its prime characteristics),
it remains surprising in a speech by a fanatical, Christian writer. He
speaks out, of course, against various obscenities, but does so in such a
way as to be explicit about them, rather more than would seem neces-
sary. Insinuations, puns, and jokes add to the general effect.

One assumes that all of this must have been to the taste of the au-
dience. Perhaps the obscenities functioned as a counterweight to the
speaker's severe criticism of Greco-Roman culture: the audience was
provoked and pleased at the same time, and a certain balance in its
reactions could be retained. A serious polemic without such attractive
elements might have alienated the audience.

The section as a whole is properly called a 'tour de force' by
MCKECHNIE 1992, 60. In his words, this consists 'in getting full enter-
tainment value out of a shady story while still making a moral point
with the seriousness and measured moderation that was expected from
the educated class in the cities of the High Empire.'

(4. 1.1) Quid none, si est Romanitas omni salus, nec honestis tamen
modis ad Graios estis?

'But now, if Romanity is to the benefit of all, why are you nonethe-
less inclined to the Greeks, even in less honourable matters?'

The superiority of Roman culture is contrasted with 'Greek habits',
which nonetheless seem attractive to the Carthaginian audience. The
transition from the previous sections to the new passage is not quite
smooth: chapter three had ended on a complimentary note on Greek
culture rather than one of triumphant 'Romanity'. For such Roman
sentiments, one would have to go back to 1.2.
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Romanitas: the word may sound familiar, but it is actually not fur-
ther attested. It is included in LSh; cf. also BARNES 1976, 16nl.

nec honestis... modis: the words announce the polemics that are to
come in the rest of the chapter. In particular, Tertullian is referring to
the Greek fondness for sports and depilation (see 4.1.2-3).

ad Graios estis: a curious turn, with the lofty, poetic Grai'i instead of
Graeci, combined with the rather colloquial sounding esse ad 'being
with', 'taking sides with'; cf. LSh s.v. sum 1 A 3y.

(4. 1.2) Aut, ni ita est, unde gentium in prouinciis melius exercitis, quas
nahira agro potius eluctando commodauit, shidia palaestrae male
senescentia et cassum laborantia, et lutea unctio et puluerea uolutatio,
arida saginatio?

'Or if this is not the case, from where else in the world is it that in
provinces that are better trained, adapted by nature rather for con-
quering the soil, there are exercises of the wrestling-school (thereby
lasting into a bad old age and labouring in vain), and unction with mud,
and wallowing in the dust, and living on a dry diet?'

The nec honesti... modi of the Greeks (4. 1.1) are illustrated right away
with the example of sports, notably wrestling. The palaestra is said to
have an important place in many provinces that had better restrict
themselves to agriculture. The moralism sounds strongly Roman, and
even Cato-like (for Cato see 3.7.3). In addition, we may already hear
some of Tertullian's aversion against public fights, eloquently for-
mulated in his De Spectaculis; e.g. 18,3 where the palaestra and the
movements of wrestlers are associated with the devil and the snake: et
palaestrica diaboli negotium est: primos homines diabolus elisit Ipse gestas
colubrina uis est, tenca. ad occupandum, tortaosa ad obligandum, liquida ad
elabendum.

unde gentium: that is: 'From which other country than Greece?'
With the subject stadia palaestrae we must add in mind a finite verb,
such as prouenemnt.

in prouinciis - commodauit: a general reference to provinces bet-
ter equipped for agriculture, both by nature (natum) and by habit
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(melius exerdtis). We may be sure that the speaker primarily means his
own country, North Africa, where public spectacles had gained a wide
popularity. That he means Africa is also shown by his use of the second
person plural estis in 4. 1.1, and by the clearly African reference below in
Numidas 4.1.3.

agro... eluctando: i.e. ad agmm colendum or agri calturae. For the final
dative of the gerund, cf. 3.7. 1 tegendo homini... omando... deflando. The
verb eluctor is commonly used for struggling clear or surmounting a
difficulty, cf. e.g. Tac. Ayr. 17,2 focorum quoque diffiadtates eluctatas. In
this surprising turn it graphically illustrates the toils of agriculture; cf.
TLL s.v. 427,74f. 'labore et nisu superare'.

male - laborantia: both participles senescentia and elaborantia syn-
tactically go with the abstract stadia palaestrae; for the former, GERLO ad
loc. compares Tert. 5corp. 6 (p. 156, 15) post stadii senectatem. Although
this parallel shows that the institution itself can be said to 'grow old',
the participles may also be taken as pichiring the actual sportmen per-
forming their exercises, thereby wasting their lives and toiling in vain.
The adverbs male and cassum (= incassum) clearly express the speaker's
negative, moral attita-ide.

lutea - saginatio: a threefold reference to common preparatory
activities of wrestlers: they covered their skin with mud and sand, and
lived on a diet of dry food; note the parallelism of the adjectives on -a
and the nouns in -tio. Wrestlers were often frowned upon, if only be-
cause their attention for the body was generally considered to go hand
in hand with a lack of care for intellectual and spiritual matters.

The first two elements are widely attested in ancient literature. Cf.
e.g. Lucian, Anach. 1; 2; 28-9, where the use of mud is defended because
it requires fighters to have more strength, e.g. to pick up an enemy
who has fallen, while by contrast the use of dust is said to serve the
purpose of preventing fighters from slipping away when grasped; fur-
ther e.g. Philostr. Gymn. 53.

The third element, however, is less clear. Generally speaking, the
special diet of athletes was a matter of great concern for trainers; and it
usually included much meat; cf. HARRK 1964, 171-2; further RE s.v.
avaYKoepayia. Heavy eating (hence the somewhat disparaging saginatio
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here) was thought to add strength as well as additional body fat. Mean-
while, there seems to have been much variation of diets for sportsmen.

Tertullian here refers to a practice of xerophagia, the restriction of
food to dry substances. Cf. his remark in leiun. 17 (p. 297, 18f.) saginentar
pugiles et pyctae Olympici. Illis ambitio corporis competit, quibus et uires ne-
cessariae, et tamen illi quoque xerophagiis inualescant (in the context xero-
phagy is defended as a practice of Christians). An earlier parallel is
Lucian. Lex. 23 Kara TOV TCOV aQ\r\TG)v v6\iov f] OTeppd ooi Tpocpr)
ouviqGeq. The practice seems to be referred to also in Sen. Ep. 88,19
(about luctatores and their oleo ac Into constantem sdentiam): quid enim, oro
te, liberate habent isti ieiuni uomitores, quorum corpora in sagina, animi in
made et uetemo sant? STUCKELBERGER 1965 ad loc. suggests that these
fighters first drank, then vomited, and only then had some food. For
the connection of saginatio and Greek practice, cf. also Tert. Spect. 18,2
propter Graeciae otium altiles homines oderis.

lutea: the adjective luteus is used in an exceptional meaning, sug-
gesting the action of being rubbed with mud; cf. TLL s.v. iuteus 1,
1895, 12f.

arida saginatio: the word saginatio occurs only here and once in
Zeno Veronensis (Tract. 1,36). For aridus used of food, cf. TLL s.v. 566, 83f.

(4. 1.3) Vnde apud aliquos Numidas etiam equis caesariatos iiixta
cutem tonsor et cultri uertex solus immunis? Vnde apud hirtos et
hirsutos tarn rapax a culo resina, tarn furax a mento uolsella?

'From where else is it that with some Numidians, who even wear
their hair long due to horses, the barber comes close to the skin and
just the crown remains exempt from the knife? Whence is it that with
hairy and hirsute men the resin is so rapacious at the arse, the tweezers
are so ravenous at the chin?'

At first sight, the speaker's point is somewhat difficult to follow, but
there is a clear link with the context; some inhabitants of the most dis-
tant lands, such as the Numidians, share another bad Greek habit,
namely that of shaving places on the body that should be left: un-
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touched. Exotic haircuts and depilation are further proof that Roman
culture has not become dominant in all respects.

The section is full of paradox (cf. e.g. on equis caesariatos), and even
more clearly than the previous section, it enters into the sphere ofan-
cient diatribe and satire, due to the subject ofdepilation. This, it may be
added, seems to have been mainly inserted for its association with ob-
scenity, thereby preparing for the discussion on 'effeminacy' in most of
what is to follow in this chapter.

aUquos Numidas: the speaker comes up with a more concrete ex-
ample from a province distant from Rome but rather close to where the
speaker is presently delivering his address: Numidia was the land to the
west and south-west of Carthage itself. In Roman literature, Numidians
had a bad reputation of being treacherous (e.g. Salljugi. 46) and fickle

(id. 56).
The audience is probably expected to recognise the Numidian tribes

and their description, and, in a way, to identify with them, as these
Numidians live relatively nearby. Meanwhile, it surely is wrong to
equate Numidians and Carthaginians, as MARRA does in his note ad loc.;
thus also MCKECHNIE 1992, 58. There is rather a contrast between the
fierce Numidians, probably nomads, and the educated and civilised
Carthaginian elite that constitutes Tertullian's public. The example,
then, must have had a rather confusing and unsettling effect.

equis caesariatos - immunis: a clever paradox. The Numidians are
first presented as wearing their hair long by using some element of
horses, and next they are said to shave most of their heads, except for
the crown. They are, so it seems, simultaneously longhaired and nearly
bald.

The exact reference of equis caesariatos is not clear. Older com-
mentators generally thought of horsetails attached to helmets, but as
GERLO rightly remarks, the speaker's point here is hairstyle. Therefore,
it seems more likely that Tertullian refers to Numidians adapting ma-
terial from horses directly to their heads. This element may have been
a ponytail, as GERLO and others assume, or perhaps the mane of horses;
for the latter cf. TLL s.v. caesariatus 107,83f. paraphrasing this phrase as
'iubis equinis ornatos'. In the absence of clear parallels from texts or
pictures, the detail remains difficult to interpret. By all means, the Nu-
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midians' habit cannot have been due to Greek influence, as the speaker
wishes to suggest, perhaps for the sake of his argument.

caesariatos: a very rare word, used for the curious paradox that the
Numidians are both longhaired and nearly bald (see previous note).
Before Tertullian, caesariatas occurs only in Plaut. Mil 768 and Apul.
Mund. 23 (340).

iuxta cutem: that is, the barber's knife cuts their hair so short as to
come near the skin itself. The result is, of course, a shaved head.

cultri - immunis: a smaU variation betrays the trained rhetorician
here: after the barber (tonsor) we now see the barber's knife (cuiter)
performing its task. Vertex must refer to the crown of the head, where a
pluck of hair was left.

unde - uolseUa: a second sentence carries the topic of cutting hair
and shaving one step further. In another example of wrong Greek-like
behaviour, the 'rough and hairy men' are now said to depilate their
bottom and to shave their chins. The same Numidians are probably
meant here, but there is no clear parallel for their behaviour in either
respect. Although the second detail (shaved chins) must have been fa-
miliar to the audience, the first element may have been applied to the
Numidians only for the occasion. Note the parallelism between both
parts (rapax... resina/furax... uolsella).

According to GERLO ad loc. (and GERLO 1939, 401-2), the reference
here is to depilation of the private parts by athletes, which seems to
have been a common practice; cf. ClemAlex. Paed. 3,3 (15,3-4; 20,2).
More importantly, however, depilation, particularly of the private
parts, was a stock motif in Roman satire for ridiculing passive homo-
sexual behaviour; e.g. Pers. 4,35-6; Juv, 2,8-13; 8,16; Mart. 2,62; 6,56,3-4;
9,27, 1; further e.g. Scipio apud Gell. 6,12,5; in general RICHLIN 1992, 188-9.
The image of shaggy, fierce warriors indulging in what was considered
effeminate behaviour reinforces the paradox of the whole description.

hirtos et hirsutos: two alliterating near-synonyms for 'hairy, shag-
gy'. In many satirical texts, much is made of the contrast between ex-
ternal 'shagginess' and moral depravation, often illustrated by depila-
tion. Probably, the same Numidians are referred to here; cf. previous
note, further e.g. Mart. 10,65.
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a culo: Tertullian's satirical tendency even makes him include, in
traditional satirical fashion, a primary obscenity (cf. the use of cunnus
in Horace's satires). Culus is the basic Latin word for 'anus', and it is
mainly found in graffiti and epigram (Catullus and Martial); for ample
material see notably ADAMS 1982, 110-2. It may, however, be noted that
the reading a culo is not certain (the MSS are entirely confused here;
most editors, among whom Gerlo, read a cufo, but others defend ab ala
or a ta!o).

resina: resin, commonly used as a depilatory; cf. Cels. 3,27, 1,D; Mart.
12,32, 21-2.

furax... uolsella: flowery language is used for the notion of shaving
the chin. In addition, there is a close parallel with the preceding words,
farax corresponding with rapax, a calo with a mento, and uolsella with
resina. A uulsella (here with archaic spelling uolsella, as in Plaut. Cure. 577)
is a small forceps or pair of tweezers. It seems to be a technical word,
for it occurs often in Celsus (9 times); further e.g. Mart. 9,27,5 pur-
gentque saeuae cum labra uolsellae (in a context of ridiculing depilation).

(4. 1.4) Prodigium est haec sine pallia fieri. lUius est haec tota res Asiae.
Quid tibi, Libya et Europa, cum ̂ ysticis munditiis, quas uestire non
nosti? Reuera enim quale est Graecatim depilari magis quam amiciri?

'It is a marvel that all this happens without the pallium! To it belongs
this whole habit of Asia. What do you, Libya and Europe, have to do
with athletic elegances when you do not know how to clothe them?
Really, what is it like to use the Greek way in depilation rather than in
dress?'

A timely return to the motif of the palhum, which had threatened to
recede into the background. The section is concluded by a rephrasing
in more plain terms of the previous sentence.

sine pallio: the pallium was said to have entered Roman culture
(3. 7.2-3) but apparently went out of use, unlike the 'Greek-like' prac-
tices criticised in 4, 1.2-3.

res Asiae: if the text is sound, the reference would seem to be to the
legendary luxury and effeminacy of the East. However, this is problem-
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atic, for the text has not suggested the pallium was in any way con-
nected to Asia, nor does the rest of the speech show polemics against
the luxury of the East as such (although cf. the special polemic in 4. 5.1
Sardanapallum). To explain Asi'ae, GERLO (l03wnl) assumes (with VANDER
VLIET) that the name was inserted by a later reader, who wished to ex-
plain ilii'u5 or haec tota res and to oppose Europe and Africa to Asia.

Meanwhile, a much simpler, though slightly bolder solution been
been overlooked. As the following Libya seems to stand for Numidia and
Carthage, and Europa for Rome, here Asia may stand for Greece. Given
the general Greek sensitivity in this matter, the speaker's reference
would be strongly satirical or even insulting. This would certainly fit in
with his general strategy of distancing himself from Greek and Roman
culture,

tibi: logically, the direct address (apostrophe) with a second person
singular concerns only the speaker's own country, Libya. However, the
word order suggests that the combination Libya et Europa is meant.

xysticis munditiis: a xystus is a covered portico where Greek ath-
letes used to exercise in wintertime; cf. e.g. Vitr. 5,11,4. From this the
adjective xysti'cus, used only by Tertullian, is derived; cf. Pud. 7 (p.232,23).
For the noun, cf. also Suet. Aug. 45,4; Tert. Spect. 22,2 and 30,5.

quas uestire: slightly figurative language: the reference is to dress-
ing up the munditiae (such as the practices of anointing and depilation)
rather than achial people. This uestire ought, of course, to have been
done by means of the pallium.

Graecatim: the adverb stands out conspicuously. It is used only in
this text by Tertullian (here and 4.10.3) For its formation with the suffix
-im, cf. 2.2.4 temporatim and 3.4.1 praestmctim.

depilari: as amiciri can be used reflexively for 'to dress' (OLD s.v. l),
so the passive form of depilare seems to have been given a similar me-
dio-passive sense here, although there is no remark to this effect in TLL
s.v. 572,29f.

amiciri: analogously to the end of the previous sentence, Graecatim
amidri would have implied the use of the Greek pallium.
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(4.2.1) Habitum transferre ita demum culpae prope est, si non con-
suetudo, sed natura mutetur. Sat refert inter honorem temporis et
religionem. Det consuetudo fidem tempori, natura deo.

'The transfer of clothing only approaches a fault if it is not conven-
tion that is changed, but nature. There is an important difference be-
tween the honour due to time and to religion. Let convention faithfully
follow time, nahire God.'

This paragraph brings in the topic of a morally reprehensible change of
clothing. Whereas in the previous sentences a change to the pallium
would have been merely a matter of custom (consuetado), and so should
not have been rejected, so there are changes of clothing, it is argued,
that really must be rejected because they constitute a violation of na-
ture. In the next lines this point will be illustrated with examples from
myth and history.

culpae prope: according to GERLO the turn reflects eyyvt; with geni-
tive, an unprecedented usage; TLL s.v. prope 1955,27f. cites only one
example, in the Expos.mundi (probably from the sbcth century). Alterna-
lively, we may interpret it simply as another example of prope with
dative, as in Pl. Rud. 229 mihi prope; Verg. G. 1,355 propius stabulis; Hor. £p.
1,10,28; further TLL s.v. prope 1954,73f.

natura: for the motif 'against nature' in combination with clothing,
cf. notably Sen. Ep. 122,7 non uidentur tibi contra naturam uiuere qui com-
mutant cum feminis uestem?

refert: here, as occasionally in later Latin, the near equivalent of
diffen; cf. e.g. Boeth. Cons. 5,3,25 aut quid hoc refen uaticinio illo ridicalo
Tiresiae? ('How does this differ from...?'); see further LOFSTEDT 1936,
106-7.

honorem temporis: this corresponds to the preceding consuetude, as
religionem corresponds to natura. Cf. also following note.

deo: inevitably a remarkable word. 'God' (regardless whether the
word is to be taken in a Christian sense) was brought in as an acting
force in the speech before: see 1.2.2 and 2.4.2. Here it forms the climax
in a string of associations: natara - religio - deus. Apparently, a wrong
change of clothing does not just constitute an act against nature, but
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even an offence of god. As exaggerated as this may sound, it probably
also reflects Tertullian's personal conviction.

(4. 2.2) Naturam itaque concussit Larissaeus heros in uirginem mu-
tando, ille ferarum meduUis educatus (unde et nominis concilium,
quandoquidem labiis uacuerat ab uberum gustu), ille apud rupicem et
siluicolam et monstrum eruditorem scrupea schola eruditus.

'So the hero ofLarissa caused a breach of nature by changing into a
girl, he, the man who had been reared on the marrow of wild beasts
(this, then, is how his name was composed, since his lips had not had a
taste of breasts), the man who was taught by a coarse, wood-dwelling,
monstrous teacher in a stony school!'

The first example concerns none other than Achilles, the archetypal
warrior and national Greek hero. The story about Achilles' hiding at the
island ofScyrus is well-known: to prevent his having to take part in the
expedition to Troy, his mother Thetis brings young Achilles to Scyrus,
where he is dressed like a girl and educated along with the daughters of
King Lycomedes. However, Odysseus suspects the fraud and travels to
Scyrus, where he offers presents to the girls, among which there are
weapons. These bring out the male nature of Achilles, and he willingly
joins Odysseus on his journey to Troy. For the most extensive versions
of the story see Apollod. 3,18,8 and Stat. Ach. 1, esp. 318-96 and 689-960;
cf. further Ov. Met. 13, 162-80 (the discovery); Hyg. Fab. 96; Paus. 1,22,6
(on a painting in the Acropolis in Athens).

The contrast between Achilles as a fierce warrior and the rather
embarrassing story of his travesty was exploited for comic efifect in
sources well before Tertullian: Euripides wrote a satyrplay The Scyrians,
of which we have only fragments; cf. also Bion 2; Ov. Ars 1, 681-704
(both on the fully feminised Achilles seducing Deidamia) and Suet. Tib.
70 (on a question put to grammarians by Tiberius quod nomen Achilli
inter uirginesfuisset). A modern study on the ancient views of Achilles is
KING 1987; for the Seyms episode see KING, 178-84.

Rhetorically, the mention of this famous Achilles as the primary
example is strong. It underscores the speaker's wish to polemise with
the mainstream of Greek-Roman culture, notably literafaire and myth.
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The 'immorality' of ancient myth was often underscored by Christian
apologists. For the sake of the argument, the point of Achilles' girlish
behaviour is greatly exaggerated.

One may note the allusive and learned style of the remarks: even
the name Achilles is not mentioned, but only indirectly explained by
means of a Greek etymology (see below on unde et nominis).

naturam - heros: the word order is effective. First there is the basic
motif of'a breach of nature' (taking up 4.2.1), and only then the subject,
which normally would have been placed earlier in the sentence. At this
point, the reference to 'the hero ofLarissa' must have come as a shock
to the audience. For Larissaeus, cf. Verg. A. 2,197 Lansaeus Achilles.

in uirginem mutando: the words satirically suggest a full change of
sex, as in the case of the hyaena (3. 2.3). In fact, according to the myth,
Achilles was merely dressed like a girl.

ille - educatus: the first of two clauses (with anaphora ofille, and a
closing participle) highlighting the contrast of his unmanly behaviour
and his heroic, strongly virile education in Thessaly during his earliest
years. The details here, particularly ferarwn medullis, are traditional. Cf.
Apollod. 3,13,6 (Achilles fed on lions, swine, marrow of bears); Philostr.
Imag, 2, 2, 2 (milk, marrow, honey); Eusth. ad II. 1, 1 p. l4 (marrow). The
closest parallel comes from Statius: Ach 2,97-100 Thessalus ut rigido seni-
or me monte recepit / non ullos ex more cibos hausisse nec almis / uberibus
satiasse famem, sed spissa leonum / uiscera semianimisque lupae trcodsse me-
dullas.

unde et nominis... : an etymological parenthesis explaining Achilles'
name, suggested to be derived from a-xeiA-oc;. The remark allows the
speaker to impress the audience with his learning and to stimulate its
attention: the name Achilles is not given, only alluded to, but in such a
way that everyone must have taken the clue. For the etymology see
also Apollod. 3, 13,6; further Schol. (D) ad II. 1,1; and cf. Eustath. ad II. 1,1
p.l4 (mentioning an etymology from a and x^-o<; 'fodder'.

labiis uacuerat - gustu: the Latin is rather awkward. First, the func-
tion of the ablatives is not fully clear. GERLO takes ab gustu. as ablative of
respect and labris as ablative with uacare, suggesting a translation as 'he
had missed the use of his lips concerning the tasting of breasts'. How-
ever, it seems equally possibly to take labiis as the ablative of respect
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and ab gustu for the element Achilles was free from: 'as to his lips, he
had been free from the taste of breasts'. In either case, the subject of
uacaerat must be Uk, the hero himself. Finally, the perfect uacui (for
uacaui) is peculiar for Tertullian: cf. Pudic. S (p.235,22) uacui't; Cam. 7;
adv.Val 9 uacuerat.

ille - eruditus; the second clause highlighting Achilles' heroic ear-
liest years. It refers to his teacher in Thessaly, the centaur Chiron, who
taught him hunting, medicine, music, and other arts. Cf. Stat. Ach.
2,97-100 (quoted above); further Philostr. Imag. 2,2.

rupicem: 'bumpkin', an archaic word; cf. Lucil. 1184 (W.); also in Gell.
13,9,5 and Tert. Apol 21,30 rupices et adhuc feros homines and Anim. 6,7.
There is an interesting parallel in Apul. Fl. 7,13 Quis ex rupiconibus, baio-
iis, tabemariis tarn infans est, ut, si pallium accipere uelit, non disertius male-
dicat?

siluicolam: a poetic word, used in all periods of Latin poetry; cf. Ace.
trag. 428 (Dangel); Verg. A. 10,551; Ov. Fast. 4,746.

scrupea schola: an alliterating combination (cf. Pacuv. trag. 310-1
scrupeasaxeaBacchi/templa). Scrupeus refers to stone as a material, as in
Verg. A. 6,237-8 spelunca scmpea; Culex 51 scmpea... caua, but it can also
be used figuratively for 'hard, severe', as in Aus. 12 (Technop.) 2 scmpea
difficultas. Here both senses seem relevant, for Chiron's mountain cave
must have been physically scrupea, but also hard for young Achilles.

(4.2.3) Feras, si in puero, matris sollicitudinem patiens; certe iam his-
triciilus, certe iam uirum alicui clanculo funrtus, adhuc sustinet sto-
lam fundere, comam struere, cutem fingere, speculum consulere,
collum demulcere, aurem quoque foratu efEeminatus, quod iUi apud
Sigeum strongyla seruat.

'One may willingly tolerate, in the case of a little boy, a mother's
concern. But no doubt he was already covered with hair, no doubt he
had already secretly proved himself a man to somebody, when he still
put up with a woman's flowing robe, doing his hair, applying make-up,
consulting the mirror, caressing his neck, effeminated as far as his ears
by holes, as may still be seen in his bust at Sigeum.'
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The motif of Achilles dressed up as a girl at Scyrus is rhetorically ex-
panded to an overall picture of his conscious effeminate behaviour as a
young man. This conduct is condemned by the speaker. One may note
the sexual innuendo (see on ui'mm ah'cui... functus), and the stylistic pol-
ish in the sentence, notably the five parallel infinitive constructions
depending on sustinet.

si in puero: sc. sit (or e.g. praestetar). MARRA prints feras si, in puero,
matris..., but GERLO ad loc. (and GERLO 1939, 402) is surely right in placing
the comma before si".

matris sollicitudinem: a reference to Achilles' mother Thetis, who
had taken the initiative to bring him to Scyrus (cf. introductory note to
4.2.2).

patiens: in the present context of sexually loaded terms, the use of
pattern may be deliberate. They teasingly seem to allude to a degree of
passivity by the listener or reader, who is addressed here. For patior as a
sexual term, see ADAMS 1982, 189-90.

histriculus: a very unusual word, attested elsewhere only in Arnob.
Nat. 5,25 in speciem kuigari nondum duri atque histriculi pusionis, TLL s.v.
hystnculus 3165,8f. explains it as 'spinosus, pilis asper', and derives the
word from hystrix, an rough-haired animal from Africa. Given the sex-
ual associations here (see previous and next notes), Tertullian may also
have included the word to echo calus, used shortly before (4. 1.3).

Tertullian underscores the contrast between Achilles' already
manly nature (certe iam histricalus; cene iam uirwn... fiinctas) and the

shameful act of dressing as a woman.
uirum... functus: a sexually loaded remark, not the first in the

speech. The phrase uirum alicai fiingor means as much as uimm se alicui

praebere, as MARRA remarks. The mythological reference is to Achilles'
seduction of the king's daughter Deidamia at Scyrus (a union from
which their son Neoptolemus would be born). For a close parallel, see
Ov. Ars 1,698-700 (on Deidamia) haec ilium stapro conperit esse uirum. /
Viribus ilia quidem uicta est (ita credere aponet) / sed uoluit uinci uiribus ilia
tamen. Cf. also Stat. Ach. 1,639 (Achilles addressing himself) teque marem
- pudet heu/ - nec amore probabis?
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Fungi with the accusative is the normal construction in archaic au-
thors, whereas classical Latin prefers the ablative. Both constructions
are used in the Christian period; cf. TLL s.v. 1586,63f.

alicui: just as the name of Achilles has not been mentioned,
Deidamia's also remains unspoken. The audience, which is obviously
expected to be familiar with the story, is invited to add in mind what is
missing in the text, and is thereby actively stimulated (one might al-
most say 'seduced') by the speaker.

clanculo: the element of 'secrecy' in the union of Achilles and
Deidamia is also highlighted in Stat. Ach. 1,640-1 densa noctis gauisus in
umbra / tempestiua suis torpere silentia fanis.

sustinet: the verb governs five infinitives (fandere, struere, fingere,
consukre, demulcere), each accompanied by a direct object. All five com-
binations illustrate a different aspect of female attire: clothes, hairstyle,
make-up, use of the mirror, care for the neck (cf. below). Note the
sound effects, notably homoeoteleuton (-ere) in four out of five verbs,
all belonging to the third conjugation except the last one, and al-
literation of s (stolam, stmere, speculum) f(fandere, fingere) and c (comam,
cutem, collum).

stola: the first mention in the speech of the standard clothing for
women. The stola may be considered the symbol of female clothing and
the equivalent of the men's toga. It was worn by respectable women
over the tunic; cf. CROOM 2000, 73-6.

comam struere: the reference is obviously to doing the hair, but the
verb struere is unusual in such a context; cf. only Hier. Ep. 130,7 omare
crinem et alienis capillis tarritam uerticem stmere. Elsewhere Tertullian
also mentions structores capillatarae (CultFem. 2,7).

fingere: a fairly normal verb used in relation to female attire; cf. TLL
s.v. 772, 20f. Referring to the face, it is used in Ov. Met. 4,319 finxit uultam,
but in a slightly different sense ('to put on a friendly face'). Here it is
associated with make-up, as in Tert. Cult-Fem. 2,5 faciemfictam gestare.

collum demulcere; whereas the first four junctures were fairly ob-
vious, here the reference is somewhat less clear. The most natural
sense would be 'to caress the neck'; cf. TLL s.v. demulceo 512,3lf. GERLO,
however, takes the verb in a figurative sense for 'to ornate, embellish
with jewellery', comparing 4.10.1 ceruicem monilibus consolatw and Stat.
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Ach. 1,326-9 turn colla rigentia mollit... ac sua dikcta ceruice monilia transfen.
However, this reference to Statius is not quite convincing, given the
separation of the two phrases by two full verses (on shoulders, arms,
and hair). So the normal sense as advocated by TLL seems preferable: if
collum demulcere is read in immediate connection with speculum consa-
lere, it may be explained as a common gesture of complaisance before
the mirror at the end of making one's toilet.

aurem... foratu efifeminatais: a continuation of the f alliteration (cf.
above on sustmet). foratus is highly unsual, and does not occur before
Tertullian; TLL s.v. 1049,68f. quotes only this instance and Lact. Opif. 8,6.
Employing both effeminatus and uimm in one sentence, the speaker
highlights the paradox of Achilles' appearance.

apud Sigaeum: the traditional location of Achilles' grave. For the
reference to Achilles' stata^e and the decoration of the ear, cf. Serv. A.
1,30 sane apud Sigeam Achillis stataa faisse dicitar, quae in lanna, id est in
extima auris pane elenchum morefemineo habuerit.

strongyla; a word of disputed meaning, only attested here (and in
Plin. Nat. 35,197, where it refers to a kind of alum). It obviously reflects
a Greek word OTpoyyuXr), but there is no such entry in LSJ. The Latin
word has been variously explained by scholars, e.g. 'round shield',
'round basis of a statue' (see discussion in GERLO), but the most likely
sense is 'bust'; thus the word is explained by LSh ad loc.

(4. 2.4) Plane postea miles est; necessitas enim reddidit sexum. De
proelio sonuerat, nec arma longe. 'Ipsum,' inquit, 'ferrum uirum at-
trahit.' Ceterum, si post incentiuum quoque puellam perseuerasset,
potuit et nubere - ecce itaque mutatio!

'Certainly, later he is a warrior, for necessity restored his sex! There
had been sounds from the battlefield, and arms had not been far off.
"Iron itself, " so it is said, "attracts a man." An}way, if he had persisted
in being a girl even after this incentive, he might as well have got mar-
ried - how about that for a change?!'

Some playful allusions to the story of Achilles' discovery and a Homeric
echo lead up to another highly ironic, sexually loaded joke on Achilles.
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One may observe the shortness and simplicity of the successive clauses,
possibly meant to evoke a military, virile atmosphere.

postea miles... : this refers to Achilles' later status as a warrior in
Troy, after he was discovered by Odysseus; cf. introduction to 4.2,2.

necessitas: as Odysseus presented Achilles with a gift of weapons,
Achilles' male nature 'could not help' responding to the sight of armour.
This led to his discovery, and to the end of his stay at Scyrus.

sonuerat: the verb is used impersonally, as in Apul. Met. 5,15,2 iubet...
tibias agere: sonatur. The reference seems to be to an alternative version
of Achilles' discovery: he reacted not to a gift: of arms, but to the sound
of a war tmmpet; cf. Apollod. 3,13,8; and Hyg. Fab. 96 Vlwes... subito tubi-
cinem iussit canere armorumque crepitum et clamorem fieri iussit. Both ver-
sions of the story are combined in Stat. Ach. 1,819-77.

ipsum... ferrum uirum attrahit: an ostentatious reference to Horn.
Od. 16,294 and 19,13 auroq YaP ecpeA.KETUi av5pa oi5r|poq. Before Ter-
tullian, the Homeric line had been imitated by V.Fl. 5,540 namqae ui'rum
trahit ipse chalybs and parodied injuv. 9,37 auroq YaP etpeAKerai avSpa
KivaiSoc;. These three instances from Roman literature hardly warrant
the suggestion made by various scholars that the Homeric line had be-
come 'proverbial'; cf. e.g. RUTHERFORD 1992, 135 on Horn. Od. 19,13. Since
Juvenal's parody 'underlines degeneracy from manliness to effeminacy'
(COURTNEY 1980, 431 ad loc. ), it is that passage which may have been
primarily in Tertullian's mind here.

inquit: either to be taken impersonally 'it is said, people say' (for
other examples in Tertullian, see HOPPE 1903, 105n2), or the implied
subject is poeta or Homerus. COSTANZA mentions the increased use of
inqait without a subject in Christian Latin for biblical quotations. How-
ever, as biblical associations are obviously absent here, the remark does
not seem relevant.

incentiuum: a rare word not attested before Tertullian; cf. TLL
872,79f. s.v., where the meaning is described as 'incitamentum, leno-
cinium, stimulatio'.

puellam perseuerasset: an brief or elliptic construction much to
Tertullian's taste. Perseuerare is used with a direct object here; cf.
LOFSTEDT 1933, I 248, who compares Tert. Virg.vel 11 desinit uirginem.
Alternatively, we might add in mind esse.
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nubere: the thought is: 'if Achilles had persisted in his role as a girl,
even after these stimuli through weaponry, he might as well have got
married. ' That is, if he had not reacted as a man, he would have been so
utterly effeminate that he might just as well have married another man,
nubere being, of course, the standard word used for a woman getting
married. The sarcasm is strong: this would have been a 'real change'.
The reference to efifeminate men getting married to other men belongs
to the standard repertoire of Roman satire and epigram; cf. e.g. Juv.
2, 117-120; Mart. 12,42; cf. Suet. Nero 29. It may be noted that already in
classical Greek literatire (Aeschylus, Plato, Aeschines), Achilles was
widely associated with homo-erotic behaviour, on account of his rela-
tion with Patroclus.

There may be an additional sexual pun here: if Achilles had been
'stimulated' by the weapons (that is, sexually aroused), but still wished
to continue playing the girl, he might even have submitted to inter-
course with a man. In this case, the sarcasm in the text would be even
stronger. For sexual use ofnubere (cf. e.g. Mart. 1,24,4) and of marriage
terms in general, see ADAMS 1982, 159-61.

ecce itaque mutatio: the words may be taken simply as an announ-
cement of 4.2.5 monstmm equidem geminum... (thus GERLO), but they
seem more functional and effective if they are seen as an ironical com-
ment on the previous suggestion.

(4. 2.5) Monstrum equidem geminum, de uiro femina, mox de femina
uir, quando neque ueritas negari debuisset neque fallacia confiteri.
Vterque habitus mutandi malus, alter aduersus naturam, alter contra
salutem.

'A monstrosity, then, he is, a double one: from a man he became a
woman, and then fi"om a woman a man, although neither the truth
should have been denied, nor the deceit confessed. Either form of
change was bad: the former ran counter to nature, the latter was
against his safety.'

A rhetorical finale of the section on Achilles. It repeats the scornful
remark on Achilles' dressing up like a girl as being 'against nature', but
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rather surprisingly adds that his change to manly behaviour was hardly
less wrong (see note below). Obviously, the speaker is trying to make
the most "of his example for the sake of effect, without maintaining
strict logic.

monstrum: an extremely harsh and insulting word sums up Tertul-
lian's view of Greece's number one hero. The word will be further justi-
fied by the clause starting with quando. The combination monstrum
geminwn is not attested elsewhere. The speaker paradoxically suggests
that Achilles made a double affront to .nata-ire, first by changing from
man to woman, then back from woman to man (cf. also next note).

quando - conflteri: this is a fallacy. It is a fairly obvious moral point
that the truth should not have been hidden', that is: Achilles should
never have dressed up like a girl. But the fact that it was disadvanta-
geous for him to give up the fraud is not a moral objection, but a prag-
matic one. If the issue were taken seriously along the line of reasoning
adopted here, it would have to be argued that Achilles made a morally
good step back towards normality by assuming his male role. However,
this evidently does not suit the polemical stand of the speaker.

confiteri: normally confiteri is a deponent, but here it has passive
sense; cf. TLL 232,19f. For a list of deponents similarly used by Tertul-
lian in a passive sense, see HOPPE 1903, 62-3. For the use of confiteri see
also below on saiu5.

uterque - salutem: a repetition and variation of the argument.
Again, a moral point ('against nature') is tacitly put on a par with a
pragmatic point ('against one's safety'): both may be called malum, but
on different levels. One may note that acting bravely against one's im-
mediate interests generally qualifies for praise rather than abuse (here
monstrum), both in non-Christian and in Christian texts.

salus: while words such as confiteri and salus have gained special
meanings in Christian Latin, there is no apparent trace of them here.
Still, it is remarkable that the speaker manages to insert them in close
connection, along with several other words which were to gain a spe-
cial theological significance (ueritas, malus, natura).

habitus: here in the relatively unusual meaning 'form'; cf. TLL s.v.
2485,56f. It is attested before Tertullian in e.g. Gell. 13,11,1. Cf. also Tert.
ApoL 35, 2 ciuitatem tabemae habitu abokfacere.
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(4. 3.1) Turpius adhuc libido uirum cultu transfigurauit quam aliqua
matema formido. Tametsi adoratur a uobis qui erubescendus est, ille
scytalosagittipeUiger, qui totam epitheti sui sortem cum muliebri
cultu compensauit.

'More degrading still were transfigurations in a man's attire due to
lust rather than to some maternal fear. Nonetheless you adore that
man who ought to make you feel ashamed, this "club-arrow-hide-
bearer", who exchanged the whole outfit expressed in his name for a
woman's attire.'

After Achilles, the next victim of the speaker's virulent attacks is Her-
cules, another popular ancient hero, whose moral case is said to be
worse stiU. There may be an additional allusion here to emperor Com-
modus, who considered himself a new Hercules; for the suggestion cf.
already e.g. NOLDECHEN 1886, 641-3. There is some evidence for con-
temporary sources ridiculing Commodus; cf. HEKSTER 2002, 207-8 (who
does not mention this instance).

libido: although the motif of 'unmanly lust' was implicit in much of
the section on Achilles, the formal cause of his hiding at Scyrus had
been his mother's fear (matema formido; cf. 4.2.3 matri5 sollicitadinem).
Now, in the case of Hercules, the speaker will expand on the motif of
lust. One may note the rhetorical order of examples: we go from bad to
worse. Libido andformido are the subject of transfigurauit, of which m'mm
is the object.

tametsi: without a subordinate clause, the word means 'and yet',
'nonetheless'; cf. OLD s.v. 2.

adoratur a uobis: as on earlier occasions, the speaker clearly turns
against his audience, suggesting a clear distinction between himself
and its members, partly through the use of the second person plural.

erubescendus: transitive use of the verb occurs since the classical
period; cf. e.g. Cic. Cael 8,5 quae... erubescas; Verg. A. 2,541-2; see further
TLL s.v. 821,59f. In Tert. one may compare Amm. 27 (345, 17-8) natura
ueneranda est, non erubescenda.

scytalosagittipelUger: without question one of the most remarkable
words in this speech, and in Latin literature as a whole. It clearly was
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coined in Greek fashion; a Greek model could be reconstructed as
OT<UTaAoTO^o§8p^aTO(p6po(;. The word neatly symbolises the three cus-
ternary objects of Hercules' attire: his club, bow, and lion skin. Al-
though no name is mentioned, the Greek hero must have been easy to
recognise for all.

It is not impossible that the epithet was coined by Tertullian, but
even according to the standards of Pa!!, this would be a rather extreme
case, notably because the word does not comply to normal Latin stan-
dards of word formation. It seems more likely, then, that Tertullian
took the word from one of the poets, as ̂ ERLO rightly argues. One
would, however, not have to think of a comic poet, as he assumes. The
word appears to be jambic, and so would fit in a verse from either
tragedy or comedy, filling nearly a whole trimeter. Within this speech
one is reminded of remarkable word formations such as 1.3.2 redprod-
comem et lanicutem et testitrahum by Laberius and 3.3 quadrupes tardi-
grada by Pacuvius. It is notably Pacuvius who is known for similarly
baroque coinages, such as the famous Nerei repandirostrwn incamicerui-
cum pecus (trag. 352 W., quoted in Quint. 1,5,67).

It may be interesting to confront Tertullian's entire description
with Quint. 8 praef. 18-20, where female attire is used as a symbol for a
style that is overloaded and indulges in words and exaggerated forms.
ifQuintilian had lived to see the likes ofTertullian, he would no doubt
have greatly scolded them because of their style.

epitheti sui sortem: the combination is unusual, but in the context
the sense is clear: it denotes everything that is comprised in the hero's
epithet, that is: club, bow (arrows) and lion skin.

(4.3.2) Tantum Lydiae clanculariae licuit, at Hercules in Omphale et
Omphale in Hercule prostihieretur.

'So much then was granted to the Lydian secret mistress, that Her-
cules prostituted himself in Omphale, and Omphale in Hercules.'

The myth meant here is that Hercules during his stay with queen Om-
phale ofLydia fell in love with her, gave her his club and lion skin, and
demeaned himself to performing tasks for her and wearing her clothes.
This story with its high potential for comic detail and exaggerated rep-
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resentation was even more popular in Roman literature than that of
Achilles on Seyms. Cf. notably Ter. Eun. 1027; Prop. 3,11,17-20; 4,9,47-50;
Ov. Ep. 9, 53-118; Sen. Her. O. 371-7; Her. F. 465-71; Phaed. 317-24; and Stat.
Theb. 10,646-9. A convenient, later summary is Lact. £pi't. 7,4 cumque
esset inuictus, ab una tamen Omphale triumphatas est, cu.i daua et spolio
leonis tradito indutas ipse feminea ueste atque ad pedes mulieris abiectas
pema quae faceret accepit.

Two older, Greek versions of the story are reflected in Diod. 4,31 and
Apollod. 2,6,3. These refer to a form of obligatory slavery of Heracles to
Omphale, during which he performed some heroic tasks. Diodorus'
version briefly mentions a sexual union behveen Hercules and Om-
phale, from which a son named Lamos was born. The erotic aspects of
the story (Heracles falling in love and voluntarily submitting to Om-
phale) seem to have been developed in classical Greek comedy and no-
tably in the Hellenistic period, although we have little textual evidence
to rely on. It is this version, then, that Roman authors seem to have
followed; cf. in general BARSBY 1999, 273 on Ter. Eun. 1027; there is am-
pie further material in RE s.v. Omphale 385,14f., esp. 389-93.

Tertullian fairly closely follows the account of Ovid, and also echoes
those of Seneca and Statius. His satirical version is, therefore, firmly
rooted in the tradition of Roman literature. For the story of Hercules
and Omphale in the visual arts, see SCHEFOLD/JUNG 1988, 199-204; fur-
ther SUHR 1953 and SCHAUENBURG 1960.

clanculariae: possibly an imitation of Mart. 10,3,5 poeta... clancularius,
the only earlier occurrence of the adjective; cf. TLL s.v. 1260, 14f. Here
the word must mean 'secret girl'.

Hercules... Omphale: after the allusions to Hercules and his mistress
(ille scytalosagittipelliger; Lydiae clanculariae), now their actual names are
mentioned. This is unlike the previous example of Achilles, whose
name was omitted altogether. Here the names are surely not men-
tioned because it might somehow be unclear which persons were con-
cerned, but for the sake of the rhetorical effect: the 'unnatural' change
of the couple is almost graphically illustrated by the chiastic inversion
of their names: Hercules in Omphale et Omphale in Hercule.

prostitueretur: with a particularly strong, sexual term, the activities
of Hercules and Omphale are ridiculed and condemned as a form of
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prostihition. A related allusion with sexual innuendo will follow shortly
(see 4.3.8 scorto). Prostitutes will figure prominently somewhat later in
the speech; see notably the devastating portrait oflupae in 4. 9. 5.

(4. 3.3) Vbi Diomedes et cruenta praesepia? Vbi Busiris et bustuaria
altaria? Vbi Geryon ter unus? Cerebris adhuc eorum claua foetere
malebat, cum unguentis ofFenderetur.

'Where were Diomedes and the gory mangers now? Where Busiris
and his sacrifice-burning altars? Where G^iyon, the three-in-one? It
was of their brains that Hercules' club still preferred to reek, when it
was offended by ointments!'

Some of Hercules' famous labours are recalled, so as to sharpen the
contrast with his efifeminate behaviour (a similar contrast was high-
lighted in the case of Achilles; see 4.2.2 and 4.2.4). The rhetorical stand
is clear in the threefold question (the first two parts being closely par-
allel in length, rhythm and sound) with anaphora of ubi, and in the
personification of the ciaua.

Diomedes: a reference to one of the twelve labours of Hercules. Di-
omedes, king of the Bistons in Thrace, possessed man-eating horses
(hence the 'gory mangers'). Hercules finally fed the king himself to his
horses and led them away.

Busiris: the episode meant here is not one of Hercules' canonic la-
boars, although it is connected with that of the golden apples of the
Hesperids. On his way to the far West, he met Busiris, the fearsome king
of Egypt, who made a yearly sacrifice to Jupiter. As he attempted to use
Hercules for this purpose, the hero freed himself and killed the king.

The succession of the episodes on Diomedes and Busiris proves that
Tertullian's main model here was Ov. Ep, 9, where both names are also
dealt with in this (unusual) order; cf. notably 67-70 Non tibi succurrit
cmdi Diomedis imago / effems humam qui dope pauit equas? / Si te uidisset
cultu Busiris in isto, / huic uictor uicto nempe pudendus eras. Ovid's text al-
ready was the model for Seneca's tragedies (cf. introductory note). In
Tro. 1106-9, Busiris is named first, then Diomedes.

bustuaria: the adjective normally refers to anything 'connected
with or frequenting tombs' (OLD s.v.). In combination with altaria, the
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word must obviously be taken as 'bringing death', 'used for (human)
sacrifice'. For these altars, cf. Verg. G. 3,5 inlaudati... Busiridis aras.

Geryon: the giant Geiyon had three heads and three bodies. Hercu-
les finally led away Geryon's cattle. This third example of Herculean
heroic deeds was also mentioned in Ovid's rather full account; cf. Ov. Ep.
9, 91-2 prodigiumque triplex, armenti diues Hiberi / Geryones, quamuis in
tribus unus erat. In Sen. Her. O. 26 Busiris and Geryon are mentioned in
close connection. Tertullian is obviously combining elements of his
Ovidian and Senecan models.

ter unus: a rather remarkable description. In Roman literary tradi-
tion several epithets for Geryon's threefold nature were available; e.g.
Lucr. 5,28 tripectora tergemeni uis Geryonai; Verg. A 6,289 tricorpons; Sen.
Ag. 841 triformis; Apul. Met. 3, 19,2 trigemino corpori; Hyg. fab. 30, 11
trimembrem. Instead, Tertullian chooses terunus, which may properly be
called 'ostentatiously simple'. The words also aptly mark Geryon as the
third example here.

Although the speaker's main inspiration seems to have been, again,
Ovid (£p. 9,92 in tribus unus, quoted above), there is an even closer par-
allel in Mart. 5,24,15 Hermes omnia solus et ter unus. In addition, one can-
not help thinking of a much later text (368 AD), Ausonius' Gryphus
temarii numeri. In line 89: ter bibe. Tres numems super omnia. Tres deus
unu5, there is a reference to the Trinity, which is either shockingly
irreverent or refreshingly playful - a still hotly debated issue among
Ausonian scholars.

Naturally, any form of satire on the Trinity would certainly be in-
conceivable in the case of Tertullian, and we need not assume any
Christian intention here. Earlier in this passage, the speaker also used
words which were to gain specific theological meanings in Latin
Christian literature; see note above on 4.2.5 salus.

cerebris - malebat: a rather brutal detail, influenced both by cruel
descriptions in epic and a rhetoric search of pathos. The personified
club is argued to prefer to be still smelling of the victims' scattered
brains.

adhuc: according to GERLO on 4.3. 1 turpi us adhuc the word means

etiam here too, but there seems to be no reason why the word cannot
retain its normal sense here. Having to put up with female perfumes,
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the club would rather still be reeking of carnage. The contrast between
female attire and brutal heroism can hardly be brought to greater ex-
tremes.

ofFenderetur: the personification of the club is continued. It not
only has heroic preferences, but it even takes offence at all forms of
perfumery.

(4.3.4) Vetus iam Hydrae Centaurorumque sanguis in sagittis pumice
spiculi excludebatur, insultante luxuria, ut post monstra transfixa
coronam forsitan suerent.

'The blood, grown old by then, of Hydra and Centaurs was taken
away from the arrows by a sharp-edged pumice, in order that after
piercing monsters (o, insults of luxury!), the arrows could perhaps sew
a wreath!'

A casual mention of two more labours brings up the image of the fear-
some Herculean arrows being perversely used for sewing. The point is a
rhetorical one, for which there are no parallels in earlier accounts of
the tale of Hercules and Omphale.

Hydrae Centaurorumque: both labours are, in a way, connected.
The Hydra of Lerna was a dragon like monster with five (or according
to some: a hundred) heads. Hercules, aided by his nephew lolaus, at-
tacked it with burning arrows and a sword, cutting off the heads and
burning the wounds, so that no new heads could grow from them. He
dipped his arrows in the poison from the Hydra, thereby turning them
into weapons that would cause lethal wounds. During his journey to
the Erymanthus, where he was to catch the famous boar, Hercules was
confronted with the Centaurs. They first kindly welcomed him, but as
they got drunk, they provoked him and made him defend himself with
the poisonous arrows.

pumice spiculi: an enigmatic combination. The sense would be clear
without spicuii: the blood is scraped off (here excludebatur) by means of
a pumice. According to GERLO and earlier scholars, spiculum in this con-
text must refer to needles: 'pumice that normally would whet needles'
(cf. MARRA'S 'la pomice dell' ago crinale'). However, this nuance is un-
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paralleled, and the basic sense 'sharp point' and the common use of the
word for 'arrow' would seem more important. The rendering 'sharp-
edged pumice' proposed here is hardly more than tentative. Alter-
natively, one might interpret simply as 'pumice with which arrows
were wetted'. However this may be, Tertullian seems rather more
aware of the sound effect: note the alliteration of s (sanguis, sagittis, spi-
cull) and the repeated sound of p and c.

excludebatur: this instance is listed in TLL s.v. 1270,67f. under the
heading 'delere, extinguere' and explained as 'detergebatur', with a
reference to excudere (for confusion between exclude and excudo, cf. also
TLL s.v. exclude 1271,83f.).

coronam... suerent: a wreath of flowers could be sewed with needles.
Here, the arrows are imagined to perform the role of the needles. The
motif is not mentioned in other extant versions of the tales on Hercules,
and Tertullian may well have invented the detail himself as a rhetorical
development of the notion that Hercules worked at Omphale's spin-
ning-wheel, for which cf. e.g. Ov. £p. 9,77-80; Prop. 4,9,48; Sen. Phaed.
323-4 et manu, clauam modo qua gerebat /fila dedvixit properante faso). For
Hercules putting down his arrows, cf. Sen. Phaed. 317 natas Alcmenapo-
suitpharetras.

(4. 3.5) Ne sobriae mulieris quidem aut uiraginis alicuius scapulae sub
exuuias bestiae tantae introire potuissent, nisi diu mollitas et euigo-
ratas et exodoratas, quod apud Omphalem balsamo aut telino spero
factum.

'Not even a sober woman or some sturdy maiden could have put her
shoulders into the stripped skin of such a mighty beast, unless it was
softened, smoothened, and freed from stench for a long time, as had
been done, so I presume, in Omphale's house, by means of balsam and
fenugreek oil.

A rhetorical vignette on Hercules' rough lion's skin, elaborately pre-
pared to be worn by tender Omphale.

ne sobriae - uiraginis: by implication, Omphale is neither. She is
thereby qualified as a women used to heavy drinking and as a delicate,
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un-manly girl. For uirago 'heroic maiden, female warrior', cf. e.g. Enn.
Ann. 260 W; Verg. A. 12,468; and Ov. Met. 2,765.

scapulae: normally the word is used in connection with men rather
than women, but here the situation is of course purposely reversed.
Grammatically, the word is the subject ofintroire potuissent.

bestiae tantae: this is, in fact, a reference to yet another of Hercules'
labours, the first one. It concerns the lion of Nemea, the animal that
proved to be invulnerable by Hercules' arrows. The hero then made a
club, forced the lion into a hole, and strangled it in there. Ever since, he
wore its skin.

mollitas - exodoratas: in other versions of the story on Hercules
and Omphale the hero also takes off the lion's skin; cf. e.g. Sen. Her. O.
374 nempe ilia cemix spolia deposait ferae; Her. F. 465-6; Phaed. 318; Stat.
Theb. 10,647. For Omphale achially wearing this skin, cf. Ov. Ep. 9,111-4.
The detail about the necessary extra preparations of the skin to fit
Omphale seems to be the speaker's own invention.

Though moih'tus is quite normal, the two other words are excep-
tional and do not occur in other authors. Both however may be under-
stood on the basis of their etymology. Euigoratus is 'deprived of vigour'
(LSh s.v.); the word is also used in Apol 17,5 libidinibus et concupiscentiis
euigorata. Likewise, exodoratus is 'deprived of its smell' (LSh s.v. ).

quod - factum: a further detail on the way the skin was treated,
namely with some ointment or with fenugreek oil, a substance that was
costly. The element may seem rather pointless in this context, but it is
probably inserted here to give an additional note of luxury and ex-
travagance, which sharply contrasts with the general image of Hercules.
For the rare word telinum, cf. Plin. Nat. 13,13,1. Spero here is 'to expect,
to assume.'

(4.3.6) Credo et iubas pectinem passas, ne ceruicem eneruem inureret
sciria leonina. Hiatus crinibus infarsus, genuini inter antias adumbrati:
tota oris contumelia mugiret, si posset.

'The mane too, I believe, had to put up with the comb, lest the weak
neck would be infected with leonine scabies. The gaping mouth was
stuffed with hair, the back teeth overshadowed by locks - all of the
animal's face would have roared against this outrage, if only it could!'
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A further instance of rhetorical pathos: the lion's skin is imagined to
suffer and feel indignant because of its unworthy treatment.

pectinem passas: sc. esse. Note the alliteration of p.
sciria leonina: the first word is a borrowing from Greek medical

language. The rare word OKipia (or oKTpo<;) means 'hardened swelling
or tumour' (LSJ s.v.) and occurs in medical writings. An earlier Latin
derivation is scirron, used by Plin. Nat. 7,63. Here, the suggestion is
clearly that Omphale's weak, female neck would sufiFer some form of
'irritation' cause by the rough lion's skin, if the skin was not combed
and further treated. Meanwhile, one wonders whether all of Tertul-
lian's audience would have fully understood the expression.

hiahis... infarsus: the simplest explanation, given by GERLO ad loc.
(and GERLO 1939, 403), is that the lion's head, still attached to the skin,
covers the head of the person who wears it as if it were a cap, and so
may be said to 'be stuffed with hair', in this case the hair of Omphale
(not the hair of the lion itself, as TLL s.v. antiae 166,3-4 wrongly sug-
gests). This is how Hercules himself is often pictured.

However, the parallel with Hercules' portrait would rather plead
against this interpretation. As Hercules is usually depicted with long
hair, much as Omphale, the lion's head would be in much the same po-
sition with both persons. However, a change for the worse and the ef-
feminate seems to be the speaker's point.

Therefore it seems best to take Tertullian's phrase rather literally.
As Hercules' arrows had been subjected to cleaning (4.3.4) and the skin
to softening and removal of smell (4.3.5), so some special treatment
must be meant here too. The awesome mouth of the lion with its dan-
gerous teeth is perhaps stuffed with loose bundles and tresses of hair to
prevent it from harming Omphale. From the lion's point of view, this
treatment would be particularly embarrassing and humiliating.

hiatus: the word is used regularly in connection with lions (TLL s.v.
2683, 14f.). For the lion ofNemea cf. notably Lucr. 5,24-5 quid Nemeaeus
enim nobis nunc magnus hiatus / ille leonis obesset..?; V.Fl. 1,34-5 Ckonaeo
iam tempera clausus hiatu. / Alddes; Manil. 5,206 cum uero in uastos surget
Nemeaeus hiatus.
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genuini: 'back teeth, molars'; cf. Cic. N.D. 2,134 (dentibus... ) eomm
aduersi acuti morsu diuidunt escas, intimi autem confidunt, qui genuini uo-
cantur.

antias: the antiae are 'forelocks'. The rare word may have been in-
vented by Apuleius, who used it first in Fl 3,10 (Marsyas on Apollo) 'Jam
primum, ' inquit, 'crines eius pmemukis antiis et promulsis caproneis anteuen-
tali et propenduV; on that passage see HUNINK 2001, 76 ad loc.

tota oris contumelia: 'the entire offence of the mouth', that is, the
whole offended mouth.

(4. 3.7) Nemea certe, si quis loci genius, ingemebat: tune enim se cir-
cumspexit leonem perdidisse.

'Nemea, for one thing (if there is a spirit at that place) groaned: for
it was then it realised that it had really lost its lion.'

Another personification, now of the lion's place of origin.
si quis loci genius: according to MCKECHNIE 1992, 59, this is a tactful

form of distancing: a pagan could have said this to express conven-
tional agnosticism However, this rather makes it a surprising remark
for a Christian author, particularly since the rhetorical suggestion is
that such a genius loci actually exists: it is pictured as lamenting the loss
of its lion. For the concept of a genius loci, cf. e.g. Verg. A. 5,95; and 7, 136;
further TLL s.v. genius 1835, lf. with numerous inscriptions. One may
wonder whether the speaker is ironical or merely adapting his lan-
guage to the general notions of his audience.

circumspexit: the verb is used in a weakened sense, more or less as
a synonym for uidere; cf. TLL 1171,40f. comparing adv.Marc. 4,10
(446,20-2) qua igitur ratione admittas filium hominis, Marcion, circamspicere
non possum.

leonem perdidisse: the idea is that the lion was not yet completely
lost as long as its skin covered Hercules himself. Only after the humili-
ating preparation of the skin for Omphale, there was cause for grief.

(4.3.8) Quails ille Hercules in serico Omphales fuerit, iam Omphale in
Herculis scorto designata descripsit.
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'What this Hercules looked like in Omphale's silken gown? This has
already been indicated through the picture of Omphale in Hercules'
hide!'

In a conclusion to this section, the speaker returns to Hercules himself.
His improper outfit is evoked indirectly by a reference to what Om-
phale looked like.

Hercules... Omphales: for the double combination and the com-
parison of the two characters, cf. 4.3.2 ut Hercules in Omphak et Omphak
in Hercule prostitaeretur.

serico: 'a silken gown' here stands as a symbol for luxurious, female
clothing, particularly known to make the shape of the body visible; cf.
CROOM 2000, 121-2. Earlier texts invariably have Serica in the plural; e.g.
Prop. 1,14,22; Mart. 11,27,11.

scorto: the word is taken here in its archaic, neutral sense ofpeiiis; cf.
Var. L. 7,84 scortari est saepius meretriculam ducere, quae dicta a pelle: id
eni'm non solum antiqui dicebant scortam, sed etiam nunc dicimus scortea ea
quae e corio ac pellibus sunt facta. In addition, there is an obvious play
here on the more common sense 'whore'; cf. also the use ofprosti'tuo in
4.3.2 (quoted above).

(4. 4.1) Sed et qui ante Tirynthium accesserat, pugil Cleomachus, post
Olympiae cum incredibili mutatu de masculo fluxisset, intra cutem
caesus et ultra,

'But there is something too about the man who earlier had come
close to the Tirynthian, Cleomachus the boxer. Later at Olympia he
underwent an unbelievable change, flowing from his male condition by
being cut inside and outside his skin.'

A new example of perversion of human clothing. In due rhetorical
fashion, every successive example seems worse than all earlier ones.
Here, it concerns a historical character, the boxer Cleomachus.

Tirynthium: the man from Tiryns, i.e. Hercules. Although Hercules'
birth was commonly located in Thebes, another tradition connects him
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with Tiryns; cf. e.g. Verg. A. 7,661-2 postquam Laurentia uictor / Geryone
exstincto Tirynthius attigit arua.

Cleomachus: a Greek boxer who is said to have fallen in love with a
lover-boy and to have 'degraded himself to effeminate, sexually pas-
sive behaviour. For the story, cf. Strab. 14,1,41 'just as that style was
corrupted still more by the Lysioedi and the Magoedi, and by Cleoma-
chus the pugilist, who, having fallen in love with a certain cinaedus and
with a young female slave who was kept as a prostitute by the cinaedus,
imitated the style of dialects and mannerisms that was in vogue among
the cinaedi' (tr. H.L. Jones). Cf. also Liban. Or. 64,54 (not mentioning the
name, but probably alluding to the same story). There is a rather ob-
scare Greek metre called the Kkomacheion, mentioned by Hephaest.
Ench. 11 (35,12), which may be called after him; cf. RE s.v. Kleomachos
677,17f. Tertullian carries the story yet a little further with an obscene
pun (see below).

Since a change of male to female clothing is not mentioned explic-
itly, Vis 1949, 86 argues that the example is superfluous and merely
serves the aim of adding obscene material to please the audience. Al-
though this intention seems clear, the story of Cleomachus may actu-
ally be said to fit into the context, for 'a change of dress' is the motif
that, even implicitly, firmly connects the successive examples.

Olympiae: the third name in a row. It adds to the pathos that Cleo-
machus underwent his degrading change in the very place where he
must have celebrated his major sporting triumphs. In the earlier exam-
pies of Achilles and Hercules too, the contrast between their male
heroism and the allegedly effeminate behaviour was made as strong as
possible.

de masculo fluxisset: an unprecedented usage offluere for 'change
from', 'descend fi-om'. The closest attested sense is 'labi, fluctuare', of
human beings; TLL s.v. 974, 48f. Still, the choice of the word seems
rather apt, given its general associations of luxury, pleasure, and deca-
dence (TLL s.v. 974,72f.).

intra cutem caesus et ultra: a striking obscenity after the model of
satire and epigram, and perhaps also reminiscent of mime (cf. also the
following sentence); cf Catul. 56,6-7 hunc ego... protelo rigida mea cecidi;
Priap. 26,9-10 solebam / fares caedere. Tertullian cleverly exploits the
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contrast intra/ultra (with the latter obviously referring to the 'outside'),
and the ambiguity of caedere, alluding both to the literal, external
strikes the boxer Cleomachus has to endure in fighting and to the sex-
ual act he is submitted to. For Latin words for 'striking' used as obscene
metaphor for 'having intercourse with', see ADAMS 1982, 145-9 (men-
tioning our passage at p.146). For an earlier case of sexual language in
this speech, see 4.1.3 a ado. For the obscene use of infra cutem, editors
compare Festus p. 110 infra cutem flagitatos dicebant antiqui mores qui stu-
pram passi essent.

The glaring obscenity was also observed by earlier scholars, but the
passage was not always understood properly. GERLO mistakenly as-
sumes an obscene sense for cuti's, referring to TLL s.v. 1578,73 'de pra-
eputio uel pene' However, it is not Cleomachus' penis but his anus
which is concerned here. The neutral word for 'skin' allows for the in-
nuendo.

(4.4.2) inter Fiillones iam Nouianos coronandus meritoque mimogra-
pho Lentulo in Catinensibus commemoratus,

'Well, he earns a crown amidst the Fullers of Novius and he has
rightly been mentioned by the mime-writer Lentulus in his Carinenses!'

In a highly sarcastic remark, Cleomachus is said to deserve a special
place in the works of two disreputable authors of Roman mime.

Fullones... Nouianos: the poet Novius (1st century B.C.) is known as
a writer of Fabulae Atellanae. Except for some scanty remains, all rele-
vant texts are lost, but it seems certain that some of the pieces in this
genre were called FuHones. For Novius' Fulbnes, cf. Ribbeck II, p.258-9,
where this text is quoted in the apparatus. Barely a line from this piece
is extant:... te5tas patinas pistiHos mi'hi / cantant (Novius 28-9 R.). Novius
also wrote pieces called Fullones Feriati and Fullonicwn (Ribbeck II, p.259).
The mimographer Laberius too wrote pieces called Fullo and Fullonicum;
cf. BONARIA 1965, 95-6. Roman launderers seem to have had a rather bad
reputation in sexual matters.

coronandus: an additional touch of irony. The speaker consciously
alludes to the typical sort of reward Cleomachus would have earned in
his earlier career as a winning athlete.
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mimographo Lentulo: this author of mimes lived in the age of the
Antonines. Lentulus is also mentioned in Apol 15,1 dispidte Lentalomm et
Hostiliorum uenustates, utmm mimos an deos uestros in iocis et strophis ride-
ati's; 'moechum Anubin' et masculum Lunam' et 'Dianam flageUatam'.,, An-
other author of mimes was mentioned in 1.3.2 Laberius; see note there;
for another direct reference to a Roman author, see 3.3.1 (Pacuvius). On
the evidence for pantomime during the Roman empire, see HALL 2002,
27-30.

in Catinensibus: Lentulus also wrote a mime entitled Catinenses,
probably making fun of the inhabitants of Catina (modern Catania on
Sicily). For their bad reputation, see Juv. 8,16-7 s; tenemm attritum Ca-
tinensi pumice lumbum / sqaakntis traducit auos and the Scholion ad loc.:
Catina oppidum Siciliae, usque ad probra dissolutam notatw (... ). Accordingly,
a possible mention ofCleomachus in the mime can be given the present
speaker's comment 'merito'. Meanwhile, this is not evidence that Cleo-
machus actually was mentioned in the mime, and still less that Tertul-
lian is inserting a quotation from lines by Lentulus here; see note on
4.4.3 utique sicut - extrusit.

(4.4.3) utique sicut uestigia cestuum uiriis occupauit, ita et endromidis
solocem aliqua multicia synthesi extrusit.

'Surely, just as he covered the traces of boxing-gloves with bracelets,
so he replaced the coarse sportsman's wrap with some thin,
loose-fitting garment.'

The main clause of the section illustrates Cleomachus' effeminacy by a
double contrast of his sportsman's equipment and his female attire.
The thought is somewhat obscured by a number of rare words.

utique sicut - extrusit: these words have been printed by BONARIO
1965 (Lentulus, lines 199-201) as a 'fragmentum certum' of Lentulus'
Catinenses, supposedly consisting of trochaic septenarii: <qui> sicat ues-
tigia cestuum occapauit uiriis / ita et endromidis solocem multicia aliqua syn-
thesi / extrusit. Against this, strong, metrical arguments are brought
forward by D'ANGELO 1982, who on this account rejects the attribution
to Lentulus. In opposition to such a conclusion, SOUBIRAN 1984, argues
that metrically correct trochaic septenarii with clear caesurae can ac-
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tually be constructed here as follows: si'cut uiriis occupaui't (-) cestuum
uestig[ia / ita [et] solocem endromidis aliqaa (-) synthesi multicia / extrusit
(SOUBIRAN, 80). However, the various transpositions of words that would
be required make this hypothesis rather less attractive.

More importantly, metrical arguments should not be decisive here
at all. The apparent wish to identify a genuine 6'agment by Lentulus
has induced scholars to misjudge the rhetorical nature of Tertullian's
text. The words fulfil a specific function in this context, where they
form yet another ironical comment by the speaker. Moreover, as
D'ANGELO 1982, 251 already briefly pointed out, the peculiar vocabulary
used here does not fit into what we know about Roman mime, whereas
it is a primary characteristic of the whole of Pali. We may therefore
safely assume that what we read here are not words by Lentulus but by
Tertullian.

cestuum: the caestas (here spelled without a) was a strip of leather
loaded with balls of lead or iron, tied around the hands of pugilists; cf.
OLD s.v. Earlier editors (a.o. GEFFCKEN) interpreted uestigia cestaum as
'scars caused by (knocks with) boxing-gloves', but what is meant is
probably simply 'traces left from wearing boxing-gloves', i.e. callosity;
thus TLL s.v. caestus 114,77 f. and GERLO ad loc.

uiriis: a rare word for 'bracelet'. It is used by Plin. Nat. 33,39 habeant
in lacertis iam quidem et uiri, quod ex Dardanis uenit, itaque et Dardanium
uocabatur; uiriok.e Celtice dicantar, uiriae Celtiberice - habeant feminae m
armiUis digitisque totis.

endromidis solocem: an endromis is a 'thick wrap worn by athletes,
etc., after exercise' (OLD s.v.), as in Mart. 14,126,2. It was a cheap gar-
ment, usually made of coarse wool, as LEARY 1996, 191 ad loc. explains.
The archaic adjective solox means 'coarse', mostly used of wool; OLD s.v.
quotes Titin. corn 3 lana soloci and some other examples. The turn en-
dromidis solocem ('the coarse element of an endromis') equals endromida
solocem.

multicia synthesi: two more rare words. The adjective multicius, not
used in classical prose, can be applied to garments: 'soft, splendid,
transparent', as in HistAug. AureL 12. There is also a noun multicia
(neuter plural), e.g. Juv. 2, 66. The noun synthesis designates a kind of
loose, easy garment, worn at the table, cf. e.g. Mart. 5,79, 2.
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extrusit: the verb here has the special, unparalleled sense 'mutandi
causa removere atque alia re supplere', according to TLL s.v. extrudo
2090.

(4.5.1) Physconem et Sardanapallum tacendum est, qm nisi insignes
libidinum, alias reges nemo nosset.

'About Physco or Sardanapallus we must keep silent: if they were
not remarkable for their lusts, no-one would know them as kings.'

A brief mention of two legendary effeminate kings from a fairly recent
past. With every new example, the distance in time and place seems to
diminish.

Physconem: Ptolemy Euergetes the Second, king of Egypt (182-116
B.C.), nicknamed 'pot-belly' $UOKO)V is described in several ancient
sources as decadent and effeminate. Cf. notably Just. Epit.Pomp.Trog.
38,8,9, who notes even the king's transparent garments: erat enim et
uuitu deformis et statura breuis et sagina uentris non homini, sed beluae
si'mih's. Quam foeditatem ni'mi'a subtih'tas perlucidae uestis augebat; further
Strab. 17,1,11. The name <I>UOKO)V is also used (without a specific ref-
erence to Ptolemaeus) by Plut. Coriol. 11. The king was also nicknamed
KaK£pY£Tr|<; (Athen. 12, 549d) andTpucp&v 'extravagant'.

Sardanapallum: Assurbanipal (5ardanapal!us) was the last king of
Assyria (668-627 B. C.), and was universally infamous for his luxurious
and effeminate life style. He is mentioned as early as in Hdt. 2, 150, and
in many later sources; he seems to have become a standard example in
moral philosophy. A lively description of his degeneracy is given by
Diod.Sic. 2,23. References to the king are remarkably frequent in au-
thors of the Second Sophistic: cf. Dio Chr. 1,3; 2,35; 4,113 a.o.; Lucian,
JConf. 16; DMort. 3(2), l;JTr. 48; Max.Tyr. 4,9; 7,7; 15,8; 29,1 a.o. Full mate-
rial may be found in RE s.v. Sardanapal 2446, 54f. -2448, 63.

tacendum est: for the impersonal gerundive with a direct object, see
3.4.1 multa dicendumfuit, with note there.

nisi insignes libidinum: sc. essent. Here imignis is constructed with a
genitive instead of the more normal ablative; cf. LHSz 2,79, comparing
Apol 19,2 urbes insignes histariamm. TLL s.v. insignis 1903, lf. quotes this
text without further comment.
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(4.5.2) Tacendum autem, ne quid et illi de Caesaribus quibusdam ues-
tris obmussitent pariter propudiosis, ne caninae forte constantiae
mandatum sit impuriorem Physcone et molliorem Sardanapallo Cae-
sarem designare et quidem Subneronem.

'Yes, we must keep silent, lest even they start muttering about some
of your Caesars, who are no less a disgrace, lest "Doglike" constancy be
given a mandate to denote a Caesar less pure than Physco, softer than
Sardanapallus, a very "Sub-Nero!"'

An exceptional, scathing remark about Roman emperors who will not
stand the comparison with decadent rulers like Physco and Sardanapal-
lus. The speaker gives his comment with an explicit reference to the
tradition of the Cynics. As in the case of Cleomachus, the motif of
'changing clothes' remains implicit.

et illi: a subtle introduction to a strong comment. 'Even truly de-
based characters such as Physco and Sardanapalus' might start to pro-
test and point at Roman rulers.

de Caesaribus quibusdam uestris: for the polemical use of the sec-
ond person plural uester, used by the speaker to distance himself from
his audience, cf. note on 2.5.2; further e.g. 3.5.1 cedo iam de uestro; 4.3.1.
There seems to have been only little danger in censuring bad Roman
rulers after their death. In Tertullian's days, emperors such as Tiberius,
Caligula, Nero, Vitellius, Otho, and Domitian had long established
reputations of moral and sexual corruption.

obmussitent: 'to whisper or mutter against one', a rare verb not
attested elsewhere; cf. TLL s.v. 119,32. Tertullian also uses the equally
rare verb obmusso inAni'm. 18,1.

propudiosis: the word does not occur in texts of the classical period,
but it does in archaic and late authors; e.g. Plaut. 5ti"ch. 334; Gell. 2,7,20.

caninae... constantiae: a clear reference to the tradition of the Cyn-
ics, with their fame of frankness and daring, outspoken comments.
Some of them even censured mlers even during their lifetime, the
leading example here being Diogenes facing Alexander the Great. For
caninus used in relation to the Cynics, TLL s.v. 252,72f. adduces i.a. Aug.
Civ. 14,20 illi canini philosophi, hoc est Cynici.
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impuriorem... Caesarem: one specific Emperor is targeted, who is
said to have combined the sexual depravity of Physco and the deca-
dence of Sardanapalus, and to have surpassed both of them. The state-
ment is so vague that it fits all infamous Roman emperors prior to the
death of Tertullian: Tiberius, Caligula, Nero, Otho, Domitian, Commo-
dus, Caracalla, and Heliogabalus. It is difficult to establish which one of
them Tertullian means; see further discussion in next note.

Subneronem: the name is, hardly surprisingly, not attested el-
sewhere, and may well be Tertullian's invention. The precise con-
notation of the name is not easy to assess. GERLO ad loc. interprets it as
'half a Nero' and suggests that the invective is primarily, though indi-
rectly, directed at Nero himself (for his identification of the Subnero see
below). In other sources, Sardanapalus is indeed sometimes associated
with Nero; see Epict. diss. 3,22,20 (S. and N. contrasted with Agamem-
non); cf. further Hier. Ep. 54, 13 Neronis et Sardanapali nuptias. However,
the sentence clearly works towards a climax and the speaker's indigna-
tion seems effectively directed at someone other than Nero. We might
therefore interpret the name as 'under-Nero', a nickname for a man
who has sunk even lower than Nero.

According to most scholars (GERLO and MARRA among them; cf. also
COSTANZA, 25) this Subnero must be Domitian, given Tertullian's words
in ApoL 5,4 Domitianus, porti'o Neronis de cmdelitate. But as these words
show, Domitian's reputation was one of excessive cruelty rather than
decadence and luxury. Ancient and modern accounts ofDomitian's rule
contain many negative remarks about his personal life, but there is
hardly anything to suggest that he was extremely 'perverse'; cf. also the
general assessment of the emperor's historical significance in JONES
1992.

Several other 'evil' emperors have been proposed here as well. Ac-
cording to NOLDECHEN 1886,633 (cited by BARNES1985, 36n5) the Subnero
is Caracalla, but this ruler had no reputation for decadence. A much
better candidate seems Heliogabalus (218-222), the young eastern
priest whose 'biography' in the HistAug. contains a great number of
details on his sexual and personal life that would amply illustrate the
claims made here; cf. SAFLUND 1955, 37-49, who actually defends this
identification. Tertullian must have lived to see Heliogabalus' reign (the
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theologian probably died about 220). However, this identification re-
mains highly dubious. Pail may well have been composed at a much
earlier stage in Tertullian's career (see Introduction (2)) and even if it
were his last work, it would seem inconceivable for an orator to suggest
an}?thing like this blunt remark about a living emperor.

Perhaps the most convincing suggestion is Tertullian must be talk-
ing about Commodus; cf. BARNES 1985, 36, who quotes HistAug. Comm.
19,2 saeuibr Domitiano, impurior Nerone; further MCKECHNIE 1992,59.
Commodus died in 192, and Tertullian must have detested this emperor,
who was hated by many ordinary Romans for his decadence and exces-
sive behaviour in many aspects. One may compare the long acclama-
tion in the Senate, quoted in HistAug. Comm. 18-19, a text filled with an
intense hatred. It seems to make sense if the speaker angrily refers to
the most recent emperor he experienced. Cf. also his praise of the
actual Roman rulers in 2.7.1, which may be taken as a reference to the
year 193 (see note ad loc. ). For a modern biographical study of Com-
modus see HEKSTER 2002. Commodus was possibly already alluded to in
the preceding portrait of the effeminate Hercules (cf. 4. 3. 1).

(4. 6.1) Nec tepidior uis uanae quoque gloriae mutandis induuiis, etiam
uiro saluo. Calor est omnis afifectus; uerum cum in afFectationem fla-
bellatur, iam de incendio gloriae ardor est.

'No less lukewarm, as far as changing clothes is concerned, is the
power of vainglory, also in cases where virility is untouched. Every
affect is heat, but when it is fanned into affectation, the fire of glory
turns it into ardour.'

Some general, indirect remarks introduce the next target of the
speaker's polemics, Alexander the Great (4. 6.2-4). Most importantly, a
lack of virility is no longer the issue here.

uanae quoque gloriae: vainglory is, of course, generally condemned
in ancient texts. The word quoque here may seem slightly awkward, but
it does make sense. The speaker considers the great power of (the de-
sire for) glory, even if it is only vainglory.
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induuiis: yet another word for 'dress', now an archaic one. Before
Tertullian, it is attested in Plaut. Men. 191 and Gell. 9, 13, 3.

etiam uiro saluo: that is, even if there are no consequences for the
person's male sex or male gender role, as in all previous examples since
4.2. 1.

calor - ardor est: the words give the impression of a subtle phi-
losophical and biological statement about the physical basis of passion.
However, the speaker's point is rather rhetorical: if human passion is
normally 'warm', it can become 'a fire' dye to a desire for glory. As
GERLO rightly notes, this is an ironical explanation of the words nec
tepidior uis...

flabellatur: the verb (derived from flabellum 'fan') is not attested
elsewhere; cf. TLL s.v. 832, 14f.

(4. 6.2) Habes igitur ex isto fomite aeshiantem magnum regem, sola
gloria minorem.

'So there you have the great king who is ablaze with this fuel, a man
smaller only than his glory.'

The identity of the historical character meant here is revealed by
means of allusions: it is Alexander the Great.

ex isto fomite: that is, the fuel of a desire for (vain) glory. The im-
agery of fire (4. 6.1) is still continued here.

magnum regem: typically, his real name Alexander will not be
mentioned at all in the following lines. The speaker could be absolutely
certain that every member of the audience understood the point. Men-
tioning the real name would apparently spoil the game in such a case.
See also e.g. 3.4.1 (Adam and Eve not mentioned) and cf. 3.7.3
(postponement of the name Cato).

In antiquity there were rather divergent views on Alexander the
Great, who was admired by many, but also found fault with (notably by
Stoic philosophers) on account of his lack of moderation, his impulsive
behaviour and desire for power; cf. e.g. Sen. Ep. 94, 62. Generally speak-
ing, Alexander was a popular theme in Second Sophistic and Roman
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declamation; cf. SANDY 1997, 64-6. The scholarly literature on Alexander
is vast; a modern biography is O'BRIEN 1992.

sola gloria minorem: a pun on Alexander's name 'the Great', as in
Sped 10, 5 Pompeius Magnus, solo theatre suo minor. Such puns have a long
tradition in Roman literature; cf. e.g. Luc. 3, 5 (on Pompeius) with
HUNINK 1992, 31 ad loc.; id. 3,37. For Alexander, cf. e.g. Apul. FL 7,2 for-
tana saa maior.

(4. 6.3) Vicerat Medicam gentem et uictus est Medica ueste. Trium-
phalem cataphracten amolitus in captiua sarabara decessit; pertus
squamarum signaculis disculptum textu perlucido tegendo nudauit,
anhelum adhuc ab opere belli, et ut mollius uentilante serico extinxit.

'He had conquered the Median people and was conquered by Me-
dian attire. Abandoning his triumphal mail, he descended into the
trousers of his captives. His breast, sculpted with scaly signs, he cov-
ered with translucent texture and so stripped it bare, panting as it still
was from the works of war, and through the ventilation of the silk
(thought to have a softening effect) he extinguished it.'

Some strong lines against Alexander and his oriental, effeminate
dressing habits. The speaker makes full use of some well-known facts
about Alexander and elaborates upon them in a truly rhetorical way.

uicerat - ueste: the somewhat paradoxical clause resembles famous
phrases like Hor. Ep. 2, 1, 156 Graecia captafemm uictorem cepit.

Ancient sources on Alexander unanimously report his change to
Persian clothing (Medicos here equals Persicus) in the course of his cam-
paign in the far east, and generally express condemnation; cf. e.g. Arr.
Anab. 4,7,4; Plut. Alex. 45; Curt. 6,6,4-5 and 10 regem metis quam uictoribus
similiorem. On Alexander's attire after his conquering of Persia, see
particularly NEUFFER 1929, 10-1 and 35-8.

cataphracten: as a noun, the loan word from Greek is rare. It de-
notes 'a coat of mail' (OLD s.v. catafractes 2) used for pedestrian and
equestrian troops, as in Tac. Hist. 1,79 catafractamm pondere.

sarabara: another unusual word, probably neuter plural, for 'loose
trousers, worn in the east' (OLD s.v. sarabarae, referring to Pub. corn. 19).
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It is used by Tertullian in a similar context in Oral 15,2 (deus)... qui tres
sanctos in fomace Babylonii regis orantes cum sarabaris et ti'an's sui's exaudiuit;
further Resurr. 58 nec tiaras nec sarabara (clearly another case of neuter
plural).

GERLO ad loc. engages in a rather fruitless discussion about the word,
claiming Tertullian uses it in a more general sense here as 'long Persian
dress', on the assumption that in the whole passage he is talking about
only one Persian item of clothing; the sarabara then would have to be a
silken garment covering at least the chest. This, of course, need not be
so. There seems to be no reason to differ from the dictionaries here.

The same scholar interprets in sarabara decessit as 'he died in a sara-
bara', taking sarabara as female singular, and suggesting that Tertullian
means that Alexander was, in a way, defeated by this garment. For this,
he confers both the preceding uictus est Medica ueste and the following
extirodt.

However, these very parallels would contradict this, for surely, Ter-
tullian would not make the same point three times with a fairly explicit
expression in the second place. The sentence under scmtiny rather
decribes Alexander's 'taking off his coat of mail and 'putting on'
trousers. This putting on is pictured negatively as 'debasing himself
into, degenerating into' (thus already Salmasius and OEHLER). The rhe-
torical point of Alexander 'dying' of luxury is made only in extivxit (see
note there).

squamarum signaculis: squama as 'scale-armour' is used already in
Vergil, e.g. A. 9,707; 11,488. Signacalum is postclassical for signum.

disculptum: the verb occurs only here; see TLL s.v. 1364,80f. 'scal-
pendo vel sculpendo insignire'. The TLL compares the equally unique
desculpo, used in Tert. Nat. 1,12 (82, 10).

texhi - nudauit: Tertullian cannot resist this opportunity for para-
dox. By covering himself with a translucent garment, Alexander in fact
denuded his chest. The pun had been made before; see Plin. Nat. 11,76
prima eas (sc. bombycinas) redordiri rwsusque texere inuenit in Coo mulier
Pamphile, Plateae filia, non fraudanda gloria excogitatae rationis, ut denudet
feminasuestis. For the use of the gemnd tegendo, cf. note on 2.2.5 decur-
rendo.
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anhelum: used ofpectus, the word consciously echoes Verg. A. 6,4«
pectas anhelum (on the Sibylla of Cumae) and epic in general; see
UGLIONE 1999, 512-3, who observes the effective reversal of roles: the
Vergilian Sibylla shows some male features (such as fera corda), whereas
Alexander is presented by Tertullian as effeminate. Cf. further e.g. V.Fl.
4, 699-700 aridaanheli/pectora; Sil. 12, 418-9 anhelum / pectas; further e.g.
Sen. Her. 0. 1414. There is a deliberate paradox here: Alexander's breast
is swollen both literally, from exhaustion, and metaphorically, from
vain glory.

extinxit: as a climax, the last word of the sentence gives the rhe-
torical surprise effect: Alexander in the end was not merely 'defeated'
by the Persian garment, but even found his death through decadence
and luxury, literally smothering the 'fire' (cf. 4. 6.1-2) of vain glory in his
breast.

(4. 6.4) Non erat satis animi hunens Macedo, ni ilium etiam uestis in-
flatior delectasset, nisi quod et philosophi, puto, ipsi aliquid eiusmodi
affectant.

'The Macedonian was not yet swollen in spirit enough, unless he
had also been pleased by an even more inflated garb. But philosophers
too, I think, affect something of this kind.'

After a sarcastic, concluding sentence about Alexander, a general allu-
sion to some philosophers follows.

animi tumens... uestis inflatior: some rhetorical pyrotechnics: the
pun about Alexander's swollen breast (cf. 4. 6. 3 anhelum) is resumed and
combined with one about his inflated attire, which in this sense even
surpasses his breast.

philosophi: at this point, the speaker makes what looks like a gen-
eral remark on philosophers. The next paragraph (4. 7) will make clear
which philosophers he is targeting specifically.
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(4.7.1) Audio enim et in purpura philosophatum. Si philosophus in
purpura, cur non et in baxa? Tyrium calciari nisi auro minime Grae-
catum decet.

'For I hear that philosophy was also practised in purple. If a phi-
losopher wears purple, then why not fine sandals? A Tyrian dress with
any other footwear than golden - that does not befit imitators of Greek
manners.'

An ironical remark about philosophers who used to dress no less ex-
travagantly. The speaker's contempt for this kind of'philosophy' shines
through clearly.

in purpura philosophatum: the verb philosophari is used imper-
sonally here, as in Plaut. Pseud. 687 sed iam satis est philosophatam and
Copt 284 salua res est: philosophatur.

The remark seems to be directed primarily at Aristippus of Cyrene,
who was traditionally associated with hedonism and commonly at-
tacked or ridiculed for his luxury. Among the many details, wearing a
purple cloak is repeatedly mentioned; cf. Apoi. 46, 16 Aristippus in purpura
sub magna grauitatis superficie nepotatw, a rendering of Tatian. Or.ad
Graec. 2,1 (together these two testimonia on Aristippus form
GlANNANTONI IV A 54); cf. further Diog.Laert. 2,78; Lucian. Vitauct. 12;
Maxim.Tyr. 1,9.

baxa: the rare word (usually spelled baxea) denotes a kind of sandal,
mainly used by women or comic actors; cf. Pl. Men. 391; Apul. Fl. 9,25;
Met. 2,28,2; 11,8,3. Given the following auro, it may have been a sandal
adorned with gold or gold like substances (cf. following note); cf. Idol. 7
(p.37,18f.) soccus et baxa quotldie deauratw. In general on Roman forms of
sandals and their use, see GOLDMAN 1994, 105-11.

Tyrium - decet: a difficult, condensed clause. If we take Tyrius as
'wearing purple (clothing)', the clause seems to run as follows: 'having
shoes other than in gold, while wearing purple, does in no way befit a
follower of Greek manners. ' By implication, the baxa is somehow
adorned with gold (see previous note). Graecatum is from the verb
Graecari, a deponent with much the same comic colour (cf. Hor. Sat.
2,2,11) as philosophari; for Graecatus as an adjective, see Apul. ApoL 87,5
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epistalam Pudentilla Graecatiorem; cf. also earlier the adverb Graecatimin
the speech (4.1.4; also later 4.10.3).

(4. 7.2) Atqui ahus et sericatus et crepidam aeratus incessit. Digne
quidem, ut bacchantibus indumentis aliquid subtinniret, cymbalo
incessit.

'"But there was another one, who wore silk and walked around in
brazen shoes!" Well, worthily so: in order that his bacchanalian attire
might produce some clanging, he walked on cymbals!'

A caricature of another philosopher, who wore extravagant dress and
shoes. The details provided here prove that the person alluded to is
Empedocles ofAcragas.

atqui - incessit: after a positive, sarcastic statement, atqui seems to
introduce an imaginary objection, and the words are accordingly trans-
lated here between quotation marks. The fictitious partner in the short
dialogue, in the style of Roman satire, adduces a parallel case of a (well-
known) philosopher who wore luxurious clothes and shoes in public.
The speaker in turn reacts on a strongly sarcastic note.

sericatus et crepidam aeratus: recherche vocabulary for wearing
extravagant clothing. 'Dressed in silk and made of bronze concerning
his sandals', that is: wearing silken robes and sandals of bronze.

Empedocles ofAcragas (5th century B.C.) was known especially for
his slippers of bronze, one of which was allegedly thrown into the
flames of Mt. Etna after his death: see Diog.Laert. 8,69 and 73; further
e.g. Lucian. DMort. 6,4 Q ^aXKOTiov peAuoTE; Strab. 6,2, 8; Aelian. VH

12,32. The ancient sources do not specifically refer to Empedocles
wearing silk (Diog.Laert. 8,73 mentions a purple robe), but the detail
may be considered a stylistic variant of the purpum already mentioned
three times in 4.6.1.

It is to be noted that Tertullian does not mention Empedocles' name
here, much as in several other cases earlier in the context; cf. 4.2.2
(Achilles); 4.2.3 (Deidamia); 4.3.1 (Hercules); 4.5.2 ('Subnero'); and 4.6.2
(Alexander the Great). Again, the audience is stimulated to participate
and add the name in thought. The absence of the name here may ex-
plain why this text was not included by DIELS/KRANZ in the testimonia
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on Empedocles' life. However, in the next section (4. 7.3), the name will
actually be used.

sericatus: the word is attested before Tertullian in Suet. Cal. 52 (a
passage on Caligula's outlandish clothing that Tertullian may well have
known, but does not explicitly use): saepe depictas gemmatasque indutus
paenulas, manukatas et armillatus in publicwn processit; aliquando sericatus
et cydadatus ac modo in crepidis uel cotumis, modo in speculatoria caliga,
nonnumquam socco muliebri.

digne quidem... : in the speaker's reaction to the imaginary objec-
tion, Empedocles' bronze sandals are ridiculed. The pun may not be
immediately clear. It is suggested that the philosopher's bizarre shoes
effectively matched his excessive clothing: if his clothing is associated
with bacchic frenzy, the shoes can be associated with the musical in-
strument of bacchic revellers, namely cymbals. The latter parallel is
possible on account of the material (bronze) of which cymbals were
usually made. The result is a caricahire of the philosopher 'walking on
cymbals'.

bacchantibus indumentis: the verb bacchor is primarily used of hu-
man beings; TLL s.v. 1663, 58-9 notes this text, where it is used of clothes,
as a special case. By implication, it is still the person wearing the
clothes who is raving. For clearly non-human subjects ofbacchor cf. TLL
s.v. 1664, 20f. (woods, mountains, winds, a.o.) and 37f. (crimes, death,
a.o.).

subtinniret: the composite verb is not attested elsewhere, but the
sense is clear, with the prefix sub referring to either a quiet sound (LSh
'to sound a little') or, perhaps more likely, literally pointing to the posi-
tion of the shoes underneath the robe.

(4.7.3) Quod si iam tune locorum Diogenes de dolio latraret, non cae-
nulentis pedibus, ut tori Platonici sciunt, <inctdcasset>, sed omnino
totum Empedoclem in adyta Cloacinarum detulisset, ut qui se caeli-
tern delirarat, sorores prius suas, dehinc homines deus salutaret.

'But if at that time Diogenes were still barking from his barrel, he
would not have trodden on him with muddy feet (the Platonic couches
know what that is!). No, Diogenes would have taken the whole Em-
pedocles down to the recesses of the Cloacinae. Thus the man who in-
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sanely considered himself a divinity would have saluted, as a god, first
his sisters, then men.'

In a further piece of invective against Empedocles, the speaker anach-
ronistically opposes him to Diogenes the Cynic, and sarcastically de-
nounces his aspirations to be a god.

iam tune locorum: the expression clearly refers to time rather than
place, much as in interea loci (e. g. Plaut. Pseud. 266); postid locomm (e. g.
Plaut. Cos. 120; Sail. Jug. 72,2); id locorum (Sail Jug. 63,6); inde loci (e.g. Enn.
Ann. 21 (W); Lucr. 5,741); cf. TLL s.v. focus 1584,53f. The closest parallel
for Tertullian's usage is Claud-Mam. Ani'm. 2, 12 nunc locomm, quoted by
theTLL.

Diogenes: at this point the speaker introduces Diogenes, the famous
Cynic who lived in a barrel and criticised all persons, whether mighty
and famous or not. Diogenes lived in the age of Alexander the Great,
more than a century after Empedocles, and their meeting is therefore
entirely imaginary. A useful modern study of Diogenes is NAVIA 1998,
esp. 1-44 ('a biographical sketch').

It is perhaps typical of the Second Sophistic that Very Important
Greeks can simply be compared and associated without much concern
for chronology: the whole of classical Greek culhire has become, as it
were, one continuum.

latraret: a particularly well chosen verb, expressing both Diogenes'
strong and loudly voiced censure of people passing by his barrel, and
his belonging to the Cynical school; cf. 4.5.2 caninae... constantiae. Of the
Cynics, cf. likewise Tert. Apol. 46,4 plerique etiam in principes latrant; fur-
ther Mart. 4,53,6 iatratos... cibos; Prud. Ham. 401 caninaforo latratfacundia
toto; in general on btrare used of human beings, see TLL s.v. 1014,8.

caenulentis pedibus: 'with muddy feet'. The adjective is not attested
before Tertullian (after him cf. e.g. August. Contra Faust. 20,11). For the
detail, cf. also ApoL 46,12, quoted in the following note.

at tori Platonici sciunt: an allusion to the anecdote that Diogenes,
invited by Plato to his house, trampled upon his couches, which he con-
sidered symbols of vainglory. For this he was himself accused of pride.
The story is told by Diog.Laert. 6,26. Tertullian also refers to it at Apol.
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Apol. 46,12 ecce lutukntis pedibus Diogenes superbos Platonis toros alia super-
bi'a deculcat.

<inculcasset>: a verb is evidently needed to go with the words cae-
nulentis pedibus, which can only refer to Diogenes' feet (certainly not to
those ofEmpedocles). The form inadcasset is the conjecture by OEHLER,
which has been accepted by GERLO (see also GERLO 1939, 404). OEHLER
also suggested insaltasset, which also seems possible.

Empedoclem: Empedocles' name is dropped only here, in the sec-
and stage of the invective, much as in 4.3.2, where Hercules is men-
tioned after having been aUuded to in 4.3.1.

in adyta Cloacinarum: the Romans knew a goddess Cloadna or Clua-
cina (cf. e.g. Plaut. Cure. 471; Liv. 3,48,5; MinJel. 25,8; Tert. advMarc. 1.18
(p.313,28)), who was later identified with Venus (cf. Plin. Nat. 15,119;
Serv. A. 1,720). However, these professional goddesses of the gutter
seem an invention on the part of the speaker. Instead of simply saying
'he would have dragged him in the gutter', he ironically expresses
himself in stately language reminiscent of archaic Roman religion.

There is an additional pun in adyta, traditionally used for the sacred
part of a temple, but here referring to the very lowest and filthiest part
of a town: the depths of the gutter. All in all, the expression forms a
curious mix of Greek history and Roman religion, of satire and invec-
tive against pagan philosophy and religion.

se caelitem deUrarat: as is widely known, Empedocles presented
himself as a god; cf. e.g. Hor. Ars 464-5. For Tertullian's expression here,
cf. Ani'm. 32, 1 (p. 352, 12) Empedocles, qui se deum deUrarat, with WASZINK
1933, 248 a.l. on the disparaging use of delirare by Church Fathers to
refer to ancient philosophers. In the opening lines of his Katharmoi,
Empedocles even introduces himself as a god and greets his fellow citi-
zens; see Empedocl. Fr. 112 (DK), quoted in Diog.Laert. 8,62. The element
of greeting is reflected here in homines... salutaret.

sorores... suas: the reference must be to his sisters as gods, that is, to
the fictitious Cloadnaejust mentioned.

homines deus: the juxtaposition of these two words (with deus as
the subject and homines as the object) is of course deliberate. From a
Christian point of view, the combination could even gain an additional
significance as a small allusion to the close interaction between God
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and man, notably the doctrine of the salvation of man by Jesus Christ.
Perhaps significantly, the combination homines deus (or deus homines) is
attested only in Christian authors, the first of whom is Tertullian. In Pail.
several other apparently neutral words seem to allow for such a Chris-
tian allusion; see e.g. on 1.2.2 saeculans; 2.2.2 resusdtat; 3.4.1 figulus; 4.2.5
confiteri and saius.

(4. 8.1) Tales igitur habitus, qui de natura et modestia transferunt, et
acie figere et digito destinare et nutu tradere merito sit.

'Such clothing therefore, that estranges from nature and modesty,
deserves sharply fixing gazes, pointing fingers, and exposing nods.'

A general evaluative sentence on unnatural clothing.
de natura... transferunt: this returns to the initial point that certain

forms of incorrect dress are against nature; see 4. 2.1; further 4.2.2 and
4.2.5. GERLO mistakingly equates de natara with de sexa here.

acie - tradere: the element of censure is expressed in a tricolon:
concentrating upon the object of censure, pointing one's fingers at it,
and nodding at it so as to expose it to ridicule. This could be considered
a brief description of the basic principles of Roman satire. A close par-
allel for the three connected elements is in Apul. Met. 3, 12,6 sic omnium
ocalis, nutibus ac denique manibus denotatus inpos ani'mi stapebam (cf. id.
2,30,8 dum directis digitis et detortis nutibus praesentium denotor...).

destinare: cf. OLD s.v. 7 'to fix on as a target, mark out'. The word
often has negative connotations; cf. TLL s.v. 759, 60f.

merito sit: the turn is functionally the equivalent ofliceat.

(4. 8.2) Prorsus, si quis Menandrico fluxu delicatam uestem humi pro-
trahat, audiat penes se quod et comicus: 'Qualem demens iste chla-
mydem disperdit?'

'Really, if with Menandrean luxury a man can be trailing a refined
dress, may he hear close by the words the comic author heard: "What is
this madman spoiling a splendid cloak?'"
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An interesting reference to Menander. The Greek comic poet is seen as
a typical wearer of luxurious clothing.

Menandrico fluxu: the words echo Phaedr. 5, 1,9-13 in quis Menander,
nobilis comoedus (...) unguento delibutas, uestita fluens, / ueniebat gressu
delicate et languido. In that fable, Menander is momentarily mistaken by
Demetrius for a cinaedus. On Phaedr. 5,1 see HENDERSON 2001, 151-162
with note 24, who mentions this passage but denies a direct influence
of Phaedrus. However, this is the only other clear testimonium of
Menander's style of clothes (Test. Menander 10 in KASSEL/AUSTIN
1989,3), and Tertullian does seem to follow Phaedrus closely; cf. fluens/
ftuxa, delicate / delicatam. Tertullian does not seem to have been a friend
of Menander or of Greek comedy in general; cf. GRANT 1965, 161 and
163.

quod et comicus: for the ellipse of the verb, see on 1.3.2 non quern.
GERLO, following earlier scholars, assumes the verb to be supplied is dicit,
and accordingly argues that Tertullian is alluding to a line by the same
Menander (the same suggestion is made in BRAUN 1967, 29n43). How-
ever, given his censure of this poet in the first part of the sentence, this
would be curious, to put it mildly.

In fact, there is no reason to think that the quoted verse must be the
Latin version of a verse by Menander himself. Tertullian clearly pre-
sents it as if it were written by a different poet. The words are an
anonymous verse from Roman comedy: Com. paH. inc. 12 (R). If the verb
to be supplied for the ellipse is audiuit, the syntax and the meaning be-
come clear: anyone wearing such clothes will be told what 'the comic
poet' was told; thus HENDERSON 2001, 161. Comi'cus, then, would refer to
Menander, who may have been a character in a lost Roman comedy
much as he figures in Phaedrus' fable, or, alternatively, to some other,
unknown comic author equally censored for dressing extravagantly.

(4.8.3) Enimuero iamdudum censoriae intentionis episcynio disperse,
quantum denotatui passiuitas offert?

'But now that the eyebrow of censorial watchfulness has disap-
peared, how much ground for criticism does the lack of distinction
provide?'
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A complaint about the gradual disappearance of oversight by Roman
censors, and of the overall lack of distinction in clothes (the latter point
will be elaborated upon in the next lines). The short sentence contains
no less than three unusual, long words.

censorio - disperso: by the time of Tertullian, oversight of public
morals by special censors had completely disappeared. The office of
censorship had become less important in the course of the Roman Re-
public. Some of the early emperors, meanwhile, did maintain the func-
tion of censor and occasionally made use of such powers themselves. Cf.
e.g. Suet. Aug. 37 censares creari desitos longo intemallo creauit; Claud. 16,1;
Vesp. 8,1. Only with Domitian, the office seems to have been formally
abolished, since he assumed the office for life (Cass.Dio 53,18). Hence-
forth censorial powers automatically resided with the emperor. Con-
fronted with this absolute power, the differences between the various
social classes tended to become less outspoken.

episcynio: 'eyebrows'. This is a Greek word emcn<uviov, appearing in
Latin only here. It is the equivalent of supercilium or seueritas.

denotatui: the noun denotatus is attested only here. Earlier, Tertul-
lian used denotare in a negative sense; see 1.1.1; 1.3.1 and 2.7.4.

passiuitas: the word seems to have been coined by Tertullian, who
uses it fairly often; cf. e.g. Apol 9, 17; adHermog. 41 (p. 171,1); further TLL
s.v. 622, 57f. GERLO describes its sense as 'promiscuus usus, promiscua
remm ratio, promiscua frequentia'. As the next sentence will show, a
lack of distinction in clothing is meant here.

(4. 8.4) Libertinos in equestribus, subuerbustos in UberaUbus, dediticios
in ingenuis, rupices in urbanis, scurras in forensibus, paganos in mili-
taribus: uespiUo, leno, lanista tecum uestiuntur.

'<You may see> freedmen in the attire of knights, slaves loaded with
floggings in that of nobility, captives in that of freeborn, bumpkins in
that of city dwellers, buffoons in that of men of the forum, citizens in
that of soldiers. The corpse-bearer, the pimp, and the trainer ofgladia-
tors: they dress like you.'
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In a powerful rhetorical list of exempla, the speaker drives home his
point about promiscuous dressing. Nine special groups, invariably situ-
ated at the bottom of the Roman social ladder, are specified. The mem-
bers of the first sue are compared with those of a contrasting higher
category, whose clothing they wear; the last three of them are con-
trasted directly with the audience itself. The sentence is carefully con-
structed, but its syntax is relatively easy (cf. however on h'bertinos).

It is interesting to see how the speaker takes advantage of
'old-fashioned' social prejudices, as must have been common among
the members of his audience. To make his point, he almost poses as a
laudator temporis acti, melancholically looking back at the Republic,
when social distinctions were supposedly still sharp.

libertinos: the six accusatives libertinos, subuerbustos, dediticios,
mpices, scwras, and paganos refer to a first, main group of lower social
groups. In all six cases, the syntax is parallel and simple, although it is
somewhat ambiguous. These accusatives may be explained either as
implied objects of the preceding offen (4. 8.3), or as objects of a verb
such as uides, as is assumed in the translation given here.

in equestribus: again, the Latin produces a slight ambiguity. The
ablatives equestribus, liberalibus, ingenuis, urbanis, forensibus, and militari-
bus may be either masculine or neutral forms. In the former case we
should interpret 'freedman instead (sc. at the places) of knights', in the
latter 'freedman in possessions (sc. clothing) of knights'. The second
option seems more likely, both syntactically and in view of the context
of the whole speech.

subuerbustos: the word occurs once in a fi-agment ofPlautus, fr.inc.
142 ulcerosam, compeditam, subuerbustam, sordidam. Its sense may be
'loaded with floggings' (OLD s.v., deriving it from uerber) or 'branded
under the spear' (i.e. slave) (LSh, deriving it from ueru and ustus; thus
also GERLO).

rupices: for the word see 4.2.2.
paganos: the classical sense is either 'countryman' (someone from a

pagus) or 'civilian as opposed to a soldier'; OLD s.v. The second sense is
obviously directly relevant here, as in Tert. Coron. 11,4-5. Meanwhile, it
may be pointed out that well after Tertullian, the word will gain special
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Christian connotations: 'heathen, pagan'; see TLL s.v. 81,3f. ; further
MOHRMANN 1952.

uespillo - uestiuntur: three more social groups are mentioned.
Whereas the earlier six were contrasted with other groups, now the
comparison is directly with the audience itself (cf. on tecum). This re-
mark is intended both to provoke and flatter the audience, and thereby
to rouse its attention even more.

The three names refer to professions of the lowest standing, who
were generally despised: undertakers, pimps, and gladiator trainers.
The very suggestion that these despicable figures would share anything
at all with those who are addressed, let alone 'dress along with them',
would be bound to be irritating. On the other hand, the suggestion here
is, again, one of a contrast of extremes. As the first group of sue implied
strong contrasts (e.g. ignoble/noble, slave/free, countryside/town,
scurrilous/serious), so here the implication is that the audience forms
the absolute opposite of uespillones, lenones and lanistae. This idea, at
least, must have been reassuring.

There may be a note of satire here. Cf. Juv. 3,153-158, where impov-
erished knights must give way to lenonum pueri, praeconisfilius, pinnirapi
iuuenes and iuuenes... lanistae. For leno and Zam'sta in close connection, cf.
also e.g. Sen. £p. 87,15.

uespillo: 'one who is employed to bury those too poor to afford a
funeral' (OLD s.v.). The word is not frequent, but occurs in Martial and
others, e.g. Suet. Dom. 17,3; Apul. Fl 19,8.

tecum: somewhat provokingly, members of the audience are di-
rectly addressed. The moral outrage of the speaker does not concern
something external, but a phenomenon they are actually said to be part
of; see also introductory note. For similar challenges of the audience, cf.
on 4.5.2 de Caesaribus quibusdam uestris.

(4.9.1) Conuerte et ad feminas. Habes spectare, quod Caecina Seuerus
grauiter senatui impressit, matronas sine stola in publico.

'Turn to women too. There you may see what Caecina Severus im-
pressed on the Senate: matrons appearing in public without stoles.'
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The speaker enters the next stage of his invective, focusing on the be-
haviour of women. He starts with a reference to a historical event in
the senate.

habes spectare: for the use of habere cf. 2.1.2. Here its sense is
somewhat weaker: 'can', 'may'.

Caecina Severus: this man is thus mentioned in Tac. Ann. 3,18 and
33-4. In the latter passage Caecina proposes to the senate that a magis-
trate should not be allowed to take his wife with him to his province (ne
quem magistratam, cui prouincia obuenisset, uxor comitaretur), on account
of the general moral weakness of women. The proposal met with
strong opposition and was rejected. For Caecina Severus (PIR2, C
nr.106), cf. also Tac. Ann. 1,31; 72 (A. Caecina); Cass.Dio 55,29,3; 30,3-4;
32,3.

Evidently, the speaker refers to the discussion in the senate, but
Tacitus does not mention any remark about 'women without stoles'.
Either Tertulhan used his source in a very free manner, or he had ac-
cess to variant accounts we do not longer possess.

impressit: 'impressed upon', i.e. to drive home; cf. TLL s.v. imprimo
683,24f.

stola: see note on 4.2.3.

(4. 9.2) Denique, Lentuli auguris consultis, quae ita sese exauctorasset,
pro stupro erat poena, quoniam quidem indices custodesque dignita-
tis habihis, at lenocinii factitandi impedimenta, sedulo quaedam desu-
efecerant.

'Under the decrees of augur Lentulus, those who had dismissed
themselves this way were punished as if for sexual misbehaviour, since
the garment that was the witness and guard of dignity, had been felt to
be an impediment to practice fornication and so had sedulously been
moved into disuse by some women.'

A reference to a decree of the senate against certain women who
dressed improperly, that is, without a stola. It is not clear which his-
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torical event is meant here, nor what the contents of the decree must
have been.

Lentuli auguris: there is no known Lentulus of whom it is attested
that he proposed measures in the senate against women. Nonetheless,
the person meant here can probably be identified as Cn. Cornelius
Lentulus Augur, who lived during the reign of Augustus and Tiberius; cf.
RE s.v. Cornelius no. 181. This Lentailus is mentioned in other contexts in
Tac. Ann. 3,59; Sen. Ben. 2,27; Suet. Tib. 49; and Cass.D. 54, 24, 1 (Gnaeus
Cornelius). In any case, Lentulus Augur is to be distinguished from the
mimographus Lenhilus mentioned in 4.4. 2.

For lack of external evidence, we are not able to establish whether
Tertullian is referring to a historical event. But any such event must be
dated after the year 21 AD, the year of the proposal by Caecina Sevems
mentioned in the previous sentence (4. 9. 1).

sese exauctorasset: the verb exauctorare is normally used for 'to
discharge fi"om military service', but here it clearly has a negative sense,
'to dismiss (oneself)'; cf. Arnob. Nat. 7,30 (uinum) homines... deos makdic-
tis compulit exauctorare; Serv. A. 4,694. Cf. further TLL s.v. 1189,25f.,
where our text is quoted with the added explanation 'dignitatem suam
obliuiscendo'.

pro stupro erat poena: the meaning seems to be that these women
(who had taken off their stolas) were punished as if they had com-
mitted acts of indecency. Since there is no testimony of such a decree
by the senate, the exact reference remains unclear and it is impossible
to say what this punishment was supposed to be, or in which manner it
could be enacted.

indices custodesque dignitatis: the general point of the speaker
since 4. 8.3 that clothing used to provide a clear distinction between the
social classes, is repeated and applied to women who no longer wear
stolas.

lenocinii factitandi: according to GERLO, the frequentative factito
possibly has no special sense in Tertullian's work, and so is more or less
equivalent to facere. However, in this context, the frequentative seems
to make good sense: stolas were felt to be an obstacle for the repeated,
continous practice of fornication.
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According to TLL s.v. lenocinium 1151,26f., the word is used in its
basic sense of 'actio uel status lenonis', as in Idol. 11 (p. 42,7). But here
the lenocinium is performed by women themselves, without the help of
a leno. Accordingly, the word is to be interpreted in a slightly adapted
sense, more or less equalling stuprum. Cf. also 4.9.3 lenocinando.

desuefecerant: 'bring out of use', a rare verb, attested before Tertul-
lian in Cic. Cluent. 110 and Var. R. 2,9, 12.

(4. 9.3) At nimc in semetipsas lenocinando, quo planius adeantur, et
stolam et supparum et crepidulum et caliendrum, ipsas quoque iam
lecticas et sellas, quis in publico quoque domestice ac secrete habe-
bantur, eierauere.

'But now, committing lechery against themselves, making themsel-
ves more easily accessible, they have renounced the stole, the linen
garb, the mstling bonnet, the hairy head-dress, yes, even the litters and
portable chairs, in which they had been kept private and apart even in
public.'

The image of decent, Roman women omitting their traditional features
is rhetorically elaborated. Not only their various ways of dressing are
specified (some of them by means of rare words), but also their means
of transport. The idea that Roman women generally and publicly de-
voted themselves to vice is, of course, wildly exaggerated and seems in-
dicative of a writer's mind obsessed with sex. Tertullian may have
known the literary image of a debauched woman proudly parading in
the streets on a luxurious (open) litter in Apul. Apol 76,5; for an ideal-
ised image of pristine female virtue and its opposite, cf. Hor. S,
1,2,94-103; further e.g. Juv. 6, 1-20.

lenocinando: as knocinium in 4. 9. 1 possessed a somewhat figurative
sense, so lenocinor is used, by contrast, in a more literal manner. In clas-
sical Latin, the verb means 'to act in the advantage of, to serve'; cf. OLD
s.v. Tertullian has reconnected it with its etymological root leno. The
activity of the leno is, in a way, performed by the women themselves:
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they make themselves available for prostitution by removing every-
thing that could be an obstacle. Here the gemnd lenocinando may be
either a final dative (GERLO) or, perhaps more likely, an instrumental
ablative as in e.g. 2.2.5.

planius: the MSS have plamtus here, which would be a curious,
non-existent adverb in -itus. It is invariably normalised by editors, but a
cautious case for the adverb is made by STRATI 1996, 55-61.

supparum: 'a woman's garment, perhaps a kind of scarf of shawl'
(OLD s.v. supparus); the word is tied in by Varro with supra (Var. L. 5,131).
However, modern scholars tend to relate the word with a kind of un-
dertunic for women; see CROOM 2000, 199 and OLSON 2003, 202-3. The
latter explicitly states that the OLD'S suggestion is incorrect. Nonethe-
less, the sense 'scarf seems to fit in quite well in the context here,
where the speaker deals with special, dignified ornaments of female
clothing, not with forms of underwear. The word supparus is rare, but
occurs in comic and other authors; cf. Plaut. Epid. 232; Afran.
Com-tog. fragm. 122; Var. R. 131; Luc. 2, 364.

crepidulum: 'a rattling ornament for the head' (OLD s.v. crepitalum,
quoting Paul. Fest. p. 52M. crepitulum omamentam capitis; id enim in capitis
motu crepitum facit). The word is not attested before Tertullian. It should
not be mistaken for crepidula 'small sandal', with which Tertullian per-
haps deliberately confuses it.

caliendrum: a woman's head-dress of false hair' (OLD s.v. calian-
drum). The noun is attested before Tertullian in Hor. S. 1,8,48 and Var.
Men. 571 (Cebe).

lecticas et sellas: litters and chairs are also mentioned together in
e.g. Sen. Brev. 12,6; Mart. 10, 10,7; Suet. Claud. 25,2. Both could be com-
pletely enclosed by means of covers. On account of this feature, the
speaker can make his point that women transported in them were, in a
way, kept separate even during public appearances. Ideas such as these
must have appealed to the man who is known as the author of De uir-
ginibus uelandis.

domestice: 'in private', i.e. as if they were at home (domi). The ad-
verb does not occur before Tertullian; cf. TLL s.v. domesticus 1873,2lf.
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(4. 9.4) Sed alius extingiut sua lumina, alius non sua accendit.
'But some extinguish their own lights, while others kindle lights

that are not theirs.'

A proverb-like phrase connects the preceding lines on Romans matrons
with the following passage on prostitutes.

alius... alius: the use of masculine forms, instead of the female forms
one would expect in this context, gives the expression the general ap-
pearance of a proverb (not listed in OTTO 1890). Of course, the state-
ment is meant to be applied specifically to Roman women. As Roman
matrons tend to 'extinguish their lights' by omitting the stola and
similar attributes proper to their status, so prostitutes 'kindle lights
that are not theirs' by taking on attributes that do not belong to them.
As the next sentence will argue, prostitutes now dress much as matrons
used to do.

(4. 9.5) Aspice lupas, popularium libidinum nundinas, ipsas quoque
firictrices, et si praestat oculos abducere ab eiusmodi propudiis occisae
in publico castitatis, aspice tamen uel sublimis, iam matronas uidebis.

'Look at the whores, those market-places of public lusts, look at
these "rubbers" too, and even if you had better turn your eyes away
from such infamies of publicly slaughtered chastity, yet just look from
above and you will see they are matrons!'

An exclamation containing an invective against prostita^tes (for which
cf. e.g. Spect. 17). The tone is sharp, with notes of comedy and satire and
only one outright obscenity (jrictrices). The speaker is clearly taking
pains to use flowery, figurative language. Prostitutes are sharply con-
trasted with the matrons of the preceding lines, but are wearing the
same clothes.

aspice: for the imperative, see note on 2.4.1.
lupas: although the word refers to prostitutes, it does not constitute

an obscenity itself; the noun does not even figure in ADAMS 1982. It
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rather strikes notes of comedy and satire; cf. e.g. Plaut. Epid. 403; Juv.
3,66.

popularium libidinum nundinas: an original image in literary style.
The use ofnundinae in relation to a person is unparalleled, but cf. Tert.
Virg.vel. 3 capita nundinaticia. For the description of lupae, cf. also Spect.
17, 3 ipsa etiam prostlbula publicae libidinis hostiae; CultFem. 2, 12 infelicissi-
mae illae publicamm libidinum uictimae.

frictrices: a striking obscenity that stands out in the context of the
sentence. Since it occurs only here and in Tert. Resurr. 16, 6 (see below)
it is not easy to establish its exact sense. It is, by all means, to be con-
nected with frico, used in Latin for 'to masturbate' (of both men and
women) or, occasionally, as synonym for/iituo; cf. ADAMS 1982, 184. The
easiest sense, then, would then be 'women who masturbate'; cf.
MARRA'S explanation 'feminae quae secum libidinem exercent'.

However, the context here requires some special form of pros-
titution rather than an element of personal sexual behaviour. 'Pros-
titutes who manually satisfy their male customers' would therefore fit
better; see also MCKECHNIE 1992, 62, whose suggestion is that it refers to
'providers of the cheapest and most perfunctory sexual excitement for
paying customers.

This may well be the sense offirictnx too in this parallel from Resurr.
16,6 (p.46,8): et tamen calicem... frictricis uel archigalli uel gladiatoris aut
camificis spiritu. infectvim, quaero an minus damnes quam oscula ipsorum?
(where frictnx is misleadingly translated by EVANS 1960, 43 as 'witch').
According to ADAMS, 184 that passage imphes that a/h'ctrix is afellatrix,
but he seems to overestimate the 'oral' element represented by the
calbi. The frictrix is merely a despicable person, much as the archigallus,
the gladiator and the camifex (who have nothing particularly 'oral'
about them), and for that reason, sharing a cup with them or kissing
them would be horrible.

ADAMS, 184 rightly remarks that Tertullian uses the word as if it was
familiar to his readers, and that neither passage suggests that frictnx
was a caique of rpipdc; ('lesbian') (which is against TLL s.v. frictor
1321,38f.).

propudiis occisae... castitatis: another flowery and stately expres-
sion, for which GERLO rightly compares Apul. Met 5,4,4 nouam nuptam
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interfectae uirginitatis carant (in that phrase, interfectae uirginitatis is to be
taken with the verb curant; cf. GCA 2005 ad loc.).

sublimis: a difficult form. Scholars seem inclined to consider this a
new word, not attested elsewhere, which is to be analysed as the abla-
tive of an adjective subiimiu, meaning much the same as h'mus 'oblique'.
The form then would have to be supplied with oculis, the whole phrase
meaning 'looking askance'. Thus MARRA and GERLO, following HOPPE
1932, 145 and LOFSTEDT 1933, II 239n4, and comparing Subneronem in
4.5.2; cf. also TLL s.v. hmus 1427, 34f., where some cases of ii'mis with el-
lipse ofocuiis are listed: Plaut. Mil 1217, Ter. £un. 601; and Hor. S. 2,5,53.
For the full phrase Iimis oculis, cf. e.g. Apul. Met. 2, 10,2. Tertullian, then,
would merely have replaced h'mis with the longer form subii'mis, possi-
bly because of the deliberate ambiguity of the form, as LOFSTEDT sug-
gests.

Given the speaker's eccentric choice of vocabulary in this speech,
this seems possible indeed. However, subh'mis might also be simply the
nominative of the common noun for 'in high position' (with the adjec-
tive instead of an adverb, as in e.g. matatinus). This would also make
good sense; the listeners are invited to look at the prostitutes, but from
a safely high position, like the places in the theatre where they are ac-
tually sitting. In that way, they cannot look straight at them (or even
under their dresses) and thereby experience sexual temptation.

iam matronas uidebis: this does not imply that prostitutes dress
completely like matrons used to, with a stola, hair covers and similar
features (although they may have assumed some of their attributes; cf.
4. 9.4), but mainly that all women dress alike in similar, low fashion.
That is, if you look at prostitutes, you will see no difference with how
matrons look like. The same notion of lacking distinction in attire was
also expressed in 4.8.4, applied to men in general and to male members
of the audience. For the idea cf. Apol. 6,3 uideo et inter matronas atque
prostibulas nullum de habitu. discrimen relictwn.

(4. 10.1) Et cum latrinarum antistes sericum uentilat et immundiorem
loco ceruicem monilibus consolatur et armiUas, quas ex uirorum for-
tium donis ipsae quoque matronae temere usurpassent, omnium pu-
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dendorum conscias manus inserit, impuro cruri purum aut mulleolum
inducit calceum, cur istos non spectas?

'And when the overseer of latrines fans her silken gown, and com-
forts with necklaces her neck that is less pure than the place itself, and
uses bracelets (which, as parts of what was given to brave men, even
matrons would indiscreetly have taken in possession) to insert her
hands that are guilty of every shameful deed, and fits on her maculate
leg a white or reddish shoe, then why do you not look at these gar-
ments?'

Another example of the speaker's rhetorical power, now expressed in a
devastating picture of the luxuriously dressed female keeper of a
brothel. The syntax is more complicated than in the preceding lines;
the period actually comprises the whole of 4.10.1-2. The attention of
the audience is also drawn once more to the contrast of the various
wrong types of clothing that are not frowned upon, and the censiire of
the pallium when it is worn properly by Christians. Some earlier schol-
ars have taken offence at Tertullian's including this passage; e.g. Vis
1949, 89-90. By contrast, more recentely it was called 'quite an ap-
pealingly humorous pictaire of city life'; cf. MCKECHNIE 1992, 61.

latrinarum antistes: earlier in the speech, Empedocles was as-
sociated with the sewer (4.7.3), now a 'madam' (the female manager of
a brothel) is connected to an element from the same sordid sphere, the
latrines. At first sight, one might take the phrase more literally and
search for a female overseer of latrines in Rome, but no such function is
known to have existed. Some scholars attempted to associate this
phrase with 4.7.3 adyta Cloacinarum, but there is no convincing ground
for this suggestion either. The reference here is clearly to a brothel.
Intriguingly, MCKECHNIE 1992, 62-3 suggests the portrait here refers to a
particular person known to the Carthaginian audience. The idea is
surely appealing, but unfortunately there is no evidence to support it.

For latrina used as a metaphor for 'brothel', cf. Apul. Plat. 1,13 (207)
ut popinas quasdam et latrinamm latebras. The word is further used as an
image for a woman committing vice in Apul. Met. 9, 14,3 omnia prorsus, ut
in quandam caenosam latrinam, in eius animam flagitia confluxerant.
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sericum uentilat: cf. 4.6.3 uentilante serico, where, unlike here, the
verb was used intransitively.

immundiorem loco ceruicem: that is, her neck is filthier than the
brothel itself. One wonders how exactly this may be said to apply to the
women's neck. Perhaps the words vaguely allude to a sexual position in
which a woman's neck came into contact with male sexual organs, pre-
sumably some form of oral sex, a phenomenon widely condemned in
Roman literataire. Alternatively, the reference might be to caresses
similar to those of 4.2.3 (collum demulcere). More likely, however, any
part of the brothel keeper's body can be said to share in the cormption
that is characteristic of her entire person. Cf. below on impure cmri.

consolata^r: the verb is used by Tertullian as a synonym for omare; cf.
TLL 480,83f. s.v. consoler; further HOPPE1903, 127-8.

armiUas - temere usurpassent: the image is that of female brothel
keepers putting on bracelets that used to be given to warriors as mili-
tary decorations. The construction with a double accusative (armillas
manus inserere) is defended by most scholars on account of parallels
such as Min.Felix 16,5 sdat omnes homines natura insitos esse sapientiam; cf.
GERLO ad loc. and GERLO 1939, 404-5; further LOFSTEDT 1936, 149 and LHSz
2,44. Some, however, among whom MARRA, have changed it to armillis,
and this would make the sentence much easier to read. It may also be
noted that the parallel construction of the next clause shows normal
syntax: impure cruri purum... mducit calceam. So the choice between ar-
millas and armillis remains difficult to make. For armillae as military
decorations, cf. e.g. Liv. 10, 44, 3; 10, 44, 5; Gell. 2, 11, 2; further TLL s.v.
615,65f.

The specific point here seems to revolve around temere; these
women dare to wear special, military bracelets which even decent ma-
trons would have been wrong to adopt for themselves, since they are
the privilege of valiant men. GERLO takes temere as 'facile, libenter', but
this spoils the effect of the sentence.

omnium pudendorum: probably to be taken as 'all shameful deeds'.
However, there may be a deliberate ambiguity here, for the words can
also be interpreted as 'all private parts (male and female)' of which the
woman's hands were well aware.
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impuro cruri: some sexual innuendo seems intended here. Given
the general impurity of the woman in question, all the members of her
body can be said to take part in this vice; cf. also above on immundiorem
ioco cemicem. In addition, impurwn prepares for the pumm... calceum,
which refers to a white shoe.

mulleolum: 'reddish', an adjective not attested elsewhere, and pos-
sibly invented by the speaker for this occasion. White and 'reddish'
shoes are examples of luxurious, refined female dress. There may be an
additional nuance here: red, high-soled shoes used to be worn by patri-
dans; MCKECHNIE 1992, 62-3 even refers to a 'curule magistrate'. This
would make the madam look presumptuous and make traditional
forms of clothing seem much less impressive.

cur istos non spectas?: after the extensive rhetorical fireworks
(from 4. 1. 1 onwards) about wrong and decadent forms of clothing, the
speaker gradually returns to his initial point: everything he has men-
tioned deserves strong criticism, unlike the modest use of the pallium.

(4. 10. 2) uel illos item habitus, qui nouitatis uestitu reUgionem menti-
untur, cum ob cultum omnia candidatum et ob notam uittae et priui-
legium galeri Cereri initiantur, cum ob diuersam afFectionem tene-
bricae uestis et tetrici super caput uelleris in Bellonae montes fugatur,
cum latioris purpurae ambitio et Galatici ruboris superiectio Satur-
num commendat.

'Or why do you not look at those other garments that in their novel
dress falsely claim religion? For it is for entirely white clothing and for
the sign of the head-band and the privilege of the bonnet that people
are initiated into Ceres; it is for the opposite affection of dark dress and
a gloomy covering upon the head, that people flee into the mountains
of Bellona; and the (opportunity of) wrapping with a broader, purple
tunic and of taking on a Galatic, red mantle commends Saturn (to oth-
ers).

The speaker contemptuously refers to various pagan mystery cults,
whose devotees are expected to wear peculiar forms of clothing. The
cults of Ceres, Bellona, and Saturn are specified (note the anaphora
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cum... cum... cam...), along with some details about the respective cultic
garments.

Interestingly, this passage follows only after all the invective
against decadence, unnatural clothes and prostitutes, and it may well
be considered the climax of the whole chapter. For a Christian polemist
and apologist such as Tertullian, 'wrong concepts of religion' are defi-
nitely the worst and most detestable phenomena that could be con-
ceived of. One may observe how the author further ridicules the moti-
vation of candidates for the various mystery cults. Many devotees and
priests are likely to have had an authentic, religious drive, but here
they are invariably represented as people acting exclusively for the
privilege of wearing special clothes, that is, for shallow, material, ex-
ternal reasons.

nouitatis uestitu: one would rather expect nouitate uestitas (replac-
ing a simple noua ueste), but here again Tertullian has searched the
most unusual form of diction; cf. also HOPPE 1903, 19-20.

religionem mentiuntur: in the eyes of a Christian, ancient mystery
cults cannot properly qualify as 'religion' at all, and hence even the
verb mentiri can be used. For the notion of faked religiosity, perhaps a
common insult in contemporary debates, cf. notably Apul. Met. 9,14
(the devastating portrait of the baker's wife) tune spretis atque calcatis
diumis numinibus in uicem cenae religionis mentita sacrikga praesumptione
dei, quern praedicaret unicum, confictis obsemationibus uacms fallens omnis
homines et miseram maritam decipiens matatino mero et continuo stapro
corpus manciparat.

ob cultum omnia candidatum: 'for the sake of entirely white cloth-
ing. Omnia is a Greek accusative with candidatam (see LHSz 2,38) and
candidatas is a rare participle ofcandido; cf. TLL s.v. 239,2lf., comparing
Apul. Met. 9,12,4 and August. Serm. 35,1. Wearing completely white
clothes was typical for the cult of Ceres, which was commonly known
in Roman culture; cf. e.g. Ov. Fast. 4,619-20; Lact. Epit. 18,7.

uittae... galeri: 'head bands and caps', two elements typical for
priests in ancient cults. The uittae of priests of Ceres are also mentioned
elsewhere (e.g. Ov. Met. 5,109-10; Juv. 6,50), but their galeri only here.
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tenebricae uestis: 'dark clothing. The adjective tenebricas is not fre-
quent, but it occurs in such famous texts as Catul. 3, 11 iter tenebricosum
and Cic. Pis. 18 ex tenebricosa papina.

tetrici - uelleris: some kind of head covering must be meant, but it
is not exactly clear which shape it had. This passage is the most exten-
sive description of devotees of Bellona, and so most references in
handbooks to the cult are based on this text.

The Italic war goddess Bellona was known already in early Republi-
can Rome; cf. e.g. Liv. 8,9,6. Her cult seems to have been authorised only
near the end of the Republic. Devotees of Bellona were infamous for
religiously inspired acts of self-mutilation; Tibullus pichires a priestess
ofBellona striking herself in the arms with a bipennis; see Tib. 1,6,43-54.
Cf. also Hor. S. 2,3,223; Luc. 1,565-6; Sen. VitBeat. 26, 8 (no name is men-
tioned here, but scholars assume the Bellona cult is alluded to);Juv.
6,511-2; Cass.Dio 42,26,2; Min.Fel. 30,5; Lact. Epit. 18,4. The goddess was
apparently venerated with cultic practices performed in the mountains,
as in many other ancient mystery cults, such as those of Dionysus. The
connection with blood may explain the choice of dark garments, at-
tested only here.

Tertullian also mentions the cult of Bellona in Apol 9,10, where he
explicitly refers to the custom that initiates drink fi"om their own blood
from a wound in their thighs.

Bellonae mantes: the text is not beyond doubt. OEHLER and MARRA
print the old correction mentes here (for the MSS' montis or monte), but
this seems difficult to construct; see further discussion in GERLO 1939,
405-6.

Galatici ruboris: 'Galatian scarlet', cf. Plin. Nat. 9,141 coccam Galatiae
mbens granum; further 16,32 and 22,3. Tertullian refers to the same ma-
terial in Test-Anim. 2 (p. 137, 13) pallio Satami coccinata. Again, both pro-
vide unique descriptions of initiates or priests of Saturn. Their colour-
ful garments are not mentioned elsewhere, but Christian apologists
vehemently attack the cult of Saturn in Africa, which was associated
with the sacrifice of children; cf. Tert. ApoL 9,2-4 (cf. also 10,6-19);
MinJelix. 30,5; Lact. Epit. 18,2.
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(4. 10.3) Cum ipsum hoc paUium morosius ordinatum et crepidae
Graecatim Aesculapio adulantur, quanta hmc magis arguas illud et
urgeas oculis, et<si> iam simplicis et inaffectatae, tamen superstitionis
reum?

'When this pallium itself, more carefully arranged, with sandals in
Greek fashion, flatters Aesculapius, how much more should you accuse
it and press upon it with your eyes, as it is guilty of something that is
simple and unaffected, but is superstition nonetheless.'

Not even the pallium can. escape censure, if it is worn with meticulous
care by devotees of Aesculapius, that is, within a context of supersti-
tion.

pallium: the first mention of the garment since 4. 1.4. Most of the
chapter has concentrated on various forms of incorrect dress, and only
at its ending does the pallium come to the foreground again.

morosius: the adverb is used in the special sense of'fastidiously' and
suggests too great a care; cf. Suet. Au^. 66,4 ami'comm tamen saprema
iudicia morosissime pensitauit (quoted by TLL s.v. morosus 1503,12f. 'cu-
riose, putide diligenter'). The implication is, of course, that others wear
the pallium in a much simpler manner, without additional ornaments.

graecatim Aesculapio adulantur: pallmm and crepidae are the subject
of the verb. For Graecatim, see on 4.1.4. The cult of Aesculapius and its
paHi'um-like garments, were mentioned at the outset of the speech; cf.
1.2.1. Its repeated mention here at the end of the long chapter four may
be considered an element of circular composition.

arguas... urgeas: both verbs are suggestive of moral reproof, the
former in a more general fashion, the latter by means of the gesture of
frowning. In a speech full of deliberate effects, it is, of course, no coin-
cidence that the verbs are closely parallel in sound.

etsi - reum: the idea is that the cult of Aesculapius involves a fairly
straightforward, simple use of the pallium (apparently distinguishing
the cult in a favourable sense from the ones censured in the preceding
lines), but that it is wrong nonetheless on account of the general nature
of the cult.
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(4. 10.4) Enimuero cum hanc primum sapientiam uestit, quae uanissi-
mis superstitionibus renuit, tune certissime paUium super omnes
exuuias et peplos augusta uestis superque omnes apices et titulos
sacerdos suggestus.

'However, as soon as it dresses this wisdom that rejects all vain su-
perstitions, then without any doubt the pallium is august above all
clothing of gods or goddesses, the priestly mark of distinction above all
caps and tokens.'

The final thought of the chapter can hardly come as a surprise.
Whereas the pallium can be censured if it serves the cause of supersti-
tion, it is to be highly praised once it is worn by Christians. One may
note the parallelism in the final part of the sentence (see below on
sacerdos saggestas).

hanc... sapientiam: i.e. Christianity, as is proved beyond doubt by
the last lines of chapter 6. Given the various nuances of sapientia, Ter-
tullian presents himself in the role of 'Christian philosopher'; cf. Vis
1949, 51-62. It is to be noted that the speaker, as on many occasions
earlier in the speech, consciously omits the actual name of the phe-
nomenon or person he is referring to. He seems eager to avoid ofFend-
ing his audience here. Excluding the detested names seems a good
strategy to achieve this effect. The name Christians will not appear
before the very end of the speech; cf. 6.2.5 and note ad loc.

superstitionibus renuit: a deliberate contrast with 4. 10.3, where the
pallium was involved in the 'superstitious' cult of Aesculapius.

exuuias et peplos: here the words refers to priestly clothes or at-
tributes of gods and goddesses; cf. OLD s.v. exauiae 3 (cf. e.g. Apul. Met,
11,10,2; 11,29,5) and peplus b. (cf. e.g. Verg. A. 1,480).

apices et titulos: two words referring to head covering. Apex is a
rather familiar word for a kind of mitre worn by priests (cf. OLD s.v. l),
but titulus (commonly spelled as tutulus) is much rarer. It is a 'conical
top-knot (or woollen cap of similar form) worn in religious ritual by
women (esp. a flamen's wife) and priests' (OLD s.v. tutuius); cf. Var. L.
7,44.
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sacerdos suggestus: these words echo augusta uestis, much as super
omnes apices et titulos parallels super omnes exauias et peplos. The juncture
of two nouns, with the first replacing an adjective, is typical for Tertul-
lian; see HOPPE 1903, 95. Suggestus here has the special sense ofomatus;
cf. HOPPE, 123-4. The whole phrase, then, means 'a priestly attire'. The
words are taken by ZAPPALA 1925, 134nl to refer to the clothing of the
priests of Aesculapius, but this cannot be right, given the previous sen-
tence. It is the Christians, not yet explicitly mentioned, who must be
meant here.

(4.10.5) Deduc oculos, suadeo, reuerere habihun unius interim erroris
tui renuntiatorem.

'So lower your eyes, I counsel you, and show respect for what is the
renouncer of, meanwhile, this one error of yours.'

In conclusion, the (hypothetical) critic of the speaker is asked to pay
respect to the honourable use of the pallium.

deduc oculos: whereas the audience was invited to pay attention to
or even 'look at' various forms ofunnatairal of wrong dress (e.g. 4. 9.5
aspice), it is now asked to lower their eyes, a common gesture ofrever-
ence.

habitum... renuntiatorem: again two nouns replace an noun with an
adjective; see on 4.10.4 sacerdos suggestus.

unius... erroris tui: most likely, this is the error of superstition; cf.
4.10.4 sapientiam uestit, quae uanissimis superstitionibus renuit. Although
the audience was directly addressed on several occasions earlier in the
speech, mostly in a polemical sense, this was always with the second
person plural (uos, uester etc.; cf. e.g. 1,3,1; 2,5,2; 3,5,1; 4,1,1). This is the
first clear use of the second person singular, as will be continued in
5.2.1 tuam and te.

renuntiatorem: the word is not attested before Tertullian. MARRA'S
rendering 'che mette in chiara luce il too particulare errore' seems
rather misleading. The pallium is considered as primarily 'renouncing'
its own error rather than denouncing it in others. That is, it renounces
its own error of superstition (cf. 4.10,3-4), which is, at the same time, an
error of the audience.
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CHAPTERS
BENEFITS OF THE PALLIUM

Are we, then, to change from the toga to the pallium? Why not? Anarcharsis

ako gave up his sceptre and diadem for philosophy. The pallium itself is a great
help. There is no need of a special servant who prepares the garment for wear-
ing. And do you realty like wearing a toga? Once you come home, the first thing
you do is to take it off! (Let us remain silent about shoes, which are only a bur-
den for the feet).

The pallium is convenient, and can easily be put around the shoulders and
arranged in various ways. You will not need a belt, and if you wear shoes at all
(which you had better not), these may be very simple.

Now let the pallium speak for itself: 'No reproaches can be made against me:
I have fidly retreated from public life. My only care is to be free of care and to

lead a good life. You will say that I am lazy and anti-social, but many of your
philosophers also lived such a life and considered it the greatest pleasure. Still, I
can be of some use for the community: I advocate high moral standards every-
where, to the benefit of all, censuring luxury and waste of money, rejecting
cruelty against slaves, and fighting against excesses of gluttony. So the state
can be cleansed of impure, dmnken men, who all wore togas, by a sermon that
is dressed in the pallium. '

As the speech is coming to its closing parts, the speaker finally con-
centrates on the pallium itself. Wearing the pallium is recommended by
means of three methods. First, it is contrasted with the burdensome,
complicated, and unpleasant toga, the necessary preparations of which
are described in painstakingly minute detail. The audience is invited to
think about its own preferred garments, definitely not the toga. Sec-
ondly, the pallium is praised by the speaker for its convenience, sim-
plicity, and flexibility. Finally, in a somewhat surprising personification,
the floor is given to the pallium itself, which embarks on a rhetorical
address of such length that it may be called a 'speech within a speech'.
As a matter of fact, the pallmm will continue to speak almost until the
end of chapter six, that is, the closing lines ofPalL
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The first part of the paHi'um's apology (in chapter five) consists of yet
another attack against the toga and all elements of public life it stands
for, and a defence of the retreat from public life intimately connected
with the pallium. The possible censure of anti-social behaviour is coun-
tered by the argument that the wearer ofthepaHi'um can exert a highly
positive influence on society, if it acts as a moral critic. A fairly large
number of examples of moral corruption through vice, cruelty, or
gluttony, drives home the point,

The section partly continues what hasjbeen said in the previous
pages, through its attacks against accepted forms of public life and bad
examples of private morality. Meanwhile, there is a clear shift of focus,
as all attention is now concentrated on also defending the pallium by
means of more positive arguments. The speaker's choice to have the
pallium plead its own case, silly and ludicrous as it may seem to modern
readers, may also be appreciated as a clever rhetorical turn perfectly
acceptable to the original audience. It brings in a change of speaker,
which may come as a relief after all that has been said, and which re-
news the general attention and anticipation of what is still to come.
Lengthy personifications are not exceptional in Roman oratory; one
may recall the famous address by Roma in Cicero's first Catilinarian
speech (Cic. Cat 1,18; 1,27-9). However, the choice of subject of the per-
sonification does seem unparalleled: it is not only non-animate, but
also non-abstract.

One might have expected this final main section to include a refer-
ence to the pallium as the garment of Christians, and perhaps even
some apology of Christianity itself. As it is, Christianity is neither men-
tioned nor alluded to here with as much as a word. Taken in isolation,
the whole passage might be read as a Cynic diatribe (cf. MARRA, 98) or a
satirical outburst against the deplorable aspects of public life in Rome.

The section contains several sections of special interest, such as
those on the problems of wearing a toga, the commodities of the pallium,
and the examples of moral depravation, where specific people, some of
them well-known, are named. Some of the detail provided here may
confront the reader with difficulties, but on the whole, the line of ar-
gument is clear.
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(5. 1.1) Tamen, ' inquis, 'ita a toga ad pallium?' Quid enim, si et a dia-
demate et a sceptro? An aliter mutauit Anacharsis, cum regno
Scythiae philosophiam praeuertit?

'"But, " you will say, "thus we move from the toga to the pallium?"
Why not, if we also moved from diadem and sceptre? Did Anacharsis
change otherwise, when he preferred philosophy to the kingship of
Scythia?'

An imaginary objection reintroduces the pallium, with the question
whether it should really replace the toga. The speaker suggests an af-
firmative reply, pointing to a parallel change from kingship to phi-
losophy, in the person ofAnacharsis.

ita a toga ad pallium: the verb is omitted. We may add in thought a
form like mutemus or transeundum est. Likewise, the verbs are missing in
the corresponding next sentence that answers the question (quid - scep-
tro). The question suggests a note of indignation: why change an excel-
lent form of clothing for a despicable garment?

The phrase as a whole is not a proverb, although it sounds like one;
cf. OTTO 1890, 262 n. 2 (wrongly cited by MARRA, 99 ad loc. ). It will return
almost at the end of the speech in 6. 2.3. The words are quoted as an
explicit testimonium for a general change of toga to pallium in late an-
tiquity byJURADO 1996, 98. It remains dubious, however, to what extent
Tertullian's text may be considered an exponent of such a general de-
velopment.

Anacharsis: a Scythian prince of the early 6th century B. C., who is
sometimes reckoned among the legendary Seven Wise. After a journey
through Greece, where he met Solon and Periander and supposedly
studied philosophy, he was killed by his brother on account of his phil-
hellene habits; cf. Hdt. 4,76-7. Anacharsis is often considered a precur-
sor of the Cynics and is pictured as a model of 'natural simplicity'.
There is a biography of him by Diog.Laert. (1, 101-5); a dialogue by
Lucian named after him; and several letters, which, however, are not
authentic.
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For the sake of his argument, Tertullian somewhat exaggerates
Anacharsis' love of philosophy. The ancient sources do not actually say
he gave up his kingship at home in Scythia for his philosophical sta^dies,
only that he travelled to Greece in search of wisdom. Tertullian alludes
to Anacharsis in Ani'm. 31,6 quasi non et Scythae et Indi philosophentu. r.

praeuertit: for the verb in the sense praeferre, anteponere, cf. Plaut.
Pseud. 293 sed quom pietatem <te> amori uideo tao praeuonere; further Cic.
Div. 1,10; Gell. 4,3,2; Tert. Pudic. 22 (p. 273,4).

philosophiam: the first mention of the noun in Pail; it will be im-
portant in the remainder of the speech. The example produces a clear
equation of'philosophy' and Christianity (although it is not mentioned
by name): as the legendary Anacharsis supposedly gave up his royal
power for philosophy, so now the toga, the symbol of Roman might,
may be exchanged for the pallium, the modest garment of Christian
wisdom.

(5. 1.2) Nulla in melius transgressi sint signa, est habitus iste quod fa-
dat.

'Even if there are no signs of a change for the better, the dress has
something that it brings about,'

A somewhat enigmatic, short sentence leads up to the praise of the
pallium.

in melius... transgress!: sc. hommi's.
est habihis iste quod faciat: what would seem to be said here, is that

the modest, simple garment does not show in a spectacular manner
that the person who wears it has undergone a radical, inner change,
but that it is rather the garment itself that brings about such a change.
This is the interpretation by GERLO, whose Dutch version is the equiva-
lent of'it is this garment itself that brings this about.'

This, however, is hardly satisfactory. The speaker cannot be arguing
that wearing a pallium makes one a morally better man. His point must
rather be that the adoption of the garment marks a preceding inner
change. The following paragraphs actually do not deal with moral
questions at all, but only with the practical advantages of wearing a
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pallium. Secondly, there is a grammatical problem with GERLO'S inter-
pretation, which would require the use of the relative qui (instead of
quod) to go with habitus.

Accordingly, with MARRA, we should interpret the main clause in a
simpler way. Quod is to be taken as the object, not the subject, offaciat:
there are some things this garment has to offer.

(5. 1.3) Prius etiam, ad simplicem captatelam eius, nullo taedio constat.
'First, as to the simple putting on of the pallium, it is absolutely not

bothersome,'

A short sentence summarises the first major advantage of the pallium: it
is easy to put on.

ad simpUcem captatelam: i.e. quod ad simplicem captatelam attinet, or
a similar longer clause with a verb. Captatela is a noun attested only
here. Its sense, meanwhile, is clear; cf. TLL s.v. 363, 66f.

(5. 1.4) Adeo nec artificem necesse est qui pridie rugas ab exordio for-
met et inde deducat in tilias totumque contracti umbonis figmentum
custodibus forcipibus assignet, dehinc diluculo, tunica prius cingulo
correpta, quam praestabat moderatiorem texuisse, recognito rursus
umbone et, si quid exorbitauit, reformato, partem quidem de laeuo
promittat, ambitum uero eius, ex quo sinus nascitur, iam deficientibus
tabulis retrahat a scapulis et, exclusa dextera, in laeuam adhuc con-
gerat cum alio pari tabulato in terga deuoto, atque ita hominem sar-
cina uestiat.

'Indeed, there is no need of a specialist, who, the day before use,
forms the plies at the beginning and leads them in pleats, assigning the
whole formation of the contracted umbo to the custody of the pincers;
who, at daybreak, having first shortened the tunic (which had better
been woven at a moderate length!) with a belt, checks the umbo again
and if anything has gone out of the track, rearranges it, lets a part of
the garment hang down on the left, draws back from the shoulders the
surrounding part (from which stem the foils), with its folds now ending,
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and leaving free the right shoulder piles it on the left shoulder yet
again, with another mass of folds destined for the back, thereby im-
posing a burden upon the man.'

After the short, clear introductory remarks, a long and truly monstrous
sentence follows, which describes the necessary preparations for that
other garment, the toga (which is not mentioned by name here). Its
cumbersome and unpractical dimensions require special care that the
speaker deems essentially superfluous,

The necessary preparation described here may be divided in two
parts, clearly marked by pridie and diluado: some of it has to be done
the night before (forming plies and folds), the rest on the morning itself
(adding a belt to the tunic, rearranging everything, and then actually
dressing the man in question).

For technical details concerning the arrangement of the toga here,
cf. WILSON 1924, 78-9. Cfr also CROOM 2000, 40, who renders this passage
as follows: 'there is no necessity for any craftsman to shape its fold
right from the beginning the day before... and to commit the whole
formation of the umbo to the care of the forceps; and then, at dawn, to
first shorten with a belt the tunic that would have been better if it had
been woven to a more moderate length, and next to examine the
turned back umbo and re-arrange it, if out of line; of that curved edge
out of which the sinus grows, to draw back the loosened folds from the
shoulder and, excluding the right shoulder, heap it up on the left:
shoulder, with equal folds devoted to the back: in this way a man is
clothed with a burden. ' Another translation can be found in MCKECHNIE
1992, 63-4.

The detailed, though not fully clear passage is one of the main tes-
timonia from Roman times for the manner the toga was worn, along
with Quint. 11,3,139-41 and Macr. 3,13,4f. The ideal way of wearing a
toga apparently did not merely concern the correct fitting of the gar-
ment on the shoulders, neck, breast and arms, but also implied a spe-
cific pattern of pleats and folds. One is reminded here of the rules for
wearing tailor-made suits among modern executives or members of
the upper class, and the important social implications of either strictly
adhering to these rules or showing minor or major negligence.
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Rhetorically, the long and complex description effectively mirrors
the complex handling of the toga, with which the plain, laudable pallium
is contrasted. In addition, it also serves to illustrate the author's talent
as a public speaker, who manages to give a polished picture in words of
rather technical matters. Finally, one wonders whether all members of
the audience often wore their toga with such care, and if so, if they
could afford a special slave to perform the services described. To some
at least, the detailed picture may have been a little intimidating, sug-
gesting they themselves would not go to such lengths in their prepara-
tions and thereby fell short of the Roman ideal.

artificem: a special servant, possibly the uesti'ph'cus or uestiplica; the
latter is mentioned in Plaut. Trin. 253.; the word artifex is used in Macr.
3, 13,4 as an adjective with nodus in a parallel context of dressing the
toga.

The accusative may be explained as subordinate to an infinitive
which is to be added (e.g. habere) or to necesse est, which in this case
would be constructed analogously to opus est with an accusative.

pridie: the night before the toga is worn, initial preparations are due:
carefully forming pleats that are small above (mgae) and end in broader
folds (tili'ae) below; shaping the bunch of folds for the chest (umbo) and
fixing it by means of pincers (forcipes).

tilias: the word is attested for 'inner bark of the lime' (OLD s.v. b),
'barkbands' (LSh), as in Plin, 16,65. There is no parallel for meaning re-
quired here (a synonym for tabula, as later in this sentence; also 1.3.1
tabulata congragatione), and the reading itself seems uncertain.

umbonis: the umbo, normally the 'boss of the shield', can also de-
note 'the bunch formed by the folds of a toga drawn together across the
chest' (OLD s.v. 3). But in this text, the toga is not yet worn, but only
being prepared for wearing. So it would seem natural to take the word
here as referring to the whole of folds that will ultimately be arranged
around the chest; cf. STONE 1994, 25, who argues that the umbo must
refer to the band running across the chest. MCKECHNIE 1992, 63 renders
it as 'the billowing part'.

Even in specialised scholarly discussions, it remains rather unclear
what the umbo in Tertullian's description refers to exactly. According
to WILSON 1924, 78-9, Tertullian may even have been 'speaking loosely'
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of the difficulties of the various styles of draping the toga. For the vari-
ous parts of the toga see further GOETTE 1990, 3-4 (with a schematic
drawing). GOETTE, 57 calls this passage 'die umstandliche und nicht sehr
klare Beschreibung Tertullians.'

For the word as such, cf. Pers. 5,33 candidus umbo (as a metonymy
for toga) and Apul. Met. 11,3,5. This passage is the only reference in Ro-
man texts to the artificial formation of the umbo by means of pincers or
clips; for the process, see GOETTE, 57.

dehinc diluculo... : the second phase of the preparations takes place
on the early morning of the day the toga is worn. The necessary actions
now involve the actual dressing of the Roman gentleman by his servant,
although this is not made explicit. The servant's tasks are: adding a belt
to the tunica, rearranging the umbo, drawing the rest of the toga partly
out from the left and adjusting the part which constitutes the sinus,
drawing the remainder under the right shoulder around the back and
heaping it on the left shoulder.

quam praestabat moderatiorem texuisse: that is, if the tunica had
been shorter, there would be no need for a belt in the first place. In her
analysis of our passage, WILSON 1924, 78 incorrectly renders the clause
as: 'which is better if it is woven of fine threads'. This does not do jus-
tice to the Latin and misses the speaker's rhetorical point.

exorbitauit: 'went out of the track'. The verb is not attested before
Tertullian; cf. TLL s.v. 1553,22f. The specific sense here is given in TLL
s.v. 1554,36f. as 'perturbari, ex ordine excuti'.

partem quidem... ambihun aero: the two parts probably refer to the
cloth of the toga as a whole. Alternatively, the umbo could be meant
here, since it is the element that was focused upon in the preceding
clause. Quidem... uero clearly mirrors the use of Greek pev... Se.

sinus: 'the hanging fold of a toga or other garment used as a pocket,
esp. for money' (OLD s.v. 4).

deficientibus tabulis: that is, here the tissue is no longer folded in
pleats. Tabula is used in the uncommon sense of'fold', here; cf. LSh s.v.,
L, and below cum aiio... tabulate.

exclusa dextra: sc. scapula (likewise, scapulam is to be added in mind
to the following in beuam). The right shoulder was commonly left free
by the toga, which was drawn under the armpit. Of course, the right
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shoulder was not naked, since a tunica, which would normally cover
both shoulders, was worn underneath.

adhuc congerat: the cloth is drawn across the back and heaped on
the left shoulder. From it, a first part was already hanging down (cf.
partem quidem de laeuo promittat). Hence the use of adhuc 'still further'
here.

cum alio pari tabulato... deuoto: a tabulatam normally denotes a
floor or boarded deck of a ship, but the word is obviously used in a
more general sense of 'layer' here, analogously to tabula 'fold' used
above. For deuotus 'destined for'; cf. TLL. s.v. deaoueo 882,8lf. With in
and an accusative, it is also used in Luc. 3,311 deuotas extema in proelia
dextras.

sarcina: the whole mass of cloth must actually have formed quite a
burden, particularly for the left shoulder, which carried much of the
weight of the toga.

(5. 2.1) Conscientiam denique tuam perrogabo, quid te prius in toga
sentias, indutumne an onustum? Habere uestem an baiulare?

'Now I will interrogate your conscience: how do you feel in a toga:
dressed or oppressed? Is it like wearing clothes or bearing them?'

A twofold rhetorical question to all members of the audience about the
difficulty of wearing a toga.

conscientiam... tuam: a very direct appeal to the inner feelings of
each member of the audience. For the use of the second person singular
(here in tuam, te, and the verbal form sentias) rather than the second
person plural, see note on 4.10.5 unius... erroris tai.

indutumne an onustum: a contrast between being dressed and be-
ing burdened. This elaborates the notion that the toga is, in effect, a
sarcina (5. 1.4, end). The feeling that togae were cumbersome and could
best be not worn at all seems to have been widely shared by Romans of
the imperial age; cf. e.g. Juv. 3, 171-2 pars magna Italiae est, si uerwn admit-
ti'mus, m qua/nemo togam sumit nisi mortuus; Mart. 4,66,3-4; and Suet. Aug.
40,5. Earlier in the text, Tertullian used amidri (4. 1.4); Cf. JURADO 1996,
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106, who makes rather much of the use ofinduo here; for Tertullian, the
verbs merely seem to function as synonyms.

The English idiom allows for a pun in the translation ('dressed or
oppressed') that mirrors both the funny contrast and the heavy sound
effect of repeated u. Strictly speaking, no interrogation mark ought to
be printed after quid - onustam, as it is an indirect question. But on ac-
count of the parallel with habere uestem an baiulare7 a question mark is
added here too.

habere uestem an baiulare: a variation of the contrast between a

garment and a burden. Baiuiare is 'to carry, bear (a load)' (OLD s.v.). The
verb occurs occasionally in classical literature; cf. Plaut. As. 660; Mere.
508; Phaedr. 4,1,5; Quint. 6,1,47, but becomes frequent only in Christian
authors; see examples in TLL s.v. 1685-6. English allows for another pun
here ('wearing/bearing').

Syntactically habere uestem is to be taken as an accusative and infini-
tive <sentis te> uestem habere. The earlier construction te... sentias indu-
tamne an onustum may be analysed either as another accusative and
infinitive (sc. esse) or as a rare double accusative with sentire, as in Cic.
Off. 1,124 talem... solemus... sentire bonum ciuem.

(5.2.2) Si negabis, domum consequar; uidebo quid statim a limine
properes. Nullius profecto alterius indumenti expositio quam togae
gratulatur.

'If you deny, I will follow you home, and I will see what you hasten
to do right after the threshold. No other garment is taken off with such
relief as the toga!'

The direct address is continued in a manner reminiscent of satire.
domum consequar: the speaker threatens to follow the members of

the audience home. This is, of course, an exaggeration, and merely
serves to restate the point. The speaker's attitude recalls the satyrical
character of the 'bore' in Hor. Sat. 1,9; cf. esp. 1,9,13-5 'miser cupis' in-
quit 'abi're; / iamdudum uideo; sed nil agis: usque tenebo / persequar hinc quo
nunciteresttibi'.
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properes: sc. facere or agere. Alternatively, the verb may be taken as
governing a direct accusative (quid) (cf. OLD s.v. 5).

expositio... gratulatur: recherche language. The noun is given an
unusual, literal sense 'taking off, on the basis of exponere lto take off.
For this, TLL s.v. expositio 1773, 65f. also quotes Tert. Praescr. 40 exposi-
tionem delictomm... repromittit, and one later example in Evodius. The
passive form of the verb here does not reflect its normal use as a depo-
nent, but has a real passive sense 'is welcomed, is rejoiced at'; cf. TLL s.v
gratubr 2252,37 f. For a similar case, cf. above on 4.2.5 confiteri.

(5. 2.3) Calceos nihil dicimus, proprium togae tormentum, immun-
dissimam pedum tutelam, uerum et falsam. Quern enim non expediat
in algore et ardore rigere nudipedem, quam in calceo uincipedem?

'We say nothing about the shoes, that special torture of the toga,
that most impure covering of the feet, and a false one too. For who
would not be better off stiffening barefoot in heat or cold, than fet-
ter-footed in shoes?'

A brief excursus about shoes (in the form of a rhetorical praeteritio). It
seems that the speaker radically opposes any form of footwear. This
attitude makes him appear not unlike Diogenes the Cynic (on whom see
4. 7.3). As a matter of fact, he will shortly be allowing for sandals in
combination with a pallium (5.3.3). The attitude is, no doubt, rhetorical,
since in real life the Romans certainly did not reject footwear. On Ro-
man footwear in general, cf. GOLDMAN 1994.

calceos: the calceus was the closed, ankle-high shoe (as opposed to
the sandal) normally worn beneath a toga; cf. CROOM 2000, 60-1, who
renders it as 'shoe-boot'; further detail on the shoe is given by GOLDMAN
1994, 116-22. For the combination, equally expressed with an element
of dislike, cf. e.g. Plin. Ep. 7, 3,2 quousque calcei nusquam, togaferiata, liber
totas dies7

tormentum: an exaggeration underscores the point. In real life,
Tertullian may have seen more real tormenta than many earlier orators,
as Christian martyrdom began to florish in his days. For the word used
in a context of martyrs, cf. e.g. ad Mart. 4,2 timebit foristan caro... omne
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camificis ingenium in tormentis; or Nat. 1,2 (p.60,19-20) Christi'anos uero
sponte confesses tormentis comprimitis ad negationem.

immundissimam: the censure probably refers to the shoes' material,
leather, which was both of animal origin and required extensive proc-
essing by specialised tanners, with the help of unclean, smelly sub-
stances. GERLO does not comment on the adjective.

uerum et falsam: 'but also false'. What is meant here is that the
shoes do not afford real protection for the feet, but rather close them in.
Meanwhile, the speaker is likely to have relished the juxtaposition of
uerum (in the sense of'but') andfalsam.

in algore et ardore: another clear case of wordplay, now with con-
trasting words for cold and heat. For all its potential of rhetorical ef-
fects, the combination is not found before Tertullian, and only once
after him: Aug. Contra lul. 5 (797,40).

rigere: the verb seems to be used in a double sense. It is preferable,
so it is argued, to be bearfooted in all circumstances, thereby develop-
ing rigidness, in the sense of 'callosity', than to wear tight shoes that
'stiffen' the feet. There would be an the additional pun ofrigere (in the
sense of'getting cold') through ardor.

nudipedem... uincipedem: two ostentatious neologisms, obviously
coined for the occasion. The latter one's formation is not fully clear,
since it may be connected with either uincere 'to conquer', or uincire
'fetter, fasten'. The second option seems more likely.

(5. 2.4) Magnum incessui munimentum sutrinae Venetiae prospexere
perones efifeminatos!

'Sure, a great support for walking has been foreseen by Venetian
shoemaker-workshops in the form of effeminate boots!'

An ironic remark concludes the thought about the toga and the accom-
panying shoes.

magnum incessui munimentum: these somewhat resounding
words function to sharpen the contrast with the lowly sutrinae that are
to follow.
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sutrines Venetiae: no clear parallel from antiquity can be given for
shoemaker's shops in the region of Venice. Meanwhile, the speaker
must be referring to a phenomenon known by many, if his remark is to
be effectively ironical. The detail, therefore, would seem to be recog-
nisably true.

perones: the pero was a 'thick boot of raw hide' (OLD s.v.), a simple,
closed boot mostly worn by poor people and country folk; cf. GOLDMAN
1994, 105 and CROOM 2000, 61; further RE s.v. pero 5. It is attested in e.g.
Verg. A. 7,690; Juv. 14,186; and Apul. Met. 7,18,1.

The combination with effeminatos is rather paradoxical, since this
type of boot is sfairdy and plain rather than delicate and refined, al-
though Tertullian also uses the word in a context of female luxury
(Cult-Fem. 1, 7 in peronibus uniones emergere de luto capiunt). As GERLO
rightly argues, the point is probably that the boot covers the whole foot,
whereas walking barefooted or wearing sandals is called more 'virile' in
5.3.3. On the whole, the effect of paradox is no doubt deliberate.

(5.3.1) At enim pallio nihil expeditius, etiam si duplex, quod Cratetis.
Mora nusquam uestiendo imponitur; quippe tota molitio eius operire
est solutim.

'But there is nothing so convenient as the pallium, even if it is dou-
ble, as that of Crates. On no occasion there is a waste of time in dressing,
for all the effort it takes consists in loosely covering oneself.'

Hardly surprisingly, the pallium is presented as the very opposite of the
toga, being convenient and easy to put on.

si duplex, quod Cratetis: in passing by, the speaker makes mention
of a variant of the pallium, the 'double cloak'. Its introduction was as-
cribed to Antisthenes rather than Crates; cf. Diog.Laert. 6, 13.

Crates of Thebes (ca. 365-285 B.C.), a pupil of Diogenes, was a minor
philosopher who appears to have been popular in Second Sophistic
writings; he occurs in Apul. Apol. 22,2-5 and is even the main character
in Apul. Fl. 14 and 22; cf. notably HUNINK 2001, 134-9 and 209-12 ad loc.
with further references. Interestingly, Crates' pallium is mentioned spe-
cifically by Apuleius in one of the anecdotes in the Florida: cf. Fl. 14,3
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(Crates spreads his possessions on the ground: a bag, a staff, and a
cloak). Crates' cloak is also mentioned by Plut. De tranq.an. 4 (Mor. 466E)
and de vitaer. alien. S (Mor. 83 IE). These references are included among
the fragments relating to Crates, as testimonium V H 46 (GIANNANTONI).

mora nusquam uestiendo imponitur: the syntax is plain enough,
but nonetheless allows for a double explanation. Vestiendo may be ei-
ther ablative of cause ('no delay is imposed <upon a man> because of
dressing') or dative ('no delay is imposed upon dressing', that is, the
dressing does not take much time). Instead of nusqziam one might ex-
pert numquam here (GERLO actually renders the word as if the latter
were written, without changing the text itself). The speaker is still ea-
ger to use a less normal word wherever he can.

molitio eius... operire est: even plainer syntax pursues the thought.
Tertullian could have written a phrase like mohrio ei'us in operiendo cor-
pore consistit, but he has chosen a hu-n that seems almost unliterary in
its simplicity. It seems to be used for a graphic illustration of the ease of
the pallium and the effortless action it requires.

solutim: the adverb is not attested elsewhere, but given the popu-
larity of adverbs in -tim in the second century AD, it is not possible to
say whether Tertullian coined it himself. It could also be a coinage by
Apuleius, who certainly felt free to invent such adverbs; cf. e.g. Apul. Fl.
9,30 non singillatim et discretim, sed cunctim et concertatim with HUNINK
2001, 117-8 ad loc.

(5.3.2) Id uno circumiectu licet, et quidem nusquam inhumano; ita
omnia hominis simul contegit. Humerum uolens exponit uel includit;
ceteroquin humero adhaeret, nihil circumfulcit, nihil circumstringit,
nihil de tabularum fide laborat, facile sese regit, facile reficit; etiam
cum exponitur, nulli cruci in crastinum demandatur.

'This may be done in one circumjection, that is on no occasion be-
yond human power: all of man is covered at once. It may willingly leave
the shoulder bare or include it; for the rest it rests on the shoulder,.
holding up nothing around, tying nothing around, not caring whether
the folds are reliable; it is easily arranged and easily rearranged; even
when it is taken ofiF, it is not handed over to some rack.'
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A long section develops the thought that the pallium is convenient and
extremely easy to put on. The syntax is, perhaps accordingly, quite
plain. We may note that the pallium, as the grammatical subject of all
verbs except the first one (licet), is already presented in a personalised
form. This foreshadows the long personification to come in 5.4 - 6. 2.

uno circumiectu: this of course contrasts the complex movements
of a person who puts on a toga. For circwniectus used of dress, cf. Varr. L.
5,132.

inhumane: to be taken with circumiectu. The sense is unusual but
can easily be deduced from the context: 'requiring an effort that is
greater than a man can make'.

uolens: a marked personification of the pallium. It exerts its func-
tions and performs its duties partly like a human being, guided by its
own will. Here it seems free to choose whether to leave the shoulder
covered or exposed.

circumfiilcit... circumstringit: 'supports, holds up around' and 'sur-
round, clothe with'. Neither verb is attested before Tertullian and both
seem to be his coinage; cf. TLL s.v. circumfidcio 1147,15f. (not mention-
ing this instance) and for ci'rcumstring'it cf. note on 1. 1.4 drcwnstrictus.
Both verbs take up lines from the beginning of the speech: 1.3.1 pallii
iam teretis redundantiam tabulata congregatione fulcitis and 1.1.4 pallii ex-
trinsecus habitus... cemicibus circamstrictus in fibulae morsu humeris acqui-
escebat.

nihil de tabularum fide laborat: unlike the toga, it does not have to
rely on complex folds; cf. 5.1.4 (for tabu;a see 5.1.4 deficientibus tabulis).
The personification of the pallium is striking again, as it will be in the
next few clauses.

nulli cruci... demandatur: the personification is carried to a higher
level still, with the garment being 'spared from instmments of torture.'
Technically, what is meant here, is that at the end of the day, a pallium
does not have to be remoulded by means of special tools, such as the
forcipes mentioned in 5. 1.4 or perhaps a simple press. By employing
such imagery, the speaker manages to include another note of'torture';
cf. already on 5.2. 3 tormentum.
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(5.3.3) Si quid interulae subter est, uacat zonae tormentum; si quid
calceatus inducitur, mundissimum opus est, aut pedes nudi magis,
certe uiriles magis quam in calceis.

'If any undergarment is worn beneath it, the torture of a belt is ab-
sent. If any footwear is put on, it is of the purest form, or the feet re-
main bare, which keeps them more virile than in shoes.'

A combined note on underwear and footwear accompanying the pal-
hum. Both clauses are constructed analogously; cf. the anaphoric si
quid...

si quid interulae subter est: the intemla (tunica) was a kind of un-
dergarment worn by both sexes; cf. OLD s.v. interulus, quoting Apul.
Met. 8,9,2 and Fl. 9,18.

The implication of the clause is that usually nothing was worn un-
demeath a pallium. There was no Roman equivalent for modern un-
derwear, as loincloths were worn only by special groups, such as actors
and athletes; cf. OLSON 2003, 207-8.

uacat: 'is absent', a somewhat unusual sense of the verb, used in this
way several times by Tertullian. It is closely paralleled in Tert. ApoL 2, 15
(tormenta... ) uacabunt.

zonae tormentum: in the case of the toga, a belt was said to be nec-
essary, mainly because the tunic was tailored much too long; cf. 5.1.4
tunica prius cingulo correpta; further 1.3.1. Here such 'torture' is absent.
For the element of torture cf. above 5.2.3 and 5.3. 2.

quid calceatus: the latter word must be a genitive, as in quid intem-
lae.

mundissimum opus est: that is, something pure is worn, like simple
sandals or slippers. The contrast is, of course, with the calceos (...), pro-
prium togae tormentum, immundissimam pedum tatelam of 5.2.3. According
to Oehler (quoted by GERLO) the issue here would be hygiene ('facilius
mundantur soleati pedes qaam calceati aut peronati"), but this probably
misses the point. Surely, the general quality of the material is alluded
to.

aut pedes nudi - calceis: there can be no doubt concerning the
sense: walking barefooted is generally preferred by wearers of the pal-
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hum, and it seems more masculine than wearing fully closed shoes; cf.
ah-eady 5.2.3-4. Meanwhile, the syntax is not fully clear. We may un-
derstand it by supplying aut pedes nudi magis with sant, and taking the
rest as an attributive clause with pedes. The first magis is the equivalent
ofporius (cf. HOPPE 1932, 85).

The evidence for Romans walking barefoot is meagre, but the prac-
tice must have been fairly common, especially in mral areas. In art,
members of the upper class are frequently depicted with their bare feet.
According to GOLDMAN 1994, 105, this indicates divinity, heroisation,
religious sanctity, or piety. Therefore, given the strong associations
with pagan Roman religion, it does seem peculiar to find Tertullian
advocating the habit. Apparently, to him the generally 'Roman' associa-
tions of footwear were even stronger.

(5.4.1) Haec pro pallio interim, quantum nomine comitiasti. lam aero
et de negotio prouocat:

'So much in defence of the pallium, in so far as you libelled it by
name. But now it makes an appeal on account of its activity.'

Two brief sentences mark the transition from the main part of the
speech, delivered by the speaker on his own account, and the final sec-
tion where the pallium itself is presented as speaking. For this remark-
able personification, cf. the introduction to chapter 5.

haec pro paUio: sc. dixi or a similar verb.
comitiasti: the reading is uncertain, the MSS giving comitasti, which

does not make sense. It is, however, retained by MARRA and COSTANZA;
the former renders the clause as 'in quanto per se stesso tu lo accom-
pagnasti con mormorazioni', introducing an element of 'murmuring'
not present in the Latin; the latter has 'in quanta per il suo nome gli
andasti dietro'. Comiti'asti is the reading preferred by GERLO, with Sal-
masius and OEHLER. TLL s.v. comitio 1800,43 quotes this instance without
a parallel, defining its special sense as 'incomitiare, uituperare'.

The second person singular is used again to refer to the audience as
a whole, that is assumed to be hostile or sceptical towards the pallium.
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de negotio: this clearly contrasts nomine in the previous sentence.
The charges merely concerned the name of the pallium, that is, the sim-
pie fact of its existence. Now it will plead its own cause on account of
the things it actually does.

prouocat: 'takes the cause before a higher court, appeals'. This is a
legal term, which does not come as a surprise in a work by Tertullian,
who was well versed in such matters. On the question whether he was a
professional jurist or was just trained in rhetoric, cf. the discussion in
BARNES 1985, 22-9 (BARNES suggests the latter) and MCKECHNIE 1992, 50-1.
Here it would, of course, be overprecise to ask which 'higher court'
could be meant: the pallium simply protests at what has been held
against it and wants its case to be reexamined by the audience.

(5. 4.2) 'Ego, ' inquit, 'nihil foro, nihil campo, nihil curiae debeo; nihil
officio aduigilo, nulla rostra praeoccupo, nuUa praetoria obseruo; ca-
nales non odoro, cancellos non adoro, subseUia non contundo, iura
non conturbo, causas non elatro; non iudico, non milito, non regno:
secessi de populo.'

'"I owe nothing to the forum, " it says, "nothing to the Campus Mar-
tius, nothing to the Senate-house. I do not watch for a magistrate's
function, do not occupy any platform for speakers, do not attend to the
governor's office; I do not smell the gutters, nor adore the bar in court,
nor wear out benches, nor disturb proceedings, nor bark pleas; I do not
act as ajudge, a soldier, or a king: I have withdrawn from public life. '"

The opening words of the speech by the pallium show the garment in a
self-assured mood. In a long series of simple, short sentences it de-
nounces all sorts of public activities associated with the toga. The sen-
tences are carefully ordered in four successive groups, with a closely
parallel order and a climax, the whole being also connected by heavy o
sounds. The first two groups have three main elements (foro... campo...
curiae and officio... rostra... praetoria); the third one has five (canales... can-
cellos... subsellia... iura... causas) and the fourth one three again (iudico...
milito... regno).
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These fourteen elements form what seems almost a compendium of
Roman public life, centred around the Fomm. The whole passage ends
in a climax of a single element that simunarises the speaker's point:
secessi de papulo. An almost anti-Roman attitude may be observed
throughout the passage. It is perhaps no coincidence that these words
are attributed to the pallium rather than expressed by the speaker on
his own account. For a comparable statement on abandoning public life,
cf. e.g. Sen. Ep. 73,4 at ille uir sincerus ac pums, qui reliquit et curiam et fo-
rum et administrationem rei publicae, ut ad ampliora secederet...

ego: the first word of the speech is the highlighted personal pro-
noun ego. As an expression of self-consciousness of the pallium, this is
hard to surpass. The implied contrast to ego is, of course, the toga.

nihil foro - debeo: the first cluster of elements is structured by
anaphora ofnihil. Three main areas of Roman public life are mentioned:
the Forum, the Campus Martius, and the Curia. Two of them are also
mentioned in Sen. Ep. 73,4 quoted above.

nihil officio - obseruo: the second group consists of three parallel
sentences (negation, noun, and verb) that focus on actions usually per-
formed in a toga: being ready to accept an official function, mounting
the rostra, or attending the office of the praetor. The exact references,
meanwhile, remain somewhat uncertain; cf. notes below. Nihi'I... nulla...
nulla nearly forms a full anaphora, with nihil tying in with the previous
clause, and thereby avoiding too strict a division.

officio aduigilo: this has been read by some as an expression for the
customary greeting ofapatronus by a diens early in the morning (salu-
tati'o). But as GERLO rightly objects, the Latin does not allude to this at all,
and aduigilare as such does not refer to getting up early. In addition, one
may add, it would imply that the imaginary main person here is a cliens,
whereas the surrounding elements rather suggest he is an active
aduocatus.

Possibly, the expression forms an allusion to lucubratio, working at
night by the light of a lamp, e.g. in the course of preparing a speech.
Officium would then simply refer to 'one's task'. One might object, on
the other hand, that wearing a toga during a iucubmti'o, as it would be
suggested here, must have been highly inconvenient and hence rather
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unlikely. The symbolic force, then, of the toga as typical lawyer's cloth-
ing would be dominant here.

praetoria: the word may be interpreted in two different ways. It
may be the neuter plural of the adjective praetorius and replace praetoria
edicta, as GERLO supposes. Alternatively, and perhaps more simply, it
can be the plural of praetorium 'governor's residence'; thus TLL s.v.
praetorius 1072,2f., comparing Cic. Balb. 40 ut... sit in nostris castris, sit in
imperatorum praetoriis... locus. The whole section most probably refers to
the Forum in Carthage rather than Rome, an4 so the mention ofagov-
ernor would not seem out of place.

canales - elatro: the third group is the longest, specifying no less

than five elements. The structure slightly differs from that of the sur-
rounding clauses (here; a noun, followed by non, and a verb). The ref-
erences here are certainly to actions performed on the Forum in the
process of public speaking, but they are phrased in a somewhat cryptic
fashion (see separate notes below).

canales non odoro: an allusion to the bad smell that was apparently
usual on any given Forum on sunny days, due to the presence of open
gutters. As the primary testimonium for such a canalis in Rome, schol-
ars adduce Plaut. Cure. 475-6 inforo injumo boni homines atque dites ambu-
lant; / in medio propter canalem, ibi ostentatores men. This open canalis
seems to have been the precursor of what was to become the covered
Cloaca Maxima, Rome's main sewer cf. e.g. COLLART 1962, 90 ad loc.;
COARELLI 1992, 152-3 with n. 12; TLL s.v. canalis 224, 49f. ; by contrast, the
connection with the cloaca maxima is denied by Bauer in LTUR 1, 226 s.v.
canalis.

However, it remains unclear whether and how this testimonium on
archaic Rome can easily be applied to the Forum of second century
Carthage. Not only the distance in time and place, but also the plural
camles makes such an application far from obvious. Assuming that
Tertullian is referring to a recognizable reality, rather than a literary
fiction, one would have to suppose that a provincial Forum as in Car-
thage was supplied with open gutters for draining rain and possibly
other water.
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The verb odoro is used here as the normal deponent odoror for 'to
smell' (cf. TLL s.v. odorar 474, 5lf. ), perhaps because of the following
adoro.

cancellos non adoro: 'enclosure, balustrade, bars'. A Roman Forum
or court room was enclosed by bars, that kept the public at a distance.
There is an obvious pun in the sequence odoro - adoro. The verb also
introduces an element of exaggeration, intended to drive home the
point of excessive love of court proceedings.

subsellia non contundo: a reference to the low benches commonly
used in the court room or cun'a. Given the context, benches in court are
most likely meant here. The verb contandere continues the exag-
geration, as if the benches could be worn out by incessant use, implying
the speaker's continuous presence in court.

iura non conturbo: this seems to allude to speakers delivering spec-
tacular speeches in court that threaten to disturb the regular order.
The verb has obviously also been selected to create the pun contando -
conturbo.

causas non elatro: a rare verb comes as the final element here. The
notion of 'barking' automatically evokes the image of Cynics like Dio-
genes (cf. above 4. 7.3), but Cynics were not particularly known for a
special fancy of court proceedings. The verb rather echoes Hor. Ep.
1, 18, 17-8 uere quod placet ut non / acriter elatrem (on Cynic Tiappnoia).
Tertullian also uses the verb in Nat. 1,4 (p. 63,27) amaritadinem elatrent
(of petulant philosophers).

non iudico - regno: the fourth group returns to the standard
stmctural pattern of three elements, and is syntactically as simple as
can be: non followed by a verb three times. The verbs refer to main ar-
eas where the toga would be at its usual place, unlike the pallium: acting
as a judge, serving in the army, or being a king. Mili'to of course does not
refer to the life of a soldier, who normally did not wear a toga, but to
the higher ranks in the army, such as that of a general.

secessi de populo: a final clause sums up what the pallium claims to
have done, namely to have withdrawn from public life, as Christians
tended to. The words form a remarkable expression intended to please
connoisseurs of Roman history, who will inevitably be reminded of the
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phenomenon of secessio plebis in early Republican Rome, as repeatedly
described by Livy.

(5. 4.3) 'In me unicum negotium mihi est; nisi aliud non curo quam ne
curem. Vita meliore magis in secessu fhiare quam in promptu.'

'"My only activity concerns myself; I do not have any care, except
for this: to have no care. A better life is can be enjoyed in seclusion than
out in the open.'"

By constrast, the pallium claims to focus only on itself and to lead a
peaceful, retired life. The language recalls the general atmosphere in
many philosophical texts, particularly the letters of Seneca (e.g. £p. 9,
on the self-contained, wise man and 73, ah-eady quoted in the introduc-
tion to 5.4.2)

aliud non curo quam ne curem: a paradox with the verb curare.
GERLO adduces some general parallels from Greek popular philosophy
involving other words (e.g. Greg. Naz. CarmMor. 8,91 ocAA' e^ioi Tpucpr) TO
pr) rpucpav, but a somewhat closer parallel is Plaut. Pers. 527 haec cura, et
hospes cura ut curetar; cf. also Apul. Mun. 38 (374) Clotho praesentis tempo-
n's habet curam, ut ipsis actionibus suadeat, ne cara sellers rebus omnibus
desit.

uita meliore: this is actually a rare combination; cf. only Hor. Sat.
2,3,14 and Mart. 6,70, 10.

magis: the word is redundant, given the comparative ui'to meliore.
secessu... promptu: the words obviously form a strong contrast.

They also may have been selected for their grammatical form, both
belonging to the fourth declension. Secessus takes up secessi (5. 4.2).

(5. 4.4) 'Sed ignauam infamabis: scilicet patriae et imperio reique
uiuendum est. Erat olim ista sententia: nemo alii nascitur moriturus
sibi.'

'"Oh, you will denounce it for laziness, for 'one has to live for one's
fatherland, empire, and state'! But the following thought <also> used to
count: 'no-one is born for another, being destined to die for oneself.""
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The possible charge of idleness and anti-social behaviour, given in the
form of an imaginary objection, is countered with a phrase from the
sphere of Epicurean and Stoic philosophy. Accurate punctuation (with
a double colon) is of great importance here to make sense of the pas-
sage; cf. discussion in GERLO 1939, 406-8.

ignauam: the female form is used because of the preceding uita
melior. At first sight one might be inclined to add <me>, but as pallium is
a neuter noun, it cannot be referring to itself here.

patriae... imperio reique: basically a single concept, expressed in a
threefold phrase. The maxim that one should live for one's fatherland
recalls the parallel thought that one should be ready to die for it. Cf.
Hor. Carm. 3,2,13 duke et decomm est pro patria mori; further e.g. Cic. Phil
14, 31 ofortanata mors, quae naturae debita pro patria estpotissimum reddita.

moriturus sibi: this reflects a common notion from the sphere of
Epicureanism and Stoa, the philosophic schools that are constantly in
the background here. Cf. esp. Sen. £p. 69,6 'bella res est mori sna morte'.
Nemo moritar nisi sua mone. For a rather polemical approach, see Cic. Fin.
2,97 praedare mortes sant imperatoriae; philosophi autem in suis kctalis
pkmmqae moriuntar. Tertullian himself must also have thought of the
words of St.Paul in Rom. 14,7 nemo enim nostrwn sibi uiuit et nemo sibi mo-
ritur (ou5£lq Y"P n^&v eauTO) l,r\, Kal ou5£iq eauTU a7To9vr|OK£i ) but
he does not seem to expect his audience to notice an allusion here.

(5.4.5) 'Certe cum ad Epicuros et Zenonas uentum est, sapientes uocas
totum quietis magisterium, qui earn summae atque unicae uoluptatis
nomine consecrauere.'

'"By all means, when we come to the Epicuruses and Zeno's, 'wis-
dom' is your qualification for all these teachers of retreat, which they
sanctified with the name of the highest and unique pleasure. '"

A rather facile, polemical note against Epicureanism and Stoa, both of
which were alluded to in the previous sentence. The former was a
common target for ridicule and bitter attacks throughout Roman lit-
erahire (with some notable exceptions such as the work of Lucretius),
starting with Cicero's phi'losophica. Christian apologists still added to
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this animosity, often reducing the teachings of Epicurus to a mere
caricature, and even tarred most other schools of ancient philosophy,
such as the Stoa, with the same brush.

Epicuros et Zenonas: the use of the plural of names here clearly has
a disparaging ring 'such (despicable) individuals as Epicurus and Zeno'.

totum quietis magisterium: given the plural in sapientes and qui...
consacrauere, the abstract totum... magisterium here replaces a more con-
crete combination in the plural form, e.g. omnes... magistros. Quies of
course refers to the central Epicurean and Stoic concept of arapa^ia.
The whole phrase seems to have been inspired by Plin. Nat. 19,51 primus
hoc institait Athenis Epicurus, oti magister.

uoluptatis: Tertullian is remarkably accurate here, although much
of his attack seems rather cliche-like. For Epicurus, the highest form of
pleasure indeed does not consist in any form of sensual gratification,
but in the mental state of being undisturbed and having peace of mind;
cf. Epic. ap. Diog-Laert. 10,131, further id. 128 and 136.

(5.5.1) Tamen propemodum mihi quoque licebit in publicum prodesse.
Soleo de qualibet margine uel ara medicinas moribus dicere, quae
facilius publicis rebus et ciuitatibus et imperiis bonas ualetudines
conferent quam tuae operae.'

'"However, to some extent it will also be possible for me to be of
public benefit. At every threshold or altar I am used to commend moral
medicines, which more easily confer good health upon public affairs,
states and empires than whatever you do."'

The pallium argues that it is of much use: by giving moral precepts, it
benefits the state as a whole. It does so in its function as the symbol of
Cynic philosophy rather than of Christianity, of which no mention is
made here.

mihi quoque: the public benefit of the toga was, of course, beyond
doubt. Rather surprisingly, the pallium also claims to be of public use.

de... margine uel ara: the exact reference is somewhat unclear, With
margine one is tempted to think also of the 'margin of a book or writing
tablet' (OLD s.v. 3b), which would produce an allusion to edifying lit-
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erature. However, a similar sense is impossible for ara. Both words
rather seem to denote slightly elevated places, namely the threshold of
a building and an altar (TLL s.v. ara 388,39f. suggests that the sense here
is that of 'suggestus sepulchri'). Wherever possible, that is, the pallium
delivers its precepts.

Since ara is not commonly used of Christian altars, the reference
here must be to pagan cults, and hence to the pallium as the garment of
moralistic pagan philosophy, i.e. of Cynicism, which is constantly in the
background in the pallium's speech.

medicinas moribus dicere: note the alliteration margine... medicinas
moribus. For medicina used of 'remedy' in a non-physical sense, cf. OLD
s.v. 6; cf. e.g. Apul. Plat. 2,18 (245) quorum animae... nec curari queunt medi-
ana sapientiae. The combination with dicere is unparalleled, but seems
easy to understand, since the pallium pictures itself as speaking in pub-
lie.

publicis rebus - imperiis; three aspects of Roman public life, ar-
ranged in ascending order of importance: public afifairs, states, empires.
The last element clearly refers to the Imperium Romanum.

ualetudines: the plural is rare, but not unattested; cf. Cic. Tusc. 5,113
caecitas fern facile possit, dum non desint sabsidia ualetadinum; Tac. Ann.
6,50 erat medicus... non quidem regere ualitadines prindpis solitas, consilii
tamen copiam praebere.

tuae operae: the pallium polemically contrasts itself with the toga (or
perhaps with those who wear the toga); that the toga is meant here, is
also shown by the following sentence (5. 5.2).

(5. 5.2) 'Quippe si pergam ad acuta tecum, plus togae laesere rem pub-
licam quam loricae.'

'"For if I may proceed to deliver sharp words against you, more
harm has been brought upon the state by togas than by cuirasses. '"

An outright provoking, bold statement. It is one thing to argue that the
pallium is of equal public use as the toga, but quite another to assert that
the latter has done more harm than good to public affairs.
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ad acuta: lit. 'to sharp things'. For acuta referring to 'sharp weapons',
cf. Ov. Ars 3,589 ponite iam gladios hebetes: pugnetur acatis. According to
GERLO, ad has instrumental value here (ad acuta = acuris), but this expla-
nation seems unduly complicated. The element of'movement towards'
is simply expressed in the verb pergere, as GERLO himself suggests in a
note to his lemma.

laesere: a strong verb, which in combination with rem pubUcam
seems to have some religious and political connotations; cf. Cic. Har. 55
monent enim eidem (sc. haruspices) ne occultis^consiliis res publica laedatar;
5est. 78.

loricae: a paradoxical element. No Roman would seriously claim
that the state was ever harmed by cuirasses, which belong to the class
of defensive armour. The word is used perhaps for this effect of sur-
prise, in addition to the alliteration of I- (laesere... loricae). Even if the
word is taken as a metaphor for 'war', the statement remains thor-
oughly un-Roman. For one thing, countries that were conquered in a
great number of wars were a large part of the Roman Empire.

(5. 5.3) 'Atquin nuUis uitiis adulor, nullis uetemis parco, niilli impe-
tigini. Adigo cauterem ambitioni, qua M. TuUius quingentis milibus
nummum orbem citri emit, qua bis tanhun Asinius Gallus pro mensa
eiusdem Mauritaniae numerat - hem, quantis facultatibus aestimaue-
re hgneas maculas! -, item qua lances centenarii ponderis Sulla moli-
tor!'

'"Indeed, I do not flatter any vices, do not spare any old dirt or any
scab. I apply the branding-iron to the desires that induced M. Tullius to
buy a round table of citrus-wood for 500,000 sestertii, that induced
Asinius Gallus to dispense twice this price for a table from the same
Mauretania - gosh, at what huge sums did they estimate those blotches
in wood! -, and that likewise induced Sulla to have dishes constructed
of a hundred pounds. '"

The pallium consistently pursues the metaphor of medicine applied to
its own action: it stands up against moral depravation like a doctor
fighting disease. Some historical examples of extravagant luxury
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sought for by famous Romans underscore the point, while subtly add-
ing a note of criticism against common Roman morality. The implicit
contrast here is, of course, the moral integrity of those who wear the
pallium, that is, the Christians.

nullis... nullis... nullis: the short opening sentence is divided into
three clauses with a closely parallel structure. The image here is that of
the strict doctor, who does not tolerate misbehaviour or allow his pa-
tient to stay dirty. References to physical dirt as a metaphor for moral
failure had become fairly common since the days of Apuleius; see
SCHMIDT 1990.

ueternis: the noun uetemum can be used for 'an accumulation of dirt
from age or neglect' (OLD s.v. 3), here obviously as a metaphor for
'wrong habits'. The plural of the word as a noun is unattested else-
where. Here it serves to maintain the parallel structure and sound of
the sentence; nullo uetemo would have badly dishirbed it. For the use of
uetemum in a context of morals, cf. Sen. Ep. 88,19 quid enim, oro te, liberak
habent isti ieiuni uomitores quorum corpora in sagina, animi in made et
uetemo sunt? and 115,7 rursus aeque malitiam et aemmnosi animi uetemum
perspiaemus.

impetigini: a relatively rare word for 'skin eruption' (cf. OLD s.v. a).
This too is taken in an exceptional, metaphorical sense here, for which
TLL s.v. 596,49f. also quotes Ps.Orig. Tract. 10 p.113,10 impetigo... haereti-
corum collectio est; and Hesych. Inlev. 21,20 p. l064A.

adigo cauterem, qua... : after the short, introductory sentence, there
is a longer period. It also has a threefold structure, with subordinate
relative clauses describing the three moral examples (qua... qua... qua...,
in each case with a verb in the present tense).

cauterem: this word for a medical burning instrument first occurs
in Tertullian; in later texts, it is often used metaphorically, according to
TLL s.v. 709, 23f.

ambitioni: after the metaphorical indications of moral wrongs in
the former sentence, now the pallium speaks more directly about a vice,
namely ambitio. The word denotes 'vain display, ostentation, show'
(OLD s.v. 6). More specifically, the examples given here underline the
element of extravagance and immodest expenses.
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M. Tullius: it may have come as quite a surprise for the audience
that the first Roman example ofambi'ti'o concerns none other but Cicero,
and the speaker probably intended this as yet another provocation, like
in many places earlier in the speech (e.g. 2.5.1; 2.5.2; 4.8.4). On the other
hand, Cicero may easily have come to his mind as a typical exponent of
the toga and the immoral aspects it is said to represent. Furthermore,
the paUium is now acting as a public speaker and from this perspective
too, Cicero seems a fairly obvious example to mention.

The detail about Cicero buying an expensive, round table of citrus
wood comes from Plin. Nat. 13,91 Confines ei Mauri, (fuibus plurima arbor
ci'tri et mensarum insama (...) Exstat hodie M. Ciceroni in ilia paupenate et
(quod magis miram est) illo aeao empta HS 'D'. Memoratar et Galli Asini HS 'X'.
It is also alluded to by Tert. Anim. 33,4 quod mensis Ciceronianis infertur.
For expensive citrus wood from Mauretania and mensae citreae, see full
material in MOLS 1999, 77.

Asinius Gallus: C. Asinius C. f. Gallus; the son of the famous Asinius
Pollio; see PIR2, A nr.1229. This man, known as an orator, lived from 40
B.C.-33 AD). For the story of his even more expensive table, see Plin. Nat.
13,91 quoted in the previous note.

maculas: here fine lines in the wood itself are meant, which were
highly esteemed and were considered to add to the value of the wood;
cf. Petr. 119,27-29 ecce Afris erata terns / citrea mensa greges seruorum
ostrumque renidens / ponitar ac maculis imitatar uilius aurum; further Plin.
Nat, 13,96-7; Sen. Tranq. 1,7 mensa... uarietate maculamm conspicua; and
Ben. 7,9,2. In this context, the word macula is no doubt used ambigu-
ously, with a connotation of moral faults.

Sulla: this example also seems to originate fi"om Pliny. Cf. Nat. 33, 145
on the time of Sulla, in which some rich people fell prey to proscriptiones
Sullanae because they possessed this kind of massive silverware: paulo
enim ante haecfactae sunt lances e centenis h'bn's argenti, quas tune super CL
numero fuisse Romae constat multosque ob eas proscriptos dob concapiscen-
tium. With a rhetorical exaggeration, Tertulian's pallium here insinuates
that Sulla himself ordered similar disks to be made; cf. Tert. Ani'm. 33,4
quod lancibus splendidissimis Sullanis effertar.
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molitur: according to GERLO, the verb, normally a deponent, is used
in a passive sense here, but this cannot be right, since the subject of the
verb is clearly Sulla.

(5.5.4) 'Vereor sane, ne parua sit ista trutina, cum Drusillanus,
equidem seruus Claudii, quingenariam promulsidem aedificat, sup-
rascriptis fortassean mensis necessariam, cui si officina exstructa est,
debuit et triclinium.'

'"But I really fear the scales here will be small, when Drusillanus
(although merely a slave of Claudius), is fabricating a plate of five hun-
dred pounds. Maybe this was indispensable for the tables mentioned
above... If they built a workshop for it, so they ought to have built a
dining-room too. '"

Another example of extravagant luxury is given, on a note of outspo-
ken sarcasm.

ista trutina: which scales are meant is not made entirely clear, since
no mention was made of them. However, the context does not leave
much room for doubt: the scales are obviously used in the process of
constructing the heavy silver plates, to establish the desired, excessive
weight. In this final example, the plate is said to be so heavy that the
scales may be unable to hold it. In addition, the word truti'na possibly
evokes a comparison between the plates of Sulla with this final exam-
pie, as if both were literally balanced against each other.

Drusillanus: this slave of Claudius is hiow only from the passage of
Plinius on which Tertullian is seems to be relying again (as in the pre-
vious example of Sulla): cf. Plin. Nat. 33,145 Claudii principatu. senws eius
Dru5i!!anu5 nomine Rotandus, dispensator Hispaniae citerioris, quingenarium
lancem habuit, cui fabricandae officina prius exaedificata faerat, et comites
eius octo ad CCL libras, quaeso, ut quam multi eas conserui eius inferrent, out
quibus cenantibus?

Although the slave is mentioned by name both here and by Pliny, he
was not deemed worthy of a separate lemma in some of the major ref-
erence works on antiquity (RE, DNP, OCD, PIR).
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quingenariam promulsidem: a promulsis normally refers to a first
course intended to stimulate the appetite; cf. Cic. Fam. 9,16,8 neque est
quod in promulside spei ponas aliquid. Here, in view ofqui'ngenarium lancem
in passage from Pliny which is Tertullian's source, the word is obvi-
ously used as a synonym for the dish on which the food is served, the
promulsidare; cf. Petr. 31 cetemm in promulsidari asellus erat Corinthius cam
bisaccio positus. For the rare quingenarius 'of 500 pounds' (that is, about
164 kilograms), cf. Plin. Nat. 7,83 qaingenario thorace and 33, 145 (quoted
above).

fortassean: an alternative for forsan or forsitan; it is also spelled as
fonasse an. The examples given by OLD s.v. fonassean and TLL s.v.
1143, lf. suggest that the form has an archaic ring; cf. e.g. Ace. trag. 148
D. (122 R.); Sis. Hist. 49; Var. L 7,40; Apul. Apoi. 76,2; Gell. 5,14,3. In Ter-
hillian's works, cf. e.g. Anim. 20,4 and 48,2.

suprascriptis... mensis: this refers to the mensae citreae of Cicero,
Gallus, and Sulla, mentioned in 5.5.3. The remark on extravagant dishes
'necessary' for luxurious tables is, of course, ironical. The use ofsupras-
cribere is quite rare outside works of the Christian period; cf. Colum.
4,33 5pati"a hui'usce sati'om's quae saprascripta sant.

ofScina... tricUnium: Tertullian reflects on Pliny's remark (see the
quotation above s.v. Drusi'Hanus), which stated explicitly that a special
officina was built to construct the plate. On a sarcastic note, the pallium
now speculates that a separate dining room, presumably a spacious one
with large doors, would also have been necessary.

(5. 6.1) 'Immergo aeque scalpeUum acerbitati ei, qua Vedius Pollio ser-
uos muraenis inuadendos obiectabat. Noua scilicet saeuitiae delectatio
terrenae bestiae exedentulae et exungues et excornes.'

'"I equally drive the lancet into the harshness that induced Vedius
Pollio to throw his slaves before the murenas to feed on. What a novel
delight of cruelty: terrestrial animals without teeth, claws, or horns!'"

Some further examples of excessive gluttony follow. The first of these
concerns a case of known cmelty that is even exaggerated by the
speaker to suit the occasion.
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scalpellum: 'a small surgical knife, scalpel'. The pallium continues its
medical metaphor (see 5.5. 1 and 5.5.3). For scalpellum used in a context
of morals, cf. Sen. Ira 2,27, 3 in iis erunt bom magistratus parentesque et
praeceptores et indices, quomm castigatio sic accipienda est quomodo scalpel-
lum et abstinentia.

Vedius Pollio: a rich friend of Augustus, infamous for his luxury and
cmelty; see PIR2, V nr.213. The anecdote that he fed slaves to his fish is
taken, again, from Pliny. See Plin. Nat. 9,77 inuenit in hoc animali docu.-
menta saeuitiae Vedius Pollio (...) uiuariis eamm immergerv damnata man-
cipia, non tamquam ad hoc feris terrarwn non safficientibus, sed quia in alio
genere totum pariter hominem distrahi spectare non poterat. This cruelty of
Vedius Pollio was firmly rejected by Seneca: see Ira 3,40, 2-5; and Clem.
1, 18,2. In general terms, cf. already Tac. Ann. 1,10 Vec?u' Poih'oni's Iwcas.

If Tertullian's testimony is compared with the earlier references,
some details are remarkable. First, it is not added that Pollio restricted
this cruel treatment to slaves who had wronged him in some way. Sec-
ond, the pallium does not say that Pollio's behaviour was objectionable
in the eyes of the average Roman as well. Sen. Ira 3,40, 2-5 and Cass. Dio
54,23 tell how Pollio's method of punishing was strongly and effectively
opposed by his friend Augustus. Thus, the story is presented here in a
much more negative light, suggesting savageness exerted at random, as
an example ofnon-christian Roman depravation.

muraenis: normally a murry, but here it probably refers to a lam-
prey; cf. THOMPSON 1947, 162-5. On this anecdote he remarks: 'Fierce
and carnivorous as the murenae doubtless are, it is most unlikely that
they would attack and kill a living man; they were almost certainly
lampreys'.

saeuitiae: cf. Sen. Ira 3,40,2 (on the same person) quis non hoc ilium
putaret luxuriae causa facere? Saeuitia erat.

terrenae bestiae: a paradoxical reference to these fish, verging on
the obscure. It may be explained as follows: Vedius uses the murenae as
if they were terrestrial animals that were normally used in forms of
cruel execution, see next note.

exedentulae et exungues et excornes: a combination of three ne-
ologisms referring to the absence in murenae of common properties of
terrestrial beasts: teeth, claws, and horns. These words clearly evoke
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some well-known species used by the Romans for executions of crimi-
nals in the amphitheatre: lions, bears, and bulls.

exedentulae: the second and third adjective are regularly formed
and easy to understand, unlike the first one. GERLO objects to the sense
'without teeth', on the grounds that the murena does have teeth, and
that this was clearly known in antiquity. With GEFFCKEN and MARRA he
suggests a connection with exedere and explains the adjective as quae
exedunt, taking it as 'voracious'.

However, the parallelism of the three adjectives here and the sort of
wild animals evoked by them, sufBciently explains the hyperbolic sense
'without teeth'. Cf. also TLL s.v. exedentalae 1314,80 (disagreeing with
GERLO on linguistical grounds and cautiously suggesting edentalae 'with-
out teeth'). Generally speaking, Tertullian does not need to be zoologi-
cally accurate here, and it is possible that he never saw such fish him-
self. The suggestion here seems to be that the murenae do not so much
eat the slaves by tearing them apart with their teeth, but by slowly
sucking them up and swallowing them. Whether or not this is a zoo-
logical fact is probably less relevant.

(5. 6.2) 'De piscibus placuit feras cogere, utique statim coquendis, ut in
uisceribus earum aliquid de seruorum suorum corporibus et ipse gus-
taret.'

'"Forcing fish to become wild beasts, this is what he wanted, and of
course the fish was to be cooked straight away, so that in their entrails
he himself might have a taste of his slaves' bodies too. '"

The example ofVedius Pollio is elaborated upon. The pallium shows to
have a keen eye both for paradox and for cruel detail. The 'shock line'
(MCKECHNIE 1992, 65) about this man's cannibalistic taste will be fol-
lowed by much less impressive examples.

feras cogere: the paradox is, of course, that Vedius turns his fish
into something like savage terrestrial animals (cf. 5.6.1). As MCKECHNIE
1992, 65 dryly observes, in modern times, after the Sim Jaws, the para-
dox now lacks the impact it once would have had. The use of cogere is
somewhat unusual, but not difficult to understand; cf. OLD s.v. 13 'to
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apply forceful methods to; also to produce by forcing', and 10 'to reduce
to a particular condition'.

ut... gustaret: the taint of cannibalism is also made explicit in one of
the parallel texts on Vedius Pollio: see Sen. Clem. 1,18,2 o hominem milk
mortibus dignum, siue deuorandos seruos obiciebat muraenis, quas esarus erat,
siue in hoc tantum illas alebat, ut sic aleret. The speaker here has added the
graphic details of 'immediate cooking' and 'tasting one's own slaves in
the entrails of the fish', obviously to make matters look even worse.

Although the anecdote on Vedius Pollio traditionally involved the
eating of human flesh, it may be noted that early Christians had to face
the slander of being cannibals themselves, as becomes clear from many
texts of Christian apologists (Min.Fel. 9,5; Tert. Apot 7,1; further e.g.
Justin. 1,26,7). It is surely no coincidence that the pallium takes the op-
portunity to hurl a similar accusation at a famous Roman. Cf. also Tert.
Apol 9,11 for more invective against pagan spectacle: esp. ipsoram ur-
sorum aluei appetantar cmditantes adhuc de uisceribus humanis.

et ipse: that is, as the murenae themselves. Pollio is pictured as de-
basing himself to the level of brute fish.

(5. 6.3) 'Praecidam gulam, qua Hortensius orator primus pauum cibi
causa potuit occidere; qua Aufidius Lurco primus sagina corpora uiti-
auit et coactis alimentis in adulterinum prouexit saporem; qua Asinius
Celer mulli unius obsonium sex sestertiis detulit; qua Aesopus histrio
ex auibus eiusdem pretiositatis, ut canons et loquacibus quibusque,
centum milium patinam confiscauit; qua filius eius, post tale pul-
pamentum, potuit aliquid sumptuosius esurire.'
'"I will put my knife into the gluttony that first induced Hortensius the
orator to be able to kill a peacock for the sake of food; that first induced
Aufidius Lurco to blemish bodies by stuffing them and to endow them
with a false taste by means of packed foodstufiF; that induced Asinius
Celer to purchase the victuals of a single mullet for six thousand sester-
tii; that induced the actor Aesopus to use similarly precious birds (all
singing and speaking species!) to stock up a dish of 100,000 sestertii;
that induced his son, after such a delicacy, to be able to desire some-
thing costlier still. '"
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A long period alludes to yet more examples of overabundance. In five
successive cases, each introduced by qua..., famous Romans from the
past are denounced for their culinary extravagance. As the general
point is more than clear already, the whole passage may be seen almost
as a rhetorical exercise. Invective against alleged gluttony and culinary
decadence belonged to the standard repertoire of ancient orators (cf.
also e.g. Val.Max. 9,1,1 blandum est malum luxaria, quam accusare ali-
quanta facilius est quam uitare (... ) lungatar illi libido, quoniam ex isdem
uitiorum principiis oritur). This passage was bound to please the audience,
if only for the interesting details it supphes, while also allowing the
speaker to show off his knowledge and talent, and to distance himself
from mainstream Roman culture.

praecidam gulam: the pallium still maintains its medical metaphor
of 'surgery'; cf. 5.6.1 immergo... scalpellum acerbitati. For gula ('throat')
used as metonymy for 'gluttony', cf. Apul. ApoL 75,10 nec quicquam ei
relictum est ex largiore fortana praeter ambitionem miseram et profimdam
gulam; further TLL s.v. 2356,5f. e.g. Sen. Maior Con. 4, 1 proiectus in omnia
gulae libidinisqvieflagitia.

qua... qua... : the five cases of gluttony are presented in a parallel
manner, with clauses introduced by qua (referring to gula) with the
name of the subject and a verb in the perfect tense.

Hortensius orator: the famous orator (114-50 B.C.), a contemporary
of Cicero, was known for his refined tastes. Reflecting the ubiquitous
Roman interest in 'first inventors', the speaker mentions Hortensius as
the first man who killed a peacock in order to have it served at his table.
As elsewhere in this passage, Pliny the Elder seems to be the primary
source; cf. Plin. Nat. 10,45 pauonem cibi gratia Romae primus occidit orator
Hortensius aditi'a;i cena sacerdotii. Saginare primus imtituit circa nouissimum
piraticum bellum M. Aufidius Lurco exque eo quaestu reditus HS sexagena
milia habuit.

Earlier in the speech, the peacock figured in the context of the epi-
deictic motif of changing clothing, with an elaborate picture of its col-
ours; see 3.1.1-2.

Aufidius Lurco: the second example is intimately connected to the
first, Aufidius Lurco being recorded as the first man to stuff peacocks, cf.
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the quotation from Pliny in the previous note. The rhetorical sug-
gestion here is not only of decadence but also of a violation of nature,
with overtones of sexual misbehaviour (see below). Aufidius Lurco was
a well-known gourmand; his second name actually bears the sense
'glutton'. In Hor. Sat. 2,2,24 he is critizised for mixing expensive wine
with honey. Cf. further Tert. Anim. 33,4 condimentis Apicianis et Lurco-
nianis (a clear parallel for the whole context. Words from the same
passage have already been quoted in the notes on 5.5.3 M.TuIIius and
Su;;a).

corpora uitiauit: by omitting the fact that Aufidius stuffed the bod-
ies of a specific animal, namely the peacock, the speaker adds to the
invective: Aufidius seems responsible for stufBng all kinds of animals.
The words used here even evoke the image of sexual transgression: for
uitiare cf. examples in OLD s.v. 3 'to impair by violating the virginity of,
deflower'; further ADAMS 1982, 199. Similarly, adulterinum... saporem un-
mistakenly brings in the association of'adultery'. Whenever gluttony is
targeted in ancient rhetoric, notes of sexuality are usually not far away;
cf. e.g. the quotation from Seneca Maior above on praecidam gulam.

coactis elementis: the process of cramming is visualised in a re-
markably literal way.

Asinius Celer: the son ofAsinius Callus, who was mentioned in 5.5.3;
see PIR2 A nr.1225. Cf. once again, the testimony of Pliny: Nat, 9,67
prouocauit (...) Asinius Celer e consularibus hoc pisce prodigos omnes Gaio
principe unum mercatus HS VIII' mullum. For the exact high price of the
mullet in question, cf. next note.

sex sestertiis: six sestertii would obviously be a fairly normal price
for a fish, and so this cannot be meant. Other texts on this issue clearly
mention extravagant prices of several thousands of sestertii, although
the exact amount varies: 8.000 (Pliny, quoted in the previous note),
7.000 (Macr. 3, 16,9) or 6.000 (Juvenal 4, 15 mullum sex milibus emit, obvi-
ously referring to the same incident).

Tertullian also seems to mean '6.000' here. The plurale tantum
sestertia (originally an adjective with mi'Ii'a) is actually widely used for 'a
thousand sestertii', usually accompanied by a distributive numeral (bi-
na, trina and the like). However, cases of cardinal numerals here are
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attested as early as in Catul. 103,1 decem sestertia. Cf. also Mart 6,20,1 and
7 sex sestertia; further Sail. Cat. 30,6 and Hor. £p. 1,7,80.

detulit: the verb must have the exceptional sense of'to buy' here;cf.
TLL s.v. defero 316,2lf. 'de emptore'.

Aesopus hista'io: this Aesopus Claudius was a famous actor from the
days of Cicero and even a friend of his: cf. Cic. Q.fr. 1, 2, 14 Aesop; tragoedi,
nostri familiaris. The story of his extravagantly precious dish of birds,
and of a similar extravagance by his son, is to be found in, again, Pliny:
Nat. 10,141 Maxime tamen insignis est in hacrnemoria Clodii Aesopi, tragid
histrionis, patina HS 'C' taxata, in qua posait aaes canta aliquo aut humano
sermone uocales, HS VT singulas coemptas, nulla alia inductus saauitate nisi
ut in us imitationem hominis manderet, ne qaaestus quidem suos reueritus illos
opi'mos st uoce meritos, dignus prorsusfilio, a quo deuoratas diximus margari-
tas, non sic tamen, ut uerwn facere uelim inter duos iudicium tarpitadinis, nisi
quod minus est swnmas rerwn naturae opes quam hominum linguas cenasse;
also idem 35, 163; futher Val.Max. 9, 1,2. For a full list of ancient sources
on Aesopius Claudius, see LEPPIN 1992, 195-6.

The detail that Aesopus Claudius collected singing or talking birds
(we may think of parrots here, for which cf. Apul. Fl. 12) for his dish,
although he himself earned his living by his voice, made his case rather
extreme and could be interpreted as a clear violation of nature. Even
Pliny did not conceal his strong contempt for such behaviour, as the
quoted passage shows.

centum milium patinam: the detail of 100,000 sestertii is confirmed
by Pliny (quoted in the previous note): patina HS 'C' tcKata. We may ob-
serve that the price only concerns the dish itself, still without the pre-
cious birds served on it, for which Pliny mentions the price of 6,000 a
piece (hence the words eiusdem pretiositatis in our text here, comparing
the price of the mullet paid by Asinius Celer).

confiscauit: the context leaves no room for doubt as to the general
sense here, which must be something like 'to fill, to stock up', as is sug-
gested by TLL s.v. 226,17 f. 'fere i.q. repleuit'. Still, this seems difficult to
reconcile with the normal use of the word ('to lay up in a chest', 'to
confiscate') and the exact sense may be said to be rather vague here.
Possibly, Tertullian simply chose the word for its general financial
overtones.
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filius eius: what Aesopus' son (M. Clodius Aesopus) did, was also told
by Pliny; cf. note above on Aesopus histrio. Presently, the pallium an-
nounces that this was even costlier. Some detail will follow in the next
sentence. For the luxury ofAesopus' son, cf. also Plin. Nat. 9, 122; further
Hor. Sat. 2, 3,239-42.

aliquid sumptuosius esurire: the verb means 'desire to eat' here, but
the contrast of its basic sense 'suffer hunger, be hungry' with thejux-
taposed adverb sumpriosius is, of course, entirely deliberate.

(5. 6.4) 'Margarita namque, uel ipso nomine pretiosa, dehausit, credo
ne mendicius patre coenasset.'

'"For he ingested pearls (expensive even by name), I believe lest he
enjoyed more of a beggar's dinner than his father. '"

A curious detail about the son of the actor Aesopus, presented with
much sarcasm.

margarita; Aesopus' son had somehow managed to 'swallow pearls',
as is testified by Plin. Nat. 10,141 (quoted above on Aesopus histrio); cf.
further id. 9, 122. He did so by dissolving them in vinegar and then
mixed them into drinks; see Hor. Sat. 2,3,239-41 filius Aesopi detractam ex
aure Metellae, / scilicet ut deciens solidum absorberet, aceto / diluit insignem
bacam... and Val.Max. 9,1,2 (quern constat)... acetoque liquatos magnae
sammae uniones potionibus aspergere solitam. The same decadent behav-
iour is recorded for Caligula in Suet. Cal. 37,1. Although the form marga-
rita (female singular) is the most common, the word also occurs in the
neutral form margaritum; cf. Tac. Agr. 12,6 gignit et Oceanus margarita.

ipso nomine pretiosa: according to GERLO, this refers to the specific
type of precious pearl mentioned by Pliny in relation to Aesopus' son,
namely the unio. The word is used by Tertullian himself in Cult. 1, 7.
However, it would also seem possible that the reference is to the form
margarita as such, the plural of margaritam being comparatively rare
itself (cf. previous note).

dehausit: although the verb dehaurio is actually very rare (TLL s.v.
388,50f. gives only two other occurrences (Cato Agr. 66, 2 and Tert.
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Resarr. 11 (p. 40,20) camem... dehaustam), the sense here is quite clear and
plain: 'to swallow (greedily)'.

ne mendicius... coenasset: the suggestion that his father had dined
like a beggar is, of course, highly ironical, given the senior's extrava-
gance with precious birds. For mendice 'in a beggarly manner' cf. Sen. £p.
33,6 non tarn mendice tecum agam.

(5. 7. 1) Taceo Nerones et Apicios, Rufos. Dabo catharticum impuritati
Scauri et aleae Curii et uinolentiae Antonii. Et memento istos interim
ex multis togatos fuisse; quales apud pallium haud facile.'

'"I say nothing about Nero's, Apiciuses, and Rufuses. I will ad-
minister a laxative to the impurity of Scaurus, the dice of Curius, the
drunkenness of Antonius. And mind you: these were merely a few
toga-wearers out of many, the sort of men you will not easily find with
the pallium. '"

A number of final examples, only mentioned briefly, prepares the au-
dience for a conclusion. The first three names (in the generalizing plu-
ral, as in 5.4. 5 Epicures et Zenones) still refer to gluttony, the second
group of three shortly introduces some other vices: sexual misbehav-
iour, gambling, and drinking. Again, these examples do not indicate a
specific anti-Roman stand of the speaker, but simply belonged to the
satirical repertoire the audience expected the speaker to use; cf.
MCKECHNIE 1992, 66, who calls it 'part of a congenial sort of rhetorical
show'.

Nerones: for Nero as a paragon of a decadent emperor, cf. earlier
4.5.2. Nero's lavish eating habits are briefly described in Suet. Nero 27, 2.

Apicios: a reference to the Roman lover of food par excellence,
Apicius, the writer of an extant cookery book. Even in antiquity his
name had become closely associated with luxurious dinners; cf. e.g. Sen.
Ep. 120, 19 modo Lidnium diuitiis, Apicium cenis, Maecenatem deliciis prouo-
cant; Mart. 2,89,5 and 3,22.

Rufos: most likely this refers to C. Sempronius Rufus, who is re-
corded as the inventor of eating small storks; this is explained by the
scholiasts on Hor. Sat. 2,2,49-50 tutus erat rhombus tutoque ciconia nido; e.g.
Aero: Sempronium... qui post multa etiam ciconias docuit esui esse apta posse,
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uel pullos eoram. Curiously, the eating of storks does not seem to have
been in fashion for long; according to Plin. Nat. 10,60, nobody eats
storks any longer.

dabo catharticum: yet another example of the sustained medical
metaphor for the activity of the pallium, which has started in 5.5.3. A
catharticum is a 'laxative'. The word is not attested before this instance;
cf. TLL s.v. 611,44f.

Scauri: Mamercus Aemilius Scaums, a profligate man known from
the works of Seneca and Tacitus; see PIR1 A nr.280. Cf. Tac. Ann. 6,29
Mamercus dein Scaams mrsum postalatur, insignis nobilitate et orandis causis,
ui'ta probrosus. As Tacitais tell us, he was hated for committing adultery
and allegedly practising magic, presumably love magic. Seneca adds
some details about his bad habits: Sen. Ben. 4,31,3 (Mamercum Scaumm)...
ignorabas ancillarum ille suarwn menstruum ore hiante exceptare? Numquid
ipse dissimulabat? Numquid purus uideri uolebat? After adding another
anecdote which suggests that Scaurus practised fellatio, Seneca's final
judgement on the man can be brief and stern: hominem palam obscenum.

Curii: Q. Curius is well-known from the cmshing portrait given of
him in Sail. Cat. 23,1: Q. Curius, natas haud obscaro loco, flagitiis atquefaci-
noribus coopertus, quern censores senatu probri gratia mouerant. Huic homini
non minor uani'tas inerat quam audacia: neque reticere, quae audierat, neque
suamet ipse scelera occultare, prorsus necfue dicere neque facere quicquam
pensi habebat. Sallust does not, however, specifically mention any gam-
bling habit of this man. For this element, see. Ascon. In oratin tog.cand.
84 Curius hie notissimus fait aleator, damnatasque postea est In hunc est
hendecasyllabus Calui elegans: "£t talos Curius peremditas".

Antonii: Marcus Antonius is regularly attacked for his drinking hab-
its in the works of Cicero; cf. e.g. Phil 2,63 and 101; 3, 12; 6,6. According
to Plin. Nat. 14,147 Antonius even wrote a book De ebrietate sua.

ex multis togatos: the pallium very clearly distances itself from the
decadent men it has mentioned. They are firmly associated with the
toga, not with the pallium. The remark that only a few examples of
wearers of the toga have been given suggests that many more examples
of similar decadence could be given. By implication, all wearers of the
toga seem rather suspect at this stage of the speech.

quales... haud facile: an elliptic clause, sc. e.g. inuenias.
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(5. 7.2) 'Has purulentias ciuitatis quis eliciet et exuaporabit, ni sermo
paUiahis?'

'"This purulence of the state - who will draw it forth and cleanse it,
except a sermon dressed in the pallium?'"

In a first conclusion, it is argued that only a sermo palliatus can properly
cure such abuses. This redirects the focus to the pallium itself.

purulentias ciuitatis: 'purulences of the state', a remarkable, unpar-
alleled expression that brings the medical metaphor a final step further.
The rhetorically effective suggestion is that the list of wrong examples
is typical of Roman society as such. This is the first attestation of the
noun pumkntia. For the whole phrase cf. Hier. Comm. in Is. 1, 1, 6 Imteola
uidelicet, quae ad exsiccandam saniem etpumlentias extrahendas iniciuntw.

exuaporabit: spelled with x only here; cf. TLL s.v. euaporo 1002, 30f.
The verb is used in a somewhat weakened sense, as the equivalent of
effandere or egerere (TLL, idem).

sermo palliatus: 'a speech dressed in the pallium1, but the phrase
might also be understood as 'a speech delivered by the pallmm\ that is,
a speech such as this. The pallium has been speaking since 5. 4.2. For
pa!Iiatus (used earlier in 3.7.3, cf. e.g. Apul. fl 9, 9 palliata mendicabula.
The phrase is rendered as 'palliative speech' by EDWARDS 2001, 52, pos-
sibly because of the medical imagery used throughout in the pallium's
speech, but this brings in associations of 'healing' not inherent to the
Latin.
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CHAPTER 6
THE DRESS OF ARTS AND PHILOSOPHY

'J am useful not oniy in combination with phi'iosophy; J am also a cfeariy visible
mark of good morals, and the enemy will blush even at the thought of me. And
it is not merely philosophy that I represent: all liberal arts are covered by me,
whereas the toga is also worn by gkdiators and their coaches...'- Thus far the
pallium. I will go one step further and grant it to be associated with the better
philosophy: it is also the garment of Christians.

The final section of the speech brings matters to a close in a fitting and
partly surprising climax. Most of the text is still spoken by the personi-
fied pailium. After its scathing attack on the toga in section 5 (since
5.4.2), it now continues its address on some rather triumphant notes.
The pallium celebrates its own positive worth as a symbol of philosophy,
good morals in general, and the combined liberal arts. In its last sen-
fences, polemics against the toga are dominant again, with the sugges-
tion that it is worn by despicable gladiators. Finally, the speaker him-
self takes the floor for four brief, concluding sentences. In these he
hails the pallium, and explicitly associates it with Christianity.

This element of Christianity is all the more surprising, since the
name of the new religion has been carefully suppressed throughout the
speech. Of course, many allusions have signalled its importance for the
speaker and they may even be said to have cleared the road for this
final remark, but one might have expected the name to remain implicit
all the way.

The efifect of mentioning Christianity in the very last words of the
speech is particularly strong. First, it corresponds to the fundamental
rhetoric precept of mentioning last what is to be retained best by the
audience, and builds up tension to reach an impressive climax (with the
speaker briefly regaining the floor). In addition, it may be observed
that earlier in this speech Christianity has not really entered into a
dialogue with Roman culture, nor does such a discussion take place
now. All of a sudden, the new, different religion rather seems to follcw
Roman culture, bound to replace it. The various forms of Roman deca-
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dence seem to have been put aside along with the toga: they have be-
come obsolete as the garment itself. In the final sentence, Christianity
proudly shines out as a luminous alternative, attractively labelled as
melior... philosophia.

After many pages, in which the speaker clearly refused to become
fully explicit, the jubilant notes here suggest that this has been a mat-
ter of rhetorical strategy rather than of serious hesitation or doubt.
Although the speaker even now does not profess that he is a Christian
himself, he comes quite close to doing so. His final remarks may well be
taken as the sign of his public 'coming out' as a Christian.

(6. 1.1) Sermone, inquit, me suasisti, medicamine sapientissimo.
""With speech, ' it is said, 'the wisest of medicines, you convinced

me. ""

A brief sentence forms the transition between the strong attack on
Roman decadence and the following self-praise by the pallium, which is
still speaking. Rather immodestly, it now suggests that its words have
been fully convincing. These words inevitably reflect upon Pali as a
whole.

sermone... me suasisti: in this final stage of the speech, oratory and
language are properly celebrated. By means of sermo, the pallium now
appears to be convincing, thereby achieving a fundamental aim of
rhetoric. These words, at the end of the speech, attributed to some
other person (see next note), leave little room for the audience at large,
or to readers, to disagree.

In terms of narratology, this short and simple sentence represents
the most complex stage of the speech: the words introduced by inquit
form a case of doubly embedded speech (as the address of the pallium is
already embedded itself).

inquit: the subject is unclear. Unlike the case in 4. 2.4 (another vague
inquit), no specific subject can be deduced from the context. Perhaps
accordingly, MARRA renders with the vague words 'si risponde'. The
issue may seem as trivial as that of 4.2.4, but in the present instance it
actually concerns the main focus of an important section of the speech
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as a whole: it raises the question to whom the pallium is delivering its
address in the first place. Therefore the issue does merit some discus-
sion.

Throughout the speech, the main speaker ('Tertullian') clearly ad-
dresses the audience in the theatre, as appears from the abundant use
of second person plural in the speech (e.g. 1. 1.1; 1.2.1; 2.5.2; 3.5.3 and
4.5.2). In his praise of the pallium he then introduces the speaking gar-
ment (5.4.1). So, the paffium's address would naturally seem to be di-
rected to the same audience, the uiri Carthaginienses of 1.1.1. However,
given the use of a third person (in the singular at that), the implied
subject here cannot refer to this audience.

It remains for the reader to make up his mind who is speaking here.
One or two suggestions, however, seem possible: one might consider a
personalised toga, as the counterpart of the speaking pallium. But the
toga was rather spoken about and it is not spoken to an}where else in
the text. Alternatively, a personalised Roma (see next note) or philoso-
phia or an anonymous 'someone' could be meant, but for none of these
the text offers clear support.

Perhaps it is better to assume some imaginary 'opponent in the de-
bate'. Such an opponent was already addressed by the pallium in the
second person singular: cf. 5.4.4 infamabis and 5.5.2 tecum. The use of the
third person singular here seems to imply that this person is not ad-
dressed directly, but rather spoken about. The pallium, then, would now
be addressing the audience at large, to whom the opponent is now
presented as conceding victory in the debate.

medicamine sapientissimo: the medical metaphor is taken up once
again, now combined with an adjective with strong philosophical
overtones of philosophy. The expression is, hardly surprisingly, unpar-
alleled. In the paHium's invective against the decadence of Rome, the
medical metaphor was a recurrent motif (5.5.3 and later). Now the
speaking person or instance argues to be convinced and 'cured'. This
could perhaps be taken as a sign that we hear 'Roman culture' or
'Rome' speaking here (see discussion in the previous note).
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(6. 1.2) Verum, etsi eloquium quiescat, aut infantia subductum aut
uerecundia retentum (nam et elingua philosophia uita contenta est),
ipse habitus sonat. Sic denique auditur philosophus dum uidehir.

'"Yes, but even when articulation rests, either reduced by lack of
eloquence or withheld by diffidence (for life is content even with a
tongueless philosophy), the very dress speaks aloud! Thus, then, a phi-
losopher is audible as long as he is visible. '"

The pallium suggests that as a representative of philosophy it is even
stronger than speech: in a way it is always 'talking', even when words
fail. After the praise of human speech in 6. 1.1, that reflected upon Pali
as such, Tertullian's pallium now manages to surpass the point, trans-
mitting all glory, including that of successful rhetoric, to itself. Rhe-
torically, this seems a rather impressive move.

eloquium: the word takes up sermo from 6. 1.1. Both its senses
('speech' and 'eloquence'; see OLD s.v.) seem relevant here.

infantia: 'unability to speak'. The passage recalls Apul. Apol 33,6 quas
Tannonius ilk cum utriusque sews genitalia intelkgi uelkt, sed eloqui propter
infantiam causidicus summus neqwret...

uerecundia retentum: coming at the end of the present speech, this
seems to be rather ironic. The pallium itself, and the speaker of Pali. as a
whole, can hardly be said to have observed a modest silence on less
decent matters.

elingua philosophia: it seems most natural to take elingua with phi-
losophia ('life is content with speechless philosophy'). Alternatively, one
might defend the juncture elingua... uita, although this combination is
unparalleled. 'A tongueless (speechless) life', with which philosophy
would be content, could then refer to a life lived without resorting to
the art of oratory, a life that is simply good in itself. The form elingua
(from a basic form elingaus instead of the normal ebnguis) is attested
only here; cf. TLL s.v. elinguis 390,58f.

habitus sonat: the paradox is, of course, deliberate. Being the sym-
bol of sound philosophy, the pallium is always 'speaking', reminding
people of the philosophical lessons that men dressed like that usually
teach. The next remark follows easily: the garment makes a philoso-
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pher 'heard' as soon as he is seen. He does not even have to say a word
to be iinderstood effectively. That is, the garment has actually made
both speech and rhetoric superfluous.

auditor... uidetur: the verbs allow for a fairly simple contrast, which
one would expect to be widespread. As a matter of fact, the only rele-
vant passage before Tertullian is Ov. Met. 3,400-1 nulloque in monte uide-
tar/omnibus auditor (on Echo).

(6.1.3) De occursu meo uitia sufflmdo. Quis non, aemulum suum cum
uidet, patitur? Quis oculis in eum potest, in quern mentibus non potest?
Grande pallii beneficium est, sub cuius recogitahi improbi mores uel
erubescunt.

'"Just by showing up I make vices feel embarrassed. Who does not
suffer in witnessing his rival? Whose eyes can withstand a person
whom his mind could not? It is a great benefit of the pallium, when just
the thought of it makes bad morals blush at least. '"

The paih'um explains the marvellous effect it can have even without
speech.

sufifundo: the verb is commonly used in a context of blushing, de-
noting the spreading of a reddish colour; cf. examples in OLD s.v. 2b.
Here its meaning has developed into 'make blush, make feel embar-
rassed', for which GERLO ad loc. gives some examples from Tertullian, i.a.
Apol 37,6 sufjudisset utique dominationem uestram tot qualiumcwnque
auium amissio.

potest: probably the easiest way to understand po5$e here is to sup-
ply a verb in thought, such as intueri. The absolute use of posse here
matches that ofpatitur in the previous clause.

recogitatu: 'thought, reflection', a typically Tertullian word; cf. e.g.
Apol 22,7; adv.Marc. 4,43 (p.566,2) andAm'm. 6,8; cf. HOPPE 1932, 139.

erubescunt: the verb takes up saffundo and makes the image even
more explicit.
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(6. 2. 1) Viderit none philosophia, quid prosit; nec enim sola mecum est.
Habeo et alias artes in publico utiles.

'"Now let philosophy see of what use she is. For with me she is not
the only one; I have other arts that are of public benefit!'"

Having posed as the garment of philosophy, one that does not even
need language to exert its edifyi ng, moral effect, the pallium now makes

even wider claims: it is not merely the garment of philosophy, but of
the liberal arts in general.

uiderit... : with this short sentence, the pallium in effect says farewell
to philosophy, although it has presented itself (and has been presented)
as its most prominent symbol. From now on, philosophy must see for
itself what it can do, that is, without help from the eloquent pallium. For
the use ofuiderit, cf. 2. 1. 2 uideritAncKimander, sipluresputat, uiderit si quis
uspi'am aii'us...

The pallium's rather strong, final claim is introduced by clauses that
are quite simple, both syntactically and in their choice of idiom. This
may be due to the previous claim that the garment does not need
words and rhetoric to make its point. Complex, artificial language in
the habita^al style of Pa!!, would surely have diminished the credibility
here.

(6. 2.2) De meo uestiuntur et primus informator litterarum et primus
enodator uocis et primus numerorum harenarius et grammaticus et
rhetor et sophista et medicus et poeta et qui musicam pulsat et qui
stellarem coniectat et qui uolaticam spectat. Omnis liberalitas stu-
diorum quattuor meis anguUs tegitur.

'"I dress the first teacher of letters, the first unraveller of the voice,
the first sandman of numbers, the grammarian, the rhetor, the sophist,
the doctor, the poet, the maker of music, the observer of what is
starred, the watcher of what is winged. All liberality of arts is covered
by my four tips. '"

The pallium claims to be the general garment of all those occupied in
the sphere of education and liberal arts. Terms to designate teachers
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are mixed with others referring to other professions. The first three
terms have the epithet primus, which suggests elementary education.
Various professions which are normally strongly censured by Tertul-
lian, such as those of schoolmasters, sophists, and astrologers, now are
highly praised; cf. Vis 1949, 63-4, who gives some examples from Idol,
e.g. Idol 10 on schoolmasters: immo non dubitandum affinos illos esse mul-
ttmodae idolobtriae. The rhetorical aims of Pali can easily explain the
difference here.

infonnator litterarum: a newly coined phrase to denote the h't-
terator or ludi magister, the elementary instructor of Roman pupils aged
between 7 and 11, who taught them reading and writing. This phase of
education was usually followed by higher instruction given by the
grammaticus who gave bilingual instruction in grammar and literatiire
(including poetry) to pupils from the age of about 11 until 17. The final
stage was the rhetoric teaching of the rhetor; cf. DNP s.v. 'Schule' 264-6;
further VOSSING 2003, 455-97, esp. 470-5.

For the use ofinformator here, TLL s.v. informator 1474, 50f. compares
adv.Marc. 1,2 (293,6) informatorem scandali huius.

enodator uocis: another recherche expression for an elementary
teacher who taught pupils the correct way of speaking. This kind of
teacher is far less common than the litterator, the grammaticus, and the
rhetor, and seems to represent a highly specialised form of education,
for which no clear parallels can be adduced. See also next note. Enodator
is not attested anywhere else before Tertullian (cf. TLL s.v. 602, 70f.)

numerorum harenarius: a teacher of elementary arithmetic. The
name of course refers to picturing numbers or figures in the sand of a
caktdating board; cf. Apul. ApoL 16, 7 si... abaco et puluisculo te dedisses. It
is curious to see how the first three terms for teachers seem to refer to
elementary education (note the threefold primus), whereas two out of
three do not represent forms of teaching that can be considered stan-
dard for Roman pupils. Harenarius in this sense is unparalleled; cf. TLL
s.v. (h)arenarius 2532,7f.

sophista: evidently meant to refer to a separate category of profes-
sionals, distinct from the rhetor. Most likely we are to think of famous,
travelling public speakers such as Apuleius. Such sophistae may even
have accepted pupils for the duration of their stay in a specific town. In
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that case, we would have something like a fourth stage in literary
training here, after that of the litterator, the gmmmaticus, and the rhetor.

qui musicam pulsat: a somewhat unclear phrase, suggesting either
playing stringed instruments or beating time, or possibly both. The
reference, meanwhile, is obviously to a musician.

qui stellarem - spectat: we must add artem in mind to both ele-
ments. Finally, the pallium refers to those who practise astronomy and
augury. It is surely not accidental that there is an upward movement
towards heaven at the end of the series of professionals: this produces a
fitting climax. The adjective steHans is not attested before Tertullian.

omnis liberalitas studiorum: that is, omnia stadia liberalia; cf. 2.4.2
propinquitas mans. Tertullian is fond of expressions like these, with the
logical adjective transformed into an absta-act noun in the nominative.
The 'liberal arts' normally comprise the 'trivium' (grammatica, rheto-
rica, and dialectica) and the 'quadrivium' (arithmetica, geometria, as-
trologica, musica). A modem study on the artes liberales and their de-
velopment in the Middle Ages is LINDGREN 1992.

Tertullian presents a somewhat extended list here, notably includ-
ing medicine and augury. He also mentions the ludi magister in this con-
text, although this instructor seems to have had a separate, lower posi-
tion than the teachers of the artes liberales; cf. DNP s.v. 'Schule' 266.

quattuor meis angulis: the paili'um means the four ends of its cloth.
We may recall it is quadrangular in shape (1.1.4). Possibly, given the
universal nature of the claim made here, there is also the association
with the four quarters of the compass, the 'quadrivium' of the artes
liberates (see previous note), or, for that matter, the four evangelists.

(6. 2.3) Plane post Romanes equites, uerum et accendonis et omnis
gladiatonmi ignominia togata producitur. Haec nimirum indignitas
erit: 'A toga ad pallium'!

'"These stand below the Roman knights, certainly. But take all ig-
nominy of the master of fighting and the gladiators: they perform in
toga! This then, surely, will be the outrage in the maxim 'from toga to
pallium!""
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In its final remark, the pallium anticipates the objection that some of
the groups just mentioned belong to socially inferior classes. Its
counter-argument is that the toga is worn even by some of the very
lowest groups in Roman society, fighters in the arena.

plane - equites: sc. sunt or another finite verb. The pailium has to
admit that some of the groups just specified are socially inferior to the
class of knights.

accendonis: the noun accendo occurs only here (cf. TLL s.v. 279, 20f.);
for a full list ofTertullian nouns that are 'hapax legomena'; see HOPPE
1932, 133-41. Partly as a result of this unique occurrence, its meaning
cannot be established with certainty.

The TLL explains it as 'tortor' ('executioner'), but GERLO (following
Salmasius) argues that a 'trainer of gladiators' must be meant, on ac-
count of the etymology (accendo in the sense ofadhortari), and a parallel
within the speech (cf. 4.8.4 uespillo, leno, lanista tecum uestiuntur), and the
element ofproducitur that suggests the habitual pompa of gladiators and
their trainers. However, the etymology might as well point to a form of
violence with fire, as perhaps once practised by an executioner. The
parallel could also be used to support the idea that a lanista would not
be meant here, since this profession has already been mentioned before,
and a mere repetition would be rather weak and not in accordance
with the general strategy followed by the speaker. Producitar, finally,
could of course equally apply to an executioner entering the arena.

Rhetorically, it is surely the notion of an 'executioner' that is the
most effective here: in its final sentence the pallium refers to toga-clad
people who brutally inflict death upon others. This forms an implicit
contrast with all wearers of the pallium, notably the devotees ofChris-
tianity with its life-giving potential, which will be the focus in the next
sentence. That is, the fundamental comparison here would be that of
pagan, Roman death and Christian life. This may be considered a real
climax of the pallium's speech.

omnis gladiatorum ignominia: this is the subject ofprodudtur. For
the expression cf. 2.4.2 propinqaitas man's and 6. 6.2 omnis liberalitas stu-
dioram.

haec nimirum indignitas erit: a strongly ironical or even sarcastic
remark. The initial objection by defenders of the toga as expressed in
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5. 1.1 Tamen, inqais, ita a toga ad pallium? is resumed by the pallium itself
and ridiculed. We might paraphrase as follows: 'So you, who think a
change of toga to pallium is disgraceful, actually object to a change from
the cult of slaughter and death to the practice of liberal arts!'

a toga ad pallium: these words (from 5. 1.1) are again attributed to
the opponents; cf. previous note. From a technical, narratological point
of view, we have another example of doubly embedded speech, since
the words are quoted by the pallium, in its inserted speech as it is re-
ported by the speaker; cf. note on 6. 1.1 inquit. This case, however, is
rather less clear, since it might be said that the pallium does not really
give a direct quotation, but rather refers to a proverb-like expression
that is somehow 'in the air'.

(6. 2.4) Sed ista pallium loquitur. At ego iam ilU etiam diuinae sectae ac
disciphnae commercium confero.

'But these are words of the pallium. I will go further and also grant
it communication with that divine sect and discipline!'

After the long embedded speech by the pallium the speaker himself
takes over again for some final thoughts. He alludes to Christianity, but
does not yet mention it by name.

sed ista pallium loquift^r: the words clearly mark off the preceding
words as the inserted speech of the pallium, for which the speaker is not
fully accountable. Taken at face value, the use of adversative sed would
suggest that these words need not to be taken entirely seriously ('well,
that is just what the pallium says'). As a matter of fact, far from putting
what has been said into perspective, the speaker goes one step further,
directly associating the pallium with Christianity.

sectae ac disciplinae: typical words for a philosophical school (OLD
s.v. secta 2 and disciplina 2). Christianity, to be named only in the very
last moments, is pictured as a worthy successor of pagan philosophy
(claimed by the pallium in 6. 1). The words effectively set up the follow-
ing melior philosophia. The combination occurs, in a different sense, in
Cell. 4, 20, 7 altera seueritas eiusdem sectae disciplinaeque est (on examples
of strict censorship).
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confero: a self-conscious, proud assertion, suggesting that the
speaker somehow has the right or power to decide upon such matters,
as if he were a Roman magistrate. This is, of course, no more than a
rhetorical role, as there is no evidence that the speaker has any real
power

(6.2.5) Gaude palliiun et exsulta! Melior iam te philosopMa dignata est
ex quo Christianum uestire coepisti.

'Rejoice, pallium, and exult! A better philosophy has deigned you
worthy, from the moment that it is the Christian whom you started to
dress.'

After the pallium has spoken, it is now addressed by the speaker. This
apostrophe forms a true climax: finally, there is an explicit link with
Christianity. It forms a fitting ending of the speech, returning to its
starting point: a speaker presenting himself before his audience while
wearing a pallium instead of a toga; cf. MCKECHNIE 1992, 66. The sugges-
tion that the speech is unfinished, as made by FREDOUILLE 1972, 475-6, is
to be rejected.

gaude... et exsulta: curiously, these words recall phrases from the
Latin version of the Gospels: cf. Mt. 5,12 gaudete et exaltate quoniam
merces uestra capiosa est in caelis (quoted in a slightly different version by
Tert. Scorp. 9 (p. 162,23): gaudete et exultate quoniam merces uestra plurima
in caelo); cf. also Patient. 11,32 and Luke 6,13 gaudete in ilia die et exultate;
ecce enim merces uestra multa in caelo.

melior... philosophia: the audience has been prepared for these
words by the previous statements (6.2.4). In Apol 46,2 Tertullian cen-
sures enemies of Christianity for considering this religion to be merely
a philosophiae genus, but as GERLO rightly points out, there is no serious
contradiction with what he says here. Presently, rhetorical aims are
dominant: Christianity is presented as superior to all pagan philosophy.
For the analogy of the church and philosophical schools of antiquity in
Tertullian's works, see RANKIN 1995, 90.

Christianum: surely one most of the interesting words in the entire
speech. It has been carefully postponed until the very last. The speaker
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does not voice his sympathy for those who are Christians until the clos-
ing seconds of the speech, thereby strongly suggesting he is a Christian
himself. Thus he may be said to 'out' his religious identity here. It may
be observed that it is not the Christian religion as such which is
mentioned: the name is a collective singular for Christian people (cf.
FREDOUILLE 1972, 458 with n82 for parallels in Tertullian's works). That is,
the reference is 'personal' and concrete rather than abstract.

The speaker does not leave any room for discussion, since the
speech ends right away. The matter of Christianity is simply taken out
of the debate, and the audience is left with the new name resounding in
its ears. On the overall strong effect achieved here, cf. the introductory
remarks to chapter 6.

coepisti: a fine paradox, the final word of the speech referring to a
start. The implication is that the pallium will continue to dress Chris-
tians for a long time to come. So the final word may be taken as a proud
assertion of confidence in the future of Christianity: this is just the begin-
ning.
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executioner

exedentulus
exodoratas
exomis

exorbito

expeditam esse
explico
expositio
exspuo

extennmo

extrinsems

extrado
exubero
exuuiae

-: skin

eyes
-: lowering of
-: protruding
Fabulae Atellanae

factito
faked religiosity
fallacy
fama
fate
fatherland
female attire

fenugreek oil
fibula
ficalneas
fides infamis
fig leaves
figulus
fingo
first inventors
fish
-: as terrestrial animals
-: fed with slaves

fishing for clothes
flabello
flabeUwn
flax
florere
flnito
flnminwn uiae
flw
/!u5trum

6. 2.3
5.6.1
4.3.5
3.7.3
5. 1.4
1.1.3
3. 3.4
5. 2.2
2. 3.3
3. 4.2
1. 1.4
4. 4.3
2.6.4
4. 10.4
3.2.2
2. 2.1
4. 10.5
3.3.3
4. 4.2
4.9.2
4. 10.2
4. 2.5
1. 1.3
1. 2.2
5.4.4
4. 2.3
4. 3.5
1. 1.4
3. 4.2
2. 2.3
3.4.2
3. 4.1
4.2.3
5. 6.3
3.6.2
5.6.1
5. 6.1
3. 6.2
4.6.1
4. 6.1
3. 6.1
3. 1.2
2. 3.1
2. 2.5
4. 4.1
2. 2.3

DE PALLIO

foedero
folds
follico
footwear

foratas
forcipes
form
Forms

fortassean
Forum

fraudo
frictrix
fhistra
Fullones
fangor (+ ablative)
gardens
Genesis

genius loci
gentilitas
genuinus
Geras of Carthage
gerund: for participle
-: other special cases

gerundive: with dir.obj.
Geryon
Geta
gladius
gluttony
Gnostic thought
God

Gomorrha
Gracchus

graecatim
Graecatas

Graecor

Graius

grammaticas
Greek culture
Greek habits
Greek tribes

gula
gutter
habeo: with infinitive
habitus

2. 1.4
5.3.2
3. 3.4
5.2.3; 5.3.3
4. 2.3
5. 1. 4:5. 3.2
2. 1.3
2. 1.3
5.5.4
5.4.2
2.4.4
4.9.5
2.4.1
4. 4.2
4. 2.3
2. 7.3
2.5.2:3.4.1
4. 3.7
3.7.2
4.3.6
1.3.2
2.2.5; 3.6.3
2. 6. 5; 4. 1. 2; 4.6.3
4.9.3
3. 4. 1:4. 5.1
4. 3.3
2. 7.1
2.6.1
5. 6. 1; 5. 6.3; 5. 7.1
3.4.1
1. 2. 2; 2.4. 2; 2. 7.2
4. 2.1
2.4.2
1. 2.3
4. 1.4; 4. 10.3
4. 7.1
4. 7.1
4. 1.1
6. 2.2
3. 7.3; 4. 7.3
4. 1.1
2.6.5
5.6.3
4. 7.3; 5.4.2
2. 1.2
2. 3. 3; 4. 2.5
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hactenns
Hadrumetum
haircuts
Hammon

hwenarms

Heliogabalus
Heraclides
Hercules

-: and Omphale
-: arrows

-: attire

-: club
-: lion's skin

-: origin
-: portrait
Hesperids
hiatus
himati'on

Hispania Baetica
histriculus
Homer

-: parody
Homericis ocuiis
homines deus

homosexual marriage
homosexuality
horses
Hortensius

hostiiitas

human sight
Hydra ofLerna
hyena
hystrix
idleness
idonius (comparative)
imaginary objection
imetlgo
imperium
-: and rus
inauratus

incentiuum

incommuras

incumbo
indumentum

infantia

2. 4.2
1. 2.1
4. 1.3
2.4.4
6. 2.2
4.5.2
2.6.5
2.6.5; 4.3.1; 4.3.6;
4.3.8
4. 3.2
4.3.4
4.3.1
4.3.3
4.3.5
4.4.1
4.3.6
4.3.3
4.3.6
1. 1.4
3, 6.1
4.2.3
2. 2. 1; 4. 2. 4; 3. 1.1
4. 2.4
2. 2.1
4.7.3
4. 2.4
2. 4. 2; 4. 1.3
4.1.3
3. 1. 1; 5. 6.3
2. 7.3
2.2.1
4. 3.4
3. 2.3-4
4.2.3
5. 4.4
3.6.3
4.7.2; 6. 1.1
5, 5.3

e.g. 1. 1.2
2. 7.3
3. 1.2
4.2.4
3. 7.2
2. 1.1
3. 7.1
6. 1,2

infinitive after adjective
inflated dress

informator
informator iitterorum
ingiuuies
inhabito
inhumaniu

iniuriae beneficmm
mquieto
inquit
insignfs^
interala

intra/ultra
lolaos

lonians

irony

islands
iuridicina

Jaws
Jesus Christ
Jewish elements
Jordan
Joseph
keeper of a brothel
Kleomacheion (metre)
Kodros
Laberius
laedo
Lamos

ianicutis
lanitium
ianositcu

Larissaeiu

iatet
latrina
latrines

latro
launderers
leather
knociniwn
lenocinar
Lentulus

Lentulus augur
Leo ofPella
Lepidus

2.5.1
4.6.4
6. 2.2
6.2.2
2.4.4
3.7.2
5. 3.2
1.2.3
2. 2.3
4.2.4; 6. 1.1
4. 5.1
5.3.3
4. 4.1
4.3.4
2.6.5
e.g. 1. 1.1; 2. 7. 1-3
5.6.4
2.3.3
3. 7.3
5, 6.2
3.5.2
2. 3.3; 2. 6.4
2.4.1
2.6.4
4. 10.1
4. 4.1
2.6.5
1.3. 2; 4.4.2
5.5.2
4.3.2
1. 3.2
3.5.3
3. 6.2
4. 2.2
3.6.3
4.10.1
4. 10.1
4. 7.3
4.4.2
5.2.3
4. 9.2
4.9.3
4.4.2-3
4.9.2
3.5.1
1.2.3
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liberal arts
ii'bido
libro
;icet

lightning
iimi's ocuiis
linen
lion
-:head
-: ofNemea
-: skin

liquo
litterator
litters and chairs
locaUter

long words
iucubratio

ludi magister
lupae
iurco
iuteus

luxury
-: luxury of the East
Lydi
macula

magic
Magnus
malle (+dative)
malo: construction
mane of horses

margarita
margo
martydom
masturbate

means of transport
medical metaphor

medicina
Medicos
media tenw

mdiorphiiosophia
Menander
mendice
mentior

Mercury
merito sit

6.2. 1-2
4.3.1
1.3.2
3.3.2
2.4.3
4.9.5
3. 6.1
3.3. 2; 5. 6.1
4.3.6
4. 3.5
4. 3. 5-6
3.6.3
6. 2.2
4.9.3
2.3.3

e.g. 3.6.2; 4.3.1
5. 4.2
6. 2.2
4.9.5
5.6.3
4. 1.2

e.g. 3. 7. 1; 4.3.5
4. 1.4
1.2.4
5.5.3
5.7.1
4. 6.2
1.2.2
3. 5.3
4. 1.3
5.6.4
5.5.1
5.2.3
4. 9.5
4. 9.3

DEPALLIO

Meropes
Meropia
metatio

2. 1.2
2. 1.2
2. 2.1

meteorological phenomena 2.2.2
Midas

Milehis
miiito
mimus

mine

Minerva

mining
mirror

moiior
molitio
moffitus
monstrous sentence

monstrum gemmum
moon

moral association
morose

mortem uiuit

mountains

mud and sand
muUeolus
muitidus
muiticolor
muraena

muscosus

musician

mussel

mystery cults
myth: immorality
- namedropping
naked shoulder
names: not mentioned

5. 5. 3; 5.6. 1; 5. 6. 3;
5. 7. 1-2; 6. 1.1
5. 5.1
4.6.3
2.3.3
6.2.5
4.8.2
5. 6.4
4. 10.2
3.5.2
4. 8.1

2.1.2; 2.7.3
2. 6. 5; 3. 6,1
1.3.2
1.3.2; 4.4. 1-2
3.4.2
3.5.3
3.4.2
4. 2.3
3.3.4
5. 3.1
4.3.5
5.1.4
4. 2.5
2.2.2
e.g. 5. 5.3
4. 10.3
2.4.2
2.3.1
4. 1.2
4. 10.1
4.4.3
3. 1.2
5. 6.1
3.6.2
6. 2.2
3.6.2
4.10.2
4. 2.2
2. 1.2
3. 7.3; 5. 1.4; 5. 3.2
4. 2. 2-3; 4. 3. 1; 4. 6. 2;
4.7.2; 4. 10.4; 5. 1. 1;
6. 2.4

-: deliberately mentioned 4.3.2
-: postponed
nationalistic feelings
natural disasters
neck
Neleus

nema

Nemea

Neoptolemus

3.7.3; 6.2.5
1.3.3
2. 3.1
4. 2.3; 4. 10.1
2.6.5
3. 6.3
4. 3.7
4. 2.3
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Nero

Ninos
niuesco

non miniu quam et
non mendax
Novius

nubo

nudipes
nudity
Numa

Numidians
nundinae
obhumo

objects from the sky
obmus5ito

obscenity
Octavian

odoro

Odysseus
Oeta
Old Testament
Olympia
Olympias
omina

Omphale
Omphale
Omphale
oppido
oral sex

oratory: celebrated
ordo equester
oscito

Osiris

Otho
otium

Ovid
Pacuvius

pagan cults
paganus
palaestra
Palestina

palliatus
pallium

-: addressed

-: dress of philosophy

4.5.2; 5.7.1
2.5.1
3.6.1
2.5.1
2.3.3
4.4.2
4. 2.4
5,2.3
3.4.1
2.2.2

4. 1.3
4.9.5
2. 2.5
2. 2.2
4.5.2
e.g. 4. 1.3; 4.4.1
1.2.3
5. 4.2
3. 4. 1; 4. 2. 2; 4. 2.4
2.6.5
e.g. 2.4.1-2; 3.1.1
4.4.1
3.5,1
2.3.1
4.3.6
4. 3.8
4. 3. 2; 4.3.5
3.3.1
4. 10.1
6. 1.1
2.7.2
3. 3.4
3.5.1
4,5.2
1. 1.2
2.2.5
3. 3. 1; 4. 3.1
5. 5.1
4. 8.4
4. 1.2
2. 4.1
3.7.3; 5.7.2
e.g. 1. 1.4; 3. 7. 2;
4. 1. 4; 4. 10.3
6. 2.5
5.5.1

-: easy to wear
-: etymology
-: in sense of toga

-: quadrangular
panegyrics
pango
pantomime
paradise
paradox:

pamtura
pariter with dative
parrhesia
Parths
passiuitus
patagwm
patiens
patior
peacock
-: culinary use
pearls
Pelasgi
pelgrimage
pellitus
Peloponnese
pepiiu
perfect forms on -ere
pero
perseuero
Persia

personification
Pescennius Niger
Phaedrus

philosophers: dress
philosopher
philosophy

-: farewell to

-: rhetoral effect
pMtyra
Phoenicians

Physco
pma

plain syntax
Platonic Forms

Platonic philosophy

5.3. 1-2
3.7.2
1.3.1
6. 2.2
2. 7.2
2.6.3; 3.6.2
4. 4.2
3.4.2

e.g. 2.3.2; 3. 1.2;
3. 7. 3; 4. 2. 3; 4. 6.3;

5.4.3; 5.5.2; 5.6. 2;
3.7.1
2. 6.5
5.4.2
2. 7.2
3.7.2
3. 1.2
4. 2.3
4. 2.3
3. 1. 1-2
5.6.3
5.6.4
1. 2.4
2.3.1
3. 4.2
2. 6.5
4. 10.4
1. 3.3
5.2.4
4. 2.4
2.6.4
5.3. 2; 5. 4.1
2.7.1
4.8.2
4.7.1
4.7.1
2. 1. 2; 5. 1.1
6. 2.1
2. 1.3
3.5.2
2. 6.4
4.5.1
3. 6.2

e.g. 5. 3. 1-2
2. 1.2
3.4.1
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Poenicus

poison

polemics

pometuni
Pompeii
Pompey
Pompeyjr. (Gnaeus)
pone
popud repvargati
ponor
prae

praecocus
praenpw

praestructlm
praeteritio

praetonum
praeaerto
pre-neoteric poets
pressus
priesthood
pnncipes
produce
profanitas
profanus
Prometheus

promulgo
promuisis
prope (+ genetive)
prope est ut
propudiosiu
prosper

prostituo
prostituo
prostitutes
prouoco
proverb-like phrase
provocation

psrttacus
Ptolemy Euergetes
pudenda
pupa
purple-fish
purukntia
quadrata iustitia
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2. 1.1
3. 2.4

e.g. 3.5. 1; 4. 2. 2;
4.2.5; 4.10.2; 5.4.5
2. 7.3
2.4.3
1.2.3; 4.6.2
1. 2.3
3.2.1
2. 7.2
3.4.1
1.3.2
1. 2.2
3.4.1
3. 4.1
5.2.3
5. 4.2
5. 1.1
1. 3.2
3. 1.2
1.2,1
1. 1.1
2.6.5
2. 5.1
2.5.1
3.4.1
3.7.1
5.5.4
4. 2.1
2. 2.4
4.5.2
1. 1.1
4.3.8
4.3.2
4. 3. 2; 4. 9.5
5.4.1
4. 9. 4; 5. 1.1

e.g. 2. 5. 1-2; 4. 8.4;
5.5.3;
3. 1.2
4. 5.1
4. 10.1
3.6.3
3. 1.2
5. 7.2
1. 1.3

quantum; with genetive
quassans
quidem... uero
qwngenarlus
quoniam

quot...quot...quot
rain

ram

2.7.1
2. 3.3
5. 1.4
5.5.4
3.6.1
2. 7.2
2. 2.2
1.3.2

recession from public life 5.4.2
recogitatus
rectangular dress
refert
renewal of skin

resin

Resurrection

retro

Rhegium
rhetor

rhetorical question
riddle

rigo
Roman death/Chr. life
Roman public life
Roman religion
Roman sentiments

Romanitas

rope
roses

rosetum

rostra

Rufus
mgae
rummo

runco

rupex

rus

nupo
saecuiaris

saginatio
salus
saiutatio
Samos

sandal
sarabara

Sardanapallus
satire

6. 1.3
1. 1.3; 6.2.2
4. 2.1
3. 2.2
4. 1.3
2. 2.2
2.4.1
2.3.3
6.2.2
5. 2.1
3.3.1-2; 3.3.4
5. 2.3
6. 2.3
5.5.1; 5.4.2
e.g. 4. 7. 3; 5. 3.3
4. 1.1
4. 1.1
3.5.2
2. 7.3
2.7.3
5.4.2
5.7.1
5. 1.4
3.3.4
2. 6.3
4. 2.2; 4.8.4
2. 7.3
2.6.3
1. 2.2
4. 1.2
4. 2.5
5.4.2
2. 3.3
4. 7.1
4.6.3
4. 5. 1-2

e.g. 3. 7. 3; 4. 1.3
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Saturn

scales
scalpellwn
scapulae
scarf

scarlet
Scaurus

schoolmasters

Scipio
scina

scortum

scrapea schola
Scylla
Scyrus
scytaksagittipelliger
Scythia
Scythians
sea

sece5sio piebi'5
second person plural

second person singular

Second Sophistic
secret knowledge
secta

self-mutilation

Selge
senium

Sentius Saturninus

Septimius Severus
sencatiu

sermo paUiatvis
Sesostris

sewer

sexual puns

shaggyness
shaving
shells

shepherd
shoes

siforte
Sibylla

4. 7. 2; 4. 8. 1; 4. 8.4;
4.9.5; 5.7.1
4. 10.2
5.5.4
5. 6.1
2.2.5
4. 9.3
4. 10.2
5.7.1
6. 2.2
1. 2.2
4.3.6
4. 3.8
4.2.2
2.3.3
4. 2.2
4.3.1
5. 1.1
2.6.4
2. 2.3
5.4.2
3.5.1; 4.10.5; 4.3.1;
4.5.2; 6.1.1
4. 10.5; 5. 2. 1; 5.4. 1;
6. 1.1
e.g. 1. 3. 2; 2. 1.2
3.5.1
6. 2.4
4. 10.2
3.6.1
1. 2.3
1. 2.3
2.7.1
4.7.2
5.7.2
2.6.4
5.4.2
4. 2. 3-4; 4, 4. 1;
4. 10.1; 5.6.3
4. 1.3
4. 1.3
2. 3.1
3.5.2
5. 2.3
2. 5.2
4. 6.3

Sibylline oracles
Sicily
Sigaeum
signacalnm
Silenus

silk
silk-worm
5i!ui'co!a
silverware
sin

siniu

situs

slippers
snake
social classes
-: lower

social distinctions

social prejudice
Socrates

Sodom and Gomorrha
Sodoma Gomora

sodomy
soUemnis
soiox
soiutim

sono

sophista
spero
spero
spider
sports
sportsmen
squama
St. Paul
stag
stare

Statilius Taurus
stellaris
stilus

stlpare
Stoics
Stoics
stoia
storks
Straits of Messina

strongyla

2.3.3

2.3.3
4.2.3
4. 6.3
2. 1.2
3. 6. 3; 4. 3. 8; 4. 7.2
3.6.3
4. 2.2
5.5.3
3.4.2
5. 1.4
2.3.3
4.7.2
3. 2. 1:3. 2.4
4.8.3
6.2.3
4.8.4
4.8.4
2.1.2
3.4.1
2.4.3
2.4.2
2. 1.1
4.4.3
5.3.1
4. 2.4
6. 2.2
2.4.3
4.3.5
3.5.3; 3.6.3
4. 1. 1-2
4. 1.2
3.2.2; 4.6.3
2.3.3
3. 2.4
1.1.3
1. 2.3
6.2.2
2.5.2
3. 2.2
5.4.4-5
5.4.4
4. 2.3; 4. 9. 1; 4.9.5
5.7.1
2.3.3
4.2.3
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struo

stadia palaestrae
subdiuum
subh'mi's
Subnero

substiRum
sabtemen
subterranean caves
subtinnio
subuerbustus
5uais

sudus

saffando
suggestas
Sulla
sun

sundials

super; for p!us quam
supenor
superstition
supparus

saprascnbo
suspendo
sutnnes

synthesis
Syracuse
symia

tabuiatum
tabuiahu
tametsi

tardigradw
Tarentum

teachers
telinum
Temenos

temporalitas
temporatim
tenebricw

terunus

Tertullian: jurist?
testi'trahus

testudo
theatrical dress

Theompompus
Thetis

4.2.3
4. 1.2
2.2.2
4. 9.5
4. 5.2
2.2.2
1. 1.3
2.4.4
4. 7.2
4.8.4
3.3.2
2.2.2
3. 3. 5; 6. 1.3
4. 10.4
5.5.3
2. 2.2
3.6.3
2. 7.3
1.3.2
4. 10. 4-5
4.9.3
5. 5.4
3.3.4
5. 2.4
4. 4.3
2.6.5
3. 1.2

5. 1.4
1.3.1
4.3.1
3.3.1
3. 6.1
6. 2.2
4.3.5
2.6.5
1.3.1
2. 2.4
4. 10.2
4.3.3
5.4.1
1.3.2
3.3.1
3. 1.2
2. 1.2
4.2.2-3
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three

threefold nature
Tiberius
ti'hae
Tiryns
toga
-: and pallium
-: dislike
-; preparations
-: public activities
-: technical details
tormentum

transcrura

transparent dress

travesty
triba5

trimpiex uirtus
Trinity
trousers

tune focorum

tunica

-: length
-: rectangular
tunicam pangere
turtoise

Tyrrhenic sea
uaco

uaktudo

uanus

uermiculus

uersiformis
uerswa

uenex

uertigino
nerametfalsam
uespillo
uestificina
uestio

nestiplex
uestfs

uetemum

wncipes
uirago

uina

uiror

3. 1.2
4.3.3
4.5.2
5.1.4
4.4.1
e.g. 1.2.3
5. 1.1
5.2.1
5. 1.4
5.4.2
5. 1.4
5. 2.3; 5. 3. 2-3
1. 1.3
3. 6. 3; 4. 3. 8; 4.5. 1;
4.6.3
4.2. 2-3
4. 9.5
2.7.1
4.3.3
4. 6.3
4.7.3
e.g. 1. 1.3
1.1.3
1.1.3
3. 6.2
3.3.1
2.3.3
4. 2. 2:5. 3.3
5.5.1
2.7.1
3. 6.3
2.2.1
2.6.1
4.1.3
3.3.3
5.2.3
4.8.4
3.7.1
1. 2.1
5. 1.4
3. 1.1
5.5.3
5. 2.3
4.3.5
4. 4.3
3.6.1
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ui'rum alicaifangar
uiscarago
uita melior
uitio

uittae

uitimo
wnbo
underwear
uolseUa

uorago
Ur
urn of fate
Utica

Utopian literature
vain glory
Vedius Pollio
Venice

Vergilian quotation
Very Important Greeks
Vesuvius

Vitellius
Vulsinii

weapons
weaving
white dress
women

wool
-: colours
world
world culture

wrestling
xerophagy
xystas

yawning
Zeno
Zeus-Ammon

4.2.3
3.3.2
5.4.3
5.6.3
4. 10.2
1.3.3
5. 1.4
5. 3.3
4. 1.3
2. 4.4
2.6.4
1. 2.2
1.2. 1-2
2. 1.2
4. 6.1
5.6. 1-2
5.2.4
1.3.2
4.7.3
2.4.3
4. 5.2
2.4.3
2.2.2
3. 5.3
4. 10.2
4. 9.1
3.5.2-3; 3.6.1
3. 6.1
2. 1.3
2. 1.1
4. 1.2
4. 1.2
4. 1.4
3. 3.4
5.4.5
3,5.1
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INDEX OF PLACES

The following index lists all texts by ancient Greek and Latin authors
mentioned in the commentary. Numbers refer to the lemmata of the
commentary). Abbreviations generally follow standard dictionaries
such as the OLD. Cross-references to Pali have not been included.

Accius

Trag. 69 .......................................... 3.2.2
-148 ......................................... 5.5.4
- 428 .......................................... 4. 2.2

Acilius
FRH4 .......................................... 2.3.3

Aelian (Aelianus)
NA .......................................... 3. 1.1

2,9 .......................................... 3.2.4
5,21 .......................................... 3. 1.1

- 6,57 .......................................... 3.6.3
VH 3,18 .......................................... 2. 1.2
-12,32 .......................................... 4.7.2

Aeschylus
Fr. 402 ......................................... 2. 3.3

Afranius

Ambrose (Ambrosius)
£pi5t. 4,15,3 .......................................... 2. 1.1

Ammianus

23, 6,85 ......................................... 3. 3.4

Anthologia Latina
136,4 .......................................... 3.6.1

Apollodorus
2,8,2-5 .......................................... 2.6.5
3, 13,6 .......................................... 4.2.2
3, 13,8 .......................................... 4. 2.4
3,18,8 .......................................... 4.2.2

Appian (Appianus)
Apol. 3,12 .......................................... 3.3.1
-13, 7 .......................................... 3. 1.2
- 16,7 .......................................... 6. 2.2
- 22, 2-5 ......................................... 5. 3.1
- 33,6 .......................................... 6.1.2

Pun. 75 .......................................... 1.2.1
1. 2.2

-136 .......................................... 1. 2.3

2. 5.1
2.4.2
2.4.2
2.6,3
2.3.1
1.2.3

. 3. 2.2
3.4.1
5.6.3
5.5.4
4.9.3
4.7.1
3. 1.1
2. 2.1

, 2.5.1
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-3, 10 ......................................... 4.3.6
- 4,3 .......................................... 1.3.2
- 7,13 .......................................... 4.2.2
-7, 2 ......................................... 4. 6.2
-9, 9 ......................................... 5. 7.2
- 9, 17 ........................................ 3.7.1
- 9,18 ......................................... 5.3.3
- 9, 25 ......................................... 4. 7,1
- 9,30 ......................................... 5.3.1
-12 .......................................... 3. 1.2

. 5.6.3
-12,1-2 .......................................... 3.1.2
-14 .......................................... 5. 3.1

14, 3 .......................................... 5. 3.1
- 15,2 ......................................... 2.3.3
- 16, 1 ......................................... 1. 1.1
- 16, 10 ......................................... 2. 2.4

18 .......................................... 1. 2.1
-18,6 ......................................... 3.3.1
- 18, 37-8 ......................................... 1. 2.1
-19, 8 ......................................... 4. 8.4
- 22 .......................................... 5. 3.1

Met. 1,1,1 .......................................... 1. 1.1
-1,18,4 ......................................... 2.5.1
- 2, 9, 1-5 ......................................... 3. 1.2
- 2, 9,7 ......................................... 3. 1.2
- 2, 10, 2 ......................................... 4. 9.5
- 2,28,2 ......................................... 4.7.1
-3, 12, 6 ......................................... 4. 8.1
- 3, 19, 2 ......................................... 4. 3.3
-3, 23 ......................................... 1. 2.2
-4,29,5 ......................................... 2.3.3
- 4,30 ......................................... 3. 7.3
- 4, 31, 7 ......................................... 2.3.1
- 5, 4,4 .......................................... 4. 9.5
- 5, 15, 2 ......................................... 4. 2.4
- 5, 25, 5 ......................................... 2.5.1
- 7, 11, 6 ......................................... 3. 3.5
- 7, 15, 3 ......................................... 3. 3.5
- 7, 18, 1 ......................................... 5. 2.4
- 8,9,2 ......................................... 5.3.3
-8,27 ......................................... 3.6.3
- 9, 12, 4 ....................................... 4. 10.2
- 9, 13, 2 ......................................... 3.3.4
- 9, 14 ....................................... 4. 10.2

- 9, 14, 3 ....................................... 4. 10.1
- 10,30,1 ......................................... 3.5.2
-11,3 .......................................... 1.3.1
-11,3,5 .......................................... 3. 1.2
-11,9,5 ......................................... 3. 1.1
-11,10,2 ....................................... 4. 10.4
-11, 11 (275, 9)................................... 1. 1.4

5. 1.4
Mun, 10 (310)........................................ 1. 1.4
- 18 (331) ......................................... 2.2.5
- 19 (333) ......................................... 2. 1.4
- 2^ (340) ......................................... 4. 1.3
- 38 (374) ......................................... 5.4.3

Plat. 1,5 (190)......................................... 2. 1.3
-1, 13 (207)... '.................................. 4. 10.1
- 2, 18 (245)........................................ 5. 5.1
- 2, 23 (253)........................................ 1. 1.4

Aristotle

Hist.anim. 2, ll, 503a, 15-b28................ 3.3.2
- 2, ll,503b, 36-8............................... 3.3.3

Arnobius
Adv.nat. 5,25 ......................................... 4.2.3
- 6,22 ......................................... 1.1.3
- 7,30 ......................................... 4. 9.2

Arrian (Arrianus)
Andb. 1,28,1 ......................................... 3.6.1
- 3, 3-4 ......................................... 3.5.1
- 4,7,4 ......................................... 4.6.3

Artemidorus
2,3 .......................................... 1. 2.4

Asconius

Sc. 25 .......................................... 3. 7.3

In orat.in tog.cand. 84......................... 5.7.1

Athenaeus
12, 549d .......................................... 4. 5.1
15,683B .......................................... 2.7.3

Athenagoras
Leg. 28 .......................................... 3.5.1
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Epictetus
Diss. 3, 22, 20 ......................................... 4. 5.2

Eusebius

Chron. p.7, 15 ......................................... 2. 6.4

Eustathius

Adll. l, lp. l4......................................... 4.2.2

Festus

52 .......................................... 4.9.3
72 ......................................... 2. 6.1
89 .......................................... 2.2.3
110 .......................................... 4.4.1
221 .......................................... 3. 1.2
306-7 .......................................... 2.2.2
2047, 45 .......................................... 2. 6,1

Fragmente der griechischen
Historiker (FGH)

Nr.659 fr.9b ......................................... 3.5.1

Fronto

Ant. 4,3,2 ......................................... 1.3.2

Aulus Gellius
2,6,20 ......................................... 3.2.2
2,7,20 ......................................... 4.5.2
2, 11, 2 ....................................... 4. 10.1
4,1,4 ......................................... 2.1.2
4,3,2 ......................................... 5. 1.1
4,20,7 ......................................... 6.2.4
5, 14,3 ......................................... 5. 5.4
6, 12,5 ......................................... 4. 1.3
9,13,3 ......................................... 4.6.1
2,9,1 ......................................... 3.7.2
3,9,5 ......................................... 4. 2.2
3,11,1 ......................................... 4.2.5
6, 7 ......................................... 1. 3.2
6,19,12 ......................................... 3.7.1

Gregory ofNazianzus
Cann. Mor. 8, 91...................................... 5. 4.3

Herodotus
1,7 ......................................... 2. 5.1

1, 103 .......................................... 2. 6.4
2, 150 .......................................... 4.5.1
3,26 .......................................... 2.4.4
4,76-7 .......................................... 5. 1.1
4, 120-42 .......................................... 2. 6.4
8,138 .......................................... 2.1.2

2.7.3

Hephaestion
Ench. 11 (35, 12)..................................... 4.4.1

Hesychius
Inlev. 21, 20 p. l064A............................ 5. 5.3

Hieronymus
Comm. inls. 1, 1,6................................... 5. 7.2

£p. 130, 7 .......................................... 4. 2.3
- 54,13 .......................................... 4.5.2
- 54, 4 .......................................... 3. 3.5

In Osee 3,12 ......................................... 3.3.1

Historia Augusta
Aurel. 12 .......................................... 4.4.3
Comm. 18-19 ......................................... 4.5.2

-19, 2 ......................................... 4. 5.2

Homer (Homerus)
Od. 5 .......................................... 3. 4.1
-6 .......................................... 3.4.1
- 7, 112-32 ......................................... 2. 7.3
-12,104-6 .......................................... 2.3.3
-12, 235-43......................................... 2.3.3
-16, 294 .......................................... 4. 2.4
-19,13 .......................................... 4.2.4

Horace (Horatius)
Ars 464-5 .......................................... 4.7.3
Carm. 1,29,1-2........................................ 1.1.3
- 1,38,2 ......................................... 3.5.2

2,3,26 ......................................... 1.2.2
- 2, 16, 33 ......................................... 2.3.3
- 3, 1, 16 ......................................... 1. 2.2
- 3,2,13 ......................................... 5.4.4
-4, 2,5 .......................................... 2. 2.5
- 4,6,39 ......................................... 1.1.1

Ep. 1,7,80 .......................................... 5. 6.3
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-1, 10, 28 ......................................... 4. 2.1
-1, 11, 26 ......................................... 2. 4.1
- 1, 18, 17-8........................................ 5. 4.2
- 2,1,156 ......................................... 4.6.3

Sat. 1, 2,94-103..................................... 4. 9.3
-1, 8,48 ......................................... 4. 9.3
-1, 9, 13-5 ......................................... 5. 2.2
- 2,2,11 ......................................... 4.7.1
- 2, 2, 24 ......................................... 5.6.3
- 2, 2,49-50........................................ 5. 7.1
- 2,2,120 ......................................... 1. 1.2
- 2,3,14 ......................................... 5.4.3
- 2, 3,223 ....................................... 4. 10.2

2, 3, 239-41...................................... 5. 6.4
- 2, 3, 239-42...................................... 5. 6.3
- 2,5,53 ......................................... 4.9.5

Hyginus
Aitron. 2,20 ......................................... 3.5.1
Fab. 274 ......................................... 2.3.1
- 30, 11 ......................................... 4.3.3
-96 ......................................... 4.2.2

. 4. 2.4

Isidorus

Etym. 13, 19, 3......................................... 2.4.2
-17, 9, 70 .......................................... 3. 3.2
-19, 24, 1 ......................................... 3.7.2
- 19,24,3 ......................................... 1.3.1

Nat. 44 ......................................... 2. 2.3

Justinus
1,9,3 ......................................... 2.4.4
1, 26, 7 ......................................... 5.6.2
36, 3,6 ......................................... 2.4.2

Josephus
Antjud. 16, 277 ...................................... 1. 2.3

16, 280 .......................................... 1.2.3
- 16,283 ......................................... 1.2.3

Juvenal (luvenalis)
2,8-13 ......................................... 4. 1.3
2,66 .......................................... 4.4.3
2, 117-120 .......................................... 4. 2.4
3, 153-158 ......................................... 4.8.4

3, 171-2 .......................................... 5. 2.1
3,66 .......................................... 4.9.5
3,81 .......................................... 3. 1.2
4,15 .......................................... 5.6.3
6,1-20 .......................................... 4.9.3
6,50 ....................................... 4. 10.2
6,511-2 ....................................... 4. 10.2
8,16-7 .......................................... 4.4.2
9,37 .......................................... 4.2.4
14, 186 .......................................... 5. 2.4

Labertus
fr. 18.9 .......................................... 1.3.2
Fr. 154 .......................................... 1. 3.2

Lactantius

£pit. 7,4 .......................................... 4.3.2
- 18, 2 ....................................... 4. 10.2
-18, 4 ....................................... 4. 10.2
-18, 7 ....................................... 4. 10.2

Opif. 8,6 .......................................... 4. 2.3

Libanius
Or. 64, 54 .......................................... 4. 4.1

Liyy (Livius)
1,20, 4 .......................................... 2. 2.2
1,31,2 .......................................... 2.2.2
3,48,5 .......................................... 4.7.3
5, 54, 7 .......................................... 2. 2.2
7, 10,7 .......................................... 3. 1.2
8,9,6 ....................................... 4. 10.2
10,44, 3 ....................................... 4. 10.1
21, 54, 1 ........................................ 2. 6.5
21, 62, 6 .......................................... 2. 2.2
49 ......................................... 1.2.2

Lucan (Lucanus)
1,565-6 ....................................... 4. 10.2
2,364 .......................................... 4. 9.3
2,435-8 .......................................... 2. 3.3
3,5 .......................................... 4. 6.2
3,60-1 .......................................... 2.3.3
3,311 .......................................... 5. 1.4
6,672 .......................................... 3. 2.3
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6,672-3 ......................................... 3. 2.4
9,474-7 ......................................... 2.2.2

Lucian (Lucianus)
Anach. 1 ......................................... 4. 1.2
- 2 .......................................... 4. 1.2
- 28-9 ......................................... 4. 1.2

DMort. 3,(2), 1........................................ 4.5.1
- 6,4 ......................................... 4. 7.2

JConf. 16 ......................................... 4.5.1
JTr. 48 ......................................... 4.5.1
Lex. 23 ......................................... 4.1.2
Vit.auct. 12 ......................................... 4.7.1

Lucilius
534-6 ......................................... 1. 3.2
535-7 ......................................... 1. 3.2
1152 ......................................... 2. 2.3
1184 ......................................... 4.2.2

Lucretius
1,720-1 ......................................... 2.3.3
3,805 ......................................... 1. 1.3
5, 24-5 ......................................... 4. 3.6
5, 28 ......................................... 4. 3.3
5,223-5 ......................................... 3.4.1
5, 741 ......................................... 4.7.3
5,954 ......................................... 3.4.2
6,765-6 ......................................... 3. 2.4

Macrobius
3, 13, 4 ......................................... 5. 1.4
3,16,9 ......................................... 5.6.3

Manilius
2,941-2 ......................................... 2.3.2
4,787 ......................................... 2. 3.1
5,206 ......................................... 4.3.6

Martial (Martialis)
1,24, 4 ......................................... 4. 2.4
2,62 .......................................... 4. 1.3
2, 89, 5 .......................................... 5. 7.1
3,22 ......................................... 5. 7.1

4, 53, 6 .......................................... 4. 7.3
4, 66, 3-4 .......................................... 5. 2.1
5, 79, 2 .......................................... 4.4.3
6, 20, 1 .......................................... 5. 6.3
6,20,7 .......................................... 5.6.3
6, 56, 3-4 .......................................... 4. 1.3
6,70,10 .......................................... 5.4.3
9,27,5 .......................................... 4.1.3
9, 61, 2-3 .......................................... 3.6.1
10,3,5 .......................................... 4.3.2
10,10,7 .......................................... 4.9.3
10,65 .......................................... 4. 1.3
11, 27, 11 .......................................... 4. 3.8
12, 32, 21-2 .......................................... 4. 1.3
12,42 .......................................... 4.2.4
13, 70 .......................................... 3. 1.1
14, 126, 2 .......................................... 4.4.3
14, 154-8 .......................................... 3.5.3

Martianus Capella
9,909 .......................................... 3. 6.2

Maximus ofTyr
1,9 .......................................... 4.7.1
4,9; 7, 7;15, 8 .......................................... 4. 5.1

Mela
1,34 .......................................... 1.2.1

Minucius Felix

Oct. 6,1 .......................................... 2.5.2
- 9,5 .......................................... 5.6.2
-16,5 ....................................... 4. 10.1
- 21,3 .......................................... 3.5.1
- 25, 8 .......................................... 4. 7.3
- 30,5 ....................................... 4. 10.2
- 34, 11 .......................................... 2. 2.2

Novatianus

Trin. 67 .......................................... 2.1.4

Novius

28-9 .......................................... 4. 4.2

Ovid (Ovidius)
Ars 1, 681-704........................................ 4.2.2
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- 1,698-700 ...................................... 4. 2.3
- 3,589 ......................................... 5.5.2

£p. 9, 53-118 ......................................... 4.3.2
- 9, 67-70 ......................................... 4. 3.3
- 9,77-80 ......................................... 4. 3.4
- 9, 91-2 ......................................... 4. 3.3
- 9,92 ......................................... 4.3.3
- 9, 111-4 ......................................... 4. 3.5

fast. 4,619-20...................................... 4. 10.2
- 4,746 ......................................... 4. 2.2
- 5,96 ......................................... 2.7.3

Met. 1, 96 ......................................... 2. 6.2
-1, 138-40 ......................................... 3. 4.2
- l,182f ......................................... 3.4.2
-1, 274-347....................................... 2.3.1
-1,274-91 ......................................... 2.3.1
-1,284 ......................................... 2.2.5
-1,290-1 ......................................... 2.3.1
-1,293 ......................................... 2.3.1
-1, 333-5 ......................................... 2.3.1
- 2,765 ......................................... 4. 3.5
- 3,400-1 ......................................... 6. 1.2
- 4,319 ......................................... 4.2.3
- 5, 109-10 ....................................... 4. 10.2
- 6, 1-145 ......................................... 3. 5.3
-9, 266 ......................................... 3. 2.2
-13,162-80....................................... 4.2.2
-15, 252 ......................................... 2. 2.5

15, 266-7 ......................................... 2. 2.5
- 15, 270-1 ......................................... 2. 2.5
-15,270-2 ......................................... 2.2.5
-15, 271-2 ......................................... 2. 2.5
-15, 290-2 ......................................... 2. 3.3
-15, 294-5 ......................................... 2. 4.4
-15,385 ......................................... 3.1.1
- 15, 408-10....................................... 3. 2.3
-15,411 ......................................... 3.3.4

15,412 ......................................... 3. 2.3
-684 ......................................... 2.6.5

Font. 1,7,4 ......................................... 3.6.3
Tr. 5, 2,73-4 ......................................... 2. 3.3

Pacuvius

Trag. 4-6 ......................................... 3.3.1
- 310-1 ......................................... 4. 2.2
-352 ......................................... 4. 3.1

Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis
4,8 .......................................... 3.5.2

Pausanias

1,22,6 .......................................... 4.2.2
2, 1,2 .......................................... 1.2.3
2, 18,7 .......................................... 2.6.5
7, 2, 1-6 .......................................... 2.6.5
8,33, 2 .......................................... 2.3.3

Persius

4,35^6 ......................................... 4. 1.3.
4,36 ......................................... 2.6.3.
5,33 ......................................... 5. 1.4.

Petronius

31 .......................................... 5.5.4
67, 13 .......................................... 1. 1.3
119,27-29 .......................................... 5.5.3

Phaedrus

4,1,5 .......................................... 5.2.1
5,1,9-13 .......................................... 4.8.2

Philostratus

Gymn. 53 .......................................... 4. 1.2
Imag. 2,2, 2 ......................................... 4.2.2

Pindar (Pindarus)
Isthm. 6,31 ......................................... 2. 1.2
Nem. 4,26 .......................................... 2.1.2

Plato
Crit. 108E-109A..................................... 2. 3.3

Soph. 249b2-3, cl0-d4 ......................... 2. 1.2
- 254b7- .2SS^7.................................. 2. 1.2

Tim. 22 D .......................................... 2. 3.1
24E-25D ......................................... 2. 3.3

Plautus

Amph. 626 .......................................... 2. 1.2
As. 403 .......................................... 2.3.3
- 660 .......................................... 5. 2.1

Au;. 41 .......................................... 3. 3.3

Capt. 284 .......................................... 4.7.1
- 699 .......................................... 1. 1.2
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Cos. 120 ......................................... 4. 7.3
-308 ......................................... 2. 1.1

Cure. 471 ......................................... 4.7.3
- 475-6 ......................................... 5.4.2
- 577 ......................................... 4. 1.3

Epid. 232 ......................................... 4. 9.3
-403 ......................................... 4.9.5
-605 ......................................... 2. 6.5

fr. inc. 142 ......................................... 4. 8.4
Men. 191 .......................................... 4.6.1
-391 ......................................... 4.7.1

Mere. 508 ......................................... 5. 2.1
Mil. 260 ......................................... 2.6.5
- 768 ......................................... 4. 1.3
-1217 .......................................... 4. 9.5

Pers. 527 .......................................... 5.4.3
Poen. 1298 .......................................... 1. 1.3
-1303 ......................................... 1. 1.3
-1312 ......................................... 3.5.2

Pseud. 266 ......................................... 4.7.3
- 293 .......................................... 5. 1.1
- 687 ......................................... 4. 7.1

RucL 229 ......................................... 4. 2.1
Stick 334 ......................................... 4.5.2
Trin. 1154 ......................................... 1. 1.3
- 253. ......................................... 5. 1.4

True. 568-9 ......................................... 2.3.3

Pliny the Younger (Plinius Minor)
Ep. 1, 22, 11 ......................................... 1. 1.1
- 2, 19, 5 ......................................... 2. 3.3
- 4,30,2 ......................................... 2.2.5
- 6,16 .......................................... 2.4.3
- 6,20 .......................................... 2.4.3
-7,3,2 ......................................... 5.2.3
-16,65 ......................................... 5. 1.4

Pliny the Elder (Plinius Maior)
Nat. 2, 139 ......................................... 2.4.3
- 2,202 ......................................... 2.6.1
- 3, 86 ......................................... 2.3.3
-5, 71 ........................................ 2.4.2
-5, 76 ......................................... 1. 2.1
-5, 97 ......................................... 2.4.1

- 7,63 .......................................... 4.3.6
- 7, 83 .......................................... 5.5.4
- 7, 112 .......................................... 3.7.3
- 7, 196 .......................................... 3.5.3
- 8, 105 .......................................... 3. 2.3

8, 105-6 .......................................... 3. 2.3
- 8,118 .......................................... 3.2.4
- 8,120-1 .......................................... 3.3.2
- 8, 121 .......................................... 3.3.3
- 8, 122 .......................................... 3.3.2

3.3.4
- 8,190 .......................................... 3.6.1
- 8, 191 .......................................... 3. 6.1
- 9, 40, 3 .......................................... 3. 1.2

9,67 .......................................... 5. 6.3
- 9,77 .......................................... 5.6.1
- 9,122 .......................................... 5.6.3

. 5.6.4
- 9,130 .......................................... 2.3.1
- 9,141 ....................................... 4. 10.2
-10, 45 .......................................... 5. 6.3
-10, 60 .......................................... 5. 7.1
-10, 141 .......................................... 5. 6.3

5.6.4

-11,75 .......................................... 3.6.3
-11, 75-78 ......................................... 3. 6.3
-11,76 .......................................... 3.6.3

. 4.6.3
- 11, 151 ......................................... 3. 2.3

11, 183 .......................................... 3. 2.4
- 12,38 .......................................... 3.6.1
- 13,13,1 ......................................... 4.3.5
-13,91 .......................................... 5.5.3
-13, 96-7 ......................................... 5.5.3
-14, 147 ......................................... 5.7.1
-15,31 .......................................... 3.6.1
-15, 119 .......................................... 4. 7.3
-16, 32 ........................................ 4. 10.2
- 16, 168 .......................................... 2. 3.1
-17,58 .......................................... 2.6.3
-18, 139 ......................................... 2. 6.3
-18, 159 .......................................... 2.6.3

18, 184 .......................................... 2.6.3
-19, 51 .......................................... 5.4.4
-22, 3 ....................................... 4. 10.2
- 22,45 .......................................... 3.3.2
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- 22, 45-6 ......................................... 3. 3.2
-23, 95 ......................................... 3. 6.1

28, 92 ......................................... 3. 2.3
- 29,51 .......................................... 1.1.3
-33,1 ......................................... 3.4.2
-33, 39 ......................................... 4. 4.3
-33, 145 ......................................... 5.5.3

, 5.5.4
- 35,163 ......................................... 5.6.3
- 35, 197 ......................................... 4. 2.3
- 37, 167 .......................................... 3. 1.2
- 37, 173 ......................................... 3. 1.2

Plutarch (Plutarchus)
Aiex. 45 ......................................... 4. 6.3
Am. 753D-E ......................................... 2.5.1
Amat.narr. 2 ......................................... 2.6.5
C.Gracch. n,i........................................ 1.2.3
Caes. 57, 5 ......................................... 1.2.3
Cato 2 .......................................... 3.7.3
-3 ......................................... 3.7.3
-6 .......................................... 3.7.3
- 15 ......................................... 3.7.3
- 22 ......................................... 3.7.3

Cariol. 11 ......................................... 4.5.1
De tranq. an. 4 ........................................ 5. 3.1
Devit. aer. alien. S .................................. 5. 3.1
5o;on 31, 3-32, 2....................................... 2. 3.3

Polybius
36,3 .......................................... 1.2.2

Procopius
De aedif. 3,1 ......................................... 3.6.2

Propertius
1, 14, 22 ......................................... 4. 3.8
2, 3, 15 ......................................... 3. 6.3
3, 11, 17-20 ......................................... 4. 3.2
3, 23, 2 .......................................... 2.6.5
4, 9,48 ......................................... 4.3.4

Prudentius
Ham. 401 ......................................... 4. 7.3

Ps.Orig.
Tract, lOp. 113, 10.................................. 5.5.3

Publilius Syrus
Cam. 19 .......................................... 4.6.3

Quintilian (Quintilianus)
Imt. 1,2,6 .......................................... 3. 1.2
-1, 5,67 ......................................... 4.3.1
- 6,1,47 .......................................... 5.2.1
- 8 praef. 18-20.................................. 4.3.1
-&, 3, 26 .......................................... 2.5.1
- 8,6,71 .......................................... 2. 1.2
-11,3,139-41...................................... 5. 1.4
-11,138 .......................................... 1. 1.3

Dec!. 388,20 ......................................... 3.3.5

Sallust (Sallustius)
Cat. 23,1 .......................................... 5.7.1
- 30,6 .......................................... 5.6.3

Jug. 46 .......................................... 4. 1.3
-56 .......................................... 4. 1.3
- 63,6 .......................................... 4.7.3
- 72, 2 .......................................... 4. 7.3

Scholia (D) on the Iliad
ad !l. 1,1 .......................................... 4.2.2

Scholia on Horace's Ars

136 .......................................... 1.2.4

Seneca

Ag. 841 .......................................... 4.3.3
Ben. 2, 27 .......................................... 4. 9.2
- 4,31,3 .......................................... 5.7.1
-7,9 .......................................... 3.6.3
- 7, 9, 2 .......................................... 5. 5.3

Brev. 12, 6 .......................................... 4. 9.3
Cl. 1, 18,2 .......................................... 5.6.1

, 5.6.2
Con. 1, 1, 19 ......................................... 2. 1.2
-4,1 .......................................... 5.6.3

Coru. Marc. 17,6..................................... 2.4.4

Ep. 9 .......................................... 5.4.3
- 33,6 .......................................... 5.6.4
- 69,6 .......................................... 5.4.4
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